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Base Camp
#859: Server backup and recovery for Base Camp
Q- Question from VPE/Club: Does TI (or their vendor) have a backup or mirrored server
for disaster recovery?
A- Toastmasters regularly backs up all data.
#891: Video, video player, projects, Base Camp
Q- When viewing lengthy videos on Pathways will the system timeout and end the session?
A- Base Camp will time out if your browser is inactive for an extended period of time.
Viewing videos included in your projects should not cause Base Camp to time out and
end your session.

#941: Base Camp, returning member, reinstating member
Q- If a member starts pathways and makes some progress. Then quits toastmasters.
How long will TMI hold the old members data in case they rejoin in the future?
A- When an individual returns to Toastmasters and pays their dues, they regain
access to Base Camp and can continue where they left off on their path. This
applies to any length of absence from Toastmasters.
#990: Base Camp, feedback, Base Camp terms
Q- When you lave feedback for a member, there is the option of leaving the feedback
for everyone, just the recipient or the members's managers. The tutorial says that the
manager is the VPE. My own VPE believed that the terminology should read VPE rather
than manager. Is it possible to change that label?
Q- It appears that Cornerstone have not localised the program for Toastmasters in the
Pending Requests section for Base Camp Managers. The text reads "View outstanding
training requests you must approve, defer, or deny. Deferring a request will send the
request to the next person in the approval chain for that employee. Click on the
employee's name to view their transcript. If you would like others to make approvals on
your behalf, you may share your approving permissions for users for whom you are the
following:" Can this be updated to read members and remove the note about deferring?
A- Base Camp is a learning management system built on the Cornerstone On
Demand platform and has been customized, as much as possible, to more
accurately reflect the culture of Toastmasters International. However, there are
certain areas of Base Camp where text cannot be edited or altered.

#1041: Base Camp, login, Base Camp sign in
Q- William Dobler Can you be signed into Base Camp on two devices at the same time?
A- No. Members can only sign into Base Camp from one device at a time. Base
Camp will automatically log members out of the first device when they sign in
from a second.
#1066: Start Page, pay dues message
Q- At this moment on https://www.toastmasters.org/start-pathways appears the
message: “This page is only available to paid members” “Please contact a club officer to
pay your dues and bring your membership up to date.” Is this an error or the member
will be force to renew before rollout to have access to pathways?
A- Currently, members in regions where Pathways has not yet rolled out are seeing
the message you mentioned when they attempt to access the Start page. We
recognize that this message is misleading for members who are paid and
apologize for any confusion. We are working with our IT team to update this
message so that paid members who attempt to access the start page will be
notified that Pathways has not yet rolled out in their region.
As soon as Pathways launches in your region, all paid members will be able to
access the Pathways Start page. As long as their membership is current, no
renewal is required.
#1088: Base Camp search, member visibility on Base Camp
Q- Many of my clubs have shared frustration at the fact that they can't find all of their
club members in a search. I have explained that the club members must have that
shared club selected as their Home Club for them to show up. However, one member
brought up a great point. He said that he wanted to share feedback with a member,
Lauren, who is a member of 3 clubs. However, he can't find Lauren in the search, and
doesn't know when she will select their shared club as her Home Club, so he's given up
on giving her a feedback badge. Can you please advise on what to do in this situation?
A- We encourage members who recently gave a speech to set the club in which
they spoke as their home club immediately after so that they can receive
feedback from others in their club. Additionally, those who would like to give
feedback or feedback badges to a specific member could speak with that
member and request that they briefly change their home club.
#1089: Member visibility on Base Camp, Base Camp search
Q- When I (and many of my clubs) search for our clubs in Base Camp, many of our
members are missing in the search results. I know this can be the result of members

who select a different club as their home club; however, in my club everyone is a
member of only 1 club (Garmin G.P.S.). Does each member have to have started a path
before they show up in the search results?
A- Yes. Only members who have selected their path will have a profile on Base
Camp. Those who are not yet working on Pathways education will now show up
in your search results.
#1092: Base Camp emails
Q- I've read on Facebook and in other online forums that the email address used to
send notifications to Base Camp Managers is basecamp@toastmasters.org. Before
encouraging clubs to establish processes around BCM, can you confirm that this indeed
is the email address used?
A- Yes. All emails sent from Base Camp will come from
basecamp@toastmasters.org. This is true for emails that are sent to the Base
Camp manager, as well as those sent to members.
#1096: Inactive clubs, access to Base Camp, member access to Base Camp
Q- When we have our mid-March District Pathways launch: If a club becomes inactive
on April 1 because it has not paid dues for the last 6 months, what recommendations do
you have for the members of the club who have paid their dues and who want to enroll
in Pathways?
A- Any member who pays their club dues in a district where Pathways has launched
has access to Base Camp and the Pathways learning experience. Club standing
does not restrict individual members’ access to Pathways.
If a club is suspended, then members won’t have access to Base Camp unless
they are also members of another, active club. A club is suspended after
leadership fails to pay dues or meet the minimum requirements for a sis-month
term.
Members who are concerned that their club may become suspended should call
World Headquarters and ask to speak with the Club and Member support team
as soon as possible.
#1104: Base Camp performance
Q- Over the last few weeks, several of my VPEs have complained of performance
issues when logged in to Base Camp. It is very slow for them. Are you aware of this and
is there anything they can do to mitigate this?
A- We are not aware of any widespread performance issue on Base Camp. To best
troubleshoot this, we would need specific information about the Base Camp

managers or members who experienced the issues, along with details about the
pages where they experienced difficulty.
Please keep in mind that factors such as internet speed, time of day, web
browser and the type of device used can impact performance of any online
system.
Please recommend that the VPEs and members you speak with ensure that their
computer system meets the requirements outlined on the Toastmasters website.
These can be found in the Pathways FAQs, number 14.
Should you speak with a member whose continues to have difficulty, please have
them email membership@toatmsters.org with all information they can provide
including their web browser, the type of device they were on, and the specific
behavior they experienced on Base Camp.
#1112: NEW! Profile picture, Base Camp manager profile
Q- I successfully added a profile picture BUT when I log in as BCM there is no picture.
Is this how it's supposed to be?
A- Yes. Your picture is connected with your personal profile on Base Camp. The
Base Camp manager login is shared between you the vice president education,
president, and secretary and will transfer to new officers when your term ends.
Because of this, none of the information from your personal profile will show on
your Base Camp manager login.

Badges
Overview:
•
•

Badges are added to a member’s profile automatically with each level completion
Badges can also be awarded by members of a person’s home club as a form of
recognition (See: Home Club and Feedback)

#307: Linking Badges with Social Media and adding to documents:
Q- Can digital badges can be added into LinkedIn website or documents?
A- No, Base Camp does not offer a way to link digital badges to social media sites
or be uploaded to other materials, including letters.
#789: Pathways level and path completion badges, ribbons wearable recognition
Q- Will there be Pathways pins to award to members who complete a Path, that indicate
that the member is Proficient in that Path? Currently the TI Store has pins for
completion of the CC, CL, ACB, ACS, ACG, ALB, and ALS designations.

A- Pathways level and path completion pins are currently in development. We
expect that these will be available on the Toastmasters store in the first quarter of
2018.
Level and path achievement ribbons are already available for purchase on the
Toastmasters Store. For more information about awards in Pathways, please
visit the Achievement and Awards page at
www.toastmasters.org/education/pathways/achievement-awards.
#348: Incentives, recognition, long-time Toastmasters
Q- What incentives are there for veteran toastmasters who have attained DTM award?
A- In Pathways, members will earn recognition sooner and more often than in the
current program. Certificates of recognition and digital badges are awarded upon
the completion of each level.
Additionally, in the traditional education program, many members repeat the
Competent Leader and Competent Communicator manuals to earn additional
DTMs. In Pathways, they have the opportunity to complete different paths or
unique electives and learn even more than in the traditional education program.
#336: Badges for members outside of home club
Q- Are there badges that we can give to members outside our home club?
A- You may only award feedback badges to members of your home club, as your
home club indicates who you can interact with on Base Camp. However, you
may change your home club at any time from the Pathways Start page. If you
want to give feedback to a member who is not in one of your clubs, you must do
this outside of Base Camp.
#716: Badges report, viewing badges assigned by members, viewing member
badges
Q- Is there a report on the number of badges assigned by member name within the
club? I'm looking for the total number of badges awarded by member name.
A- There are no reports available to Base Camp managers showing badges
awarded by members. However, you can view which badges have been awarded
to members by looking at the individual member’s badges page on Base Camp.
#925: Badges, home club, member profile
Q- When you search in Base Camp, who's badges will you be able to see? Only people
in your home club or anyone in Toastmasters?

A- Members will be able to view badges, give feedback to, and see the profiles of
members in their home club. Please keep in mind that you can change your
home club on the Pathways Start page at any time.
#1014: Badges, member profile, feedback
Q- For recognition badges, am I correct in the assumption that members will receive
recognition badges for the completion of each level in a path and on the completion of a
path? Where are these badges displayed? Are all badges for all paths displayed all the
time? If a member repeats a path, do they receive an additional recognition badge each
time they repeat that path?
A- Badges are added to a member’s profile automatically with each level completion
and at the completion of a path. Members can view badges on their Badges page
on Base Camp. For more information, please view the Badges webinar recording
available in the webinar section of this document.

Base Camp Managers
Overview:
•
•
•

The primary role of Base Camp manager is filled by the VPE of each club
Club presidents and secretaries can sign in and complete tasks if the VPE is not
available
The Base Camp manager email will default to the email listed by the club on Club
Central

#7: Base Camp manager access, member visibility on Base Camp, transcript
1. To what extent do officers have visibility on Base Camp into a member’s progress?
2. Will members have visibility into each other’s progress?
3. Can a member give their mentor access to view their progress on Base Camp? Do
district officers have any visibility into member records or progress?
A- The vice president education, club president and secretary each have access
to the Base Camp manager page on Base Camp, which is where member
learning reports, member profiles and transcripts are kept. These resources
show which paths and levels members are working in or have completed—
including both members working in online paths on Base Camp and those
using printed materials.
Mentors and district leaders cannot see member progress or access the Base
Camp manager dashboards unless they are the Base Camp manager for one
of their own clubs and then they can only see those club members.

#3: Base Camp Manager training materials
Q- Are there any materials available regarding how the VPE and other officers use Base
camp to track member progress, approve projects and generate reports, etc.?
A- There are tutorials, quick reference guides and other resources to help support
VPEs as they learn how to use Base Camp. There is a Base Camp manager
page where they can view member learning reports and verify education.
#706: Base Camp Manager training, incoming club officers, new VPEs, new
executive roles, VPE transition
Q- Considering how much information is now required by a VPE to navigate through
Base Camp, complete club support tasks such as signing off on a member's Level
Completion, and more that I'm still learning as a new BCM (as well as what I'm learning
as a PW Guide), is Toastmasters developing a program to help transition new Base
Camp Managers (BCM) successfully into their new executive roles next July 1st?
A- Incoming VPEs are encouraged to speak with current VPEs and other club
officers in order to learn their role, much as they do today. Additionally, once they
have access to Base Camp they will have access to the same tutorials and
resources that VPEs and other Base Camp managers are currently using in
order to learn the system and become familiar with their role.
#21: Club officer access to Base Camp
Q- Will the ability to view members’ Pathways records be expanded to all club officers?
A- No. The VPE, club president and secretary are the only ones who can view
member progress and verify education.
#69: Visibility of members on dashboards
Q- I am president of my club and know some members have selected their paths.
However, when I log in as a Base Camp manager and access the Member Progress
page, I cannot see that a member has selected a path or made progress. Why does this
happen?
A- There are a few reasons why you may not see all data expected in a report
available on the Base Camp manager Member Progress page.
a. Refresh the report: To ensure a report on the Member Progress page
shows the most recent data, refresh the report each time you access it. To
do this, select Options in the upper right corner of the report, and then
select Refresh from the drop-down menu that appears. Once you refresh,
check that the current date and time display in the lower left corner of the
report. If so, the report is showing most recent member data.

b. Members of multiple clubs: As Base Camp manager, you can only track
progress, view transcripts, and verify education for members who have
selected your club as their home club. If after refreshing you still do not
see data for some members, this may be because those members may be
members of multiple clubs and have not set your club as their home club.
As soon as a member selects your club as their home club, their
information will show in reports on the Member Progress page.
Please note that members who have not yet selected a path will not be visible on
the dashboards or by using search. If you still do not see member data after
refreshing the report and confirming the home clubs of your members, please
contact us with detailed information so we can assist you.
#64: Recognize first adopters (first 3 users)
Q- One VPE checked Member Progress and found that five members had enrolled in
Pathways. Is there a way he can determine who the first three were so he can award
them their Pathways pins?
A- Yes. Details for all reports available on the Member Progress page can be
accessed by hovering over the box for which you would like details, selecting the
arrow that shows in the upper right corner, and then selecting “view details.” The
report that opens will include all data related to that specific report, including the
names of club members whose progress and actions are reflected in the report.
See the Base Camp Manager Dashboards tutorial for more information.
#66: Inactive VPE, sharing Base Camp manager login to Base Camp
Q- If a club has a VPE that is not fully engaged in the club, can other club officer (like
the Treasurer) be granted access as a Base Camp Manager? If so, how?
A- We are unable to provide additional club officers with access to the Base Camp
manager page. In the event that another club officer needs to assist the VPE with
completing Base Camp manager tasks, the president and secretary both have
access to the Base Camp manager page. Club officers will need to communicate
with one another to ensure they are aware of who is verifying member education.
#71: Officers approving their own requests in Base Camp
Q- Is a member who is VPE, Secretary or President able to approve their own requests
in the Base Camp manager?
A- As in the current program, club officers should not verify their own education. If
you are a Base Camp manager for your club, please request that one of the
other club officers who have access to this page verify your level completion and
external training requests. As a reminder, the VPE, president, and secretary all

have access to the Base Camp manager page and are able to verify education
and approve requests.
#75: Members in multiple clubs and Base Camp manager dashboards
Q- Would it be possible to have a member's progress show up in all the clubs they
belong to, even if it is greyed out in all but their home club? This would reduce a lot of
confusion among VPEs.
A- Because Base Camp is not designed to make member progress visible to more
than one club at a time, communication is key when working with members
belonging to multiple clubs. The home club a member sets for their most recent
login to Base Camp is the home club set to approve education requests and will
be the only club that has access to view a member’s progress. VPEs who would
like to track the progress of members belonging to multiple clubs are encouraged
to keep open lines of communication with those members.
To avoid misunderstandings among Base Camp managers and members, it is
important that only one club can approve a member’s education requests at a
time. This allows Base Camp to send emails to the club officer who is
responsible for verifying the member’s education. It also ensures that officers
from different clubs do not attempt to approve the same request simultaneously.
Moreover, it ensures that members know which club is approving their requests
so they can speak with the right VPE should they have questions.
#735: Members in multiple clubs, dashboard reporting, members not showing up
in Base Camp manager reports
Q- I want to see how many people have signed up for their first Path and when they signed up.
One of my members belongs to two clubs so they don't show up on my reports if they are
logged into the other club.
How are we VPEs expected to have accurate reports without advising our members to log into
our club each time we want to run a report?

A- You VPEs will need to be aware of any members of their club who are active
members of other clubs and take this into account when viewing reports on Base
Camp.
If a member does not show up in your reports it is, as you mentioned, likely
because they have another club set as their home club. For the most accurate
possible reporting, simply keep this in mind so that you can account for any
missing data.

#80: Level completions on Base Camp, submit awards in Club Central
Q- If a VPE needs to see the level completions before filing an award in Club Central, it
would seem that the member should select that club as Home club - correct?
B- You do not need to change your home club prior to submitting a level completion
request on Base Camp.
Members of multiple clubs will need to communicate regularly with their VPEs
about level completions and how those completions should be awarded on Club
Central for the Distinguished Club Program. Once a Pathways level has been
completed, members will need to tell VPEs of every club to which they belong
about the completion and communicate which club should submit the award to
Club Central for credit.
#769: Submitting education awards on Club Central, do we need to input speech
titles for Pathways?
Q- Will the BCM need to input members’ speech titles and dates in Club Central when applying
for level completion as we do now in the current education program for new designations?

A- No. You will be asked to select the award the member is eligible for but will not
be required to input any additional information.
#768: Submitting education awards on Club Central after verifying on Base Camp
Q- Submitting educational awards - when Pathways rolls out, the VPE will need to approve the
educational achievement for the member and then submit it to club central. Question: will this be
only for the transition period? After the transition period, will there only be a one step process for
submitting educational awards?

A- No. The process will remain the same after the transition period. After the
transition period is complete, VPEs will continue to approve education on Base
Camp and submit award requests on Club Central.
#87: Credit for two vice presidents education (VPE)
Q- Can a club select two Vice President Education (VPE) officers during the transition
phase? One VPE to support members on the legacy program and one VPE for
Pathways. Could both members receive club officer credit for a single transition year?
A- If you would like to have an assistant VPE who helps with VPE responsibilities,
while also learning about the role, you are welcome to do so. However, credit is
given to only one member per office. You may have only one VPE on record with
World Head Quarters.

#42: Search club members, club member list on Base Camp
Q- On Base Camp, I know I can type club member's name in the search box to see
their profile and transcript. Is there a way that we can see a list of members in our club
and progress all in one chart?
A- Base Camp managers are able to view an individual member’s transcript and
progress by searching their name. If a Base Camp manager would like to view
the progress of all members in the club, they can do so from the member
learning reports. To access these reports, log in to Base Camp as a Base Camp
manager and select the Member Progress tile.
As a member or Base Camp manager, you can retrieve a list of everyone in your
club by typing your club number or club name in the search box and then
pressing enter. You will see the names of each member in your club. Select a
name to view that member’s profile.
Please note that only members who have selected a path will be visible on Base
Camp. Members who have not yet selected a path will not show in your club list
on Base Camp.
#46B: Return to Toastmasters Start Page from Base Camp
Q- From the Pathways home page, I accessed the Manager's reports. Once there, I
couldn't return to the Pathways home page or base camp. Clicking on "home" at the top
of the page only returned me to the manager's menu.
A- If you are a club officer and log in to Base Camp as a Base Camp manager,
selecting the Pathways icon or selecting Home from the upper left navigation bar will
take you to the Base Camp manager home page. This is the expected functionality.
If you would like to return to your personal education on Base Camp, you can do so
by returning to the Pathways Start page. To return, select the “Visit the Pathways
Start page” link on the Base Camp manager home page. From here, you can select
“Log in as Member” to view your personal education on Base Camp. You are not
expected to receive a “Page Not Found” message when attempting to access
www.toastmasters.org. We apologize for this inconvenience. If you experience this
again, please send a detailed explanation along with a screenshot, if possible, so
that we can help you troubleshoot this matter.
#143: Path completion, level completion, VPE approval, Base Camp manager
Q- What does the Base Camp Manager need to do to verify completion of a path before
approving it? In the old system, the VPE would check the CC manual. What is the
equivalent check for Pathways?

A- The VPE verifies completion of each level within a path. When a member
submits a level completion request, the VPE ensures that all project and level
requirements were met by viewing the member’s transcript. Reading the project
descriptions available in Tutorials and Resources will also help the VPE ensure
that the member presented all speeches and met all additional requirements.
When the VPE validates the completion of Level 5, the member’s path is marked
as complete.
For more information, please direct VPEs and members to the Base Camp
Verifications and Approvals resource found in the Frequently Asked Questions
subject on the Tutorials and Resources page.
#842: What do members need to keep for their VPE to approve their level
completion
Q- There seems to be some confusion on what members need to keep from each project in
order to ensure that the verification of a level completion is met by the base camp manager. I
can't find any particular resources detailing it.

A- Base Camp will automatically mark each project complete when a member has
interacted with all the content in the project, including the Assess Your Skills
Before and After. Members are not required to store any additional information
related to their project on Base Camp.
When a vice president education verifies a level completion on Base Camp, it is
their responsibility to ensure that the member met all requirements for the
project. The information required for this verification is at the discretion of each
club. On Base Camp, VPEs will be able to view that the project is marked
complete (please note that they do not have access to view the Assess Your
Skills Before and after). Some VPEs may also request the completed evaluation
resource or record of the speech and outside project requirements, but members
are not required to upload any if this information to Base Camp.
#749: Viewing member progress, viewing a member’s transcript
Q- Question about the Base Camp Manager role: I saw in the Base Camp Manager
tutorial that we can view a member's transcript when clicking on their name while
reviewing their request for Level Completion. I would like to know if there is any other
way for a Base Camp Manager to view a member's transcript?
If the member has not yet completed a level and therefore has not submitted a Level
Completion request, a Base Camp Manager may still want to see how far the member

has progressed within the level. But I can't find how to access their transcript in that
situation.
A- Yes. Base Camp managers can view the transcript of a member in their club* by
searching for the member by name in the search bar on Base Camp. Once on
the member’s profile, they can select Transcript from the top of the page to view
the member’s progress.
For more information, please see the World Headquarters Webinar titled “Using
Search on Base Camp” and review the “Viewing Another Club Members Profile”
tutorial on Base Camp. Please note that Base Camp managers search for
members and view profiles using the same steps as general members. However,
Base Camp managers will have access to view member’s transcripts.
*If the member is in more than one club and has a different club set as their
home club, they will not be visible to the Base Camp manger. For more
information, please see the World Headquarters webinar on Members of Multiple
Clubs. Also, only members who have selected a path will be visible on Base
Camp. Members who have not yet selected a path cannot be found using search.
#720: VPE approval of projects and levels in Pathways
Q- A VPE is worried how will she be able to approve levels achieved by members in paths if the
VPE isn't initialing the speeches and projects like in the back of the CC and CL manuals? How
can she trust the member is completing them?

B- Base Camp will automatically mark each project complete once a member has
interacted with all the content. When a VPE verifies the completion of a level,
they are encouraged to look at the projects in that level and ensure that the
member has met all requirements.
This verification process is at the discretion of each club. Some VPEs may be
comfortable approving the level based on their own memory or records of the
member presenting each speech at their club. Other VPEs may request
additional verification. For example, if the speech was presented in a different
Toastmasters club, the VPE may ask the member to submit an external training
request on Base Camp or provide verification from the VPE of that club.
#149: Pending requests, external training, Level Completion
Q- How did you know if a request is for Level Completion or External Training, just by
looking at the request on the Base Camp manager pending requests page?

A- External training requests on your Pending Requests page always have a green
arrow to the left of the training title. When you hover over this icon, text will
appear to indicate it is external training.
#155: Decimals visible on the Dashboard
Q- Basecamp reports: Can we change the X Axis from Decimal to Integer? Never going
to have 1.5 users in any path.
A- The decimals on the x-axis are standard across reports and were established by
our learning management system provider, Cornerstone on Demand. While we
cannot remove the decimal points, please note that the bars on the graphs will
always extend to an integer.
#A: Types of reports, dashboards, Base Camp manager, club officers
Q- Which reports are available to the vice president education, president and secretary
in Base Camp. Will these officers all have access to the same reports?
A- The vice president education, president and secretary all have access to the
same member learning reports on the Base Camp manager page on Base
Camp. These reports display which level a member is working on in a path as
well as which paths they have selected and completed. Learning reports also
show which members are working on base camp versus printed materials, which
paths members have recently registered for and any external training requests
that have been submitted (these are for those who want to complete an
assignment or speech outside their home club).
#E: Base Camp manager access, new club officers
Q- In one of my clubs, we have filed the new officer list for the coming year, and the
incoming Secretary now has access to Club Central for this club, but does NOT have
access to Base Camp Manager. When can we expect that the incoming President, VPE
and SEC have access to base camp manager? Ideally, it should be at the same time
that they get access to Club Central.
A- The incoming vice president education, president, and secretary will have access
to the Base Camp manager page on the date their term officially begins.
Until the new term is in effect, Base Camp manager tasks continue to be the
responsibility of the current vice president education.
#301: External training, VPE approval, speeches outside the home club
Q- Why does VPE have to approve speeches outside the club? With the current
program members can deal directly with the VPE’s of the club they want to give a
speech at.

A- The current policy, which can be found at www.toastmasters.org/FAQ, is as
follows: “You are allowed to do up to two speeches per manual outside of the
club environment for credit toward an educational award, as long as you receive
prior approval from your vice president education.”
Because members are working online in Pathways, they do not have a manual to
carry with them from club meeting to club meeting. To facilitate communication
between members and their VPEs, the process of requesting external training is
set up on Base Camp. It is important to keep your VPE informed of any speeches
done outside your club because your VPE approves level completions and will
need to know that you completed all requirements, including speeches, for each
project in a level in order to submit the approval.
External training requests are designed for member and VPE convenience and to
facilitate better coordination between members and their club. External training
requests are not required and clubs are welcome to use any process that works
for their members when managing speeches done outside the club or in any club
a member may visit.
#422: Refreshing dashboards
Q- Every time I look at a dashboard as BCM, I have to click Options > Refresh to see
the current stats. That process is very very very slow to refresh. It has to be a simple
database lookup; why does it take so long?
A- Reports in Base Camp are predetermined and cannot be set by Base Camp
Managers. Since the dashboards are designed to show path progress, we
agree that the Pathways Guide Tasks curriculum is not necessary. Thank you
for bringing this to our attention and we will raise it with our team to have it
removed from Base Camp Manager reports.
The speed at which reports refresh depends on a number of factors including
internet connectivity and the amount of new data added to the dashboard. We
apologize for any inconvenience created by any delay.
#426: Base Camp manager login
Q- Will everyone see the Base Camp manager login?
A- Only club officers identified as Base Camp managers will see the option to log
in as a Base Camp manager. Each club has three officers designated as
Base Camp managers, these are vice president education, president, and
secretary. Only these officers will be able to access the Base Camp Manager
page.

#451: Approvals, level completions, projects, Base Camp manager notifications
Can you clarify the approving projects vs. approving level? Does BCM have to approve
each project within the each level? Or the approval needs only after completing all
projects in level 1 or 2 and so on. When will the BCM see the pending request for
approval? I checked with my club BCM on my completed first project in level 1, she
doesn't see the pending request for approval in her BCM Pending Requests.
A- Projects in Pathways do not require vice president education (VPE) approval.
The VPE verifies completion of each level within a path. When a member
submits a Level Completion Request, the VPE ensures that all projects and level
requirements were met by viewing the member’s transcript. Reading the project
descriptions available in Tutorials and Resources will also help the VPE ensure
that the member presented all speeches and met all additional requirements.
For more information, please direct VPEs and members to the Base Camp
Verifications and Approvals resource found in the Frequently Asked Questions
subject on the Tutorials and Resources page.
#737: Approving levels on accident, reversing a level completion, Base Camp
manager approvals
Q- Once a BCM has verified and marked a Level complete, is there a way to reverse that?
B- There is no way to reverse this action. Once a Level is marked complete on Base
Camp, it will remain complete.
When approving Level completions, Base Camp managers should take caution
to ensure that members have met all requirements for that level. If a Base Camp
manager unintentionally marks a level complete, they can speak with the
member and request that he or she finish any outstanding requirements before
progressing to the next Level or submitting their award on Club Central.
#203: Base Camp manager home club, members of multiple clubs
Q-The Start Page interface has changed and is confusing to someone who is a Base
Camp manager of more than one Club. If one wishes to access a second Club as a
Base Camp Manager, must one change one's home Club now?
C- If you are an officer or member in more than one club, select a club using the
dropdown menu on the Pathways Start page. The web page may ask you to
confirm that you are switching your home club.
Please note that your home club simply indicates who you can interact with on
Base Camp. You may change your home club at any time. If you would like to

interact with a different club after completing Base Camp manager tasks, simply
return to the Pathways Start page to change your home club.
#242: Officer departures, Base Camp manager tasks
Q- VPE seems to be more important in Pathways than in our current education. And
there were cases that we couldn't contact VPE for months. He / She was just
disappeared. What is your suggestion?
A- The VPE’s role in Pathways is to verify member education, just as it is in the
traditional program. To verify education in Pathways, the VPE simply uses the
Base Camp manager page rather than signing manuals. If the VPE is ever
unavailable, the president and secretary can complete Base Camp manager
tasks.
#712: Base Camp manager responsibilities, club officer rankings, secretary’s role
Q- Currently the Secretary is the 5th ranked officer, behind the VPM and VPPR. In view
of the increased responsibilities of the Secretary as one of the three Base camp
managers, will the Secretary now become the third c club officer?
A- Pathways does not change the club structure.
The club officer rankings in the Club Leadership Handbook indicate who chairs a
club meeting, rather than the workload assigned to each club officer.
Each club officer has their own role and job, as part of the bigger team. The
secretary has access to the Base Camp manger page so that he or she can
support the VPE as needed. This access was provided to the president and
secretary because most clubs have these positions and we wanted to ensure the
VPE has adequate support.
The Base Camp manager tasks completed by the secretary will vary from club to
club. Some clubs may never need the secretary to assist with these tasks. Other
clubs will only need this support when the VPE and president are away. There
will also be clubs that need the secretary to play a more active Base Camp
manager role. This is at the discretion of each individual club.
#398: Level Completion certificates, printing certificates
Q-Do officers (Base Camp Managers) have access to download and print Level
completion certificates for members?
A-Yes. The option to download and/or print a member’s Level Completion
certificate is available for the Base Camp Managers.

#852: Q: Base Camp Manager Requests
Q-Under what circumstances would a VPE reject a request to complete a project
outside of the club? Under what circumstances would s/he reject a completion of such a
project?
A- Approval of external training requests and external training completion
requests are at the discretion of each club and VPE, based on the policy of the
club and requirements of the assignment.
When a member requests to complete a project outside of the club, the VPE or
Base Camp manager approving the request is encouraged to review the
requirements for the project and ensure the member has included all
requirements in their plan. Similarly, when a member submits a completion
request, the VPE should verify that they completed all components of the
assignment.
As a reminder, external training requests are optional and designed to help VPEs
track projects and speeches that members are completing outside of their club. If
there is another process that works best for you club, you are welcome to
continue using this process.
#888: Base Camp manager, level completion, email addresses
Q- I'm confused about the email notification sent to base camp managers on a request
to approve a level completion. In the Master Q&A log under the BCM overview it says
"The Base Camp manager email will default to the email listed by the club on Club
Central". Does this mean this email is "not" sent to the email address on record of the
officers (VPE, Pres, & Sec.). If so, why? You have the officer's email address and, it
would stand to reason, that the officers would monitor their own email much more often
than some other email address
A- Because more than one club officer has access to verify education on Base
Camp, all Base Camp manager emails will go to the email address on file for
your club in Club Central.
Should your Vice President Education not be able to access Base Camp or verify
education for a period of time, we want to ensure that these notifications are
seen by other club officers who can respond (president and secretary).
We recommend setting up a club email address that can be accessed by all club
officers, should you not have this in place already.
#936: Members of multiple clubs, Base Camp manager, home club
Q- A fellow Pathways Guide and I have understood the training material in opposite
ways and need to know which is correct. For members of multiple clubs, her

understanding is that the Base Camp Manager of the member's home club will be able
to see completion in the member's transcript ONLY for speeches that were completed in
that club, and will not be able to see that other projects have been completed, for which
the speech was done in another club. My understanding is that the member has only
one transcript, and that ALL completions in that transcript are viewable to the Base
Camp Manager of the member's home club, no matter in which club the speech(es) for
that project were completed. Can you please resolve and explain?
A- You are correct in stating that all members have only one transcript and that all
completions in that transcript will be visible to the Base Camp manager of their
home club. This is true regardless of the club in which the member gave their
speech or completed their project.
When a member has interacted with all content in a project, Base Camp will
automatically mark the project complete. This completion will be visible in their
transcript to the Base Camp manager of the club set as the member’s home club
As a reminder, members can change their home club at any time to enable a
different Base Camp manager to see their transcript.
#937: Level completion, Base Camp manager
Q- Does the level completion email also to Club President and Secretary (as Base
Camp Managers) in addition to email that goes to VPE?
A- The level completion email will go to the email address on file for your club in
Club Central. We recommend setting this to an email address that can be
accessed by all club officers.
#995: Pathways Assessment, Base Camp manager, dashboards
Q- Is the Base Camp Manager able to see if a member has started on an assessment
and not completed it?
A- No. Base Camp managers do not have access to member’s Pathways
Assessment data, including whether or not they have started or finished the
assessment.
#1002: Base Camp manager email
Q- A President of a club completed level 1 and sent a request for approval. She said the
request for approval went to a generic club email and not the VPE. Then she emailed
the VPE. How does Pathways know where to send a request approval? I thought it
automatically goes to the VPE?How do we know which email they will send it to?

A- Because more than one club officer has access to verify education on Base
Camp, all Base Camp manager emails will go to the email address on file for
your club in Club Central.
Should your Vice President Education not be able to access Base Camp or verify
education for a period of time, we want to ensure that these notifications are
seen by other club officers who can respond (president and secretary).
We recommend setting up a club email address that can be accessed by all club
officers, should you not have this in place already.
#1028: Club Email, Base Camp communication
Q- The clubs I am supporting would prefer Base Camp emails go directly to the VPE,
Pres, and Sec (BCMs) email rather than the Club email. Is there an option to handle
Base Camp emails this way? If it is currently a system constraint, are there plans to add
this flexibility?
A- Base Camp manager is a single title in Base Camp, designed to be managed by
a single individual. To facilitate member progress through Pathways and support
club officers, the title is assigned to three people in each club, the president, vice
president education and club secretary. Because it is intended for an individual,
only one email address can be assigned.
#1030: Base Camp manager, task organization, officer responsibilities
Q- From a Base Camp Manager Is there an overview available of the Pathways
guidance available? Including schedule of virtual tutorials; specific training for Base
Camp Managers; club organizational guidance re traditional educational system and
Pathways? As club secretary (support to VPE on Base Camp Management), I am
working my way through the Base Camp Management tutorials on TI's website. Any
lessons learned from TI on other Regions roll outs regarding how the VPE role might be
restructured during the transition, e.g., have an education committee with someone
tracking old system and someone else tracking Pathways particularly in larger clubs?
This structure might be analogous to the VPE-1,2,3,4 that some Clubs use as other
officers.
Q- Basecamp Manager Duties - I have seen reference to a 44 page pdf document
(#998) that we can send to VPEs after our Club Visits. Please would you point me at
where I can find this useful-sounding document?
A- You are welcome to contact other Pathways guides to share information and
learn best practices. We also recommend you review the Base Camp Manager
Duties document available in your Pathways Guide curriculum on Base Camp.

Please be aware that the tasks of the VPE are not significantly changed by the
Pathways rollout, only the method they do them. In Pathways, completions are
approved online instead of within a member’s manual.
#1047: Approvals, level completion, Base Camp manager
Q- My understanding is that a club VPE can approve his/her own level and path
completions. Am I right?
A- Just like in Club Central, VPEs can approve their own level completions, but it is
against policy to do so. This is an important reason for the Base Camp manager
duties to be shared among the president, VPE, and secretary. As they would in
signing a manual, another club officer should approve the VPE’s level
completions.
#1048: Base Camp manager email, club central email
Q- In order to minimize the likelihood of level completion requests being overlooked
thus delaying the completion procedure, I understand that one common e-mail address
can be used by three Base Camp managers concurrently. How can we register one email address for this particular purpose or will there be any ready-made e-mail address
set aside for this particular purpose?
A- Base Camp will automatically default to the club email listed on Club Central.
Clubs who wish to set up a new or different email will need to create their own
and update Club Central with the new address. Toastmasters does not provide
email addresses for clubs or members.
#1052: Level completion request
Q- Can a level completion request be canceled by a member? (ie, sent to wrong club, or
clicked by mistake)
A- No, a Level Completion request cannot be cancelled when submitted by mistake.
The member would need to contact their VPE and the VPE then decline the
request. When the member is ready, they then resubmit the Level Completion
request.
#1070: Base Camp manager email
Q- The webinar demonstration says it is recommended that VPE, Pres. and Sec. should
have a common e-mail address which they share in the club central so that they could
get the completion request mail without missing. Does the member's request in the
Base Camp go to their second e-mail automatically? I heard TI information goes to only
the primary mail.

Q- Received an email today directed to VPE - that our club email address should be a
shared address for the Pres/VPE/Sec to use for Base Camp emails. Currently our email
is our club VPPR to respond to inquiries from the public - if we make it a new generic
address for the club, it's less likely to be frequently monitored by anyone. Most of our
members are unable to access outside email servers during the work day because they
are blocked by their employers. Is the best option to have VPPR forward Base Camp
requests to Pres/VPE/Sec and continue to respond to outside inquiries?
A- All Base Camp manager emails will be sent to one email address only: The email
address on file for your club in club central.
Our recommendation is to create an email address that can be access by all club
officers, so each officer can monitor the inbox for emails that are pertinent to
them. For example, the VPE would review Base Camp emails and the VPPR
would review emails from Find a Club, etc.
However, each club will need to determine the process that works best for them.
If all club officers agree that your VPPR should forward Base Camp emails the
VPE or another Base Camp manager, the process for managing this is at your
club’s discretion.
For more information about managing Base Camp manager emails, please see
question 888 on the Master Q&A log.
#1085: External training, Base Camp emails
Q- If an external request is made by a member, do the base camp managers get
notified in the same way that they do when there's a level completion request?
Furthermore, is it possible for email notifications to be sent whenever a feedback is
requested or given?
A- Yes. Base Camp managers will receive an email notification when a member
submits an external request on Base Camp. This email will be sent to the email
address on file for your club in club central. On Base Camp, these requests are
referred to as External Training. An External Training request is essentially an
external request to complete a speech or project outside of Toastmasters or in a
club other than your home club. The term External Training is hard-coded into
the Cornerstone on Demand learning management system and cannot be
changed
There are no email notifications sent when feedback is requested or given.
Members are encouraged to check their feedback wall on a regular basis to
request feedback and reply to fellow club member’s requests.

Base Camp Manager Dashboards
Overview:
•
•
•
•

Base Camp managers have dashboard available to them to view member
progress in their clubs
Dashboards for specific clubs are only available to the club Base Camp manager
and cannot be viewed by district officials or general membership
Base Camp managers will need to refresh each dashboard to be sure they are
getting the most recent information
Individual member progress can be seen on each dashboard by selecting view
details from the drop down arrow found at the top right of each dashboard

#69: Members not showing on dashboard, members not visible
Q- I am president of my club and know some members have selected their paths.
However, when I log in as a Base Camp manager and access the Member Progress
page, I cannot see that a member has selected a path or made progress. Why does this
happen?
B- There are a few reasons why you may not see all data expected in a report
available on the Base Camp manager Member Progress page.
a. Refresh the report: To ensure a report on the Member Progress page
shows the most recent data, refresh the report each time you access it. To
do this, select Options in the upper right corner of the report, and then
select Refresh from the drop-down menu that appears. Once you refresh,
check that the current date and time display in the lower left corner of the
report. If so, the report is showing most recent member data.
Members of multiple clubs: As Base Camp manager, you can only track
progress, view transcripts, and verify education for members who have
selected your club as their home club. If after refreshing you still do not
see data for some members, this may be because those members may be
members of multiple clubs and have not set your club as their home club.
As soon as a member selects your club as their home club, their
information will show in reports on the Member Progress page.
If you still do not see member data after refreshing the report and
confirming the home clubs of your members, please contact us with
detailed information so we can assist you.

#64: Recognize first adopters
Q- One VPE checked Member Progress and found that five members had enrolled in
Pathways. Is there a way he can determine who the first three were so he can award
them their Pathways pins?
A- Yes. Details for all reports available on the Member Progress page can be
accessed by hovering over the box for which you would like details, selecting the
arrow that shows in the upper right corner, and then selecting “view details.” The
report that opens will include all data related to that specific report, including the
names of club members whose progress and actions are reflected in the report.
See the Base Camp Manager Dashboard tutorial for more information.
#75: Members in multiple clubs and Base Camp manager dashboards
Q- Would it be possible to have a member's progress show up in all the clubs they
belong to, even if it is greyed out in all but their home club? This would reduce a lot of
confusion among VPEs.
A- Because Base Camp is not designed to make member progress visible to more
than one club at a time, communication is key when working with members
belonging to multiple clubs. The home club a member sets for their most recent
login to Base Camp is the home club set to approve education requests and will
be the only club that has access to view a member’s progress. VPEs who would
like to track the progress of members belonging to multiple clubs are encouraged
to keep open lines of communication with those members.
To avoid misunderstandings among Base Camp managers and members, it is
important that only one club can approve a member’s education requests at a
time. This allows Base Camp to send emails to the club officer who is
responsible for verifying the member’s education. It also ensures that officers
from different clubs do not attempt to approve the same request simultaneously.
Moreover, it ensures that members know which club is approving their requests
so they can speak with the right VPE should they have questions.
#772: How VPEs approve and track education for members in multiple clubs,
reading the dashboards when members are in more than one club
Q- As a VPE of an advanced club that serves as a second club for all members, I have a
question on my function as a BCM on he dashboard. It is highly unlikely that any of our
members will have our club listed as their home club on Base Camp so to actually do the BCM
job, would I need to regularly ask members to change their home club? How do you suggest I
and all VPEs for advanced clubs handle this situation?

A- Please keep in mind that the role of Base Camp manager is to verify the
education of members in their club on Base Camp. In order to do this, Base
Camp managers do not need to ask members to change their home club.
It is at the member’s discretion to set their home club, and the Base Camp
manager of that club is the one responsible for verifying the education. Members
are welcome to set any club in which they are a member as their home club and
may change this at any time.
The dashboards are designed to provide you with useful information about the
progress of members for whom you are approving education. While these reports
can also provide useful information on your club progress, Base Camp managers
should keep in mind that at any given time, the dashboards may not display
members who are in more than one club.
#42: Club member list, search members by name
Q- On Base Camp, I know Base Camp managers can type club member's name in the
search box to see their profile and transcript. Is there a way that we can see a list of
members in our club and progress all in one chart?
B- Base Camp managers are able to view an individual member’s transcript and
progress by searching their name once they have purchased a path. If a Base
Camp manager would like to view the progress of all members in the club, they
can do so from the member learning reports. To access these reports, log in to
Base Camp as a Base Camp manager and select the Member Progress tile.
As a member or Base Camp manager, you can retrieve a list of everyone in your
club who has selected a path* by typing your club number or club name in the
search box and then pressing enter. You will see the names of each member in
your club. Select a name to view that member’s profile.

*Please note that if any of your members are members of multiple clubs they
may set a different club as their home club at any time. Only members with your
club set as their home club will show in these search results. For more
information, please see the World Headquarters webinar on Members of Multiple
Clubs.
#155: Decimals visible on the Dashboard
Q- Basecamp reports: Can we change the X Axis from Decimal to Integer? Never going
to have 1.5 users in any path.

A- The decimals on the x-axis are standard across reports and were established by
our learning management system provider, Cornerstone on Demand. While we
cannot remove the decimal points, please note that the bars on the graphs will
always extend to an integer.
#811: Meaning of User ID field on dashboard X-axis
Q- What is meaning of USER ID (Xaxix) on Individual Progress screen.
A- The User ID on the x-axis of the member progress dashboards indicates the
number of members represented on the graph.
While the x-axis uses decimal points, please note that the bars on the graph
always extend to an integer to indicate the number of member represented.
#796: Can the data on the Base Camp manger dashboards be downloaded into a
report that can be sorted?
Q- Is it possible to have the Base Camp manager individual progress > level > view
details report have a link to a downloadable .csv file? It would be most useful for large
club VPEds for ease of effectively sorting and using the information provided in these
reports.
A- Reports available on the Member progress page cannot be downloaded in a .csv
format but can be exported to Excel. To do so, hover over the box containing the
graph, select the arrow and then select Export to Excel.
#A: Reports, dashboards, club officers
Q- Which reports are available to the vice president education, president and secretary
in Base Camp. Will these officers all have access to the same reports?
A- The vice president education, president and secretary all have access to the
same member learning reports on the Base Camp manager page on Base
Camp. These reports display which level a member is working on in a path as
well as which paths they have selected and completed. Learning reports also
show which members are working on base camp versus printed materials, which
paths members have recently registered for and any external training requests
that have been submitted (these are for those who want to complete an
assignment or speech outside their home club).
#826: How can I see selected paths, can I see who has taken their assessment
Q- How do Guides & BCMs see online who has done their assessment & which Path
they are following? As Guide and VPE, should I be able to see information pertaining
my own club and also those other clubs in my area?

A- VPEs and the other Base Camp mangers (presidents and secretaries) have
access to reporting that shows which paths have been selected by members in
their club. This report is available on the Member Progress page when logged in
as a Base Camp manager. To see a list of the paths chosen by members in your
club, Base Camp managers should navigate to the Member Progress page and
select the Recently Selected Paths dashboard.
These reports are available only to Base Camp managers and will show data for
only the members in their club. Pathways Guides do not have access to the Base
Camp manager reports, unless they are also a vice president education,
president, and secretary.
Please note that assessment results are personal to each member. As a result,
Base Camp managers and Pathways Guides are not able to view which
members have taken the assessment.
For more information about the reports available to Base Camp managers,
please see the World Headquarters Base Camp manager webinar and reference
the Base Camp manger tutorials available to you on the Tutorials and Resources
page as a Pathways Guide.
#1027: Base Camp manager dashboards, DCP, distinguished club
Q- I understand approving a completion level is unique from awarding a completion
level. The dashboard reports will report which members have completed a level
because these were approved by that club. The award of level completion is entered in
Club Central. This tells me the dashboard reports will show progress toward DCP goals,
but ultimately Club Central is the final say for DCP points. Does Base Camp offer a
report that shows level completions awarded?
A- The Base Camp manager Member Progress dashboard will give Base Camp
managers information about the levels that each member of their home club is
working on at the time. Level completion awards can be found on Club Central.
Information on Base Camp does not confirm any DCP credit, that can only be
done on Club Central. For members or multiple clubs, it is the member’s
responsibility to communicate with their club VPE which club is to receive credit
for DCP points on each level completion.
#1029: Base Camp manager dashboards, logging in to Base Camp
Q- Question for the upcoming webinar. Our club just went live with Pathways. When I
log in as base camp manager to see who has selected a path for my club, nothing

shows up. I have selected a path and several others also did. under PATHS MEMBERS
SELECTED IN THE PAST MONTH No records found for this report
A- Whenever you are viewing information on the dashboards, be sure to There are
a few reasons why you may not see all data expected in a report available on the
Base Camp manager Member Progress page.
Refresh the report: To ensure a report on the Member Progress page shows the
most recent data, refresh the report each time you access it. To do this, select
Options in the upper right corner of the report, and then select Refresh from the
drop-down menu that appears. Once you refresh, check that the current date and
time display in the lower left corner of the report. If so, the report is showing most
recent member data.
Members of multiple clubs: As Base Camp manager, you can only track
progress, view transcripts, and verify education for members who have selected
your club as their home club and who have purchased a path. If after refreshing
you still do not see data for some members, this may be because those
members may be members of multiple clubs and have not set your club as their
home club. As soon as a member selects your club as their home club, their
information will show in reports on the Member Progress page.
If you still do not see member data after refreshing the report and confirming the
home clubs of your members, please contact pathwaysguides@toastmasters.org
with detailed information so we can assist you.

Base Camp Navigation
Overview:
•

Be sure to review all tutorials on Base Camp for the best and most
comprehensive instruction on how to navigate Base Camp

#314: Base Camp app and mobile devices
Q- Will there be an app for base camp, being that it is an LMS like coursera etc.?
A- At this time, there is not an app for Base Camp. However, you can access and
use Base Camp on tablets and iPads via a web browser. Also, members with
larger smart phones have accessed Base Camp via a web browser.

#807: Usign Base Camp on an IOS device, viewing evaluation resources on a
mobile or IOS device
Q- Will Question #314 states that members are able to access base camp via web
browsers on a mobile device. When I opened base camp in my IOS device to access a
speech evaluation resource during a Toastmaster meeting, I was directed back to the
education transcript. Speech evaluation forms not being printed out or forgotten at home
is a frequent issue. I am confused and concerned that members are not able to access
speech evaluation resources in base camp when using an IOS device, even just to
read.
A- At Base Camp has been tested on mobile devices, including those that run on
IOS.
To view Evaluation Resources on any device, you will need to ensure that you
have enabled popups for toastmasters.csod.com. When you launch an
Evaluation Resource, your primary tab will redirect to your transcript and the pdf
will open in a new window.
As long as popups are enabled and your device has the capability to view pdfs, it
is expected that you can access these evaluation resources without issue.
Should you continue to have issues opening resources, please call or email the
Education Awards team so that we can best troubleshoot.
#725: Logging in to Base Camp, unable to log in from bookmarked page
Q- When logging into Pathways, the toastmasters.csod.com doesn't recognize my login
information (email address and password). To get into Base Camp, I have been logging onto
the main Toastmasters International web site, then going through the Education tab to
Pathways. Shouldn't the designated Pathways welcome page accept my login information?

A- Toastmasters.csod.com takes you to a login page for system admins. All
members and club officers will need to log in via the Pathways Start page.
Logging in from this page allows you to confirm your home club and identify if
you need access Base Camp as a Base Camp manager.
We apologize for any confusion caused by the system admin login page. We are
currently working to update this page so it will be more clear that it is for
administrative login only.
To access Base Camp with as few clicks as possible, we recommend
bookmarking the Pathways Start page. Step-by-step instructions for accessing
this page are available in the World Headquarters Start Page webinar, and a link
to this page was provided in your launch email.

#319: Glossary, Cornerstone on Demand
Q- In the transcript, the project is listed as online class and PDF, what does online class
mean? The word itself suggests that it is an Online Class and it is confusing, can we
use other words? (Online, Online Resources, Online Material, Etc.)
A- Online class refers to an interactive or video-enabled project or tutorial. Each
Pathways project and video tutorial on Base Camp is an online class.
Base Camp is a learning management system built on the Cornerstone On
Demand platform and has been customized, as much as possible, to more
accurately reflect the culture of Toastmasters International. However, there are
certain areas of Base Camp where text cannot be edited or altered, such as the
term “online class.”
You can find definitions of Base Camp and Pathways terms in the Base Camp
Glossary on the Tutorials and Resource page.
#24: Pop-up blockers
Q- Are members required to completely disable their browser pop-up blocker to access
Base Camp?
A- No. A pop-up blocker functions in two ways: it can be turned off for ALL websites
you visit, or it can be disabled for individual websites. To access projects,
tutorials and other resources on Base Camp, members must disable their pop-up
blocker specifically for the Base Camp website. They are not required to
completely disable their pop-up blocker. Instructions for how to do this will vary
depending on the browser used. Members should search online for instructions
on how to disable their browser pop-up blocker, or view question #14 in the
Pathways FAQ.
#791: Why does my screen darken the first time in log in to Base Camp?
Q- When logging onto Base Camp, my Start Up Page for Pathway Guide opens but the
Start Up Page defaults to page darkening and a pop up of “Find resources and people”.
See attached. screen shot. Its not very inviting to open up Base Camp to a dark screen.
Can this be fixed?
A- The screen is darkened to draw attention to the guided tour. The guided tour will
appear the first time you log into Base Camp from a new computer. Members
can select “Continue” to walk through a tour that shows them what is available on
Base Camp.

Alternatively, they can use the X in the corner of the popup to close this guided
tour. This should not appear again unless they are logging in from a different
device or have recently cleared their cache.
#704: Java, Flash, Browser plugins, Check Compatibility page
Q- Java and Flash browser plugins are technologies that will be desupported in the next
few years by Oracle and Adobe. The latest versions of the major browsers (Chrome,
Firefox, Safari, Edge) either do not support or automatically disable these plug-ins and
users in this case have to manually enable them. Are there plans to enable Pathways to
be delivered without the need for Java and Flash?
A- If members already have a Flash player on their computer or device, they do not
need to worry about the Java notice on the Configuration Checker page. Base
Camp should work with the version they already have. Our members are not
required to have the latest version of Java to have access to the Base Camp
Resources.
Members have reported that content functions fine even when receiving a Flash
player update notice on the configuration checker page.
Cornerstone on Demand, our Learning Management system provider, is regularly
updating Base Camp to ensure that it functions with current browser
requirements.
All Pathways content is developed in HTML5 and is not dependent on Java or
Flash.
#420: Menus on Base Camp
Q- Why can’t I select links in the navigation menu - "Home", Tutorials and Resources",
Check Compatibility"?
A- Because Base Camp is responsive and can be used on a tablet, the
navigation buttons at the top of the page are optimized for mobile use. This
means that instead of selecting the link in red on the menu bar (Home,
Tutorials and Resources, etc.), you must hover your mouse over the red
button until the drop down menu appears and select from the drop down
menu.
#364 Managing transcript, Archive and Completed files
Q- I accidentally downloaded the FAQs: Meeting Role Requirements (Simplified
Chinese) into Education Transcript. How do I delete or remove from the ET list?

A- Any time you launch an item from the Tutorials and Resources page, it will
download to your transcript. To remove an item from your transcript, select Mark
Complete from the menu next to the item. You may need to launch the item first.
For items that do not give you an option to mark complete, you are welcome to
move it to your Archived folder to remove it from your transcript.
#444: Managing transcript
Q- Tutorials I view move to my “Completed” file after I view them. Is there a way to keep
them in my transcript so that when I want to view them again I don’t have to look for
them?
A- Once you have launched the video, it will be added to your Education Transcript
with a status of “In Progress.” The button to the far left of the item will say
“launch” until you view the entire video. At that time, it will move to your
completed page. You can access it by navigating to your Completed page or by
launching it from the Tutorials and Resource page.
Tutorial videos are set to mark complete in order to provide members with a
record of what they have already viewed. The full list of items you have viewed
will always be available on the completed page of your transcript.
#896: Toastmasters app, Pathways, Pathways app
Q- Will the Toastmasters phone/tablet "app" be compatible with Pathways?
#992:
Q- Is there / WIll there be mobile app access to Pathways
A- At this time, there is not an app for Base Camp. However, you can access and
use Base Camp on tablets and iPads via a web browser. Also, members with
larger smart phones have accessed Base Camp via a web browser.
A- The Toastmasters app is not compatible with Pathways. While there is not an
app for Base Camp at this time, you can access and use Base Camp on tablets
and iPads via a web browser. Also, members with larger smart phones have
accessed Base Camp via a web browser.

My Documents
Overview:
•
•
•
•

Documents files are for individual members as a part of their profile
Members may only interact with their own documents folder
Documents folders are private. Base Camp managers cannot access the
documents folder for any member at any time
WHQ does not monitor documents folders for any reason

#204: Can an evaluator upload an evaluation for another club member?
Q- Can a member do an evaluation for another Club member and then upload it for that
member themselves or do they need to email the evaluation to the speaker? Is the
speaker the only person who can upload the evaluation?
A- Only the member to which they belong can upload documents to these folders.
We encourage evaluators to send completed evaluation resources via email. The
speaker can then upload the evaluation to Base Camp if they wish. Please note
that uploading evaluations to Base Camp is optional. While it is a great way to
reference evaluations in the future, it is not required.

#820: Can an evaluator upload an evaluation for another club member?
Q- I think it's important for members to have a process to upload their documents into
Base Camp. Whether the member can permit access to a VPE or someone else, it will
help those that would like to view the evaluations online. It's also critical to allow other
members to be able to upload an evaluation electronically for a speaker.
A- Please keep in mind that uploading evaluation resources to Base Camp is not
required.
Because completed evaluation resource are personal to the member and they
may not want them stored on Base Camp, the member is the only one who has
access to upload these resources.
Members are encouraged to share completed evaluation resources with one
another via email. These can also be shared via the Base Camp Feedback page.
However, members will need to take caution to ensure that they do not make the
form visible to everyone in the club when using this method. Documents shared
on the Feedback page can be shared privately, but members need to ensure
they are using the correct settings. Please review the Feedback tutorials and
World Headquarters Webinars for more information.
#106: File storage on Base Camp
Q- One of the features we've been touting is that all one's speeches and evaluations
can be stored. Walk me through how this is done? If someone has their speech
recorded in a video or audio format, can that video or audio file be uploaded and stored
so that the person could go back and watch his/her speech and then review the
evaluation?

A- You can store multiple file formats in the documents folders on Base Camp,
including Word documents, Excel files, PDFs, audio, image, and video file types.
Keep in mind that the maximum file size for each item is 20 megabytes; long
videos and larger audio files may not load. Files saved in your documents folders
will remain there until you choose to delete them.
All members have the same amount of storage regardless of the number of clubs
to which they belong.

Question 448: Documents folder, managing transcript
Q1: Do we HAVE to upload the completed evaluation of each project into the
documents folder? Or it is optional? Q2: It appears to be an option to upload the
completed evaluation at the Levels folder of the Path. Does it a make difference where it
is uploaded whether or not in the level or in the documents folder? OR does the
completed evaluation for each project have to be uploaded onto each level for the
respective path ONLY for validation?
A- Members are not required to upload their evaluations to Base Camp. Members
are welcome to organize the documents folders in any way that works best for
them. The folders on Base Camp are private and for individual member use only.
#784: Organizing files on Base Camp, documents folders in the E-portfolio
Q- Would it be possible to have the ability to create folders/sub-folders within the EPortfolio Repository?
A- Members do not have the ability to create subfolders in the E-portfolio. Each member
has been provided with six folders that may be used at their discretion.

#1007: Evaluations, saving evaluations, completing digital evaluations
Q- D76/ about evaluation/ When an evaluator write evaluation in the evaluation form at
the meeting, how and where should the evaluator upload his/her evaluation in the
speaker's Base Camp HP? Should the speaker save it in the document in the Eportfolio?
A- Members are responsible for uploading evaluations to their profile. The
documents folders on the E-Portfolio page of Base Camp are private to each
individual member; only the member can upload documents to these folders. The
purpose of this is to maintain privacy, as members may not want everyone in
their club to view their completed evaluations.

We encourage evaluators to send completed evaluation resources via email. The
speaker can then upload the evaluation to Base Camp if they wish. Please note
that uploading evaluations to Base Camp is optional. While it is a great way to
reference evaluations in the future, it is not required.

Online Profile
Overview:
•
•
•
•

Member profiles are automatically populated with member’s name, club name,
officer role if they are an officer, and their email address
All other information is added by the member at the members discretion
Members can track their meeting roles and store documents in the folders
available to them on their profile
Members may choose to add a picture and share their interests with the rest of
their club by adding information to their profile as well

#202: Add a photo to your profile
Q- How do you upload (or update) your photo?
A- You upload a photo from the My Account page. From the Base Camp home
page, select the gear icon in the upper right corner, then select My Account.
When you hover over the box containing a silhouette to the left of your name, an
arrow will appear in the upper right corner. Select the arrow and then select
Change. This will allow you to upload a photo from your device and save it to
Base Camp. This photo will display on your Base Camp profile where members
of your home club can see it.
#677a: Uploading photo, rotating photo, cropping photo, profile photo
Q- I am having difficulty uploading my photo and took me more than one hour. The
photo from my file uploaded was always upside down or facing right side or left side
down and does not accept crop.
A- The photo orientation issue described is sometimes caused by taking a photo on
your phone. Certain phones will add photo orientation information designed to
enable the photo to be viewed correctly on the mobile device. However, in some
applications, this causes the photo to appear rotated.
To solve for this, it is recommended to create a new, slightly cropped photo file
using a third-party software, such as Microsoft Paint.

Please note that the recommended size for Base Camp profile photos is 150 x
174 pixels. Ensuring that your photos meet sizing requirements before adding
them to Base Camp could also help to avoid orientation or cropping issues.
#428: Meeting roles
Q- Are project accomplishments per club or shared with other clubs you belong to?
A- Anyone who views your profile from any club you belong to will be able to view
your progress. Your badges will also be visible. Please be aware that only
members of the club you have identified as your home club at the time of your
most recent activity on Base Camp will be able to view your profile.
#677c: Tracking meeting roles, stored meeting roles, how many meeting roles can
I add, how long are meeting roles retained
Q- Are all club roles completed in club meetings be retained forever in Base Camp and
are we allowed to record as many roles as we have performed?
A- Members are able to record their most recent date for each meeting role on Base
Camp. These dates will be retained until the member replaces them with new
dates.
#115: Tracking meeting roles, VPE verification, VPE approval, my account, Base
Camp profile
Q- When you select the "gear" icon to access "My Account," you have the opportunity to
fill in one date for each of the seven roles. Are these to be used specifically with a
project? For example, in "Active Listening," you are required to be the Topicsmaster for
a meeting. Should you only indicate fulfillment of that role for an assigned project?
A- No. You are not required to track your roles on Base Camp. Base Camp will not
associate a role with a specific project, even if that role is required in the project
assignment.
When you record your meeting roles on Base Camp, they appear on your profile
page for members of your home club to see. You are encouraged to update
these dates each time you complete a role, but it is not a requirement. Tracking
your meeting role dates will help your vice president education verify that you
have fulfilled the meeting roles required to complete Level 3. The VPE must
confirm—by their presence at the meeting or through confirmation of an officer
who was present—that a member served in a role as part of a project
assignment. The Table Topicsmaster role for “Active Listening” is an excellent
example of this responsibility. The VPE is responsible for confirming the
completion of all components of a project assignment in order for members to
advance to the next level in their path.

Please note that the process used for verifying meeting roles is at the club’s
discretion. Clubs can continue to use the same verification processes they use
today.
The meeting role fields on My Account can be seen as an additional checkpoint
and we do encourage members to record their most recent meeting roles on their
Base Camp profile. For more information, please see the World Headquarters
webinar on Tracking Meeting roles and review the Meeting Role Requirements
FAQ available on the Tutorials and Resource page on Base Camp.
#674: Profile name, name on Base Camp, name change
Q- Can members edit their name shown in the Base Camp? Some people's "known as"
name is different from what's registered with TI.
A- The name that shows on Base Camp is the name you have on file with
Toastmasters International. If you would like to change your name on Base
Camp, you will need to change the name we have on file for you. We can only
have one name on record for each member.
If you would like to include a “known as name” on Base Camp, you can request
that this name is added as part of your first name field on file with TI.
#824a: Club officer position showing on Base Camp profile
Q- Now that Pathways has rolled out in my District, should officer position like VPE,
President or Secretary be noted under our name on basecamp profile?
A- Yes. Your club and any officer position you currently hold will show under your
name on your Base Camp profile. If you are a member of more than one club,
please keep in mind that this will be based on the club that is set as your home
club. In other words, if you are a VPE in club A and a member in club B, you
profile will reflect Vice President Education when club A is set as your home club
and Member when club B is set as your home club.
#836: Viewing paths selected by other members of my club, does a member’s
path show on their profile
Q- Will a member’s path selection show in their account profile? That way you could
contact people that have selected the same path as you.
A- Your path selection will not be indicated on your profile.

However, when a member completes the Ice Breaker in any path, they will
receive a path activated badge. This badge will be visible to all members of their
home club to indicate the path they are working in.
For example, when a member completes the Ice Breaker in Motivational
Strategies, they will receive a badge titled, Motivational Strategies Activated.
To see what paths members of your club are working in, simply view their
badges page and look for path activated badges. For more information about
viewing badges, please see the World Headquarters badges webinar and the
Viewing Badges tutorial on Base Camp.
#976: Member profile, meeting roles
Q- Meeting Roles recording – when you record your 2nd occurrence of a meeting role,
where is the history kept?

A- Base Camp will only show the most recent occurrence of a meeting role. Any
history will have to be stored by each member in a separate place. Members can
choose to save a personal record of their meeting roles by creating a document
and saving it in their Documents folder found in their profile.
#1045: Base Camp profile, saving recordings
Q- If a member uploads a video of their speech to their base camp profile – can they
make it shareable to other club members? Or would they have to load it to you-tube to
share?

A- No. The documents files on each member’s profile are private and cannot
be shared. Please be aware that per Toastmasters Protocol 2.0 of the
Toastmasters Governing Documents, all speeches must be completed live
for other club members to see. Please see Protocol 2.0 of the
Toastmasters Governing Documents for more information.
Feedback on Base Camp
Overview:
•
•

Feedback is a part of every Base Camp member’s profile
Members can use feedback to ask questions, solicit feedback from members of
their club, or communicate either with everyone in their home club or individual
members of their home club

#320: Functionality on Base Camp
Q- I just noticed that in the Feedback function such as the one we are using to post our
question here, that the function does not support "Enter New Line" and just combine all
the line into a single long paragraph. For example, this sentence is supposed to be
spaced with 2 empty lines from the previous sentence. Can this be improved? It will
definitely make the feedback function better.
B- Base Camp is hosted by Cornerstone OnDemand, our learning management
system provider. There are certain areas of Base Camp that cannot be edited or
altered. At this time, we are unable to adjust the Feedback page to allow for
paragraph breaks.
#446: Feedback and members of multiple clubs
I'm having problems finding members of certain clubs. I am wondering, can I only find
them in the club THEY last logged in - not in all their clubs simultaneous.
A- Yes. Each member who has purchased a path has a single Base Camp profile. If
they are an active member of more than one club, this profile will be visible to
only one club at time—the club a member identifies as their home club from the
Pathways Start page.
This means that in order to find a member on Base Camp, you both need to have
the same club set as your home club.
As a reminder, your home club simply indicates who you can interact with on
Base Camp. It does not impact which club receives credit for your
accomplishments in Pathways.
Once feedback is left or requested by a member, it will remain visible to the club
of individual, regardless of the club a member shows as their home club.
#838: Giving feedback to members outside of your club
Q- How do you give feedback to people outside of your club? Can you search for other
members in the district? I could not search for other people yesterday.
A- You will not be able to search for, or give feedback to, members of clubs to which
you do not belong.
All members can search for and give feedback to other members of their clubs as
long as the member has purchased a path. If you are a member of more than
one club, please note that you can only search for members of the club indicated
as your home club when you log into Base Camp. To search for members of

another club to which you belong, simply change your home club from the
Pathways Start page. Your home club can be changed at any time.
For more information, please see question #446.
#822: Can I change a project from completed to in progress?
Q- It is not always clear that when I search for a person in Base Camp which set of
people are actually being searched. For instance, I recently set my home club, then
attempted to search for a member of that club in Base Camp, but the person was not
found. Does the search exclude members who have not yet selected a path?
A- That is correct. When you are logged in to Base Camp, you will be able to search
for all members of the club currently set as your home club as long as they have
purchased a path.
Please keep in mind that members of your home club who have purchased a
path may not be visible to you if they have a different club set as their home club.
For example, Bob and Sue are both members of club A. Bob is also a member
of club B. If Bob sets club B as his home club on Base Camp, he will only be
visible to members of club B.
If Sue logs in to Base Camp with club A set as her home club, she will not see
Bob in her search results until he changes his home club from club B to club A on
the Pathways Start page. Please keep in mind that you can change your home
club at any time. Also remember that a member has to purchase a path before
their name will display in any searches.
#1006: Feedback email alerts, alerts from Base Camp, Base Camp emails
Q- Is it possible to receive an email or else have another box on the home page to
indicate that either you have received some feedback or someone has requested
feedback from you. I don't think members will look at the feedback box with any degree
of regularity so won’t know that either feedback has been requested or received. If there
was some sort of alert notification on logging in this would be really helpful.
A- Members are encouraged to check their feedback wall on a regular basis to
request feedback and reply to fellow club member’s requests.

Transcript
Overview:
•

Your transcript will hold everything you have selected on Base Camp until you
are ready to use it

•

•

•

You can control what is visible on your transcript by moving items you are
finished with (such as evaluations you have downloaded in order to evaluate
another member) to your Completed or Archived folder
All projects on your selected path(s) will remain on your transcript until the entire
path is marked complete at which point you can access it from your completed
folder
Nothing is ever completely deleted from your transcript. All items can be moved
from the Completed or Archived folder back to your transcript at any time

#72: Mark items complete or archive unneeded files
Q- In exploring Base Camp as a club member, and also as a Base Camp Manager, I
have "checked out" many of the resources. Now transcript filled out with the resources
and other materials I viewed.
B- Each time you launch an item from the Tutorials and Resources page in Base
Camp, the item will be added to your transcript. This allows you to quickly access
the item from your transcript if you would like to view it again. It also provides you
with a complete list of resources and tutorials that you have viewed on Base
Camp.
The items you launch from the Tutorials and Resources page are not connected
with, or required for, the completion of your path.
If you would like to move the item off of your active education transcript, you
have two options.
1. Evaluation resources and other resource documents will provide you
the option to mark them complete. If you select the Mark Complete
button from your Education Transcript, the item will move to the
Completed page of your transcript. Please note that you do not receive
credit for tutorials or resource documents.
2. To remove the item from your active transcript page, you can select
the title of the item. This will take you to the Training Details page.
From here, select Move to Archived Transcript in the upper right
corner. This will move the item to your Archived page. To access
completed or archived items, use the Active dropdown on your
Education Transcript.
#375: Can I change a project from completed to in progress?
Q- I have a query on Pathways regarding on how to revert back the status of any
speech project. I accidentally submitted my post assessment, which in turn changed the
status of my Ice Breaker to "Completed", which I haven't completed yet (I'll be delivering
my Ice Breaker with the new Pathway this coming Aug)." Can a member "uncomplete" a
project?

C- If a member interacts with all pages of their project, Base Camp may mark the
project complete before the member presents the speech. Though members
cannot change the status back to “In Progress,” the project remains available.
#782: Notifying a VPE when a project is completed early on Base Camp
Q- It seems to be possible to have a project show as completed without actually doing
the project by completing Assess Your Skills—After.
It would be useful that the member be made to enter the date that the project was
actually done so the VPE can use this date to confirm with meeting minutes that the
project was actually done, keeping in mind that the VPE will often have to approve the
level completion weeks or months after it was started.
A- If Yes. Projects on Base Camp will automatically mark complete once a member
has interacted with all content, including the Assess Your Skills—After.
We encourage members to take caution and ensure that they do not submit the
Assess Your Skills—After until they have completed all requirements for the
project.
In the event that a member unintentionally submits the after assessment and
marks their project complete before they have finished all requirements, they
may want to share this with the Vice President Education or another Base Camp
manager. Additionally, if the VPE notices that the project completion date is
significantly earlier than the date the member presented their speech, they may
want to speak with the member. However, the approval process and information
required by the VPE is at each club’s discretion.
#224: Managing transcript, in progress and complete
Q- I clicked on the navigator and closed the window after I had finish interacting with it.
However, in the transcript, “The Navigator” is still “In Progress” and available for launch.
This is the same for some of the tutorials I had opened and my list in the transcript is
slowly flooding with all this. How can I remove it?
A- Items added to your Base Camp transcript will stay on your active page until you
complete or archive them. To move an item to the Archive page, select the title of
the item. This will take you to the Training Details page. In the upper right corner
of this page, you will see the option to Move to Archived Transcript. When you
select this option, a box will open asking you to confirm that you would like to
archive the item. Select Archive to confirm.

You can access archived items at any time by selecting the arrow to the right of
the Active dropdown near the top of your transcript and navigating to the
Archived page.
You are able to mark complete some items in your transcript. Marking an item
complete will also remove it from your Active page. Completed items can be
accessed by using the Active dropdown and navigating to the Completed page.
Working with Projects in your Transcript
#280: Does a VPE have to approve the completion of every project?
Q- What is the mechanism of completing a project after giving the speech? Will VPE
record/register it? What if the VPE is slow in responding?
A- VPEs must approve level completions before a member can move to the next
level in their path, but individual projects do not need VPE approval.
Level 1 and Level 5 both have projects that must be completed at a specific time.
In Level 1, the Ice Breaker must be completed first. In Level 5, Reflect on Your
Path must be completed last. All other projects can be completed in any order, as
soon as the level becomes available.
After you visit each screen in the “Ice Breaker” project, Base Camp will mark the
project complete. Your VPE is not required to approve the completion of the
project. All projects are available in each level after Level 1 as soon as the level
is open.
If the VPE is slow to respond, the president or secretary may approve level
completions.
#375: Can I change a project from completed to in progress?
Q- I have a query on Pathways regarding on how to revert back the status of any
speech project. I accidentally submitted my post assessment, which in turn changed the
status of my Ice Breaker to "Completed", which I haven't completed yet (I'll be delivering
my Ice Breaker with the new Pathway this coming Aug)." Can a member "uncomplete" a
project?
A- If a member interacts with all pages of their project, Base Camp may mark the
project complete before the member presents the speech. Though members
cannot change the status back to “In Progress,” the project remains available.
#81: Completed projects, using files in the transcript
Q- Is there a way to see just my actual completed projects? In my Transcript, when I
selected the Completed choice, it shows not only the projects I've done, but it also

shows a large number of items, such as project descriptions, that I opened to learn
more about, but I have not completed them, other than simply reading them.
A- You can see completed projects now by viewing each level in which you have
worked. Your completed projects will be listed within the level with a status of
Completed.
Your projects live inside of your path and will not move to the Completed page of
your Education Transcript until the entire path has a status of Completed. At that
time, the entire path will move to the completed page and each project will still be
visible within its appropriate level.
Any item you launch from the Tutorials and Resources and Speech Evaluations
pages will be added to your Education Transcript. When you mark these items
complete, they will move to your completed page. If you would prefer these items
not appear on your completed page, you may move them to your Archived page.
You can find more information about working in your transcript by reviewing the
FAQ: Working in My Transcript on Base Camp in the Tutorial and References
section.
#701 and 777: Progress retained in transcript, lapsed members, what data is
retained
Q- If a member becomes inactive for an extended period of time say 2 years, and then
comes back, will the pathways progress be retained, or will the data be deleted after a
certain point of inactivity? Will the data be deleted if the member does not renew?
All of the progress and transcript information is now stored on Base Camp, what
happens if that person stops being a member for a period of time? How long is that
information going to be retained for? Once the member re-joins, how would they then
restore their progress?
A- As soon as a member becomes unpaid they will no longer have access to their
education on Base Camp. However, their information will be stored on Base Camp
indefinitely. There is no point at which a member’s data will be deleted.
Once a member reinstates, they will retain access to their data on Base Camp and will
be able to continue their education where they left off. While a member is inactive they
will not able to access or download any information from Base Camp.

#805: Date formatting on Base Camp, dates that appear in my Base Camp
transcript
Q- Is it possible for a member to change the date format setting to dd/mm/yyyy in
Basecamp?

A- The date formatting on Base Camp is not customizable.
#929: Transcript, Base Camp
Q- In the Education Transcript, the default is to sort the items alphabetically by Title. I
use the drop-down to change to sort by 'Type' so that my Paths sort at the top. But
every time I go back in, the sort sequence goes back to the default (by Title). Is there a
way to keep the sort sequence without resetting it every time?

A- Your transcript will always default to an alphabetical list. As you mention, to
change the order of the list, you will need to change the sorting criteria using the
drop-down menu each time you access your transcript. There is no way to
permanently change the default for the sort order.
#1074: Transcript, Mark complete, move from completed file
Q- I inadvertently checked the Pathways Guide Completion task as complete, thinking it
meant I had read and reviewed the process rather than actually completed the tasks. It
now says ''Print Certificate". How can I return this task to the 'in process' status? I am
surprised the system accepted it when I marked it as complete when my Pathways
Guide Record of club visits, etc, is not complete.
A- Once an item, such as the Pathways Guide Completion item, has been marked
complete on Base Camp, this cannot be reversed. Pathways Guides are on an
honor system for marking this complete and receiving their certificate. Since this
was marked complete early, please simply ensure that you continue to complete
all Pathways Guide tasks.

Security
Overview:
•

Toastmasters takes member security and privacy very seriously. For the full
privacy policy, please visit the Toastmasters.org website

#26: Credit card security
Q- Is a member’s credit card information retained by Toastmasters International when
ordering a path online?
B- No. Toastmasters International does not retain any credit card information.

#22: Cybersecurity
Q- Are there robust cybersecurity measures in place on the Pathways website?
A- Yes. Toastmasters employs Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) that secures
your login data and personal information.
#788c: Is my personal information protected on Base Camp and Pathways; who
has access to my information?
Q- Regarding my data, or anyone’s data for that matter: Who not only owns but runs the
Pathways website? Is it Toastmasters International as an organization? Or is the
website run through a 3rd party?
Who has access to my information and data? Is it secure? Particularly as payments
may be linked back to my data.
A- Yes. We have partnered with Cornerstone on Demand, who hosts Base Camp.
Cornerstone on Demand is an established and secure Learning Management
System (LMS) provider. Your credit card information is not shared with our LMS
provider. For information on credit card security, please see the Master Q&A log.
For the full privacy policy, please see the Toastmasters website.
Tutorials & Resources
Overview:
•

•

From the Tutorials and Resources page on Base Camp members can access
many of the resources in Pathways, including speech evaluations, in all
languages
Base Camp tutorials, Quick Reference Guides, and FAQs are also available here

#59: Base Camp Manager Tutorials
Q- Do only club officers have access to tutorials and resources related to Base Camp
Manager? Could the base camp manager tutorials please be made available to all
members? Today, we encourage members to read the officer manuals and go to club
officer training to find out more about how the club works, and possibly prepare for a
future officer role. How about doing the equivalent for Pathways?
A- Base Camp manager tutorials are available to the vice president education,
president, and secretary. These tutorials are accessible from the Base Camp
manger page.
Pathways Guides have access to the Base Camp Manager Tutorial Quick
Reference Guides. There is no plan in place to give access to Base Camp
manager tutorials and Quick Reference Guides to general membership.

#86: Base Camp Glossary
Q- What is in the Base Camp Glossary?
A- The Base Camp Glossary contains terms and definitions specific to Base Camp
and Pathways. Please share any other recommendations for additional terms
that would be helpful to add with us by sending your feedback to
educationprogram@toastmasters.org.
#57: Searching on Base Camp
Q- The search feature at the top of the Tutorials and Resources page only shows
evaluation resources. Could it be changed so that it will find any matching item on the
Tutorials and Resources page? That would make it faster to find and view project
descriptions. Detail: searching for blog, the blog project, finds both project description
and evaluation in the search. So far, search other project names finds only the
evaluation.
A- On Base Camp, you can find all documents associated with a project by typing at
least one word from the project title into the search bar in the upper right-hand
corner and then pressing enter.
When you type a word into the search bar, a few suggested items and resources
will appear in a small preview box below the bar. To see a full list of all
documents associated with your search term, you must press enter on your
keyboard or select the magnifying glass icon on the far right of the search bar.
You can also find project descriptions by navigating to the Project Descriptions
section of the Tutorials and Resources page.
#431: Storing evaluations and resources on local computer drive
Q- Can evaluations and other project information be downloaded to hard drives for
backup storage? Can one get printouts of all #300 evaluation project forms?
A- If you have chosen a path, you are at your discretion to download any or all of
the evaluations from Base Camp. Be aware that if there is an update to any
evaluation, it will be made available on Base Camp and will not update anything
saved on a private server or personal computer.
There are currently 59 projects on Base Camp and evaluations corresponding to
each project. Because some projects have more than one speech, some projects
will have more than one evaluation. There is also a Generic Evaluation available
on Base Camp for members who forget to bring a printed evaluation to their club
meeting or who are completing a speech that is not part of the Pathways learning
experience and would like it evaluated using a Pathways evaluation. All of these
are available for download and print from Base Camp.

Only members who have selected a path have access to Base Camp. If an
evaluator has not yet selected their path, they will need the help of the speaker or
a club officer to obtain the speaker’s evaluation resource.
#778: Accessing text versions of tutorials, tutorial closed captions
Q- Is there a way to show closed captioning/text on the video tutorials or webinars?
A- Pathways videos and tutorials are not closed captioning enabled. Webinars are
hosted by GoToWebinar and do not include closed captioning.
The Tutorial Quick Reference Guides available on the Tutorials and Resources
page on Base Camp provide a text version of the video tutorials. The content in
the Tutorial Quick Reference Guides matches that in the videos and is simply
provided in a text format.
#926: Levels, Base Camp, transcript, resources
Q- Can project materials (besides the evaluation and project summary) be accessed
before you reach a level?
A- Some of the resource documents included in Pathways projects are available on
the Tutorials and Resources page on Base Camp. Additional project materials
and information will be made available to you once you have access to the Level
in which the project is included.
#926: Levels, Base Camp, transcript, resources
Q- Can project materials (besides the evaluation and project summary) be accessed
before you reach a level?
A- Some of the resource documents included in Pathways projects are available on
the Tutorials and Resources page on Base Camp. Additional project materials
and information will be made available to you once you have access to the Level
in which the project is included.
#977: Tutorials and Resources
Q- Will the tutorials we can see be available to all members after rollout?
A- The tutorials and resources on Base Camp are available to all members who
have chosen a path, including members who select printed materials. The only
exception is the Base Camp manager tutorials are only available to Base Camp
managers. The Pathways Guide webinars will only be available to Pathways
Guides and not general membership.
Members who have not yet selected a path do not have access to Base Camp.

Return & Exchange Policy
Overview:
•
•
•

Members can exchange a path within 30 days of purchase
Exchanges are limited to one path per member per program year
The full return policy is on the Toastmasters website

#65: How does a member exchange a path
Q- If a club member selects a path and finds it's not right for him/her, how is the
return/refund get processed (within 30 days)? A phone call to Toastmaster's
International?
A- Members who need return or exchange their path can do so within 30 days by
calling Toastmasters International.
#816: How does a member exchange a path
Q- Following up to Question #65 in Master Q&A - Is there an email, rather than making
a phone call, that members can contact to exchange one path to another path (in 30
days)?
A- Yes. Members who would like to exchange their path can email
supplyorders@toastmasters.org.

#D: How many times can a path be exchanged
Q- During the 30-day period after a member purchases a path, how many times are
they allowed to exchange it for a different path?
A- Exchanges of paths in the Pathways Learning experience are limited to one path
per member, per program year.
#686: Path exchange limits, starting Pathways, transition period,
Q- How long can an existing member wait before selecting their 1st Pathways project?
Members are concerned that if they select a path now, decide to continue current
education program, they would expire their 30-day period to change out that first project
if they determine not for them (after completing what they desired in the existing
education program).
A- Members can select their path at any time, either as soon as pathways rolls out
or after they have completed education they would like to finish in the traditional
program.

We encourage members to select their path as soon as possible. As a reminder,
they can work in both programs simultaneously. This would allow them to access
their path and confirm that it was the right choice within the 30-day exchange
window. Exchanges can only be made within 30 days of selecting your path,
regardless of whether or not you have accessed any projects within the path.
Please note that all Pathways Guides and club officers should select their path
and access Base Camp as soon as Pathways becomes available so they will be
best equipped to support members.
#182: Credit for speeches in exchanged path
Q- If I drop or change a Path within 30 days, will I be credited with speeches I did on the
Path that I dropped? This is assuming I changed to another Path.
A- Yes. When an online path is added to a member’s Base Camp transcript as part
of an exchange, the member will receive credit for any Level 1 projects they
completed on the returned path. They are not required to repeat the Level 1
projects they already completed.
#221: Completed projects and exchanges
Q- For changing of path within 30days, if a member has already complete level 1 or
more during that 30 days, will they still be entitled to change paths? and would the
completion of the projects transferred to the new path for this situation?
A- Members may exchange a path within 30 days of purchase, regardless of how
many projects or levels they complete. The member receives completion credit
toward any Level 1 projects they finished on the exchanged path. For more
information about the exchange policy, please see number 23 of the Pathways
FAQs.
#405: Life changes and exchanging path, path relevance
Q- What recourse does a member have if their work situation changes so dramatically
that it doesn't make sense for them to stay on the same path, or that the change makes
it impossible to stay on the path because they can't carry out the required activities for
completing projects?
With regards to changing a path and the options they have, members are able to
exchange a path within 30 days, regardless of how many projects or levels they
complete. In this case, the member would receive completion credit toward any
Level 1 projects they finished on that exchanged (returned) path. They would not
be required to repeat the Level 1 projects they completed in this path either.

#931: Returns and exchanges, change paths
Q- If a member has clicked on the wrong path - can they change it and if so How?
A- Yes. Members may exchange their path within 30 days of purchase by calling
World Headquarters or emailing supplyorders@toastmasters.org. For the full
exchange policy, please see Pathways FAQ #23 on the Toastmasters website.
#954: Returns and exchanges, exchange
Q- Regarding exchanging a path: within the 1st 30 days after selecting a path, can you
exchange an online path for a printed path if you pay the $25 difference?
A- Yes. Members may exchange an online path for a path in printed materials within
the 30 days if they pay the materials fee. For the full return and exchange policy,
please see Pathways FAQ #23 on the Toastmasters website.

Club Meeting
Overview:
•
•
•

There are no significant changes to club meetings after the adoption of Pathways
This section includes information on advanced and corporate clubs
Internet access at meeting locations is not required to complete Pathways
speeches

#96: VPEs updating member progress and meeting roles
Q- Is it possible for the VPE to enter all the functionary roles for each meeting for each
member?
A-The vice president education does not have access to input meeting roles for
members on Base Camp. Base Camp is designed to track member’s personal
education and does not include meeting planning functionality.
#62: Why track meeting roles on Base Camp? How?
Q- On the individual's profile page there are several items related to roles in a club
meeting. What is the purpose of these? Do they auto populate when the member has
filled that role or does the member do something on this page when they fill that role?
A- The list of meeting roles on the Base Camp profile page allows you to keep track
of the meeting roles you have fulfilled. For each path you pursue, you are
required to serve as Table Topicsmaster, Toastmaster, and Evaluator at least
once before you can advance to Level 4. Keeping track of your meeting role
fulfilments on Base Camp makes it easy for your vice president education to

approve that you completed Level 3. Other members can also view your profile to
see which roles you completed.
When you fulfill a meeting role, you can add the date to the Additional
Information section of your Base Camp profile by visiting the My Account page.
There is a link directly to this page on your Base Camp profile. Further
information and instructions can be found in the FAQs: Meeting Role
Requirements document.
# 463: Corporate clubs
Will there be a report of a member's progress for corporate clubs that need to track this
information for training/HR purposes?
A- There are letters that can be sent to a member’s workplace after Levels 3, 4, 5,
and the completion of a Distinguished Toastmaster Award. Toastmasters
International does not currently communicate beyond letters of completion at this
time and there is no plan in place to do so. Communication directly from the club
to a sponsoring corporation would be at the discretion of a club, club leadership,
and individual members.
# 462: Marketing to corporate clubs
B- What had TI done to help sell Pathways to corporate clubs? As I attend corporate
club meetings, do I have any resources to take with me to help the corporations
and HR departments understand and accept Pathways?
You can find two Pathways fliers on the Pathways Guide Resources page of the
Toastmasters website to support marketing Pathways. Download and print these
resources for open houses and other promotional purposes. The Where Will
Pathways Take You? flier is designed to promote Pathways to prospective and
new members. The Transform Your Talent flier will help you market Pathways to
corporate clubs.
#104: Free ToastHost and EasySpeak
Q- Is there a FreeToastHost or EasySpeak type tool for Pathways to help with the filling
out and storing of the meeting agenda information?
A- There are no new tools for storing meeting agenda information. You may
continue to use existing tools as they work best for your club.
#961: FreeToastHost, Easy-Speak
Q- How does using Pathways affect use of the easy-speak tool?
Will there be an API to sync the meeting roles date in the FreeToastHost2 meeting
agenda to the Pathways Profile?

A- FreeToastHost and Easy-Speak are not owned or operated by Toastmasters
International. You may contact the owners of these products to learn of their
plans for updating their services.

#677b: Meeting agenda, Base Camp agenda,
Q- I was asked if Base Camp can be used to create an Agenda.
A- Base Camp does not have features for creating meeting agendas.
#33 Members of multiple clubs, delivering speeches in more than one club
Q- If a member is in a club in which Pathways has rolled out, as well as a club in a nonPathways district, can that member give Pathways speeches in both clubs?
A- Yes. Once a member has access to the Pathways learning experience, they may
give a Pathways speech in any club of their choice.
#37: Limits in Pathways, speaking outside the club
Q- Are there limits on how many speeches or projects I can complete outside my club?
A- Pathways do not place restrictions on where you present your speeches. Some
clubs have individual limitations on how many speeches can be completed
outside the club. Please speak with your VPE for information.
#206: Meeting roles, the CL and Pathways
Q- Now that the CL will be obsolete, how will meeting roles be filled? Will that change
the structure of the meetings?
A- Pathways does not change the structure of your club meetings. In fact, it was
designed to keep club meetings at the center of your Toastmasters experience.
All members are encouraged to participate in club meetings through
volunteerism, and you can still expect the same support from your fellow club
members and the familiar structure of your club meetings.
The Pathways learning experience is an education program designed to support
members in meeting their learning goals. It is not intended as a method for
building volunteerism in the clubs. Any club is welcome and encouraged to
design a system of volunteerism that is effective for their needs.
#211: Internet access at meetings and Base Camp
Q- A member asked: Internet accessibility may pose problems for example as follows 1)
being in remote area where there is no coverage 2) during meetings. How do we go
about with internet accessibility?

A- Members who do not have internet access may complete their Pathways
education in print.
Clubs that meet in locations without internet access will be able to conduct their
club meetings just as they do today. While members on Base Camp will need
internet access to complete projects and prepare for Toastmasters meetings,
internet access is not required for club meetings.

#466: Pre-recorded speeches and Pathways
Q- Can i submit my speeches on line through YouTube
A- Per Protocol 2.0: Club and Membership Eligibility, all speeches must be
completed live. Please see the Governing Documents at
Toastmasters.org/leadership-central/governing-documents for the full policy.
#583: Advanced clubs, membership requirements
Requirements to join an Advanced Club. The Advanced Club that I presented to on
Saturday asked what TI recommends as to the level a member should complete before
being able to join an Advanced Club. Currently, many Advanced Club use the minimum
requirements of CC as a criteria. As the VPE of another Advanced Club, I have been
thinking about recommending 1 of 3 criteria: Completion of Level 2; Completion of Level
2 + Mentoring; Completion of Level 3 to my club. Does TI have any suggestions?
A- Advanced clubs are at their discretion to set requirements for membership. That
is true for the traditional program and Pathways. For more information, contact
members@toastmasters.org.
#724: Ribbons for club meetings, Best Speaker, Best Evaluator, Best Table
Topics, ribbons for sale after transition period
Q- Will ribbons for Best Speaker, Best Evaluator, and Best Table Topics continue to be
sold by TI after the traditional educational program ends?
A- Yes. Toastmasters International will continue to sell Best Speaker, Best Evaluator, and
Best Table Topics ribbons after the two-year transition period. Pathways is designed so
as not to change the club experience.

#647: Feedback slips at club meetings
Q- Members in attendance at club meetings usually complete a short feedback form to
give directly to the speaker when finished. Will this feedback not be given anymore? Will
the feedback badges and page on Base Camp replace these feedback forms?
A- Pathways is designed to ensure that club meetings do not change. Members will be able
to continue filling out voting slips and providing feedback slips after Pathways rolls out.

If members would like to use Feedback on Base Camp in place of these slips they are
welcome to do so. This will be at the discretion of the club. Some clubs may choose to
continue the paper slips in addition to the opportunity to give feedback on Base Camp.

#894: Club meetings, virtual club meetings, online clubs, online meetings
Q- Are there plans in the now or in the future for members to be able to attend a club meeting
virtually?
A- Pathways is designed so as not to change your physical club experience. For questions
about online clubs, please contact membership@toastmasters.org.

#1093: Meeting role evaluations
Q- Are there provisions within Pathways to provide written feedback to members performing
meeting roles required for Level 3 completion? Or other meeting roles? Some of my clubs'
officers are concerned that quality of these roles will suffer if written feedback isn't recorded as
in the CL manual today.
A- Evaluating meeting roles in Pathways is at the discretion of the club. The Pathways
evaluation for the roles of Toastmaster, General Evaluator, and Table Topics Master will
be available soon on Base Camp. In the meantime, please encourage clubs who
evaluate meeting roles to continue using evaluations in the CL. We will let you know as
soon as the Pathways evaluations are available.

#1102: Meeting roles, speech evaluation resources
Q-. Since the CC and CL are going away, do we still need to track meeting roles? 2. Will the
evaluation forms for each of the projects be available online outside of Basecamp?
A- In Pathways, all members are required to fulfill the meeting roles of Toastmaster, Topics
Master, and speech evaluator before advancing from Level 3 to Level 4
Other meeting roles for which members received credit in the CL are not a part of
Pathways. However, all members are encouraged to participate in their club by fulfilling
and tracking meeting roles. These roles can be tracked directly on Base Camp. For
more information, please see the World Headquarters demonstration on Meeting Roles.
Evaluation Resource for each project are available to all members on Base Camp. There
are no plans to publish them online outside of the Base Camp environment.

Credit
Overview:
•

•

This section covers credit for Pathways work as it relates to the Distinguished
Club Program and individual awards received from completing levels in
Pathways
Base Camp is an individual learning system.

•

Awards and club credit for level completions are still completed by club officers
on Club Central

#43: Members of multiple clubs
Q- Dual members: how does project or level credit get applied to the right club? Please
walk us through the process for a member speaking in multiple clubs per week.
A- If you are an active member in more than one club, you can determine and
change your home club from the Pathways Start page at any time. Paths are
assigned to individual members and can be completed in any or all clubs to
which a member belongs. Where speeches are completed and how credit is
assigned are at the discretion of the member.
Your home club simply indicates who you can interact with on Base Camp. You
and members of your home club can view each other’s profiles and send each
other feedback. If you are a member of one club, that club is your home club.
You may present Pathways speeches in multiple clubs per week, just as you do
in the current program. The club in which you plan to speak on a given day does
not need to be set as your home club at that time.
Similarly, the club to which you would like to apply Distinguished Club Program
(DCP) credit does not need to be set as your home club when you purchase a
path or when a level is marked complete.
The vice president education (VPE) of your home club verifies your level
completion requests and can view your education on Base Camp.
Once a level completion request is approved on Base Camp, an award request
must be submitted on Club Central. This VPE who approved the level completion
request is not required to submit the request on Club Central. Rather, the VPE of
the club to which you would like to apply credit should submit the award request.
If you are a member of more than one club, you determine which club will receive
credit for each level and path you finish. This means that each time you complete
a level of your path, you can change which club receives DCP credit. For
example, you may give credit for Motivational Strategies Level 1 to Club A and
then give credit for Motivational Strategies Level 2 to Club B.
You are responsible for communicating your request to the VPE of the club to
which you would like to apply the credit.

The process for submitting awards through Club Central is exactly the same as
the process for the current program. You simply select a Pathways award.
#235: Evaluations on Base Camp, storage and information tracking
Q- How does the approval system works in Pathways? Does basecamp compute the
results or entries of the evaluation given then verified by the VPE before going from
Level 1 to Level 2 and so on?
A- Base Camp does not compute evaluation scores or entries; members are not
required to upload their evaluations to Base Camp.
Base Camp automatically marks each project complete. Before a member can
begin the next level of a path, they submit a level completion request to the VPE.
Before the VPE verifies the request, they should confirm that the member has
fulfilled all requirements for that level.
#419: Awards, recognition, achievement
Q- What are the "intermediate steps" going to be in Pathways for achievement between
completion of the 1st path (completing the Proficient designation), and completing the
2nd full path and getting your DTM? Had lots of questions about this one. We now have
the ACB/ALB, ACS/ALS, etc. What other projects are required to be a DTM other than
the 2 full pathway completions. Thanks!
A- In Pathways, the recognition that appears with a member’s name is the most
recent path and level they completed. Please note that only one credential
appears next to a member’s name at any time. It will be for the most recently
completed level of a path.
For example, Yolanda Gonzalez is working on the Presentation Mastery and
Effective Coaching paths. When she completes Level 2 of Effective Coaching,
her credentials display as EC2. Soon after, she finishes Level 3 of Presentation
Mastery. Her credentials then update to PM3. In club meetings, she could be
introduced as Yolanda Gonzalez, PM3.
When a member completes a path, they also earn the Proficient designation. For
example, when Yolanda completes the Effective Coaching path, she is
considered Proficient in Effective Coaching and could be introduced as Yolanda
Gonzalez, Effective Coaching Proficient.
The exception to this is the DTM award. After a member earns a DTM, that
credential always displays next to their name.

#115: Tracking meeting roles on Base Camp, requirements and expectations
Q- When you select the "gear" icon to access "My Account," you have the opportunity to
fill in one date for each of the seven roles. Are these to be used specifically with a
project? For example, in "Active Listening," you are required to be the Topicsmaster for
a meeting. Should you only indicate fulfillment of that role for an assigned project?
B- No. You are not required to track your roles on Base Camp. Base Camp will not
associate a role with a specific project, even if that role is required in the project
assignment.
When you record your meeting roles on Base Camp, they appear on your profile
page for members of your home club to see. You are encouraged to update
these dates each time you complete a role, but it is not a requirement. Tracking
your meeting role dates will help your vice president education verify that you
have fulfilled the meeting roles required to complete Level 3. The VPE must
confirm—by their presence at the meeting or through confirmation of an officer
who was present—that a member served in a role as part of a project
assignment. The Table Topicsmaster role for “Active Listening” is an excellent
example of this responsibility. The VPE is responsible for confirming the
completion of all components of a project assignment in order for members to
advance to the next level in their path.
Further information about recording your meeting roles was provided in the
February 28 virtual support session.
#56: Repeating paths, levels, and projects in Pathways
Q- Repeating Levels: in the current program, many members like to repeat the CC, for
different reasons. Can we also repeat levels in Pathways for credit? If so, what are the
rules or constraints?
A- A member may repeat a level within a path they have already purchased at any
time. If they would like to receive credit for repeating the level, they must
purchase the path a second time. Each time a member purchases a second
path—either a path they previously completed or a unique path—they are eligible
to receive credit for each level they finish within that second path. Please keep in
mind that in regards to the Distinguished Club Program, clubs will receive credit
for only one type of education award per member, per year.
For example, Bill Smith completes Level 1 of the Presentation Mastery path in
July. His club receives credit toward a goal. Later in the year, he completes Level
2 of the same path. His club receives credit toward a goal for this award, too.
However, in the same Toastmasters year, Bill completes a second Level 1 and
Level 2 in the Visionary Communication path; for these awards, his club does not
receive credit toward Distinguished Club goals.

#210 & 767: Member progress through CC and transferring to Pathways, new
members completing CC speeches before rollout
Q- Before our District starts Pathways, some of our new members have done first 3
speeches per the CC manual. Will they get any credits for the Pathways later on? Or
they have to start from L1 Ice breaker again?
If the new member has already finished six (6) CC manual speeches, can all these six manual
speeches be credited to Pathways?

A- Your Progress toward awards in the traditional education program won’t be
transferable to Pathways because the projects and structure of learning in the
programs are different. However, members who began working in the CC or
other traditional manuals before the Pathways rollout still have plenty of time to
complete awards they are working toward. When Pathways rolls out in the last
two regions—regions 8 and 9—there will be a two-year transition period to allow
members the opportunity to complete work and move to Pathways.
Every member who starts with the “Ice Breaker” project when they begin in
Pathways.
#237: Credit for completing the Speechcraft program
Q- How will new members who completed Speechcraft be integrated into Level 1 as
there is also Ice Breaker?
A- Speechcraft participants can receive credit for the “Ice Breaker” project in
Pathways during the two-year transition period. Participants will only be eligible
for credit if they join a club after they complete the Speechcraft program.
If a Speechcraft participant is eligible for credit, they complete and submit the Ice
Breaker Project Completion Request. Toastmasters International will then apply
credit to the member’s path on Base Camp. The Ice Breaker is the only project
for which members receive credit.
#732: Credit for completing the Ice Breaker ahead of the Pathways rollout
Q- Questions #58 and #683 both address a new member doing the Pathways Ice Breaker
before Pathways rolls out. One of my clubs has two members that just did their Ice Breaker from
the CC manual the week before my presentation to the club about Pathways.
(1) May those members also use the Ice Breaker Completion Request Form to receive credit for
doing their Ice Breaker and then continue their progress in Pathways or must they repeat their
Ice Breaker?

(2) Is the Ice Breaker Request Form only available to Guides via "Read Other Resources" in the
Pathways Guide curriculum? I'm not able to locate the form using the search inside Base Camp
in the "Tutorials and Resources" section of the page.

A- The Ice Breaker Completion Request form is designed for those who complete
the Pathways Ice Breaker. Members who have completed the CC Ice Breaker
cannot use this form to receive credit for the Ice Breaker in Pathways.
The Ice Breaker Completion Request form is available on the Chief Ambassador
resource page, as well as in the Pathways Guides Tasks curriculum on Base
Camp. It can only a be accessed in your curriculum and is not available by
searching on Base Camp. However, you are welcome to share this form with
VPEs as you see fit.
#238: Credit toward DTM for officer roles and other volunteer work/projects
Q- Some members have served club officers role for 12 months, or led a Youth
Leadership Program / Speechcraft before the rollout of Pathways. If they have not
'utilized' (submitted these credit for any award in the current program), can they utilize
them for the Pathways recognition?
A- Any service you have completed as a club or district leader that has not been
applied toward an award can be used to fulfill your next education award in the
current program or Pathways (including club leadership, district leadership, club
sponsor, club mentor, club coach, Youth Leadership Program and Speechcraft).
Please be aware that Pathways is designed differently and members cannot skip
projects because they previously completed a volunteer role or program (such
as Speechcraft). Members can use volunteer efforts toward the completion of the
Distinguished Toastmaster award in the traditional program as well as Pathways.
#751: Distinguishing DTM in Pathways from traditional program, changes to DTM
designation
Q- One member asked me if there is going to be any way to distinguish a DTM earned from the
current program and one earned through Pathways. Will there be any change to the designation
to show that the person has a Pathways DTM?

A- There are no plans change the Distinguished Toastmasters designation for
Pathways. Because Distinguished Toastmaster remains the highest level of
achievement in Toastmasters, the DTM designation is not changing.

#689: DTM leadership requirements, credit, transition period, DTM credit in the
transition period, DTM credit in traditional program, traditional DTM
Q- One of the frustrations I'm hearing from members regarding the transition period is
that while they do have time to work through the club-based legacy program
requirements for a DTM (speeches/modules, new member mentoring, club leadership),
they haven't yet had the time to pursue the outside club requirements (district leadership
and club sponsorship/mentoring/coaching). One member planned to complete those
requirements after retiring, which will be more than 2 years away. Can there be a longer
accommodation for people like this, who will have completed all of the legacy
educational content requirements and only need to serve as a district officer and a
sponsor/mentor/coach to earn their DTM?
A- If there are awards members would like to achieve in the traditional program,
they must complete all requirements prior to the end of the two-year transition
period.
#743: DTM leadership requirements, credit, transition period, DTM credit in the
transition period, DTM credit in traditional program, traditional DTM
Q- In one of my clubs, a member has completed an HPL, but it has not yet been credited to him
in the traditional program. He is now thinking about switching to Pathways to pursue a DTM. He
has Club Officer roles and District Officer roles that have not been credited toward a traditional
program DTM and that he would use for his Pathways DTM. He was hoping to have his HPL
count also in Pathways.
I have read in the master Q&A that an HPL completed in the traditional program cannot be
credited as a project in Pathways. Is that true even if the HPL was never credited in the first
place?

A- Members who would like to get credit for any work already completed in the
traditional program have two years after the rollout to apply for credit.
The HPL from the traditional program does not transfer to Pathways.
High Performance Leadership is the required Level 5 project on three of the 10
paths, and is an elective in the remaining seven paths. As with all projects in
Pathways, including the Ice Breaker, members will need to complete the project
as part of their path, regardless of whether they have completed it previously.
#743b: HPL credit; Does HPL credit transfer to Pathways
Q- If I completed the High Performance Leadership (HPL) project in the traditional
program and haven’t applied it for credit it can I transfer this to get credit in Pathways?

A- A High Performance Leadership Program project completed in the traditional
program cannot be used for credit in Pathways, whether or not it was applied
to an education award. For more information about the Distinguished
Toastmaster Award in the traditional program and Pathways, please see the
Distinguished Toastmaster page.
#107: Accreditation
Q- What future plans does Toastmasters International have for getting the Pathways
Program credentialed? Is it a wish; or is it a firm objective with milestones based on
sometime after the completion of the Pathways rollout worldwide?
A- There are currently no official decisions about accrediting Pathways.

#129: Mentor, mentor credit, mentor assignments
Q- If someone is mentoring a Club member who has completed two speeches on their
CC manual, and they switch over to Pathways, does the mentor get CL or ACG credit
for mentoring the new member for their first three speeches if two are in the legacy
program and one is in Pathways?
A- Yes. A mentor receives CL or ACG credit for mentoring a new member through
three speeches, regardless of whether those speeches are in the current
education program, in Pathways, or a combination of the two.
#141: Working on DTM, choosing electives
Q- When a member completes a second path towards a DTM, are they permitted to
choose any of the same electives they used for the first path?
A- Members are free to determine their electives as they complete their second path
toward a DTM award. In Pathways, members are encouraged to repeat electives
if they find value and benefit in completing the assignment a second time.
#145: Time frame for award submission, applying credit
Q- Since marking a level complete and submitting it in Club Central are separate, is
there maximum time between when the level is complete, and when the VPE in one of
the members clubs submits it to Club Central?
A- The VPE can submit an achievement on Club Central as soon as they mark the
level complete on Base Camp. Other than existing year-end deadlines for
submitting awards to Club Central, there is no time limit or additional deadline.

#162: Credit for speeches in Pathways at other events
Q- Similar to my previous question, members enjoy getting additional speech credit for
speech contests and other non-club-speaking-slot speeches. In the current program, we
could always thumb through the advanced manuals and find a project that would fit the
speech. Is there a way to do this in Pathways? As it seems, we only have access the
levels and the elective that we are on, but there is not a way to "bank" a speech or
project for future use. Is there?
A- When working in Levels 3, 4, and 5, members can look through all electives to
determine if a contest speech or other speech meets any assignment
requirements.
#229: Length of officer service, credit for DTM
Q- Current some clubs practice 6 months' EXCO role. Will this be a problem for those
who have completed before start of Pathways to be eligible for Pathways DTM?
No, a six-month officer term will not hinder a member from receiving credit toward the
DTM in Pathways. To receive credit toward the DTM in Pathways, a member must
serve in a club officer role for a total of 12 months. However, service does not need to
be consecutive. Members who complete two six-month officer terms meet this
requirement. Additionally, any service you have completed as a club or district leader
that has not been applied toward an award can be used to fulfill your next education
award in the current program or in Pathways.
#247: Speechcraft credit, DTM, Volunteering
Q- Can you please explain how long after the completion of the Speechcraft can a
member apply the credit in Pathways?
A- The VPE is responsible for determining when Speechcraft credit applies to
Pathways. Toastmasters International does not limit when credit can or cannot
be applied. As long as Speechcraft credit has not been applied toward the
traditional program, members may use this credit toward the “Ice Breaker” project
in Pathways.
#255: Combining the tadeonal program and Pathways, credit, repeating speeches
Q- When a toastmasters member does both current education program and Pathways,
say the project is an ACB4 speech and he/she wants to be evaluated it for its icebreaker speech concurrently for Pathways, is that possible? Or any project in the
current education program that fits the criteria in one of the projects in Pathways?
A- Members must complete a project specific to either the traditional program or to
Pathways. Project credit cannot be applied to both programs.

For example, a member in Pathways will complete the “Ice Breaker” project on
Base Camp after giving their speech. If that same member is also completing the
Ice Breaker in the traditional program, they will ask their VPE to sign off on
Project 1 in the Competent Communicator after they give a speech based on
Project 1. They must complete each project separately to receive credit in both
programs.
#741: Combining the tadeonal program and Pathways, credit, repeating speeches
Q- A VPE asked, if a member has achieved CC (done 10 speeches), and wanted to switch to
the Pathways. Can he use speeches that he used for his CC in the new Pathways?

A- Speech or project credit does not transfer from the traditional education program
to Pathways. Members sometimes choose to use the content from a previous
speech. However, this is not recommended. Repeated content is at the discretion
of the club and the evaluator.
#258: Skipping projects, starting on Level 1, experienced members
Q- Do all members have to start all projects from the very beginning in every path on
five core competencies?
A- In Pathways, every member begins at Level 1 with the “Ice Breaker” project.
Similarly, each time a member begins a new path, they start with the “Ice
Breaker” project.
Level 1 projects are foundational to the Toastmasters journey. These projects
give even the most experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current
skill levels and continue building their research, evaluation, and speaking skills.
#774: Repeating projects in Level 1 in every path
Q- For Level 1 there are 3 objectives as part of Fundamentals. The Toastmaster member will be
required to do the "Ice Breaker" project for each and every path they choose? Same for the
other 2 objectives?"

A- Yes. The three projects n Level 1 repeat across every path and members will
complete all three projects in each path they peruse.
Level 1 projects are foundational to the Toastmasters journey. These projects
give even the most experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current
skill levels and continue building their research, evaluation, and speaking skills.

#325: Triple Crown Award
Q- Can a member get Triple Crown Award with 2 traditional education awards +1
pathways award? (eg. ACB, ALB + Pathways Level 1)
A- Districts are responsible for determining Triple Crown criteria and eligibility.
Contact your program quality director for more information on the Triple Crown in
your district. In the traditional education program, standard Triple Crown eligibility
requires a member to earn three separate education awards in a program year.
World Headquarters compiles Triple Crown data and sends it to districts. In
Pathways, the data report from World Headquarters will include level completions
as well as traditional program education awards. For example, John Smith: CC,
ALB, LEADEVL1 (Leadership Development Level 1).
#331: Credit for members in multiple clubs
Q- Please clarify how projects get signed off when a member belongs to multiple clubs
and is giving speeches in all of them.
A- Members in multiple clubs are responsible for keeping track of their speeches
and keeping their VPEs informed. VPE approval for every speech in Pathways is
not required. However, when a VPE verifies that the member completed a level,
the VPE must confirm that all requirements were met. You may find it helpful to
use the External Training request so your VPEs are aware of where each speech
is being completed. How you organize your communications is up to you.
For more information on the process to request the completion of a speech
outside your club, search External Training on the Master Q and A Log.
#333: Achievement awards in Pathways
Q- Have I understood correctly that there are now only two key achievement awards -one for each path the member completes? Other than badges members can award one
another, are there any milestone awards along the path?
A- Pathways provides recognition much earlier in a member’s journey and includes
recognition at several key points throughout that journey. Certificates of
Recognition and digital badges are awarded upon the completion of each level.
Members who complete a path receive the Proficient designation to mark their
accomplishment. Members may also earn the Pathways Mentor designation by
completing the Pathways Mentor Program.
Clubs may purchase level achievement ribbons from the Toastmasters Store.
For more information about awards in Pathways, please visit the Achievement
and Awards page at www.toastmasters.org/education/pathways/achievementawards.

#350: Pathways accreditation
Q- Question from my first club visit: Has there been any exploration of partnering with
colleges/universities or professional associations to allow members to gain credit for
work done in Pathways?
A- Yes. Toastmasters is currently reviewing the possibility of partnering with
organizations to provide academic and/or professional credit for completing work
in Pathways.
#351: Credit for meeting roles
Q- Can we use meeting roles completed to get credit at a later date in level 3? For
example Table Topics Master in August, before the roll out. I am assuming that we
cannot use any projects or even a meeting role retrospectively to get credit in Pathways
before its roll out.
A- Credit for club roles would normally be awarded once Pathways rolls out in each
district. However, Toastmasters recognizes that some clubs have long wait lists
to fulfill roles. It is the responsibility of the club leadership and members to set
policy when Pathways launches.
#362: Credit for meeting roles
Q- Can we get credit for performing two meeting roles in one club meeting? e.g. Speech
Evaluator and Table Topics Master? Or Ah Counter and Grammarian? In most clubs Ah
Counter and Grammarian are combined
A- No. The rule that you can receive credit for one meeting role per meeting is the
same in Pathways.
#366: Credit for speeches completed in other clubs (External Training)
Q- A VPE wants to know how to verify that a member's project has been done,
especially if it is in another club. She's concerned that a member can mark a project
complete without any proof of completing the project.
A- In Pathways, as well as the traditional program, members are required to notify
the VPE if they would like to present a speech outside of Toastmasters or in
another club. A club is responsible for setting policy about how they will handle
speeches completed in another club. Clubs may choose to use the External
Training process on Base Camp, or establish another form of communication.
For more information about external training, view the Completing a Speech
outside Your Club tutorial on Base Camp.

#377: Chartering clubs and the Ice Breaker
Q- I'm mentoring a club that has been trying to charter for a few months (they are now
very close to 20). They've been very active and almost everyone has given an Ice
Breaker. Since the project is the same, will these Ice Breakers translate to Pathways?
I'm sure they would feel frustrated and disappointed to hear they all need to do it over
again.
A- Members of clubs that charter now or members who join after completing a
Speechcraft workshop may review the “Ice Breaker” project at
www.toastmasters.org/Pathways and receive credit for completing the “Ice
Breaker” once Pathways launches. Use Ice Breaker Project Completion Request
(Item 8953) to request credit.
#U: Mentoring credit
Q- Can we get Competent Leader and Advanced Communicator credit for mentoring
people in Pathways?
A- Yes, you will get credit for the effort.
#354: Working in both the traditional program and Pathways concurrently
Q- Just for confirmation, a member enrolled in the present education program can try
pathways and not lose his present achievements nor carryover to the latter; yet when
Pathways has totally rolled-out in 2 years’ time, the current program won’t be credited
any longer.
A- Existing members are welcome to continue their work in the traditional program
through the transition period and they will continue to earn awards. Once the
transition is complete, members will retain any awards they have received in the
traditional program. New awards will only be available by completing work in
Pathways once the transition period is complete.
#659: Working in both the traditional program and Pathways concurrently
Q- Can a TM continue in the current educational program and also start the Pathways
program simultaneously i.e. different speeches/projects for both?
Once a member selects a path, he/she is locked out of finishing up projects/awards in
the current education program? An existing member is afraid of logging into Base Camp
and is not planning to do so until their DTM in the traditional program is complete for
fear that they will be "locked" out of attaining awards in the traditional program.
A- Current members are welcome to work in both programs simultaneously during
the two-year transition period. Logging into Base Camp, taking the assessment,

and selecting your path will not prevent you from applying for awards in the
traditional program.
All members who joined prior to the rollout of Pathways will be eligible to apply
for awards in the traditional program until the end of the two-year transition
period.
#445: Completing projects from one path in multiple clubs
It appears that once a home club for the path is selected, any work done on that path
outside of the chosen Home Club must be pre-approved by the home club Base Camp
manager before we can do the work outside the Home Club. Would the Base Camp
manager for all our clubs be able to see our transcript regardless of where the Path was
assigned?
A- Pathways is an individual education program. Your path is not assigned to a
specific club. Members may complete projects/present speeches from any path
in your Education Transcript at any club. Once a project is completed, Base
Camp will automatically mark it complete.
Your home club simply indicates who you can interact with on Base Camp. When
you submit a level completion request this request will go to the Base Camp
manager of the club that is set as your home club.
When the Base Camp manager approves your level completion request, they will
need to verify that you met all requirements for that level. This may mean
confirming that you presented speeches and completed projects in other clubs.
On Base Camp, there is a tool called External Training that can be used for this
process. While you are not required to use External Training, you are responsible
to communicate with the vice president education who will be approving your
level completion and ensure that they have the information they need to confirm
that you met all requirements.
For more information, please review the World Headquarters webinars on
External Training and the External Training section of this Master Q & A log.
#373: Speechcraft, credit toward DTM, working in both traditional program and
Pathways
Q- We have some members have decided to start Pathways instead of continuing with
the Advanced Manuals. One of them have just completed organizing a Speech Craft
Project in July, and want to use it for the Pathways DTM instead of "ALS" projects. Can

you please advise what are the requirements for them to submit this Speech Craft
Project for Pathways?
A- As long as a member has not previously received credit for volunteering (such as
completing a Speechcraft workshop or serving as a qualifying club or district
officer), they can apply that work to DTM once Pathways launches in their
district.
#610: Credit for members changing clubs
If a member transfers to another club with only part of a level completed and completes
the rest of the level at the new club (both being Pathways clubs), how does the VPE for
the new club verify that the previous projects in the level have been completed?
A- The VPE will be able to view the member’s education transcript on Base Camp to
see that Base Camp marked the projects complete. They should also speak with
the member and follow their club’s process for verifying any speeches completed
outside the club. This process may vary from club to club.
#825: Risk of giving Double credit in Club Central
Q- Risk of double dipping award in Club Central Does Club Central have a reconciliation
function operating across to Base Camp so that level/path completion award would flag
and stop a double dip award registration, or is the control of this risk solely a people
behavior control?
A- Club Central will only allow each award to be applied to one club. Members are
responsible for communicating with the VPE of the club to which they would like
to give credit. Once a member’s award has been given to a club, it cannot be
applied to another club; Club Central will recognize that it has already been
awarded.
#872: Designations, awards, recognition
Q- Right now once you complete your Competent Communicator, etc. and we get the
CC, CL, ACB, --will members still receive a similar designation to put after their names?
A- In Pathways, the recognition that appears with a member’s name is the most
recent path and level they completed. Please note that only one credential
appears next to a member’s name at any time. It will be for the most recently
completed level of a path.
For more information and specific examples, please see question #249 and the
Education Credentials/Recognition topic in the Master Q&A log.

#890: Triple Crown award, recognition
Q- In the New Pathways Program will there be a Triple Crown Award?
A- Districts are responsible for determining Triple Crown criteria and eligibility.
Contact your program quality director for more information on the Triple Crown in
your district. In the traditional education program, standard Triple Crown eligibility
requires a member to earn three separate education awards in a program year.
World Headquarters compiles Triple Crown data and sends it to districts. In
Pathways, the data report from World Headquarters will include level completions
as well as traditional program education awards. For example, John Smith: CC,
ALB, LEADEVL1 (Leadership Development Level 1).
#938: Recognition, designations, awards
Q- We are all familiar with the award designations CC, ACB, ACS, ALB, etc. What will
the new awards designations be?
A- In Pathways, the recognition that appears with a member’s name is the most
recent path and level they completed. Please note that only one credential
appears next to a member’s name at any time. It will be for the most recently
completed level of a path.
The exception to this is the DTM award. After a member earns a DTM, that
credential always displays next to their name.
For more information and examples, please see question #419 on the Master
Q&A log.
#939: Badges, credentials, recognition
Q- Several members are asking about recognition badges and how they the education
level would appear. eg. Les Saville DLC *would be Dynamic Leadership Competency. Is
the pathways recognition badge still under development?
A- Credentials will be awarded at the end of each level. Members are at their
discretion as to whether they would like these credentials reflected on their name
badge.
Members who have achieved DTM will always be listed with DTM as their
credential
#949: High Performance Leadership, traditional program, credit
Q- Can an HPL project be completed out of order and then applied retroactively once
the member is at Level 5?

A- No. HPL may not be applied retroactively. This project is required at Level 5
in three paths, and is a Level 5 elective in the remaining seven paths.
Members will have access to this project as soon as they have completed
Level 4 in their path.
Please keep in mind that members are not required to complete the High
Performance Leadership project in order to achieve DTM, unless this project
is required in their selected path.
#952: Triple Crown, recognition
Q- Will there still be a Triple Crown but in Pathways?
A- Districts are responsible for determining Triple Crown criteria and eligibility. For
more information, see question #325 on the Master Q&A log.
#956: Projects, leadership, credit, volunteer
Q- A seasoned member (DTM) asked the following 2 questions: (1) "Could you tell me if
volunteering at the District Conference counts for any credit in Pathways?" (2) What
strategies have been incorporated in Pathways to encourage/motivate and recognize
members to participate in organizing contests (area/division/district), district
conferences, COT etc... It would be helpful to understand how incentives/tools with
regards to leadership that were used in the traditional program to motivate/recognize
members have been incorporated in Pathways. This seasoned member along with
others in her club have expressed a concern that Pathways lacks the incentives and
motivational elements used in the traditional program to encourage participation as well
as reward/recognize effort and achievements. (digital badges do not provide the same
incentive that CL/HPL projects do - in terms of encouraging members to assume
leadership roles in organizing contests/conferences/officer training etc.)
A- 1. Volunteering at a District Conference does not count toward credit in
Pathways.
2. Many projects in Pathways include assignments that can be fulfilled by
leading a team. Often, assignments recommend speech contests as an
opportunity to fulfill a leadership or project planning role within Toastmasters.

#1022: Recognition, credit, leadership roles
Q- In the old program the district leadership (1 year, e.g. Area Director, Division
Director, etc) can be forwarded to the new pathways program and claim this under
pathways. What about the Club Officers credits (1 year), this can be utilized under
pathways program? What are all the leadership credits can be utilized in new pathways
program which was achieved through old traditional program? Thank you.

A- Members may apply any leadership role to Pathways that has not already been
applied to an award in the traditional program. There is no time limit on volunteer
credit. It can be applied at any time. For more information or to discuss an
individual situation, please email Educationawards@toastmasters.org.
#1024: Transfer of credit from traditional program, Ice Breaker
Q- question #917 mentions that only the ice breaker is transferable to Pathways. Is the
current ice breaker transferable at all ? I understand club officer roles are transferable
as well ... could we have a complete and clear list of what can be transferable or not.
A- Members can complete the Pathways Ice Breaker online at the Toastmasters
website for credit in Pathways if they are new members or very close to rollout in
their district and their club approves. There are no transferrable projects.
Leadership roles that have not been applied to an award in the past (as part of
the traditional program) can be applied to leadership requirements for the DTM in
Pathways. Any role—club officer, district officer, etc.—that has already been
applied to an award such as ALB or ALS, cannot be applied to the DTM in
Pathways. For more information on credit and recognition, please contact the
Education Awards team directly at educationawards@toastmasters.org.
#1042: Distinguished Club Program, Base Camp, Club Central
Q- Concerning members of multiple clubs: When a member completes a Level, she/he
chooses which club will be the "home" club to get DCP credit for that level. How does
the VPE verify all rolls/projects were completed if some were performed in other clubs?
A- Members do not need to change their home club prior to submitting a level
completion request on Base Camp. Level completions for credit in the
Distinguished Club program are tracked through Club Central, not Base Camp.

Members of multiple clubs will need to communicate regularly with their VPEs
about level completions and how those completions should be awarded on Club
Central for the Distinguished Club Program. Once a Pathways level has been
completed, members will need to tell VPEs of every club to which they belong
about the completion and communicate which club should submit the award to
Club Central for credit.
#1043: Distinguished Toastmaster award, DTM, leadership credit
Q- I know that we cannot double dip – but if a member has been a club officer, district
officer, club sponsor, club mentor, club coach, conducted a Speechcraft workshop or a

Youth Leadership program – and has not used these in an award under the traditional
program – can they carry these forward under Pathways towards a DTM in Pathways?
A- Yes. Any volunteerism, including club and district leadership, Speechcraft and
the Youth Leadership program, that has not been applied to a previous award
can be applied to the Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways. This is true
regardless of when that volunteerism was completed.
#1086: Transition period, reinstating members, recognition, traditional program
manuals
Q- I could not find the answer in the Master Q&A: can members who are reinstating
their membership after Pathways is rolled out in their region take advantage of the 2
year transition period to complete awards like ACB and ALS?
A- The two-year transition period was designed specifically for members to
complete awards they have already started working toward in the traditional
program. This applies to existing members and those who reinstate after the
rollout of Pathways.
All other members should work in Pathways. Please keep in mind that members
who are close to completing awards in the traditional program can work in the
traditional program and Pathways simultaneously.
#1098: Meeting roles, credit
Q- I have question the member can submit it the leadership projects finished before to
pathway, like timer or evaluator ?
A- Meeting roles completed before the rollout of Pathways apply to the traditional
program. For large clubs with a significant waiting list for meeting roles, club
leadership can make exceptions.
#1103: Evaluation and Feedback project, Credit in traditional program for
Pathways speech
Q- District 63 question Q: Member is doing the Evaluation and Feedback project. They
asked if the second of the 2 speeches which they are presenting to apply the feedback
could be used for credit in the traditional program.
A- Speeches in the two different education programs are not transferable. Speeches
completed as part of Pathways can only be applied to Pathways and speeches in
the traditional program can only be applied to the traditional program.
The Toastmasters Website (and Base Camp login)
Overview:

•
•
•

Members login to Base Camp through the Toastmasters.org website
At this time, there is not a direct login to Base Camp from the web. Member
credentials are only recognized by the toastmasters.org site
Members who bookmark Base Camp will not be able to sign in from that location

#153: Technical Issues
Q- If technical issues are encountered when using Base Camp, how should they be
reported to TI?
A- If a member experiences technical issues on Base Camp, they may contact
World Headquarters via phone at 949-858-8355. When the member shares that
they are experiencing technical issues with Base Camp or Pathways, they will be
directed to a staff member for assistance.
#215: Accessing Base Camp, Toastmasters website, Start Page
Q- Is there or will there be a quick button to access basecamp?
A- After Pathways has launched in all districts, the Toastmasters website may be
updated to include a direct link to Base Camp or the Pathways Start page.
In the meantime, we recommend you bookmark the Pathways Start page on your
web browser to quickly navigate to Base Camp. Instructions for bookmarking
URLs are typically available in your browser’s help section.
#44: Online agreement and release
Q- Could you eliminate repeated display of the Online Agreement and Release? Once
the member has agreed, it's just a pointless time-waster
A- Once a member accepts the Online Agreement and Release, this message is
programed to not appear again. If you continue to see this message after having
accepted the terms, please contact World Headquarters so we can look into this
matter.
#20 and 790: Toastmasters website, managing capacity on Base Camp
Q- Has Toastmasters improved website capacity to better handle the increased web
traffic expected once Pathways launches?
There are times when the response time on the Toastmasters International site is slow.
With so many more users going through this site to access Base Camp, are there any
plans to increase the bandwidth, so that response time will be reasonable?
A- Toastmasters server resides on Amazon Web Services and is equipped with
sufficient website capacity for Pathways traffic. Base Camp is hosted by our
learning management system (LMS) provider, Cornerstone OnDemand. As an

established LMS company, they are more than equipped to handle high volumes
of web traffic expected.
#170: Accessing help from WHQ, email addresses
Q- Which TI mailbox to write to if member has issue to open a new path online?
A- Please email any questions about Pathways or Base Camp to
educationprogram@toastmasters.org

#152: Base Camp functionality
Q- It seems that Base Camp are very mouse click dependent. During development were
ergonomists involved to help mitigate user exposure to excessive mouse use?
A- Base Camp is hosted by Cornerstone on Demand, our learning management
system provider. We worked closely with our provider to reduce the number of
mouse clicks required wherever possible.
#955: Compatibility, browser
Q- Are these the basic browser requirements for Base Camp as well as
toastmasters.org: https://www.toastmasters.org/footer/browser-compatibility ?
A- Browser and system requirements for Pathways are listed in the Pathways FAQ
#14 on the toastmasters website.

International Speech Contest
Overview:
•

The 2016-2017 Speech Contest Rule Book has been updated with information
related to completing speech contests in Pathways enabled regions and districts.
You can access the rule book at Toastmasters.org/leadership-central/speechcontests

#317: Credit in Pathways for speech contest speeches
Q- This question is about getting Speech/Project Credit from Contest.
A- Yes, members may present Pathways speeches as contest or test speeches.
Speech credit may be given as long as the speech meets all Pathways assignment
criteria and the member receives an evaluation.

#8: Speech contest judging criteria in Pathways
Q- Are members in districts that have not yet rolled into Pathways still required to give
six speeches to qualify for the International Speech Contest? What are the International
Speech Contest requirements for members enrolled in Pathways?
A- To be eligible to compete in the International Speech Contest, a member must
have completed six speech projects in the Competent Communication manual or
a minimum of two levels within a path in the Pathways learning experience.
#93: Speech contests and Pathways Guide eligibility
Q- How does serving as Pathways Guide - receiving credit as a District Officer - affect
member eligibility in Speech Contests?
A- Pathways Guides are indeed eligible to enter speech contests. The Speech
Contest Rulebook does not state the ineligibility of Pathways Guides in speech
contests. We also do not want to penalize them for volunteering.
Please reach out to us at pathwaysguides@toastmasters.org with any additional
questions you may have. We are happy to help!
# 854 Speech Contests
Q- I have a question: Under the present program to compete in the Int'l Speech Contest
a member must have completed six speeches from their CC. What are the requirements
under the new program and what does this mean? For instance, to complete Level One
on a Path - is this considered three or four speeches as the second speech, that is
evaluated, is followed with another speech to correct what was indicated in the
evaluation. This second speech can be the same as the speech that was evaluated OR
a brand new speech. With this in mind and if six speeches are still required, is Level
One considered three or 4 speeches?
A- To be eligible to compete in the International Speech Contest, a member must
have completed six speech projects in the Competent Communication manual or
a minimum of two levels within a path in the Pathways learning experience.
For more information, please see the 2016-2017 Speech Contest Rule Book,
which has been updated for those completing speech contests in Pathways
enabled regions and districts. You can access the rule book at
toastmasters.org/leadership-central/speech-contests.
# 862: Speech contests
Q- Re: the contest requirements, is that requirement waived of Level 2 reached in
Pathways completed if your club is newly chartered? With the traditional education
program, if the club chartered within six months, you can compete. (did not have to
have 6 CC speeches completed. less than a minute ago less than a minute ago

A- Yes. This requirement is waived in Pathways, just as it is in the traditional
program. A charter member of a club chartered less than one year before the
club contest is permitted to compete without having completed the requirement of
six CC speeches or Level 2 in Pathways. The club must have officially chartered
before the club area contest.
For more information, please see page 6 of the speech contest rule book.

#935: International speech contests
Q- As a Pathways Guide can compete in the International Speech Contest this year?
A- Yes. Pathways Guides are not prevented from competing in the International
Speech Contest.

Printed Materials
Overview:
•
•

•

Printed materials are defined as Pathways paths that have been printed by
Toastmasters WHQ and shipped to members for a fee
Printed materials are shipped in three installments:
o Levels 1 & 2
o Level 3
o Levels 4 & 5
There is no additional fee beyond the initial fee for printed materials for each of
these shipments

#114: What is available in print?
Q- Currently, five paths are available in print. Will more paths be offered in print?
A- There are no current plans to offer all 10 existing paths in printed materials. As
we add paths to the program, we will monitor member requests for printed
materials and continue to evaluate their availability in Pathways.
#744: How can members decide if they want print, are there examples of printed
materials
Q- Are samples available for any of the printed material projects? We have members that are
trying to make the decision between printed and online versions, and while we have the
Icebreaker project available as an online sample project, we don't have anything comparable for
the printed versions.

A- Members who are making the decision between printed materials and online are
encouraged to review The Navigator, which compares these options.
Please keep in mind that members completing their path on Base Camp will have
access to more path and elective options, educational videos, and interactive
activities and quizzes. Members can also download printable pdfs of the entire
project directly from the online version on Base Camp.
There are no samples available of printed materials.
#690: What electives are available in print, print electives, electives in print
Q- Regarding members who opt for printed materials, how are the electives in each
level handled? The Navigator says "Limited" options, but what does that mean?
A- Electives have been pre-selected for members completing Pathways in printed
materials.
Electives are the same for all paths in print and are as follows:
Level 3:
Connect with Story Telling
Deliver Social Speeches
Level 4:
Question and Answer Session
Level 5:
Lessons Learned
#50: The Navigator in print, print Navigator, printed version of The Navigator,
purchase The Navigator
Q- Will the printed version of The Navigator (item #8722) be available for ordering either
with or without a cost?
A- Members can order print copies of The Navigator by contacting the Toastmasters
International Supply Orders team.
You can also print copies of The Navigator. To access a printable PDF of The
Navigator, launch The Navigator from the Pathways Start page, or from your
Education Transcript if you have already selected a path. Select Resources from
the menu. A printable PDF of The Navigator can be accessed from this page.

#49: Ordering printed materials, contacting WHQ
Q- Where is the order form located for members who want the printed materials? I
searched in Base Camp but could not find it.
A- The physical order form for members who would like to purchase printed
materials is not yet available. For the time being, printed materials can be
purchased from the Pathways Start page or by calling World Headquarters.
#395: Buying print and working online
Q- Can a member purchase the TI produced printed materials for their path, in addition
to, selecting the online option?
A- A member is able to select the digital version of their path and purchase the print
version of the same path if they wish. Members considering this, should keep in
mind that the materials provided for a digital path can be printed for free in Base
Camp.
#441: Buying print and working online
Q- If a member wants to fully engage with their chosen path in Base Camp AND get the
print materials, what would be the process / steps to do that?
A- Members who would like to work online and in print have two options:
1. Select your path on Base Camp and then self-print your projects from
the printable pdfs included in your online project.
2. Select your path on Base Camp and then return to the Start Page to
purchase the same path in printed materials. (Please note that not all
paths are available for purchase in printed materials. All paths can be selfprinted from within the online projects.)
#779: Working on Base Camp and downloading an printing projects
Q- I like to do my toastmasters offline because generally it doesn't work for me to have
online content unless I can download it and view it offline and to keep it for future
reference.
One possibility for pathways for me is to order my path in printed materials. Another
possibility may be for me to download the materials and then look at it offline on my
computer. Is this possible?
A- When you select to complete your Pathways education on Base Camp, you
may download, save, and self-print a pdf of every project in your path. The selfprint PDF is available on the Evaluation page of each project.

Additionally, evaluation resources and other forms can be printed from your
project. All members who have selected a path can print any evaluation
resourcefrom the Tutorials and Resources page on Base Camp.
#688: Buying print and working online, fees, printed materials fee, second path
fee
Q- Question 441 in the master log states that a member who wants to work in Base
Camp and get the printed materials can select the path in Base Camp and then return
to the Start Page to purchase the same path in printed materials. Is that process of
considered purchasing an additional path, thus a charge of $20 (for path) + $25 (for
materials) = $45, or just the materials fee? Also Answer #49 seems to indicate
contacting WHQ is another option.
A- If a member has selected a path on Base Camp and would to purchase the
same path in printed materials, this would be considered purchasing a second
path and would incur a charge $20 for the path and $25 for the printed materials
fee. This is true whether the member purchases the path online or by calling
World Headquarters.
If a member is eligible for two free paths, they would then only pay the $25
materials fee. Members eligible for two free paths must contact World
Headquarters to redeem the second free path. To do so, call and ask to speak
with the orders and tracing team, or email supplyorders@toastmasters.org.
#685: Print and Base Camp, accessing Base Camp and working in print,
accessing resources in print
Q- If a member chooses to pay for the printed version of a path, do they get access to
any of the online learning tools that come with the digital version of a path such as video
tutorials? Or is that information included in print form within the printed version of the
path?
A- All members who have selected a path will be able to log in to Base Camp
and access everything available on the Tutorials and Resource page, including
all Tutorials, Evaluation Resources, Project Descriptions, and The Navigator.
Members who choose to work in print will also receive printed copies of the
Evaluation Resources associated with their path.
# 478: Pathways in print
Q- If a member chooses a path in print, how many manuals in total are required for one
full path and the cost of each? 2. How will the transition for the mentoring program
work? If a new member gets on-boarded in the pathways program while the existing
members continues in the traditional program, who will mentor the new members in the
new program?

A- Printed materials are shipped in three distribution points to match the timing of
the member’s progress. Members working online through Base Camp will receive
access to each level once the prior level is complete. Similarly, members
completing their education in printed materials will receive levels in multiple
distribution points once the prior levels are complete and their vice president
education has verified that they are ready for the next distribution point.
After members order a path, they will receive Levels 1 and 2. When their VPE
verifies they have completed the projects in that shipment, they receive Level 3
(and the Pathways Mentor Program if requested) When the VPE verifies project
completion in the second shipment, the member receives Levels 4 and 5. Please
see The Navigator for more information about printed materials in Pathways.
#780: Cost of ordering a print path for another member
Q- If a club officer purchases another members selected path in printed materials,
would I incur the total cost, including shipping, immediately to complete my payment or
would it be more beneficial and feasible for the member to purchase his/her print path
separately?
A- Club officers may order print paths on behalf of members in their club directly
from the Start page. Regardless of whether the club officer or the member orders
the path, a $25 materials fee will be incurred. If the member has already received
their first free path, the $20 path fee will also apply. Ordering a path on behalf of
another member will not incur any additional costs. Shipping is included in the
$25 materials fee.
To order a print path on behalf of another member, visit the Pathways Start page
and select “Another Member” on the “Choose Your Path” tile. You will be asked
to indicate the member for whom you are selecting a path. The Start page will
then recognize if that member has already received their free path and will
accrue charges accordingly.
Club officers should be prepared to pay the $25 materials fee and the $20 path
fee, if applicable at the time they place the order.
#903: Badges, printed materials
Q- Navigator Page 12 (Before you start your journey - Paragraph 2) states that if you
select to pursue path in printed materials, "You can still log in to Base Camp to view
badges, print certificates and download printable resources, but you cannot see or use
the online version of your projects". In contrast, the table of comparison between
BaseCamp Vs Printed Materials on page 13 has NO checkmark for printed materials
column against the line item "Earn or give digital badges". Can you clarify what does the

Navigator mean on page 12 about the ability to view badges for someone who has
chosen Printed Materials?
A- Members working in printed materials can give and receive feedback badges on
Base Camp. They will earn a Path Completion learning badge, but will not be
awarded the level completion or path activated learning badges assigned by
Base Camp.
#905: Printed materials, returns
Q- Switching between Print and Online Pathways access: Is it per Path or per Member?
Can access be changed mid-path?
A- For information about switching from printed materials to an online path, please
email our orders and tracking team at supplyorders@toastmasters.org.

#930: Printed materials, change path type
Q- A member elects a paper version of their path. Working through the path they come
to realize that their next path choice is NOT available in print. Can they 'switch' to online
for their second path

A- Yes. Each time a member selects a path, they will decide if they want to
complete the path in printed materials or on Base Camp. Members can work in
both mediums at the same time and can complete their first path in print and their
second path on Base Camp or vice versa. Completing a path in one medium
does not prevent you from completing paths in another medium.
#1025: Print materials, online path, Base Camp
Q- Question for Online and Print option- If a member selects the print option for a path,
will the selected path material be available also to them online in Pathways?
A- No. Paths in printed materials and online paths are two different products.
Members who select printed materials will have access to Base Camp and many
of the features but will not have access to their path or any of the projects on
Base Camp.
#1032: Printed materials
Q- If you buy printed materials, do you also have access to the electronic resources on
Base Camp?

A- Members who select printed materials will have access to Base Camp and many
of the features but will not have access to their path or any of the projects on
Base Camp.
#1053: Printed materials
Q- Is it true that the "print only" option only has access to 14 of the 59 projects? Level 3,
4 & 5 are pre-selected so there is no options?
A- Members have the option to pursue some paths in printed materials distributed
and shipped by Toastmasters International World Headquarters. Though
members have the resources they need to complete their path in printed
materials, their experience and path options are limited compared to what is
available on Base Camp.
#1072: Email address, no online access, select a print path
Q- If a member does not have email or online access, how does he/she go about
selecting to receive a path in printed materials?
Members who do not have internet access can purchase paths in printed materials by
calling World Headquarters and requesting to speak with the Supply Orders team.
Additionally, club officers can purchase a path in printed materials on behalf of any
member of their club directly from the Pathways Start page.
#1082: Base Camp, printed materials
Q- A member does not have email, does not select path online, opts to do paper. Q
1072 appears to answer that portion. However, how do we move them from level to
level in Pathways? Does a Club Officer enter their information in Pathways, progress in
Pathways or do we ignore Pathways and simply generate their level awards just in Club
Central for DCP?
A- Base Camp managers will track the education of members working in printed
materials on Base Camp. The member will have a profile on Base Camp and
their transcript will include checklists that the Base Camp manager uses to
record and verify project and level completion.
VPEs will continue to submit awards through Club Central.
For more information, including instructions for tracking projects completed in
printed materials complete, please review the Path Completion in Printed
Materials and the Validating Project and Level Completions (Paths in Print)
tutorials on Base Camp. Both tutorials can be accessed on the Tutorials and
Resources page under Base Camp Manager when you log in as a Pathways
Guide.

#1095: Printed materials cost, Start Page wording, material fee
Q- I'm just now getting my first glimpse at the assessment tool. The Choose Your Path
page says "Printed Material, first path free (includes $25 material fee)". The phrasing is
awkward to me. Because of the word 'includes," I interpret that to mean that the
materials fee is not charged for the free path. But that contradicts what I've read in the
Q&A log. Can you please clarify?
A- Members who printed materials will not pay the $20 path fee for their first path.
However, they will pay the $25 materials fee. We recognize that this language is
confusing and will share this feedback with the appropriate team.
#1101: Corporate clubs, ordering printed materials
Q- For corporate clubs, can the VPE order paths for members that have requested
printed materials for their path or can they only be ordered by the member through
Basecamp after they have selected a path? I’m trying to keep this simple so they don’t
have to submit multiple expense reports.
A- Printed materials may be purchased by any Officers for a member of their club by
selecting “Another Member” in the “Choose Your Path” box from the Pathways
Start page. Printed materials must be paid for when they are ordered.
Alternatively, members can purchase paths in printed themselves directly from
the Pathways Start page, by calling World Headquarters, or by emailing
supplyorders@toastmasters.org.
For more information, please see the Printed Materials section on the Master
Q&A log and the World Headquarters webinar demonstration on the Pathways
Start page.

Fees and Dues:
Overview:
•
•
•

Each member is eligible for one free path in Pathways
Members of multiple clubs at the time of the rollout in their region are edible for a
maximum of 2 free paths, regardless of the number of clubs to which they belong
Members who prefer printed materials (see definition above) pay an addition
$25.00 USD for those materials

#F: Printed materials
Q- There is a concern about the $25 printed material fee. Could this fee be reduced?

A- No. Remember, you can print all of your projects and resources from Base Camp
for free if you choose the Base Camp experience.
#425: Payment options
Q- What payment options are supported for purchasing membership and printed
materials? Credit card, PayPal??
A- Payment may be submitted by mail, phone, or fax. Any paid member may also
submit a supply order through the Toastmasters Online Store with a credit card.
The accepted payment methods are: American Express, MasterCard, Visa, and
Discover. Check, money order, and wire transfer are also acceptable by our
office (add $10 for wire transfer fee).
#788a: Pathways payment and currency options
Q- Will the payment for the pathways (us$20) be able to made in a choice of
currencies? So $AU for us or other currencies in other countries? If not will it be made
VERY CLEAR that the payment is in $US to avoid any confusion or unexpected
expenses to those who don’t realise they are paying in a foreign currency? And can
payments be made via Paypal?
A- All prices on the Toastmasters website are always listed in US dollars. World
Headquarters cannot accept payments made via PayPal. Acceptable payment
methods include credit card, check, money order, and wire transfer. For more
information about payment methods and accepted credit cards, please see
question #425 on the Master Q&A log.
#41: Sales tax, adding new members
Q- I enrolled a new club member today and when I went to pay their dues, no sales tax
was collected. Is that because there are no manuals sent to them? What about a
welcome letter and the monthly Toastmaster magazine?
A- Sales tax is not collected for new members in Pathways because there are no
physical items sent to them. New members will receive a welcome email from
Toastmasters with links to help them get started. The magazine is a benefit of
Toastmasters membership, and new members will continue to receive the
print magazine in the mail, unless they opt for the digital version.
#108: Credit for unused manuals in the traditional program toward Pathways
Q- If a member completes his/her *first* CC, and prefers to switch to Pathways rather
receive the two free advanced manuals, is there any sort of credit available? Perhaps
financial, perhaps an additional path?

A- No, members who decline advanced manuals do not receive credit when they
switch to Pathways. All members are eligible for one free path, regardless of
when they begin in Pathways.
#226: Ordering additional paths
Q- To embark on 2nd Pathways Path, does the individual pay direct to TI or through
VPM?
A- You may purchase your second path directly from the Pathways Start page or by
calling Toastmasters International. Paths on Base Camp must be purchased by
the member; you do not send payment to your club officers.
#832: Purchasing paths during Toastmasters inventory, selecting paths while the
online store is down, ordering your second free path
Q- For regions that just rolled out and members wanting their second free path. The TMI
website says that 'The Toastmasters Online Store....will be unavailable ...until January 3
2018..." does this mean that they will need to wait until early next year to get access to
that second free path? What about to purchase additional paths, hasn't come up yet but
will with the answer to the first part.
A- Members may continue to select paths on Base Camp during the annual
inventory process taking place December 12 through January 3. This will not
impact your ability to take the assessment or order an online path directly
through the Pathways Start page.
However, paths in printed materials will be unavailable for order during this time.
Members who would like to work in printed materials will need to wait until after
January 3, 2018 to select their path.
Members belonging to more than one club at the time Pathways rolls out in your
region are eligible for two free paths. To request you second free path, you will
need to call World Headquarters or email supplyorders@toastmasters.org. This
is true for all members requesting a second free path, whether a path on Base
Camp or in printed materials.

#818: Giving your free path to another member
Q- Can you give your path to another club (i.e. if you are a member of several clubs)?
A- You Your free path is associated with your personal account and may not be
given to another member or club.

#9: Payment methods
Q-Do members who don’t want to pay with a credit card over the Internet have the
option of signing up for an online path by mail order?
A- A member’s first path is included in their membership dues. If they choose to
experience Pathways on Base Camp, they won’t need to submit their credit card
information to begin their Pathways journey.
When purchasing additional paths, members who do not wish submit credit card
information on www.toastmasters.org can call World Headquarters and have
their payment processed over the phone. Please rest assured that
www.toastmasters.org is secure, and members’ personal information will not be
Compromised.
#691: Toastmasters Gift Certificates, path payment, purchasing paths,
Q- Will it be possible to use TM Gift Certificates to pay for paths in the future - some
clubs have certificates they want to use?
A- Toastmasters International gift certificates are only for Toastmasters-branded
merchandise. Pathways educational materials are not available for purchase
using a gift certificate.
#B: Why is there a charge for Pathways?
Q- Can you provide the reason for the cost of online paths?
A- When members purchase a path in Base Camp, they are purchasing an
education. Upon paying the fees associated with paths in Base Camp, members
receive access to valuable educational materials presented through an
interactive, online experience.
#18: Lapsed (unpaid) dues
Q- What happens if a member begins Pathways in February but doesn’t pay their April
dues on time?
A- Members who do not pay their dues on time are considered unpaid. They remain
on the club roster as unpaid for 2 months. As soon as a member is unpaid, they
will no longer have access to their Pathways education on Base Camp. Base
Camp will retain their progress so that once they pay their dues they will regain
access to the system and can continue working where they left off.
#67: Grace period
Q- I understand that anyone NOT CURRENT with their dues will be locked out of Base
Camp until their dues are paid. Dues are coming up on April 1st. Does this mean that

anyone not paid by April 2nd will be locked out? Or will there be a "grace" period? And
what if the member has paid but the money has not been forwarded to TI?
A- Members who do not pay their dues on time are considered unpaid. As soon as a
member is unpaid, they will no longer have access to their Pathways education
on Base Camp. If Toastmasters has not received payment for a member’s dues
by April 1, the member will be unable to access Pathways on that day.
However, Base Camp will retain the member’s progress so that once they pay
their dues they will regain access to the system and can continue working where
they left off.
#148: Time limit for selecting free path
Q- A member said he received a notice that after 30 days he would no longer be able to
sign up for 1 Pathways for free. Is that right?
A- No, there is no expiration date on a member signing up for their free path. If you
receive this communication, please forward it to
educationprogram@toastmasters.org as soon as possible.
#151 and 833: Do reinstating members receive a free path
Q- A member wants to rejoin TM after a decade-long absence. Once current dues are
paid, is this member entitled to a free Path in the Pathways program, the same as
existing members?
A- Yes, this individual is entitled to one free path when they become an active
member.
Once Pathways launches in a region, all members receive one free path. This
includes existing members, reinstated members, and new members.
#173: Fees for print, first path in print, free print path, printed materials fee
Q- Each member gets first FREE Path online. Do they need to paid if choose first Path
in print version?
A- Your regular membership dues cover the cost of your first path. However, if you
choose printed materials, there is a $25 printing fee.
#711: Fees for print, printed materials fee, sales tax, shipping fees, shipping and
handling,
Q- There is a $25.00 fee for members that elect Pathways in printed from. I'm assuming
that there is an additional $1.94 sales tax for members of California clubs as well as

shipping and handling fees. Will sales tax be charged for printed materials? Shipping
and handling? What will the total cost be, including all taxes and fees?
A- Shipping and handling are included in the $25 materials fees. Members in
California will pay sales tax at a rate of 7.75%.
#245: 6 months vs. 12 month dues payments
Q- Will a new member who only pays for 6 months US$20 + US$45 still get the one free
path? Or does he/she need to pay for full year of US$20 + US$90 to get the free path?
A- All paid members receive one free path, regardless of whether they paid for six
or 12 months of membership.
#283: Pathways and club dues, fees
Q- Once Pathways has been rolled out will it affect the bi-annual fees and the one-time
fee for new members? Will they still be $45 USD every six months and $20 USD?
A- At this time, there are no plans to change membership dues or new member
fees. Decisions on dues and fees are made by the Toastmasters Board of
Directors and are subject to change.
#291: Members not in good standing, non-payment and work on Base Camp
Q- What will happen to these 2 free Paths in the event the member stop paying
membership due for the non-home club? Will one of the 2 free Paths be forfeited?
District 102
A- Members who do not pay their dues on time are considered unpaid. If this affects
only one club (as in a member decides to retain their membership in one club)
their Base Camp access and paths are unaffected. As soon as a member is
unpaid in all clubs, they no longer have access to their Pathways education on
Base Camp. If Toastmasters has not received payment for a member’s dues by
April 1, the member will be unable to access Pathways on that day.
However, Base Camp will retain the member’s progress so that once they pay
their dues they will regain access to the system and can continue working where
they left off.
#297: Time limit for ordering second path for members in multiple clubs
Q- When is the time window for a person with dual or more memberships to choose a
second path? Is it right after the rollout in our district, or is there 7, 30 days to make a
choice. After the time window it will be a missed opportunity and one would pay $20 for
the additional path, right?

A- Members can select their path at any time. At this time, there is no expiration
date on path selection. Further details regarding this policy can be found on the
Toastmasters website in the Pathways FAQs.
#342: Pathways pricing policy and finding costs on Toastmasters website
Q- Where will members see the pricing information for each pathway? Is there an at-aGlance page or will they be on the shop on the TI web page?
A- Information on costs is available in FAQ #20 at
toastmasters.org/education/pathways/FAQ.
Paths will not be available in the Toastmasters Store. Each member purchases
their path from the Pathways Start page or by calling Toastmasters International.
Your regular membership dues cover the cost of you first path. However, if you
choose the printed materials option, there is an additional $25 USD fee. After
your free path, each additional path is $20 USD, and if you elect to work in
printed materials, an additional $25 USD applies.
#140: Club standing
Q- Question about spring dues - if a member has paid dues but their Club has fewer
than 8 members and is not in good standing, does that member still have access to
Pathways? This came up at a District Steering Committee meeting today.
A- Yes. Any member who pays their club dues in a district where Pathways has
launched has access to the learning experience. Club standing does not restrict
individual members’ access to Pathways.
If a club is suspended, then members won’t have access to Base Camp unless
they are also members of another, active club. A club is suspended when
leadership fails to pay dues or meet the minimum requirements for six months.
#442: Corporate clubs
Almost all the clubs I support are corporate clubs which pay for all costs for their
Toastmasters club members. They want to know how the company can pay for Paths
and print materials for members in Pathways?
A- Members opting for Pathways online through Base Camp place their own orders
for paths from the Pathways Start page or by contacting World Headquarters. If
another party (a member’s employer or club’s sponsoring company for example)
wishes to pay for the member’s path, it is the member’s responsibility to arrange
the payment.

Printed materials may be purchased by Club Officers for club members by
selecting “Another Member” in the “Choose Your Path” box from the Pathways
Start page. Printed materials must be paid for when they are ordered.
# 454: New member fee
Will there still be a $20 new member fee? What will new members get for that?
A- Yes, there is still a $20 new member fee. This fee is a one-time processing fee
that every new member pays
B#962: Dues, club standing
Q- Concerning dues, if a member is working in Pathways, pays their dues, the club
submits member dues prior to deadline BUT the club has less than eight members. Will
this member have access to Pathways April 2 or 10/2?
A- Any member who has paid their club dues in a region where Pathways has
launched and who has selected a path will have access to Base Camp. Club
standing does not restrict an individual member’s access to Pathways. For more
information, please see question #140 on the Master Q&A log.
#947: Dues, payment, online
Q- For existing members, with Pathways, does the club pays the annual/semi-annual
dues or does the member pay these?
Q- One of my clubs was asking members were now going to be able to pay their dues
online now. I haven't seen anything about this changing, but just doing my due
diligence. Thanks.
A- Membership payment remains the same in Pathways. For questions regarding
dues and payment, please contact membership@toastmasters.org.
#953: Dues, corporate club
Q- A club currently requests an invoice for their Toastmaster dues so their company can
pay for it. They would like to know if there is a way they can do this for purchasing
additional paths or if there is a way they can buy activations of additional paths in bulk
and distribute them to club members as needed.
A- Paths are not available for purchase in bulk. When purchasing a path online, the
member requesting the path must be the one to make the purchase.
Invoices for paths can be requested by emailing supplyorders@toastmasters.org
and including the member name, club name, shipping address, billing address,

contact number, item details, and any reference numbers or other information
that should be included on the invoice.
#989: Reinstated member, returning member, free path
Q- Hi if there is a reinstated member. is the first path still free?
About.
A- Yes. All members, new, continuing, and reinstating receive their first path at no
charge.
#1023: Fees, cost of Pathways
Q- Excluding membership fees, How does it cost currently to go to DTM (manuals) ?
And how much will it cost with Pathways (1 path free + 20 extra path... anything else ?)
?
Q- What is the exact fee for a new member joining after pathways roll out?
A- There are no other charges in Pathways. Members of one club who would like to
purchase a second (or more) path will be charged $20.00 US for each additional
online path (there is an additional fee for paths in printed materials). All projects,
including HPL, all other Level 5 projects, the Distinguished Toastmaster project,
and the Pathways Mentor Program are included with each path.
New member fees are the same under Pathways as under the traditional
program.
#1064: Corporate clubs, second path
Q- Corporate clubs are asking how billing for a member's second path will be handled. I
emphasize second because everyone gets their first path in base camp for free. I
assume the simplest way is for the member to select their second path and pay on line,
get a receipt, and get reimbursed. Since I have never been a member of a corporate
club, I am not familiar with how TI bills clubs for semi-annual dues or reimburses for
advanced manuals.
A- Yes. That would certainly be a good option. Members opting for Pathways online
through Base Camp place their own orders for paths from the Pathways Start
page or by contacting World Headquarters. If another party (a member’s
employer or club’s sponsoring company for example) wishes to pay for the
member’s path, it is the member’s responsibility to arrange the payment.
Printed materials may be purchased by Club Officers for club members by
selecting “Another Member” in the “Choose Your Path” box from the Pathways
Start page. Printed materials must be paid for when they are ordered

#1068: Time limits for path orders, free paths
Q- Is there any time limit at all for a member to access their free path? I believe the
answer is no.
A- There is no time limit on accessing your free path. While members are
encouraged to select their path and begin Pathways right away, their free path
will not expire.
#1110: NEW! Grace period, Base Camp manager transition
Q- I've reported on your answer to #E: Base Camp manager access, new club officers.
Also #18: Lapsed (unpaid) dues. I'm still being asked to confirm that there is an abrupt
change and no overlap in Base Camp Manager access by officers and no grace period
for member dues renewal. Absolute?

A- Yes. Members who do not pay their dues on time are considered unpaid. As
soon as a member is unpaid, they will no longer have access to their Pathways
education on Base Camp. There are no exceptions to this. However, Base Camp
will retain their progress so that once they pay their dues they will regain access
to the system and can continue working where they left off.

In regard to Base Camp manager access, to avoid confusion with who is
responsible for approving member requests, only one VPE, President and
Secretary will have access to the Base Camp manager page at a time. The
outgoing club officers are welcome to show features of the Base Camp manager
page to incoming club officers, but the incoming officers will not be able to log in
until their term begins. Similarly, the outgoing officer will have access to log in as
a Base Camp manager only through the last day of their term.

Traditional Program Manuals
Overview:
•
•
•

•

The logo on the back of the Pathways materials, including The Navigator is a
vintage logo. This decision was made with purpose by WHQ
Manuals from the traditional program will become obsolete after the transition
period
Toastmaster, Topics Master, and speech evaluator are meeting roles that are
required in Pathways and must be fulfilled before a member can advance from
Level 3 to Level 4
Other meeting roles which receive credit in the CL are not a part of Pathways

#363: Advanced Manuals, CC, transition period, crossover
Q- Right now when a member completes the CC they can choose 2 advanced manuals.
If a member completes a CC after Pathways has begun, can they still select 2 advanced
manuals? Will the advanced manuals go away at some point (like 2 years after the last
region is rolled out?)
A- Yes. Members who are working in the traditional program may still choose two
advanced manuals when they have completed the CC. This policy will continue
through the transition period. Please remember that members who join a club
after the rollout in a region will receive Pathways as their education program.
They will not receive the traditional education program.
#662b: Advanced Manuals, free manuals, free paths, transition period
Q- Do we still have FREE two manuals when finishing the 1st Path like we are currently
using the traditional educational tracks?
A- Please note that the traditional education program and Pathways are structured
very differently. In Pathways, every member receives one free path.
#318: Toastmasters logos
Q- These are feedback from the members: 1) there is an Old Toastmasters logo at the
last page of the downloaded Ice Breaker manual (haven’t checked the other manual). Is
it intentional?
A- Yes, the previous Toastmasters logo is intended for trademark purposes. All
manuals in the traditional program as well as printed and self-print materials in
Pathways include the previous logo on the back cover as does The Navigator.
#G Phasing out the traditional program
Q- What is the future of education manuals in the current program?
A- Some of them have been integrated into Pathways. Speechcraft® and Moments
of Truth will not change; they will be modified to be aligned with Pathways.
#H: Meeting roles in Pathways
Q- How is the Competent Leader manual, where you get credit for serving in various
roles at club meetings, integrated into Pathways?
A- The skills in the CL manual are part of many paths in Pathways that focus on
strategic leadership and management. All members, regardless of their path,
can add leadership skills to their path by selecting electives that focus on
those skills. Mentoring and meeting roles are also a part of the Pathways
learning experience.

# 857 Traditional program name
Q- Question from VPE/club: How do/will we reference the current educational program?
e.g. Legacy educational program? Or something else?
A- The current program is now referred to as the Traditional education program.
#902: Traditional program, rollout, roll out, CC
Q- If someone completes Competent Communicator after Pathways rolls out, does that
person receive two free Advanced manuals?
A- If an existing member completes the CC after Pathways rolls out, before the end
of the two-year transition period, they are still to receive two free advanced
manuals.
#1078: Better Speaker Series, Successful Club Series
Q- What will happen to the leadership projects that we have today on "Better Speaker
Series" and "The Successful Club Series " when Pathways rolled out? Will they be
available in other format? How can we continue to form club members about the issues
on theses two manuals?
A- The topics from the Leadership Excellence and Better Speaker Series and are
part of the different leadership projects in Pathways.
The Successful Club Series is currently under review.
These programs are available during the transition period. For more information,
please see question #424 on the Master Q&A log.

Preparation for Rollout
Overview:
•
•
•

Base Camp managers for every club need to have a common email
Base Camp will default to the club email listed on Club Central
Announcement fliers are available for clubs to share the launch of Pathways

#102: Base Camp manager email, club email, club central, new email
Q- The launch email from WHQ says our club should have a common email for Base
Camp managers. How do we set up a common email for VPE, secretary and president
to use as Base Camp managers?
A- You can set up an email address through any free email provider. You may
consider Gmail or yahoo, and there are many others. To make it a common

email, simply ensure that all club officers who you would like to have access are
provided with the login information.
Because the vice president education, president, and secretary all have access
to complete Base Camp manager tasks, we recommend creating an email
address that all three club officers have access to. To ensure Base Camp
manager emails are sent to this address, you will need to update your club email
address in Club Central. You may want to consider providing all club officers with
access to this common email account. Once you have updated your Club’s email
address in Club Central, all club-related emails will be directed to this new
address. To update your club information:
• Log into Club Central with your User Name and Password
• Select the club of interest to access the Club Business menu
• Click on Update my club meeting information
• Make any necessary corrections to the club’s contact phone, email, website and
meeting address
• Click on the Update button at the bottom of the page
• Please allow up to 24 hours for the changes to fully process and display on our
website
#117: Marketing fliers
Q- Do you have any Pathways flyers available? Several clubs will be hosting open
houses to introduce the new program and it would be very beneficial to have specific
Pathways flyers to distribute beforehand.
Is there any marketing collateral that clubs can give to guests to get them excited about
Pathways?

A- The Transform Your Talent and Where Will Pathways Take You fliers are
available in your Pathways Guides tasks curriculum on Base Camp.
Transform Your Talent can be used to promote Pathways to potential corporate
clubs and Where Will Pathways Take You can be shared with new members and
club visitors.
#97: Press release
Q- Is there a press release about Pathways that we could send to local newspapers?
A- There is currently not a press release for media outlets. After the program pilot,
Toastmasters International will send official messaging to media outlets. We are
looking into providing a press release that club officers and district leaders can
use to promote Pathways. When Pathways launches in your district, your Club

Growth Director will receive the following promotional materials via email: web
banners, a Facebook profile image, YouTube links, and other resources for the
district website and social media pages.
#195: Promoting Pathways, growing membership, new members
Q- How can we help the VPM to sell the new program better? What is the main
marketing message that will appeal to different visitors? I.e. housewives/retirees vs
people seeking career advancement
A- You may give the VPM two fliers available on the Pathways Guide Resource web
page: the Transform Your Talent flier and where Pathways Take You flier will.
Transform your Talent includes messages for corporate clubs and career
advancement. Where Will Pathways Take You is a great resource for all
prospective members.
#225: Flier design, marketing
Q- For the Transform Your Talent Flier under PG Resource page, some part of the flier
has blue text with blue background which makes it very difficult to read. Can change be
made on this?
A- We will share your feedback with the appropriate teams at World Headquarters.
#671: Club Central, rollout, pre-rollout,
Q- Will the Toastmasters Intl website be down for our region for a period prior to
Pathways rollout and if so, for how long will it be inaccessible to club exec members to
pay dues, amend records, lodge awards etc.
A- Prior to the launch in any region, the Club Central will be inaccessible to that
region only for up to 12 hours.
Pathways Rollout:
• Current members can work in both the traditional program and Pathways
• Members are free to select the projects they would like to accomplish in either
program after rollout
• Once a member selects a path in Pathways, they are still welcome to work in
either the traditional program or Pathways
#368: Club Leadership Handbook, item 1310, Club Success Plan, item 222
Q- When will Pathways information start being included in other club materials such as
the new member packets, leadership books, etc.
A- Clubs will receive new member kits based on their current status in the education
program. This means that club officers who choose to stock new member kits will

receive materials for the traditional program until 45 days in advance of when
Pathways launches in their region.
#312: Working concurrently, Pathways and the traditional program, transition
Q- Can a member continue doing the existing old program (ACS) and at the same time
sign up for the new pathways program?
A- Yes. After Pathways has launched in every region, there will be a two-year
transition period in which members can work in both Pathways and the traditional
program.
#754: When does the transition period officially begin and end, does the
transition period start after the rollout in my region?
Q- Can you please confirm: is the final date to finish, and or close out the old education system,
2 years from the rollout date of one's district? or 2 years from the date that 100% of the clubs
have Pathways?

A- The two-year transition period will begin for everyone after Pathways has rolled
out in every region. This means that the two-year transition period will start and
end at the same time for all regions, regardless of when they rolled out.

#369: Statistics, new member information, success of Pathways
Q- For the Districts that now are working in Pathways, how has the number of new
members joining changed - before compared to after?
A- Your district leadership team can access new member statistics within the
district. You are welcome to reach out to them for more information.
#391: Virtual support sessions, rollout, rollout schedule, VPE support
Q- Our district rollout is scheduled for late September, which means that VPEs and club
members can't access Base Camp until then; yet Pathways Guides are being asked to
initiate VPE support calls in early September. What's the most valuable use of the time
on the September support calls if VPEs don't yet have access to Base Camp?
A- While your VPEs may not have access to Base Camp, you may use this time to
plan build a rapport with the club officers and get a feel for the club’s personality.
This will help plan your club visits and sessions based on the questions you
receive from your VPEs. While you are welcome to share with your VPEs any
information covered in World Headquarters virtual support sessions, please do
not share access to the WHQ Virtual Support Session Log. This resource is for
Pathways Guides only.

#305: Pathways Guide term, time commitment, rollout
Q- On the last webinar (12/13 July), WHQ indicated that Pathways Guides would have a
"6-month shelf-life". Will you then re-appoint some or re-appoint all or appoint a new
team for the District? Can I suggest that the accumulated knowledge (especially for
those who had previously been Learning Masters) is such that the appointment should
be extended through to 12 months? Experience in D51 suggests that there is still a BIG
job to be done - the Pathways take-up rate by members and the Pathways knowledge
level of VPEs + DVDs + ADs is still very low. I would also suggest that ALL PGs be
required to make a 2nd visit to each Club - evidence indicates that less than 50% of
members were present at the 1st PG visit and new members since May 2017 will have
had zero PG presentations.
A- The official duration of your role as a Pathways Guide is six months. World
Headquarters will not appoint new Pathways Guides following your term. In the
Pathways Guide Handbook, you will find expectations for each month.
The goal is for members to be familiar with Pathways and Base Camp and no
longer require regular virtual support sessions. However, if you believe your
clubs need further support beyond your six-month role, you are welcome to
continue conducting virtual support sessions. While you are required to facilitate
15 sessions, you are welcome to hold as many as you believe necessary, even if
it extends beyond the duration of your term. Additionally, you will have access to
Base Camp as a Pathways Guide after your term finishes. This means you will
have access the Master Q&A Log, as well as the Base Camp manager tutorials.
#271: Reaching Pathways Guide goals, rollout
Q- At this point our district PG club visit is only at 22%. What will happen if it doesn't
reach 70% by July 25th? Will we have to wait for Pathways access till the 70% is
reached?
A- Pathways will not launch in the region if the Pathways Guides in a district have
not yet visited 70% of their assigned clubs.
#282: Transition period, rollout, Dates for final rollout and end of transition
Q- What is the best estimate for the end of the transition period between the original
program and Pathways. I understand it is 2 years after Pathways is rolled out in the final
region however there are only dates for roll out 1 in the roll out schedule. Do we know
the date for the final roll out?
A- In order to ensure that each district and region is adequately prepared for the
launch of Pathways, the rollout schedule does not include specific dates. Each
phase of the rollout is dependent on the success of the prior rollout, as well as
the readiness of the next region on the schedule. World Headquarters will update

districts as the rollout continues so that officers and others are aware of the
progress. Firm date for the beginning and end dates of the transition period will
be posted when they are available.
#335: Email address problems, missing emails, update email address
Q- Our VPE's email is listed and correct at WHQ/TI, but he hasn't received the prelaunch email. What's the process to get it sent to him? Club is Townsend Toastmasters!
A- District 2 will receive pre-launch emails closer to your region rollout date. If the
VPEs and members of the clubs you support have confirmed their email
addresses on the Toastmasters International website, they will receive
communications in the weeks before Pathways launches.
#761: Email address used for Base Camp and Pathways emails
Q- If a member has two emails in their WHQ profile, will pathways related emails be
sent to both emails or only the primary email?
A- All emails from World Headquarters are sent to only a member’s primary email
address. This includes Pathways launch emails and emails from Base Camp.
#764: Members who don’t provide an email address
Q- If a member doesn't have an email address, how will they get into Pathways as they won’t
receive the initial email invitation when their new member application is processed?
A- Members are required to have an email address in order to access Pathways. All new
members must provide an email address on their new member application, and existing
members will need to ensure they have provided an email before accessing Pathways.

#750: Gavel clubs, Gavel clubs in Pathways
Q- A member that is heavily involved in a Gavel Club in Founder's District asked me how the
Pathways rollout will affect her club. Will Gavel clubs be transitioning over to Pathways just like
regular Toastmasters clubs?

B- Gavel clubs have not yet been integrated into Pathways. However, a solution is
in development.
#876: New members, rollout, Ice Breaker
One of the presidents of the club wants to jump start a new member in January that
wants to go directly to pathways. Since Pathways will not roll out for at least two months
am thinking the president could advise them to participate in meeting and look at the Ice
Breaker pathways project on toastmasters.org. They will not be able to do the
assessment so would not be able to do the Ice Breaker until Pathways starts in their
region. Is there any other Pathways activities they can do while they wait? They
indicated they do not want to start the CC and CL manuals even though we told them
they were very useful.

A- Yes. New members who want to get started in Pathways before the rollout can
complete the Ice Breaker available on the Toastmasters website.
These members may also present speeches from the CC in order to begin
speaking in your club, practice their public speaking, and become familiar with
the club meeting format.

#893: Rollout, roll out, regions
Q- How many Regions have rolled out the Pathways Program so far?
A- Pathways is currently live in 6 regions. For more information about the rollout,
including a list of which regions have Pathways, please visit toastmasters.org
and select Pathways -- Learn More, and then navigate to the rollout scheduled.
#917: Roll out, Rollout, Ice Breaker, meeting roles
Q- I understood that members can deliver their icebreaker before pathways roll-out and
still get credit for it in their Pathways journey. Does the same apply for unchanged roles
like grammarian, ah counter, table topics master, etc....
A- The only thing you can get credit for having completed prior to the rollout of
Pathways in your region is the Ice Breaker.
#987: Club officers in Pathways
Q- Would the pathways rollout have an impact on the Club Officer roles besides from
the VP Ed and the President?
A- Club officer roles remain the same in Pathways. The method for completing the
role of the VPE is different, in Pathways tasks are completed primarily online.
The VPE, president, and secretary can all fill the role of Base Camp manager.
President and secretary are included so that they can help the VPE if the VPE is
unavailable or unable to fulfill their responsibility for some reason
#988: Traditional program and pathways, work concurrently
Q- Can existing Toastmasters members work in both the traditional educational
program and Pathways at the same time during the two-year transition period?
A- Existing members are welcome to continue their work in the traditional program
through the transition period and they will continue to earn awards. Once the
transition is complete, members will retain any awards they have received in the
traditional program. New awards will only be available by completing work in
Pathways once the transition period is complete.

#993: Vice president education, VPE, training
Q- I feel the VPE is very important for a successful launch of Pathways. The VPE as a
Basecamp Manager will need a lot of training to be able to manage Basecamp. Right?
A- Most VPEs and other Base Camp managers have found the tutorials designed
for them and available on Base Camp sufficient to understand how to fulfill their
role. Your role, as a Pathways Guide, is to support and work with VPEs to help
with a successful transition. This includes holding your virtual support sessions
for your club VPEs. As always, members with questions or concerns are
welcome to contact WHQ via phone or email.
#1071: Rollout, roll out, member email
Q- If, for whatever reason, a member does not receive an email on the rollout date, how
he/she go about getting started?
A- As soon as Pathways rolls out in your region, all members can begin Pathways
and access the start page directly from the Toastmasters website.
Members are encouraged to ensure TI has their correct email address prior to
rollout. However, should they not receive the launch email, members can go to
toastmasters.org and select the Pathways tab in the upper Navigation. Selecting
Take the Assessment or Choose a Path will allow members to begin their
journey.
For more information, please see the World Headquarters Start Page webinar.
#1077: Start Page, Start Page change, member search on Base Camp
Q- I have heard frustration from my Base Camp Managers about the recent "major
change" on BC. All members could be seen before the change. Now, only members
who have started Pathways can be seen on BC.. Can we hear the reasoning behind the
change on Base Camp? How is this change helpful? The BCM are wondering how they
can keep up with all of the members in their club. It seemed to work when they could
see who started Pathways as well as who did not start PW. Thank you!
A- The change that was made only Monday only affected the Base Camp
manager’s ability to search for and view the transcripts of members who have not
yet selected a path.
It is expected that the impact of this change is minimal, since users who have not
selected a path have no education or interaction that Base Camp managers need
to track. We apologize for any inconvenience that may have been caused by this
change.

Please keep in mind that the member progress dashboards remain unchanged,
as these only show the progress of members who are working on Pathways
education. Base Camp managers who would like to know which members are
not yet working on Pathways education can use these dashboards and an
indication: Members working in a path (whether on Base Camp or in print) will
show on these dashboards.
#1094: Time of Rollout, roll out
Q- The members of one corporate club are keen to access Pathways and have a look
when it rolls out on March 20th (region 11). They are asking 'what time will this be midnight, daytime?'
A- Pathways Guides and District Leaders will have a call with World Headquarters
the day before you launch. During this call, you will be provided with more
information about the timing of your launch.
#1108: Pathways Ice Breaker, time limit for completing Ice Breaker ahead of
rollout
On the icebreaker: based on the answers to questions #1024 and #917: if a member
has given his/her icebreaker "close to roll-out" date, the club may recognize his/her
icebreaker in PATHWAYS. The club will do this using the corresponding form for
icebreaker, so no need for the member to repeat it. Am I correct? Furthermore, can you
specify how close the icebreaker must be given to the roll-out date (Mar 20 for region
11)? In March, in February...?
A- Members may complete the Pathways Ice Breaker available on the
Toastmasters website at any time prior to the rollout in their region and
receive credit following the Pathways rollout. There are no time restrictions on
this.
When World Headquarters processes the Ice Breaker Completion Request
form, the Ice Breaker project will be marked complete in the member’s path
and they will be able to proceed without repeating the Ice Breaker. Please
keep in mind that this form cannot be process until the member has selected
a path and thus, should not be submitted until after Pathways has rolled out in
your region.

Translations:
Overview:
•

Pathways is available in English and translated into 8 other languages

•
•

All languages will be available on or before the last region rolls out
Translations are launched to coincide with the primary language use of each
region

#119: Translated materials available dates, schedule for translations
Q- Currently, Pathways supports the English language (and some Chinese). When will
more languages be supported, specifically Spanish?
A- It is anticipated that Spanish materials will be available with Rollout 4, which
includes Regions 10 and 12. For a full list of translated languages and when they
will be added to Pathways, reference the rollout schedule at
www.toastmasters.org/Pathways.
#308: Switch from English to translated materials, translations schedule
Q- French toastmasters Club from district 80 was wondering when is the French version
for pathways is coming out? Also, if they were to start using the current English
medium, will it be ok for them to switch French version from where they have left off in
the English version?
A- Pathways will be available in French with the third rollout later this year, which
includes Regions 6 and 7. If members in your district wish to wait to begin in
Pathways until French is available, they may continue working in the traditional
program.
If members wish to begin in Pathways right away, they may start an English path
and then purchase a French path when available. Members can purchase each
additional path for $20.
#313: New languages for translation, member translated traditional materials
Q- A question from a member in District 102 - are there any plans to translate Pathways
into Tamil as we have many Tamil based clubs here. If not, do they still follow the
current education format? How about their DCP?
A- Yes. Once the Pathways launches in every region and in every language
currently offered, Toastmasters International will begin translated Pathways in
Tamil. World Headquarters staff is building a Tamil translation review team and
anticipate translating will not begin until 2018.
For more information about Toastmasters' translations policy, please see
Protocol 4.0 at www.toastmasters.org/policyprotocol.
#243 & 251: Non-English clubs without materials translated into their language
Q- We have 1 - 2 clubs using Thai language. Are they going to be all right? They
thought Pathways are not related to them because Pathways don't have Thai language.
I'll visit them next month. My question is "How will Toastmasters International help clubs

that use languages that aren't in the system?" Sure that Pathways Guides and other
clubs in the area will help. But Toastmasters International may need to help in the policy
level too. Indonesian (Bahasa) is the fourth largest language in the world. Indonesia has
a current population of 259 million When will Pathways be available in Bahasa? This is
a chicken and egg situation. Without a Bahasa version being available it is difficult to
recruit more Indonesians to join Toastmasters. Pathways is a great marketing
opportunity for Toastmasters International.
A- By the end of the Pathways rollout in 2018, Pathways will be available in the
following nine languages, both online and in printed materials:
• Arabic
• English
• French
• German
• Japanese
• Portuguese
• Simplified Chinese
• Spanish
• Traditional Chinese
At this time there are no immediate plans to translate Toastmasters material into
Thai or Bahasa, but please know that your comments have been noted and
taken into consideration.
For more information about Toastmasters' translations policy, please see
Protocol 4.0 here: www.toastmasters.org/policyprotocol.
After Pathways launches in every region, there will be a two-year transition
period in which members can work in both Pathways and the current program.
For more information about the rollout of Pathways, visit
www.toastmasters.org/education/pathways/faqs.
#710: Accessing translated projects, projects in other languages, translated paths
Q- How can we access projects in French (or other languages)?
A- When you select your path on the Toastmasters Pathways Start page, you will be
asked to identify what language you would like to work in. To access projects in
French, you will need to select French at this time.
All members who have selected a path can access Evaluation Resources,
project descriptions, and other resource documents in all available languages
from the Tutorials and Resources page on Base Camp.

#740: Translation process, quality of translated materials
Q- I had a question about the language translations. The traditional foreign language ones are
not usable today, ie Spanish Translations. Will the Pathway Paths be better in terms of being
professionally translated?
A- Translations are managed by WHQ and translated by professional translators. Each
translated language has a dedicated in-country review team led by a chief reviewer and
approximately 15 reviewers and lead reviewers. These individuals inspect all translated
materials for accuracy. We are confident in the accuracy and clarity of each language.
For further details about our translation process, please visit
toastmasters.org/education/pathways/volunteers/translations.

#994: Translation, Base Camp, Assessment, Translations
Q- Is Chinese available in the (A) Online assessment, i.e. the questions and answers
are in Chinese. (B) Base Camp, when Log in as a Member, including the education
transcript, evaluation, tutorial videos. (C) Base Camp, when login as the Base Camp
Manager.
Q- Is the Basecamp going to have Arabic language when pathways are lunched in
district 11?
A- The Pathways Assessment—questions, answers, and path descriptions are
translated into both Chinese and Arabic (for a full list of languages available see
The Navigator or Master Q & A Log translations section). Tutorial Quick
Reference Guides (a PDF version of the Tutorials) are also translated. All
projects, the included resources and evaluations are translated.
Base Camp is not translated.
#1005: Dual language members, paths in two languages, translated resources
Q- A member of two clubs operating in two different languages (French and English)
would like to know: Will he be able to do projects in either language, regardless of the
language he selects for his path? He needs all resources (evaluation forms, path
descriptions, etc.) to be available in both languages.
A- Members are welcome to complete their speeches in any language, regardless
of the language they select for their path. All members who have selected a path
have access to translated resources and speech evaluations by selecting them
from the Tutorials and resources page in their preferred language.

Member
External Training:
Overview:
•
•

•
•

External Training is a process on Base Camp for requesting and approving
speeches outside the club
The system is designed to offer a convenient method of communication between
club officers and members about speeches done outside the club, including
those completed in other clubs
Use of the system is not required, but at the discretion of each individual club
Because the Pathways learning experience is an individual learning program
completed primarily online, members will not have a manual to carry with them to
a different meeting and a system was developed to easily keep track of these
speeches. That system is External Training on Base Camp

#154: Speech at a different club, external training, requests in Base Camp
Q- How does a member request from the Home Club Base Camp Manager that the
member would like to complete a speech at another club? Does the member use the
general Feedback feature within the "My Feedback" control on Base Camp?
A- When a member wants to complete a speech or assignment outside of their
home club, they request approval from the VPE by using the external training
feature. To access this feature, select the arrow next to Options in the upper right
corner of your transcript. You will then select Add External Training. View the
External Training World Headquarters Webinar recording for a demonstration of
the external training feature. For more information, you may also view the
Completing a Speech outside Your Club tutorial on the Tutorials and Resources
page of Base Camp.

#315: Member requests in Base Camp, non-responsive VPE
Q- Does a member always have to notify the VPE before doing an external training?
What if the VPE doesn't respond before the member is scheduled to give the speech?
A- Yes. In Pathways, as well as the traditional program, members are required to
notify the VPE if they would like to present a speech outside of Toastmasters or
in another club.
If the VPE does not approve the external training request in a timely manner, it is
recommended that the member contact the VPE, president, or secretary directly

to ensure they know there is a pending request on Base Camp. All three of these
club officers will have access to approve requests on Base Camp.
For more information about external training, view the Completing a Speech
outside Your Club tutorial on Base Camp.
#393: Limits on speeches outside club, maximum for speeches outside club
Q- Is there a limit to how many external training speeches a member can earn credit for
in one path? If so, does it matter if they are done in another Toastmasters club vs. a
non-Toastmasters setting?
A- Pathways does not place restrictions on where you present your speeches.
Some clubs have individual limitations on how many speeches can be completed
outside the club. However, in Pathways, as well as the traditional program,
members are required to notify the VPE if they would like to present a speech
outside of Toastmasters or in another club.
If the VPE does not approve the external training request in a timely manner, it is
recommended that the member contact the VPE, president, or secretary directly
to ensure they know there is a pending request on Base Camp. All three of these
club officers will have access to approve requests on Base Camp.
For more information about external training, view the Completing a Speech
Outside Your Club tutorial on Base Camp.
#853 Projects completed outside the club
Q- Are outside projects required to be timed and evaluated by a club member? Is there a
provision for evaluation at all?
A-Some projects require that a member be present to evaluate components completed
outside the club. This is stated in the assignment overview. For projects where this is not
explicitly stated, the presence of a member to evaluate is at the discretion of the club.

#946: Base Camp, External Training
Q- When I go to request 'external training' and select language English (UK), the dropdown menu 'paths', 'project' and 'where' are not there anymore. Why?
A- The language filter in the external training form is hard wired into the system and
cannot be removed. However, English is the only language supported by Base
Camp and thus, the only language in which this entire form can be completed.

Members of multiple clubs:
Overview:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Approximately 5% of Toastmaster members belong to more than one club
Because of the specialized nature of requests and approvals for members of
multiple clubs on Base Camp, this section includes information on best practices
Members and clubs will have to work together to find the best system for each
individual who belongs to more than one Toastmasters club
Paths are assigned to individual members and can be completed in any club. A
member may complete any path in any club to which they belong. They may
choose to work on a single path concurrently in more than one club
Communication between members and club leadership is fundamental for
members belonging to more than one club
Members who belong to more than one club at the time of rollout are entitled to
two free paths. To order your second path, please contact World Headquarters
orders team.

#63: Update personal profile, club roles outside home club, credit for club roles
Q- If you are a member of more than one club and you enter information that you filled a
role in one club does that automatically populate in the other clubs or do you need to
enter the information in all clubs?
A- When you add meeting role dates from the My Account page on Base Camp,
these will show on your Base Camp profile.
Each member who has selected a path has a single Base Camp profile. If they
are an active member of more than one club, this profile will be visible to only
one club at time—the club the member identified as their home club from the
Pathways Start page.
When a member changes their home club from the start page, the content of
their Base Camp profile does not change. This means that all meeting role dates
visible on a member’s Base Camp profile will show regardless of which club is
identified as their home club.
#43: Home club, visibility on Base Camp manager reports, submit awards
Q- Dual members: I signed up for two paths, but neither is visible in the management
screen of my advanced club. Are we restricted to working on a given path only in one
club? Clarifying, I see I now submit awards for members in Club Central, but in my
advanced club, it shows no record of the two paths I signed up for. How can we make
those visible? I did not select two paths to work on them exclusively in just one of my
clubs.

A- You are not restricted to working on a given path in only one club. You may
complete projects and present speeches from any path in your Education
Transcript at any club. In order for the Base Camp manager of one of your clubs
to see your progress (including which path(s) you are working in and how far you
have progressed), that club must be set as your home club in Base Camp.
Your home club indicates who you can interact with on Base Camp, as well as
which members and Base Camp managers can find you and view your progress.
If you are an active member of more than one club, you can determine and
change your home club from the Pathways Start page at any time.
Each time you complete a level in Base Camp, a request is sent to the Base
Camp manager of your home club. The Base Camp manager of that club can
validate this request even if you did not complete all speeches in that level at
your home club.
Because education awards are submitted through club central, you can
determine which club you would like to receive credit for each level you finish.
You are responsible for communicating your request to the VPE of the club to
which you would like to apply the credit.
#74: Free paths for members of multiple clubs
Q- If someone is a member of more than one club they pay international dues for each
club. They are also counted as a separate member for each club in determining the total
membership of the club. District or Toastmasters International, should they not receive a
free path for each club?
A- Members are eligible for a maximum of two free paths if they belong to more than
one club. To qualify for a second free path, members must already be a member
of multiple clubs when Pathways rolls out in their region. Joining additional clubs
after Pathways is available to you will not qualify you for a second free path.
#788b: How many free paths do I get if I’m in more than one club; are there other
discounts?
Q- Why am I only entitled to 2 free paths if I am a member of more than two clubs? Will
I get a discount on the membership fee of my 3rd and subsequent clubs since I don’t
get a path with these clubs?
A- The policy states that members of multiple clubs are eligible for a maximum of
two free paths. To qualify for the second free path, a member must belong to
more than one club when Pathways rolls out in their region. After the rollout of
Pathways in your region, there will be no additional paths for dual members.
Your membership in Toastmasters qualifies you for a free path. As in the traditional
program there are no special discounts for joining more than one club.

#83: Member charged for second path that should have been
Q- I know of a person who is a member of several clubs. He initiated two paths and was
required to pay $20 for one of them. Why did this happen? Can he get a refund or at
least get a third path for free?
A- Members who paid for a second path but were a dual member at the time of the
Pathways rollout can contact World Headquarters. Once eligibility is verified, the
member will be refunded the charge for the second path.
#52: Members in clubs in different regions
Q- If a person is a member of two clubs but only one of the regions has rolled out, can
that member still participate in Pathways?
A- If a member is a current, paid member of any club in a region where Pathways is
rolled out, they are considered a Pathways member and can begin their
Pathways learning experience.
#296: Waiting to select a path
Q- Let's say, we don't choose our first path immediately after roll out, but if we have dual
memberships, do we have to claim the free second path? What about the first free path
if we decide to finish our current education program?
A- A member who belongs to more than one club when Pathways launches in their
region is eligible for a maximum of two free paths.
This applies regardless of the number of clubs to which a member belongs. For
example, a member who is active in two Toastmasters clubs when Pathways
rolls out in their district is eligible to receive two free paths. Similarly, a member
who is active in four Toastmasters clubs is eligible to receive two free paths. A
member of nine Toastmasters clubs at the time of rollout would also be eligible
for two free paths.
Members who are eligible for a second free path should contact World
Headquarters to request their second path, rather than purchasing it through the
Pathways Start page.
#367: Second path free, delay in selecting path
Q- A dual member active in two or more clubs prior to the launch will get two paths free.
Is there any limitation on how do they get the paths? For example can they get at the
same time or can they stagger it to get it after a few months say 3 months or 6 months?
Is there any guarantee period within which they should get both the free paths?

A- No, at this time there is no expiration date on a member signing up for their free
path.
#402: Two free paths, non-renewal in second club,
Q-I would like to ask if the toastmaster have redeem both free path but then did not
renew his second club in the upcoming October renewal, is there any penalty?
A- Dual members (those belonging to more than one club) are eligible for a
maximum of two free paths. A (dual) member who does not renew their
membership with their second club, for example, will still retain access to Base
Camp access and the member’s paths are unaffected.
#423: Recognition and Distinguished Club Program
Q- Hello I have a question about Toastmasters who are members of multiple clubs and
how they can go about assigning different Awards to their different clubs in the
pathways program. Through the web-based training it seems as if you can only allocate
Awards to one club at a time but that is not in line with the current program. I know of
some Toastmasters who are members of multiple clubs and was wondering what the
best practice would be for someone in that situation.
A- Members can apply level completion awards for the Distinguished Club Program
(DCP) to any club they choose. The club to which you would like to apply
Distinguished Club Program (DCP) credit does not need to be set as your home
club when you purchase a path or when a level is marked complete.
Once a level completion request is approved on Base Camp, an award request
must be submitted on Club Central, just as it is in the traditional program. This
VPE who approved the level completion request is not required to submit the
request on Club Central. Rather, the VPE of the club to which you would like to
apply credit should submit the award request.
If you are a member of more than one club, you determine which club will receive
credit for each level and path you finish. This means that each time you complete
a level of your path, you can change which club receives DCP credit. For
example, you may give credit for Motivational Strategies Level 1 to Club A and
then give credit for Motivational Strategies Level 2 to Club B.
You are responsible for communicating your request to the VPE of the club to
which you would like to apply the credit.
The process for submitting awards through Club Central is exactly the same as
the process for the current program. You simply select a Pathways award.

#874: Members in multiple clubs, level completion approvals, home club
Q- One of my members wrote to me saying that she is a dual member and submitted a
level 1 approval request in club A. When she goes into change her home club to club B,
the request is recreated and sent to club B. This happens every time she changes her
home club (she does nothing to the level 1 completion request) She says this has
created a trail of emails and confusion. I have attached her correspondence. Ward
Penman
A- If a member changes their home club while a Level completion or external
training request is pending, the request will move over to the newly designated
home club.
Because of this, we recommend that members do not change their home club
unless all pending requests have been approved.
#1063: Members of multiple club
Q- I have a Toastmaster that is a member of two clubs. Can he work in the traditional
education program in one club and Pathways in the other club?
A- Yes. Existing members who would like to complete awards they have already
started working toward in the traditional program may work in both programs
simultaneously during the two-year transition period.
Members of multiple clubs are at their discretion as two which of their clubs they
would like to and apply credit and present speeches.
#1105: Accessing your free path, members of multiple clubs, second free path
Q- Free Path in Region 11 not available. I have several members, including myself, who
had joined clubs as remote attendees in Regions that had already launched Pathways.
On Region 11 Launch day when they tried to select a free path they were asked to pay
USD 20 for the path. The Master Q&A log is very clear that members will receive a free
path when Pathways rolls out in their region and if they are dual member they will get a
maximum of two paths. Can you confirm that the approach to take to get the free path is
similar to that for members requesting their second free path - email to
supplyorders@toastmasters.org - as described in answer to question #832 "Fees and
Dues: Overview: Each member is eligible for one free path in Pathways Members of
multiple clubs at the time of the rollout in their region are edible for a maximum of 2 free
paths, regardless of the number of clubs to which they belong"
A- As you mention, all members receive their first path free. It is expected that
members can request this path directly from the Pathways Start page without
calling or email the Supply Orders team at Toastmasters World Headquarters.

The Pathways Start page should recognize when a member is selecting their first
path and provide it without charge.
If a member selecting their first path is asked to pay $20, please have them call
World Headquarters or email supplyorders@toastmasters.org so that we can
look into the matter and ensure they receive their path free of charge.
As a reminder, members who are eligible for a second free path will need to
contact World Headquarters to request the second path, rather than purchasing it
through the Pathways Start page. Call or email supplyorders@toastmasters.org

Member Introduction:
Overview:
•

Clubs who currently introduce members by their awards can introduce members
by their path and level

#J: Meeting protocols, titles, introducer role
Q- How should we introduce speakers in Pathways?
A- You may use the title of the path the member is completing followed by their level
of achievement. For example, introduce a speaker who has completed a path as:
Rhonda Johnson, Persuasive Influence Proficient. If a speaker has not yet
completed a path, use their highest level of achievement on the path. For
example: Rhonda Johnson, Persuasive Influence 2.
#1037: Project introductions, speech delivery, club meeting
Q- In the clubs I'm supporting, it's customary for the Evaluator to read the Executive
Summary, Objectives, and Length of the speech in the CC manual before the speaker
begins. Where is similar information found for Pathways projects? The 'Purpose'
statement on the Evaluation Forms I've seen so far isn't as complete.
A- Evaluators are welcome to read from the evaluation form or from the project
description which includes the full assignment as well as information about the
project.

New Members:
Overview:
•

New members who join after Pathways rolls out in a region will automatically be
considered Pathways members once they have selected a path

•

They will not be eligible for awards in the traditional program

#101: New member forms, new member application during rollout
Q- If a club has not been visited by a Pathways Guide prior to rollout, will their legacy
Membership application forms be processed once Pathways has begun rolling out in a
district?
A- Once Pathways launches in a district or region, all membership applications will
be processed as part of the Pathways learning experience. This is true whether
or not the Pathways Guide has had the opportunity to visit the club and provide
members with the Pathways membership application forms. If after Pathways
launches a membership application from the current program is submitted, World
Headquarters will still process and accept the application. However, instead of
receiving the new member kit mentioned on the application, these members will
receive the Pathways new member email instructing them to select their path and
log in to Base Camp.
#736: New member application, new members selecting printed materials
Q- Can you walk through the specific process of submitting a new member application and the
collection of fees/dues?
In Pathways, does the payment of the $45 dues + $20 new member fee stay the same and just
initiate an email to the member to log into toastmasters.org so that they can choose their path
on Base Camp?
What if the new member decides they want to choose the Print option? Will we need to know
that the member wants to go with the print option and collect the $25 materials fee before we
process the application? Or is the additional $25 fee for printed materials something that the
member will pay when they log into Toastmasters.org for the first time?

A- Once The process for submitting a new member application remains unchanged.
The club will submit the member’s membership dues and new member fee
through Club Central as they always have, and the amount the member pays in
dues remain unchanged. The member will then receive a welcome email that
instructs them on how to log in and access Pathways.
Members will select Base Camp or printed materials from the Pathways Start
page after they have received this email. The $25 materials fee will be collected
at this time.
After the membership is processed, a club officer may purchase a path in printed
materials on the member’s behalf from the Pathways Start page. They would
need to be prepared to pay the materials fee when submitting this order.

#661: New member email, new member kit, new member confirmation, physical
materials
Q- Do new members receive anything in the mail from Toastmasters, or has the New
Members Kit been completely replaced by the email with login to Pathways? A VPE has
expressed concern that some new members appreciate receiving some physical
resources as a formal confirmation that the membership is active. If nothing tangible it is
received it may be harder to sell the cost of membership to new members.
A- New members will continue to receive the Toastmasters Magazine. The email
with information about Toastmasters and Pathways will allow members to receive
confirmation of their membership and access their Toastmasters and Pathways
information more quickly than waiting for physical information to be shipped in
the mail.
The information they will be able to access when they receive that email includes
access to Base Camp, where they will be able to open up The Navigator. For
those who are wanting something physical, they can print copies of The
Navigator. To access a printable PDF, launch The Navigator from the Pathways
Start page, or from your Education Transcript if you have already selected a
path.
#58: Pathways Ice Breaker before rollout, Ice Breaker credit
Q- I see that the Pathways page on the Toastmasters website has extensive
documentation for the Icebreaker, including all of the forms. My home Club had a new
member join today, about 5-6 weeks prior to our District rolling out Pathways. If she
does the Icebreaker project, as shown on the Pathways site on toastmasters.org, can
she upload the evaluation and get credit for Pathways once we roll out? Or should I
advise her to hold off on giving her Icebreaker until District 27 rolls out.
A- New members who join close to the rollout in a region, may complete the Ice
Breaker on the website and complete the Ice Breaker Completion Request
form when Pathways rolls out. The form is available on the toastmasters.org
website in the Resources section.
#646: Pathways Ice Breaker before rollout, Ice Breaker credit
Q- I believe this extends Q#58 about joining close to rollout. Am I correct in thinking that
if a member joins even a few days before rollout they will receive the CC and CL
manuals?
I'm asking because one of my clubs has two new members who wish to start on
Pathways. I understand they can do the Pathways Icebreaker project - but if they do not
wish to receive the legacy manuals, is your advice is to hold off joining until the month

after Pathways rolls out? If so, this seems to contradict the "Don't wait" advice in the
public FAQ list. What should I tell my clubs?
A- New Members who join even a few days before the rollout will receive the CC
and CL when they join and access to Pathways and Base Camp as soon
Pathways rolls out in your region.
We advise members to join as soon as possible so they can begin receiving
communications from Toastmasters, including the Toastmasters magazine.
However, this is at the discretion of each club and member. Please keep in
mind that new members joining shortly before Pathways rolls out are not
required to begin in the CC or CL even though they will receive these
manuals. They may complete the Ice Breaker from the Pathways overview
page in order to begin their Pathways journey right away.

#683: Pathways Ice Breaker, Ice Breaker credit, Ice Breaker Completion Request
form, Speechcraft Ice Breaker, Charter clubs Ice Breaker
Q- Can you please tell me specifically when do we use the Ice Breaker completion form
within the course of our training in order to submit it and mark it complete?
A- The Ice Breaker Completion Request form is designed for members who
complete the Ice Breaker prior to having access to Pathways. This could
apply to a new member who completed the Speechcraft program, a new
member who joins a club just before the Pathways rollout or for members in
newly chartering clubs.
This form should be completed and submitted to World Headquarters via
mail, fax, or email once the member has selected their path. At that time
World Headquarters can mark their Ice Breaker complete on Base Camp. For
more information, please see questions #58 and #12 in the Master Q&A log.
#719: When to submit the Ice Breaker Completion Request Form, how to get
credit for the Pathways Ice Breaker
Q- Completed my first pathways Ice-Breaker Speech 7th November 2017. just wanted
to clarify, if I hold on to my evaluation feedback until access is available. Then upload
the evaluation into pathways or am I able to upload to receive credit, in December.
A- Members who complete the Pathways Ice Breaker prior to the rollout of
Pathways in their region can submit the Ice Breaker Completion Request form to
receive credit for the Ice Breaker in Pathways. This form should be submitted to
World Headquarters after Pathways has rolled out and the member has selected

their first path. Upon receiving this form, World Headquarters will ensure the Ice
Breaker project is marked complete in the member’s first path.
Uploading your completed evaluation resource to Base Camp is optional. You
are not required to upload this resource in order to receive credit. If you would
like to upload your evaluation resource, you may do so at any time. .
#219: New members-CC, new member credit for CC/CL after rollout
Q- Can newly join members after the roll out (during the transition period) still attempt
the CC & CL manual or are they only strictly limited to pathway? (When they insist on
attempting the CC manual?)
A- New members will begin their Toastmasters education in Pathways. The
transition period is intended for members who have already started in the
Competent Communication and Competent Leadership manuals, and who wish
to complete those awards. Pathways will replace the CC and CL after the
transition period. Competencies taught in the CC and CL appear in Pathways,
along with many new ones.
Members who join Toastmasters after Pathways has launched in their region will
receive information to begin in Pathways and will not be eligible for awards in the
traditional program.
#353: New member application
Q- Are people applying for membership required to fill out a paper application, or are
joining available online through an online application?
A- At this time, new members are still required to join through a club. A membership
application form must be submitted to Toastmasters International.
#673: New members, prospective members, sharing The Navigator, marketing
pathways, interactive Navigator, digital Navigator
Q- This is a question from a club officer to which I am not able to find a response: I
found the digital "Navigator" document to be very informative on the Toastmaster
experience- and seems to be a great intro to those interested in joining TI. is there any
reason why a digital version of navigator not be sent to prospects. In this age of digital
content, many younger prospects would find this more user friendly?
A- We are delighted to hear that the clubs you support find The Navigator to be
helpful. At this time, the interactive, digital version of The Navigator is not
available outside of Base Camp. While a link has been provided on the Chief
Ambassador Resources page, this is specifically for Chief Ambassadors and

Pathways Guides and should not be shared with general or prospective
members.
Pathways Guides and Club Officers are welcome to print the self-print pdf of The
Navigator to share with both prospective and existing members. To access a
printable PDF, launch The Navigator from the Pathways Start page, or from your
Education Transcript if you have already selected a path.
#41: Pathways members and sales tax
Q- I enrolled a new club member today and when I went to pay their dues, no sales tax
was collected. Is that because there are no manuals sent to them? What about a
welcome letter and the monthly Toastmaster magazine?
A- Sales tax is not collected for new members in Pathways because there are no
physical items sent to them. New members will receive a welcome email from
Toastmasters with links to help them get started. The magazine is a benefit of
Toastmasters membership, and new members will continue to receive the print
magazine in the mail, unless they opt for the digital version.
#12: Access to Base Camp for new members, dues processing
Q- Will Pathways be available to new members when they submit an application, or will
they have to wait until payment is processed to begin their path?
A- Pathways is available to members as soon as their dues are processed by World
Headquarters. New members who are anxious to get started are welcome to
review and even complete the full interactive Ice Breaker project available on the
Toastmasters website.
They can receive credit for the project once they select their path by completing
the Ice Breaker Completion Request form available on the toastmasters.org
website in the resources section.
#113: Returning members
Q- If a member reinstates after the Pathways rollout, during the two-year transition
period, can that person complete the CC manual that he or she started or will he or she
automatically get put on Pathways?
A- The two-year transition period was designed specifically for members to
complete awards they have already started working toward in the traditional
program. This applies to existing members and those who reinstate after the
rollout of Pathways.

All other members should work in Pathways. Please keep in mind that members
who are close to completing awards in the traditional program can work in the
traditional program and Pathways simultaneously.
#163: Base Camp profile saved when member departs/returns
Q- Please comment if individual record in Pathways system has expiry date for storage.
Would the record be there again if a member reinstates membership after a break of
membership?
A- When an individual returns to Toastmasters and pays their dues, they regain
access to Base Camp and can continue where they left off on their path. This
applies to any length of absence from Toastmasters.
As soon as a member is unpaid, they no longer have access to their Pathways
education on Base Camp. However, Base Camp retains member progress.
#876: New members, rollout, Ice Breaker, roll out
Q- One of the presidents of the club wants to jump start a new member in January that
wants to go directly to pathways. Since Pathways will not roll out for at least two months
am thinking the president could advise them to participate in meeting and look at the Ice
Breaker pathways project on toastmasters.org. They will not be able to do the
assessment so would not be able to do the Ice Breaker until Pathways starts in their
region. Is there any other Pathways activities they can do while they wait? They
indicated they do not want to start the CC and CL manuals even though we told them
they were very useful.
A- Yes. New members who want to get started in Pathways before the rollout can
complete the Ice Breaker available on the Toastmasters website.
These members may also present speeches from the CC in order to begin
speaking in your club, practice their public speaking, and become familiar with
the club meeting format.
#897: New member, Ice Breaker, rollout, roll out
Q- A new member is excited to start in Pathways and ready to give the Ice Breaker
speech. The speech is written, rehearsed and they would like to present it now. Our
district does not launch for another 30 days. What are your suggestions so the member
can give the Ice Breaker and still get credit once Pathways launches?
A- Members who would like to complete the Ice Breaker project before the launch of
pathways and can use the Pathways Ice Breaker available on the Toastmasters
website.

If a member completes the Pathways Ice Breaker prior to launch, they may
submit the Ice Breaker Completion Request form to receive credit once
Pathways has launched in their region and they have selected their path.
#909: New members
Q- What is the timing for new members to go to Pathways, if they join in the middle of
Feb, which will they start current program or Pathways?
A- Any member who joins Toastmasters on or after the day that Pathways rolls out
in your region will work in Pathways.
Members who join before this day will receive information for the traditional
program when they join and information for Pathways on the day it rolls out in
your region. They may begin working in the CC in order to begin their
Toastmasters education but are encouraged to start in Pathways as soon as it
becomes available.
Members who join close to the Pathways rollout may choose to begin their
Toastmasters journey using the Pathways Ice Breaker available on the
Toastmasters website. This will allow them to begin in Pathways right away. After
Pathways has rolled out in your region, they can receive credit for this project by
submitting the Ice Breaker Completion Request form.
#910: Base Camp profile, meeting roles
Q- How does it show in Base Camp that all prerequisites, even meeting duties have
been met and which ones they need before scheduling for meeting duties?
A- Members can track their most recently filled meeting role dates on their Base
Camp profile. For more information on how to record meeting role dates please
see the Meeting Role Requirements FAQ on Base Camp.
Please keep in mind that recording meeting role dates on Base Camp is optional.

#970: New members, emails, welcome letter
Q- After Pathways launches, will new members receive a Welcome letter as done in the
past via snail mail, or will it be sent via a different medium (i.e. email)?
A- After Pathways launches, new members will receive a welcome email from
Toastmasters with links to help them get started.
#978: New member, Ice Breaker
Q- Regarding #732: The Ice Breaker Completion Request form is designed for those
who complete the Pathways Ice Breaker. Members who have completed the CC Ice

Breaker cannot use this form to receive credit for the Ice Breaker in Pathways. Maybe I
misunderstood an answer from a previous webinar BUT I thought we were told that a
new member, pre-roll out, could get credit for their Pathways Ice Breaker once they
have logged onto Base Camp and select their path AND do not use the traditional Ice
Breaker for CC credit. I've been telling my club that what I stated is true ... must I eat my
words, humbly?
Q- Will I still be able to do the ice Breaker before choosing a path after rollout? In fact,
should I do the Icebreaker before choosing a path?
Q- Why does a member who has given their Ice Breaker PRIOR to Pathways roll out
have to send the Ice Breaker Project completion request to TI? Wouldn't it be much
simpler all around if the member, once they choose their path, submit their request form
to the Base Camp Manager?
A- You are correct. The distinction is between the Ice Breaker in the traditional
program and the Pathways Ice Breaker available on the Toastmasters website.
New members can receive credit for their Ice Breaker when Pathways launches
in their region as long as they have completed the Pathways version of the Ice
Breaker.
Members may complete the Ice Breaker project on the Toastmasters website at
any time—before rollout in their region or after.
Base Camp managers do not have access to the projects in a member’s profile.
Only a team member at WHQ can access a member’s project and mark it
complete.
#991: New members, rollout, roll out
Q- I am confused about the 45-day pre rollout For the new member who joins in the 45day pre rollout, (A) What new member kit will be sent to them? (B) Can they claim their
education award under the traditional programme? (C) For the new club that charters in
the 45-day pre rollout, can the new club choose to undergo traditional programme
and/or Pathways?
Q- I have conducted sessions for a very new club and most of the members have just
started with ICE breaker speeches from the CC tracker and now from the next month
would have to switch to PATHWAYS. In such a situation can they . Considering this,
can their 1st speech (ICE BREAKER speech) be considered as the 1st speech of the
path they choose. This would also be a motivation for new members who already
started on their TM journey.

Q- Practical case: A member joins a club on Feb 10th, so old system for him or her.
He/she received the CC / CL manuals on Mar 15th and Pathways roll out date is on Mar
20th. So he will potentially join Pathways and his manuals are kind of "useless". How
can I manage this situation in order not to lose the member's motivation from the very
beginning?
A- The 45-day time frame applies to clubs that are chartering. Any club chartering
within 45 days of the rollout in their region will receive the Pathways Charter Kit
instead of the traditional program.
New members whose membership is processed before the rollout in their region
will receive the traditional new member materials. It is recommended that clubs
with new members who join close to the rollout in their region encourage the
member to complete the Pathways Ice Breaker available on the Toastmasters
website and submit the Ice Completion Request form. This form is available in
your Pathways Guide curriculum and in the resources section of the TM website.
#1010: Ice Breaker, new members and Ice Breaker, Pathways Ice Breaker
Q- If a member joins this week but Pathways gets launched in our Region in April, will
the member be allowed to use the Pathways Icebreaker form and deliver his/her
Pathways Icebreaker prior to the launch and file it once Pathways gets rolled out?
A- Yes! Members who would like to complete the Ice Breaker project before the
launch of pathways and can use the Pathways Ice Breaker available on the
Toastmasters website.
If a member completes the Pathways Ice Breaker prior to launch, they may
submit the Ice Breaker Completion Request form to receive credit once
Pathways has launched in their region and they have selected their path.
#1017: New member email
Q. Does a new member get an email from TI when they join to introduce and give them
a link to Pathways? or does the club need to direct them?
A- Yes. Members will receive a new member email from Toastmasters World
Headquarters. The email provides information on how to get startedin Pathways
as well as general information about setting up their new member profile and
Toastmasters.
#1018: Pathways member application
Q- Is there a different membership application that must be used for new members who
join existing clubs now that Pathways has launched in our district? Or does everyone

still use the same membership application that we've been using before the launch date,
the one that can be found on the Toastmasters International website?
A- There is a Pathways member application provided on the flash drive in the rollout
kits. Club in districts that have rolled out should use this application instead of the
traditional application.
#1019: Pathways Charter Kit, new clubs
Q- Which educational material will prospect clubs use when Pathways has already
rolled out? only the Pathways ice-breaker?
A- Newly chartered clubs under Pathways will receive the Pathways Charter Kit
which includes a new manual called “Foundations of Public Speaking.” The
manual includes three unique projects that are designed to work with Pathways.
Charter club members who would like credit for their Ice Breaker project when
they begin Pathways will need to complete the Pathways Ice Breaker project
online at Toastmasters.org and submit an Ice Breaker Completion form.
#1031: Charter clubs, new clubs, chartering during transition
Q- Regarding chartering new clubs question #991, I’m looking for additional clarification
regarding the Pathways timing for to-be-members engaged in chartering clubs. I am
helping a club that has submitted the charter fee and received the 20 member kits (CC
& CL) to give to each member filling out the application and paying their dues. The
members have given several speeches in their CC. However since the club has not
reached 20 members, their applications are still being held. Toastmasters International
won’t know about any of these individual members until all applications are submitted
together with their dues. Let’s say Pathways launches in April for Region 4 but this club
doesn’t reach 20 and charter until July. Will these members still be considered in the
Traditional education program and be allowed to receive credit for completing their CC?
Is their start date from their application or back when the club was granted a Club
Number?
A- Clubs who receive their charter kit prior to 45 days before the rollout of Pathways
will receive the traditional charter kit. Members of these clubs will receive the
Pathways information when they charter after the rollout like a regular club.
Members will have the option of continuing in the traditional program or switching
to Pathways.
Clubs that charter within 45 days of the rollout in their region will receive the
Pathways Charter Kit and will be considered Pathways clubs.

#1038: Ice Breaker Completion Request form, transition
Q- When an Ice Breaker Project Completion Request Form is submitted to TI through
email before Pathways launches, do I have to indicate which path I have chosen?
A- Ice Breaker Project Completion Requests forms should not be submitted to WHQ
until Pathways has rolled out in your region and the member has selected their
path.
#1060: New members, marketing materials
Q- Does Toastmasters International have materials regarding Pathways that can be
included in guest packets?
A- Yes. You have access to two fliers in your Pathways Guide Tasks curriculum.
The first, Transform Your Talent is intended for corporate clubs, the second,
Where Will Pathways Take You is intended for community clubs. Either or both
can be used in guest packets, depending on the audience.
#1081: Ice Breaker Completion Form
Q- I understand that when a member gives the Pathways Ice Breaker prior to the
Pathways roll out they need submit the Ice Breaker Completion Form to TI when
Pathways launches. How long will it be for project 2 to be unlocked for the member after
they submit the Ice Breaker Completion Form to TI?
A- As soon as the member’s Ice Breaker Completion Request form is processed by
World Headquarters, they will have access the rest of Level 1. Processing can
take up to 5 business days from the date we receive your form.

Overview of Pathways
Assessment:
Overview:
•
•
•

The Pathways Assessment is available to all members who elect to complete
their Pathways education online
Completing the assessment generally takes 5 minutes and is required for
members to selecting their first path
Members may take it as many times as they like, however, the first time they take
it is generally the most accurate

•

The Assessment will recommend one path and two others that might appeal to
an individual member, but members are at their discretion to take the
recommendation or select a path from the entire list of 10 paths

#34: Assessment required for first path
Q- Do we have to go through the assessment to choose a path?
A- Yes. Before starting the Pathways learning experience, members will take the
Pathways Assessment to find the path that is right for them. The assessment
helps members identify the path that best meets their needs, interests and goals.
For this reason, Pathways was structured so that all members take the
assessment before selecting their first path. Members may select any
subsequent path without retaking the assessment.
#649: Assessment required for first path
Q- Members first come to the Log In page by clicking the Begin Your Journey button.
On the Login page can they go to Base Camp first or do they have to do their
assessment and path selection first?
A- Members must select a path prior to accessing Base Camp.
#248: Helping members select path, access to Base Camp to help member
Q- Some members not familiar with web based application, they need help from VPE to
choose the path online. But club exco only can choose printed materials for them.
Suggest that club officers can help to select the learning paths for members once
members made decision.
A- Members who choose to complete their paths on Base Camp take the Pathways
Assessment before they select their path. A club officer cannot complete the
assessment for the member because it assesses the member’s needs and goals.
Club officers are welcome to guide members through logging into the
Toastmasters website, using the assessment, and purchasing a path.
#265: Assessment and personal information, time commitment for assessment
Q- How long is the online assessment expected to take? We assume it is MCQ format?
How much personal information do we need to reveal?
A- Most members find that the Pathways Assessment takes about five minutes to
complete. No personal information is collected. The assessment consists of
several multiple choice questions specific to the member’s goals and current skill
level.

#300: Self-selecting a path after assessment
Q- When one has gone through the assessment questions and not satisfy with the
recommendations, could the person redo or pick one of his own choice?
A- Yes. You may retake the assessment or select a path on your own.
#309: Assessment available after rollout, early access for Pathways guides
Q- When can the Pathways Guides take their own Pathways Assessment? I could not
log into the start-pathways page.
A- Pathways Guides can take the Pathways Assessment a few hours before
Pathways launches in their region. As soon as the assessment is available, you
will receive an email telling you where to find the assessment and how to log in to
Base Camp as a member.
#356: Questions on Pathways assessment
Q- When taking the Assessment, will everyone answer the same questions, or will the
questions be context-sensitive and change depending on the preceding questions
answered?
A- The Pathways Assessment is based on established communication scales.
Everyone completes the same assessment.
#421: Bypassing Pathways assessment, self-selecting a path
Q- If a member already knows which path they want, is there a way they can make the
selection without having to go through all the questions of the assessment?
A- The assessment is designed to direct members to a path they may not have
considered that will support their goals. Every member is required to take the
Pathways Assessment before selecting their first path.
Once members have taken the assessment, they may choose one of the paths
recommended to them or select from the entire list of available paths.
#427: Repeating Pathways assessment, multiple-club members
Q- Do you have to take the assessment for each club if you belong to more than one?
A- Each member is only required to take the Pathways Assessment the first time
they select a path, however, members are welcome to take it as many times as
they wish. Path selection is individual to each member and not associated to their
club or clubs.
#437: Retaking/repeating Pathways assessment, members of multiple clubs
Q- If members decide they do not want to take the path they selected and they have not
started on it yet, can they re-take the assessment before selecting an exchange path?

Or do they have to know which path they are changing to when they call WHQ to make
the exchange?
A- Yes. Members may retake the Pathways Assessment at any time. If you would
like to retake the assessment before exchanging your path, we recommend that
you do so before calling World Headquarters to process the exchange. Knowing
which path you would like prior to contacting WHQ will expedite the process.
#996: Pathways Assessment, path selection
Q- If a member takes the assessment and doesn't choose a path at that time, how long
do they have to choose the path? Will Pathways choose one for you if you take too
long?
A- There is no expiration date on a member signing up for their free path. Paths are
selected by members only, they will never be assigned by the system.
#1016: Selecting a path, transition period
Q- Can an inactive and paying member start a free path even after the transition period
ends? If not, is it recommended for the club VPE to make him/her start a free path on
his/her behalf during the transition period?
A- Members in good standing can select their path at any time, even after the
transition period. Every member will receive their first path at no charge,
regardless of when the decide to select it.
#1049: Pathways Assessment, selecting a path
Q- Is there a way to choose a path without immediately taking the assessment first?
What if a member knows the path they want? What if a member took the assessment
yesterday, chose to research the 3 recommended paths, and now today wants to go
back and select one of the three. How can they do it without having to retake the
assessment?
A- Members who are selecting their first path are required to take the Pathways
Assessment. They will have the option to select any path they choose,
regardless of what is recommended by the assessment. Once members have
completed the Pathways Assessment once, they can choose to opt out of taking
it again by selecting “Skip Assessment” after launching the Pathways
Assessment during any subsequent path selection process.

#1051: Path recommendation, Pathways Assessment results
Q- Where are the results of the assessment saved? I took my assessment, but I couldn't
find the results anywhere after that. How can a member go back and find out which 3
paths the assessment recommended for them?
The results of the assessment are not stored. Members will need to make note of the
recommended paths or retake the assessment when they return if they do not select a
path when they complete the assessment.
Competencies
Overview:
•

•

Pathways is based on the 5 core competencies defined by the Board of
Directors: public speaking, interpersonal communication, management, strategic
leadership, and confidence
There are more than 300 unique competencies covered in Pathways projects.
The full list of competencies is available upon request

#1056: Pathways Assessment
Q- Is the general self-assessment (to get a path recommendation) always the same, i.e.
the questions are always identical? Or do they change depending which topics you are
interested in? How long does it take to do the self-assessment? Is there a presentation
available with all the questions? Alternatively, could you put this on the agenda of one
webinar to go with us through the entire self-assessment step-by-step?
A- The assessment is based on established communication scales and is the same
for each person, regardless of their responses. It takes approximately ten
minutes to complete. The scales (questions) are most effective when answered
for the first time and therefore will not be shown in a presentation or shared.

#227: Pathways project competencies list
Q- What are the 300 competencies available?
A- Thank you for your question. We do have a document that lists these
competencies. Please email Pathwaysguides@toastmasters.org and we will
provide it.
#287: Pathways Paths and Core Competencies document
Q- Can you give some examples of the 68 competencies in the current program, and
what are added specifically to make them close to 300 competencies in Pathways? I
tried to count but don't see how those numbers come about.

A- We have a resource available that lists the competencies in Pathways and the
competencies in the traditional program. It is available to all Pathways Guides on
request. WHQ will follow up with an email directly to you with the resource by end
of day tomorrow.
#783: Competencies in each path, how to know what is in a path before it is
selected
Q- Since pathways program is level based and levels are hidden until the previous level is
complete. How do we know what competencies are covered in each path for a member to select
a path they are looking for it?
Can we map competencies against paths so that members have enough information to pick a
path in addition to the assessment?

A- All Pathways Guides have been provided with the Paths and Core competencies
document that lists the competencies associated with each path.
This document also lists which projects are includes in each path and can be
used to provide a thorough overview of what to expect in each path. You may
share this with VPEs and members at your discretion.
This document is available in the Read Other Resources section in your
Pathways Guides Tasks curriculum.
#371: Competency definition
Q- What exactly is a competency?
A- A competency is the ability to do something successfully or effectively. In the
Pathways learning experience, competencies are related to the skills needed to
be successful communicators and leaders.
#899: Competencies, skills, Competent Communicator
Q- I consider the CC as a basic, foundational manual for learning to give effective
speeches. How is this translated into the Pathways program?
A- Pathways is built on the Toastmasters core competencies, and the content from
the CC has been incorporated into Pathways.
Path
Overview:
•

There are currently 10 paths that make up the Pathways learning experience

•
•
•

Members who select their material in print from WHQ, can select from 5 available
paths
A path is made up of 5 levels
Members can work on more than one path concurrently

#404: When do members take the Pathways Assessment?
Q- Does the Assessment appear before or after one chooses to use the online or paper
version of Pathways?
A- Members choose their delivery method before they take the assessment. Only
members who opt for digital delivery of their path take the assessment and have
access to all 10 paths. Members who opt for their paths in print do not take the
assessment and are instead taken to a web page where they can select from five
paths.
#406: Path descriptions, path selection
Q- Club members attending my Pathways info session were concerned they won't be
able to see more details about a project, such as specific activities, prior to choosing a
path. People are worried they'll choose the wrong path, and would appreciate having
more activity information in order to choose a path. What are the plans to provide more
information?
A- We do understand that some members will want to view additional project details
before they select a path. Prior to doing so, members can view the Pathways
Paths and Core Competencies document on the Toastmaster website to help get
a better understanding of what to expect in each project and assignment.
You are also at your discretion to share the Pathways Paths and Core
Competencies document with members. It is also available to you through the
Pathways Guide resources on Base Camp.
#407 Complete projects outside your club, project requirements
Q- Does Presentation Mastery involve outside projects like all other paths?
A- All projects in Pathways are designed so that they can be completed within the
Toastmasters environment. At no time are members required to complete a
project outside of their club on any path.
#15: Changing districts/regions during rollout
Q-What happens if a member begins a path and completes a few levels before
transferring to a non-Pathways district? Will the member be able to continue working on
their path?

A- If a member transfers from a district where Pathways has rolled out to a nonPathways district, they will not be able to access or continue their path because
the database will see them as a non-Pathways member. Their education
progress will be stored in Base Camp, and when Pathways rolls out in their new
district, they will be able to continue their path where they left off.
#654: Transferring clubs while working in a path
Q- What will be the process when a member transfers from one club to another mid
path?
A- Each member’s path is associated with their personal profile and transcript. It is
not associated with your specific club. This means that when you transfer clubs
your path will go with you. When you log into Base Camp after transferring clubs,
your Transcript will look exactly the same and your path will show there with your
current progress.
#17: Multiple Paths
Q- Can members work in two paths at the same time?
B- Once Pathways rolls out in a district, members there are free to work in as many
paths as they choose, at whatever pace best suits them.
#715: Multiple paths, working on two paths at the same time, how to complete two
paths
Q- Is it recommended to complete one path and then start another? Or is it
recommended to work on 2 paths at the same time?
A- Because Pathways is self-directed learning, this is at each member’s discretion.
Some members may find it easier to work on one path at a time. Others,
particularly those who belong to multiple clubs, may prefer to work in two paths
simultaneously.
#35: Repeating projects, path similarities
Q-What is the total number of projects available in Pathways? Are projects repeated in
different paths?
A- There are currently 59 projects in Pathways, and certain projects are repeated
across various paths and levels. The projects in Level 1 are the same in every
path because the first level is always about mastering fundamentals. Some
projects in Level 2 appear in more than one path. However, many projects in this
level are unique to their path.

Levels 3, 4, and 5 contain unique required projects. Because Level 5 projects
contain the most involved assignments in Pathways, there are a few projects that
repeat across Level 5. These projects and assignments provide significant
flexibility, and members completing them in more than one path will be able to
tailor their experience each time.
The electives at Level 3 are the same across all paths. This is also true for
Levels 4 and 5, with a few exceptions. In some instances, an elective at Level 3
for one path may be a required project at Level 2 for another path. If a project is
required at Level 2, it will not be included as an elective at Level 3 for the same
path.
#79: Completion approvals
Q- Do you have to complete all the projects on a level to be signed off on it, or do you
need to have each projects, individually, be signed off by the VPE? How does one
request sign off on projects/levels?
A- Base Camp will automatically record the completion of every project in your path.
As soon as a project is complete the status shown for the project in your
Education Transcript will change from “In Progress” to “Completed.” The vice
president education does not need to sign off on each project.
When you have completed all components of each project in a level, your VPE
will need to validate your level completion. The final item in each level is a Level
Completion item. To request approval from your VPE, activate and launch this
item. This will open a PDF with instructions on how to request approval from your
VPE.
When approving your level completion, your VPE will need to validate that you
have completed all requirements of each project within the level. They can do
this by viewing your transcript. Reading the project descriptions available in
Tutorials and Resources will also help VPEs ensure you have presented all
speeches and met all additional requirements.
For more information, please direct VPEs and members to the Base Camp
Verifications and Approvals resource found in the Frequently Asked Questions
subject on the Tutorials and Resources page.
#188: Expected time for path to appear in transcript after order
Q- How long should it take for a member’s request for a Pathway to be acknowledged members are saying it takes 24 hours

A- Paths are available on Base Camp within 30 minutes of purchase. If after 30
minutes a member has not received their path, please contact
educationprogram@toastmasters.org or call World Headquarters.
#C and 840: Path descriptions, project descriptions, information on what is
included in each path and in each project
Q- Is there more in-depth information available on each path?
Is there a way to see what’s involved with all of the projects before you choose a
path example what is my level five final project look like before I choose a path?
A- You can find the list of every project on each path in the Pathways Core
Competencies and Paths document available in your Pathways Guides
Resources. You are welcome to share this document with VPEs and club
members at your discretion.
#274: Multiple paths per member
Q- Can base camp support two paths concurrently?
A- Yes, members may work on multiple unique paths on Base Camp concurrently.
However, members may not have more than one instance of the same path in
their transcript simultaneously.
For example, you may only have one instance of Motivational Strategies in your
transcript at a time. This means that while you are working in your first instance
of Motivational Strategies on Base Camp, you may not purchase a second
instance. Once you have completed Motivational Strategies you may purchase
and completed a second time, if desired.
#343: Availability of material on Base Camp
Q- Are the Tutorials and Resources available to all members before a member chooses
a path?
A- Yes. Each member will have access to Base Camp (including the tutorials and
resources available there) as soon as Pathways launches in your region, once
they have selected a path.
#131: Keeping speech topics and learning fun in Pathways
Q- After completing Assessment and evaluating Paths, one very experienced TM
commented that the program seems "very professional" but lamented that there is "not
one fun one in the bunch", citing Interpretive Reading as an example of an Advanced
Manual that was more "fun" than "instructional." Any plans to expand Paths which

recognize that some TM are more interested in enjoyable social moments than
prolonged professional development?
A- There are new paths in development and we thank you for your feedback. The
speech topics and assignments in most Pathways projects are at the discretion
of the member. For example, if a particular member in interesting in storytelling,
they can incorporate that into most, if not all, of the Pathways project
assignments. We encourage members to make the projects their own.
#189: Club copies of paths in Pathways
Q- Many Clubs used to order a whole set of advanced manuals to enable members to
check out options before deciding which manual to follow - can Clubs order Pathways
print version sets in the same way?
A- The Pathways learning experience is designed for individual member use. Prior
to selecting a path, members can view details about paths in The Navigator on
the Toastmasters website. Paths are not available for club purchase.
#196: Multiple paths, translated paths
Q- Could one member do their two paths in two difference languages?
A- Yes. You may work simultaneously in multiple paths in multiple languages. When
you purchase a path from the Pathways Start page, you will be asked to indicate
your language. You may indicate a different language each time you purchase a
path. For example, you may choose to work in Presentation Mastery in English
and Motivational Strategies in Simplified Chinese.
#207: Multiple Paths
Q- Can a dual member do two Paths concurrently?
A- Yes. Any member may work in as many unique paths as they wish. Please note
that you may not re-purchase a path until you complete the first instance of that
path. For example, a member may work in Motivational Strategies and
Leadership Development, but may not have two instances of Leadership
Development in their transcript at the same time.
#208: Repeating a path, DCP credit, member credit
Q- How many times can a member repeat a Path?
A- You may repeat a path as many times as you wish. Please note that to receive
credit for repeating the path; you must purchase that path again.

#214: Club copies of paths
Q- Will Exco be able to purchase a path (or a digital token for selection of path) for club
members? Some in-house corporate clubs have their club expenses either fully or
partially supported by the management and they would want to include the purchasing
of paths as one of the education expenses.
A- Members who choose to use Base Camp must place their own orders for paths.
They may do this from the Pathways Start page or by calling Toastmasters
International. If another party wishes to pay for the member’s path, it is the
member’s responsibility to arrange the payment.
Club officers can purchase paths in printed materials for club members. To do
so, the club officer selects “Another Member” in the “Choose your path” box on
the Pathways Start page.

#284: Selecting the best path, Pathways Assessment
Q- If someone is not interested in leadership or being an officer which paths should we
recommend to them? Presentation Mastery? If they take any other path that doesn't
focus on leadership but management instead, that would still involve some leadership
development, right? Because someone who manages must be a leader too.
A- Taking the Pathways Assessment will help guide members to a path that will
meet their goals and needs. Paths focused on leadership and management
includes projects that can develop those skills. Toastmasters International views
the difference between leadership and management in the context of strategic
planning and team leadership. All leadership and management paths include
components of both with an emphasis on one or the other.
#290: Paths and club membership
Q- Can both Paths be used under only one of the two clubs selected as the member's
home club?
A- Yes. Members can use one path in both clubs, both paths in either club, or
designate one path to complete in each club. Pathways is a self-directed
program; the member decides how, when, and where to complete projects.
#304: Members of multiple clubs
Q- Is that true that 2 free paths offer is only valid if members become dual member
BEFORE Pathways Roll out?

A- Yes. To qualify for a second free path, you must already be a member of multiple
clubs when Pathways rolls out in your region. Joining additional clubs after
Pathways is available to you will not qualify you for a second free path
#322: Types of speeches, humor
Q- What Path does cover the Entertaining or Humorous speech in Pathways?
A- Members are encouraged to give speeches that are entertaining or humorous
whenever it suits their topic. Two new paths, Humor and Advanced Leadership,
are in development. They will be available in late 2018 or early 2019, starting
with Humor.
#366: Path descriptions, project descriptions
Q- Where can I find the Overview of Paths and Projects on my Base Camp? I like to see
the projects, speeches including electives within each path to see description of each
before I choose a path. I do understand it depends on the core competency that we
choose, but there is a good overlap among the 10 paths. There are five paths that fall
into the same 3 core competencies, though in a different sequence of order. It appears
that the current advanced manuals speeches and HPL projects are built into Pathways
as required and elective projects and speeches .It is good to have a visual of path and
project outline to refer.
A- Every member is required to take the Pathways Assessment before selecting a
path. The assessment is designed to direct members to a path they may not
have considered that will support their goals. You can access the full list of
projects in each path by selecting the Pathways Paths and Core Competencies
document from your Pathways Guide Task curriculum on Base Camp. You may
also share the entire document with club officers at your discretion.
#394: Working in the traditional program and Pathways
Q- Can a member work both the current program to achieve their goals AND work a
path in Pathways?
A- Members may certainly continue their progress in the traditional program
(through the rollout and transition phases) while also working in a Pathways path.
Once the transition is complete, members will then work solely in Pathways while
retaining any awards they have received in the traditional program. Keep in mind,
new awards will only be available by completing work in Pathways once the
transition period is complete
#403: Learning about projects before selecting a path
Q: In the current Toastmasters system, a member can buy all the manuals and read
about every project that exists in the communication and leadership tracks. In

Pathways, it appears that you will be able to see only those projects that are required or
elective in the current level of your current path. Is that correct? If so, why? Why can't
you look at every project in every path, to understand the breadth of the available
education? It feels like Toastmasters is trying to keep its content hidden.
A- We do understand that some members may prefer to preview the entire project
prior to selecting a path. Descriptions of every project are available on Base
Camp and include the assignment for each project. These project descriptions
are intended to give members a better understanding of what to expect in each
project and assignment. You can access the full list of projects in each path by
selecting the Pathways Paths and Core Competencies document from your
Pathways Guide Task curriculum on Base Camp.
#156: Club copies of paths in Pathways
Q- My club keeps copies of the advanced manuals so that members can review them
prior to ordering new manuals. We would like to do the same thing with Pathways print
paths. How does a club, as opposed to a member, order a print path and get all five
levels?
A- The Pathways learning experience is designed for individual member use. Prior
to selecting a path, members can view details about paths in The Navigator
available on the Toastmasters website. Paths are not available for club purchase.
#880: Choose a path, Pathways Guide
Q- What specific online steps (through Base Camp, or otherwise) constitute formally
registering to choose a specific path in the new pathways program? Trying to find out
what is that online trigger, so that a pathway guide who wants to follow traditional
program for their own educational goal, can fearlessly navigate/choose path/change
path to learn more about each path to be able to see what someone who has chosen a
path would see and thus - be better resource for their questions.
A- If Pathways has not yet rolled out in your region, you can see instructions for
accessing the assessment, selecting a path, and logging in to Base Camp by
viewing the Pathways Start page demonstration available on the Master Q&A
log.
Regardless of whether or not they are choosing to complete education in the
traditional program, all Pathways guides should select their path as soon as
Pathways rolls out in their region. As the expert on Pathways, this will equip you
to best assist members who have questions about their path.
Please note that selecting your path, accessing Base Camp, and starting your
Pathways education does not prevent you from working in the traditional

program. You may work in both programs simultaneously for the duration of the
transition period.
#884: Path description, choose a path, view path
Q- I've received this question from several Toastmasters during my Pathways
presentations: "If I am considering a potential Path, how can I get a view of that the Path
and it's projects (beyond the general description provided) before committing to
purchase/acquire the particular Path?
A- The Paths and Core Competencies document available in your Pathways Guide
Curriculum includes a list of all projects in each path. You may share this
document with VPEs and members at your discretion.
Descriptions of every project in Pathways are available on the Tutorials and
Resource page on Base Camp.
#885: Levels, level completions, completion time, path progress
Q- Why can't a member see the projects for all 5 levels at once? Let's say it would take
a member 2 months to complete all Level 2 projects, 4 months to complete all Level 3
projects, 6 months to complete all Level 4 projects, and 12 months to complete all Level
5 projects. If a member can only work on one level at a time, it would take the member 2
years to complete the path. If the member can begin to work on all 5 levels
simultaneously, the member can complete the path in 1 year. Assuming that Level 4
and Level 5 projects will be longer in duration, why not allow the member to plan the
projects and begin working on them according to their schedule, not Pathways arbitrary
schedule?
A- Projects in Pathways build in complexity across levels, and are thus designed to
be completed sequentially. For example, on your path you may learn about
organizing a small event in Level 4 and then in Level 5, you work on a developing
and implementing a larger event. The sequential order, time to complete projects
and apply what you have learned to the next project, is by design.
#928: New paths
Q- Per the presentation script, “There are 59 total projects in Pathways, and more will
be created after the rollout is complete. “Does that mean new paths or additional
electives will be added to the 10 paths? This was asked in a compound question (#286)
but not fully answered.

A- There are two new paths in development. A humor path will be added later this
year and an advanced path is coming in 2019.

#1073: Simultaneous paths, working in Pathways
Q- Is it possible to work on more than one path simultaneously?
A- Yes. Members may work in as many paths concurrently as fits with their
schedule and education goals. The only exception is that members may not have
two instances of the same path simultaneously. For example, if I am working in
Motivational Strategies, I must complete this path before I can purchase a
second instance of the path.
#1114: Repeat a path, purchase a path again
Q- In case if I want to repeat the same path in the same language with different elective
projects, do I have to order twice?
A- Members are welcome to repeat any and all projects in their path at any time.
This includes starting a completed path from the beginning and doing it again.
Please be aware that members working through a completed path for a second
time will not receive Distinguished Club Program credit. To receive credit, they
will need to order a new version of the path.
It is also important to be aware that when a new version is ordered, it will replace
the completed version in the member’s transcript and the completed version will
no longer be available. Members working toward the Distinguished Toastmaster
award are required to complete two unique paths.
Levels
Overview:
•
•
•
•

Each path in Pathways has five levels
Levels must be completed in order
Awards in Pathways are earned when a level is completed
Level 1 is the same in all paths

#45: Completing electives at any level
Q- It appears there are many electives in several of the Levels. Is it possible to progress
to a higher level, such as level 4, and then go back at a later date to complete electives
of interest on a lower level?
A- Yes. You can go back to lower levels and complete electives there at any time.
For example, Level 3 contains approximately 13 electives, depending on your
path. You must complete 2 of them prior to beginning Level 4. While working in
Level 4 or Level 5 you may complete additional electives at any lower level.
While you may complete as many electives as you like, there is no extra credit or
recognition given for completing more than the required number of electives.
Additionally, credit for completing projects and electives does not carry over from

one path to another. If you complete all electives in a level on one path, please
keep in mind that you will see these electives again on your next path. If you
decide to complete more than one path, or complete the same path more than
once, you will need to complete the required number of projects and electives on
the path each time you complete it.
#55: Beginning work on future projects, unlocking levels and projects
Q- Club member asked: I just started my Level 1 in Visionary Communication. I have
my Ice Breaker speech scheduled in my club but have several weeks to wait. Can I
work on Evaluation and Feedback and Researching and presenting in the meantime?
With the CC and CL manuals, I could look ahead and begin preparing for my next
speech/project. Can I do that within the same Path and Level in Pathways?
A- As soon as you complete your “Ice Breaker” project, both remaining Level 1
projects will be unlocked so you can look ahead.
The “Ice Breaker” must be completed before other projects in Level 1 because it
is the foundational project on every path. This means “Evaluation and Feedback”
and “Researching and Presenting” remain locked until the “Ice Breaker” is
completed. If you would like to learn more about the requirements in upcoming
projects, you can access project descriptions and evaluation resources on the
Tutorials and Resources page.
In each level after Level 1, you may access and look ahead to all projects within
the level. The one exception to this is at Level 5. In this level, you must complete
your first required project and the elective of your choice before you can access
the final project, “Reflect on Your Path.”
#372: Letters to employers and certificates
Q- Members currently received printed letters and certificates from TI when they earn
educational awards. Will this continue with each completed level in Pathways?
A- Certificates of recognition are awarded upon the completion of each level and
can be printed directly from Base Camp. A printed certificate can be requested
from Toastmasters International at the completion of Level 5. Employer letters of
completion are also available at Levels 3, 4, and 5. For more information about
employer letters, please email educationprogram@toastmasters.org.
For more information about awards in Pathways, please visit the Achievement
and Awards page at www.toastmasters.org/education/pathways/achievementawards.

#814: Path completion letters and certificates, level completion letters and
certificates
Q- Does a member automatically receive a paper-post-mail letter of achievement upon
the completion of a full path/after Level 5? If no, can a member request that a letter be
sent to him/her after level 5? If yes, can the member request a letter of achievement
only after level 5, or can the request also be made after level 3 and level 4? And, finally,
is there a cost for receiving a paper-copy of the level 3,4,5 certificate or a letter of
achievement?
A- With Members will not automatically receive a printed letter from World
Headquarters after the completion of a path.
After completing Level 5 in any path, members will receive a downloadable,
printable certificate on Base Camp and an email from the International President.
Additionally, they may request that World Headquarters mail them a printed
version of the path completion certificate free of charge.
Certificates at Levels 1 through 4 can be downloaded and printed from Base
Camp and will not be mailed from World Headquarters.
Employer letters may be requested at Levels 3, 4, and 5. These will be emailed
or mailed directly to your employer upon request. These are the only letter
associated with path and level completion.
#27 and 837: Order of projects, completing projects, viewing projects
Q- Do the projects in each level need to be completed in order? For each level, can you
see all projects in that level and begin on them in any order?
A- In most levels, you can view and complete projects within the level in any order.
There are minor exceptions to this at Levels 1 and 5.
At Level 1, the Ice Breaker must be completed before you can access or
complete “Evaluation and Feedback” and “Researching and Presenting.”
However, “Evaluation and Feedback” and “Researching and Presenting” can be
completed in any order.
At Level 5, the “Reflect on Your Path” project must be completed after all other
projects in the Level.

#865: Projects and completing or repeating a level
Can you repeat level I projects multiple times without losing access to level II until you
complete level again?
A- Once a member has completed a project, they may repeat the project at any
time. Repeating projects in Level 1 will not affect your ability to access projects in
Level 2.
Please note that members may repeat projects and levels as many times as they
wish. However, members will receive recognition once for each level in their
path, regardless of how many times they repeat the level.
If a member wishes to repeat Level 1 of a path and receive credit for completing
the level, they will need to purchase a new instance of that path.

#885: Levels, level completions, completion time, path progress
Q- Why can't a member see the projects for all 5 levels at once? Let's say it would take
a member 2 months to complete all Level 2 projects, 4 months to complete all Level 3
projects, 6 months to complete all Level 4 projects, and 12 months to complete all Level
5 projects. If a member can only work on one level at a time, it would take the member 2
years to complete the path. If the member can begin to work on all 5 levels
simultaneously, the member can complete the path in 1 year. Assuming that Level 4
and Level 5 projects will be longer in duration, why not allow the member to plan the
projects and begin working on them according to their schedule, not Pathways arbitrary
schedule?
A- Projects in Pathways build in complexity across levels, and are thus designed to
be completed sequentially. For example, on your path you may learn about
organizing a small event in Level 4 and then in Level 5, you work on a developing
and implementing a larger event. The sequential order, time to complete projects
and apply what you have learned to the next project, is by design.

#901: Levels, working in projects, accessing resources
Q- I know that when I finish a Path, I can still go back and access the resources that are
unique to any project that I did on that Path any time I want after the project is finished.
(some unique Resources are available only during and after you have worked on that
specific project associated with those special Resources) However, it said somewhere
that you cannot be on two levels within a Path, restarting on Level 1 would wipe out any
listing of awards earned at the higher Level you were on I just wanted to understand

whether if you repeat a Path, you would no longer be able to access the special
Resource that was unique to a project in a Level that was higher than you are currently.
A- You may access projects and resources in Levels you have already completed at
any time. Working in Level 2 of a path will not prevent you from accessing
resources in Level 1 of the path. Similarly, returning to a previous level in your
path will not impact your progress in the path or any awards earned.
However, if you would like to complete the path again and receive credit for doing
so, you must purchase a new instance of the path. This new instance will replace
the first instance of your path, meaning you will begin again at Level 1 and will
not be able to access projects or resources at higher levels in the path until you
have access to those levels.
#951: Level completion, Level Completion Requests
Please make sure I understand the answer to #235 correctly. It says, " Before a
member can begin the next level of a path, they submit a level completion request to the
VPE." That means that a member cannot do any project in the next level until the BCM
(VPE, President, or Secretary) confirms completion of the current level, including getting
credit for fulfilling a meeting role, correct? Or can the member serve in a meeting role
and get credit for it (only once across any path/level per time serving that role) once the
corresponding level opens up?
A- Yes. The vice president or another Base Camp manager must approve my level
completion before I can access projects in the next level.
The meeting roles of Toastmaster, Topicsmaster, and Evaluator are required for
members to progress past Level 3. These roles can be completed at any time
prior to the end of Level 3, regardless of where the member is in their path. With
the exception of Evaluation and Feedback at Level 1 and Active Listening at
Level 2, there are no meeting roles required in Pathways projects.
#1000: Level 1, repeating projects
Q- Level 1 is overlapping in all the 10 pathways. Is it acceptable a toastmaster who
completed the first path and repeating the same projects which he did in level 1 for
pathway 1 in pathway 2 also?
A- No, Members can apply credit for one project to one path only. Each time a
member begins a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path, they
complete the “Ice Breaker” project again.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects, give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and

continue building critical speaking and leadership skills. Regardless of the
project, the goal of Toastmasters is to give members the opportunity to compose
speeches and present them to their club. The beauty of the Level 1 projects is
that the topic and content of each speech is completely at the discretion of the
speaker.
#1050: Levels, projects, leadership projects, volunteerism
Q- Can leadership projects be done out-of-order? For example, if someone selects an
elective in Pathways and decides to organize an Open House to get credit and they are
not in that place in the Path, can they go there anyway? Do you have to be on the same
level as the leadership project you are doing or can you perform a leadership project
and receive credit when you are on the level that offers that project?
A- Levels must be completed in order in Pathways. There are no projects that
require a specific leadership experience (for example: organizing an open
house). Projects allow for members to select the leadership project they would
like to complete and can only be done in the order they are assigned.

Project
Overview:
•
•

•
•

All projects include at least one speech
Projects are not limited to a single speech and assignments often include work
that must be done outside of the club environment before a speech can be
presented
Meeting roles are not a part of projects but Topicsmaster, Toastmaster, and
evaluator are required roles to advance from Level 3 to Level 4
This section answers meeting role questions

#252 Level 1 projects and assignments
Q- Some members are confused about Level 1 projects. Do members repeat and revise
their Ice Breaker speech for each project at Level 1 or must different speeches be
created for each project: Ice Breaker, Evaluation and Feedback, and Researching and
presenting?
A- Members receive credit for the “Ice Breaker” project after delivering one speech,
their Ice Breaker speech for the Ice Breaker project.
The “Evaluation and Feedback” project, which is also in Level 1 of every path,
includes three parts. Members must complete each part to receive credit. The
project requires members to present a 5- to 7-minute speech, revise the speech

based on evaluator feedback, and then present a second time. Finally, members
must serve as speech evaluator at a club meeting.
For more information, see the Evaluation and Feedback project section in this
master Q & A Log.

#261: Researching and Presenting
Q- Is there a minimum timeline given to the "Research and Presentation" in Level 1? I
understand that you need to do some form of research on your own and deliver your
findings to the audience?
A- There is no set or required time commitment for this project. To score 3 out of 5
on the evaluation, every member must achieve the following competency:
“Speech content is well-researched and sources are available if requested.” The
amount of time required to meet or exceed the competency will depend on the
member and they topic they select.
#263: Repeating projects, reusing completed project on another path
Q- If Pathways have the same project; can a toastmaster use it for different pathways?
e.g. The Ice-breaker project - if each Pathway starts with Ice-Breaker, does it mean a
toastmaster must do the Ice-Breaker twice or can he/she use one project to clock for
both Pathways?
B- Members can apply credit for one project to one path only. Each time a member
begins a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path, they complete the “Ice
Breaker” project again.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects, give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and
continue building critical speaking and leadership skills.
#6: High Performance Leadership
Q- How similar is the High Performance Leadership (HPL) project in Pathways to the
HPL project in the current program? Could an HPL project completed in the current
program be applied to Pathways? What are the differences between the Distinguished
Toastmaster project and HPL projects?
A- The HPL project in Pathways is a revision of the HPL Project in the current
program. It has been updated and streamlined for use in Pathways, and while the
assignment is the same in Pathways, any HPL project completed in the current
program will only apply in the current program and cannot be applied to
Pathways.

The Distinguished Toastmaster project in Pathways is designed to review the
content of all Level 5 projects and—much like HPL projects—support members in
creating a large project of their own design. The primary difference between the
Distinguished Toastmaster (DTM) project assignment and the HPL assignment is
that the DTM project must benefit an organization. This can be the member’s
employer, another nonprofit organization or any organization the member
chooses.
#266: Successful Club Series and Leadership Excellence Series
Q- How is the Successful Club Series and Leadership Excellence Series been
incorporated to Pathways?
A- The topics from the Leadership Excellence Series are all part of the different
leadership projects in Pathways. For example, creating an agenda is included in
several projects in Pathways. You can find sample agendas and resources in
Pathways projects and in the Resources and Tutorials section of Base Camp.
The Successful Club Series is currently under review. Both programs are
available during the transition period.
#738: Group education and peer-to-peer learning in Pathways
Q- What happens to the Educational, such as the Successful Club Series, and Leadership
excellence series? They haven't been mentioned anywhere, so i am I right in assuming they
have been abandoned. If so, are there any projects in Pathways that are designed to encourage
group education, or is the expectation that the online videos will replace peer-to-peer learning?

A- There are many projects in Pathways designed to help members build leadership
skills. As a Pathways Guide you can review the project descriptions on Base
Camp for projects such as “Leading Your Team,” “Reaching Consensus,” and
“Motivate Others.”
For information regarding the Successful Club Series and Leadership Excellence
Series, please see question #266.
#268: Building leadership skills
Q- How do members build their leadership skills in Pathways?
B- There are many projects in Pathways designed to help members build leadership
skills. As a Pathways Guide, you can review the project descriptions on Base
Camp for projects such as “Leading Your Team,” “Reaching Consensus,” and
“Motivate Others.”

#269: Meeting roles and projects in Pathways
Q- From what I saw in levels 1&2 requirements, members are not required to do
meeting roles, but then in level 3 they have to do Toastmaster, Topicsmaster and
Evaluator at least once. I don't see how a member can learn to become a Toastmaster if
they haven't done all the other roles first. How would that affect the quality of their
leadership? As it is now only experienced members are prepared to be TOM. Also what
happens to all the other roles? And the meeting format?
A- Pathways does not change the structure of the club meetings. In fact, it was
designed to keep club meetings at the center of your Toastmasters experience.
You can still expect the same support from your fellow club members and the
familiar structure of your club meetings.
While specific assignments for serving as grammarian, Ah-Counter, and timer
are not built into Pathways projects, members are still encouraged to fulfill all
meeting roles. In fact, members can record the most recent dates in which all
meeting roles have been fulfilled on their Base Camp profile.

Your club is at its own discretion to set rules regarding meeting roles. You may
choose to require that members fulfill meeting roles within a certain timeframe.
#270: Projects in Pathways are more than just a speech
Q- Projects: seems like for each level a member is only required to do 1-2 projects and
1-2 electives. Yet in the last webinar we're told that a path takes 1-1.5 years to
complete. Why would it take that much time to complete a path if aside from the
requirements of level 1, intro to Mentoring, serving 3 meeting roles, reflect on your path
the total minimum requirements are 5 required projects + 4 elective projects. Can you
please elaborate on what does a required project or elective project entail? And can we
have a peek before the rollout?
A- As a Pathways Guide, you can find descriptions of every project available on
Base Camp. Project descriptions include the assignment for each project. Please
be aware that a project is not the equivalent of one speech. Projects in Pathways
are different from projects in the traditional education program and often include
complex requirements outside the club.
#279: Projects “hidden” on Level 1
Q- Will other project from the same level be kept hidden until the first project is
completed, i.e. Ice Breaker before Evaluation and Feedback projects?

A- Level 1 and Level 5 both have projects that must be completed at a specific time.
In Level 1, the Ice Breaker must be completed first. In Level 5, Reflect on Your
Path must be completed last. All other projects can be completed in any order, as
soon as the level becomes available.

#286: Projects in Pathways, new projects after rollout
Q- In the same manner how do you count the 59 projects offered through Pathways?
And in the pipelines, for example what are the projects that will be added after the
rollout? Will they be more elective choices?
A- 59 projects and The Navigator currently make up the Pathways learning
experience. The projects are spread out across the ten paths currently available
and can be found as both required and elective, depending on the path.
#288: Speeches outside your Toastmasters club
Q- What are the requirements for doing speeches outside a Toastmasters club?
A- Many projects have speeches and/or assignments that can be completed outside
the club. The guidelines for when that is appropriate can be set by each
individual club.
#298: Leadership projects in Pathways, skill building for club officers
Q- How does Pathways enhance the roles and duties of the EXCO team? District 80
A- As an education program, Pathways has many projects focusing on leadership.
Club officers, like all club members, can select a path that helps them develop
their leadership skills.
#329: Repeating the Ice Breaker, completing more than one path
Q- If a member takes 2 Paths; can he/she do 1 ice breaker project for 2 Paths?
A- Members can apply credit for one project to one path only. Each time a member
begins a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path, they complete the “Ice
Breaker” project again.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects, give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and
continue building critical speaking and leadership skills.
#1040: Pathways Ice Breaker
Q- William Dobler Is the Icebreaker the same across all paths or is it different?

A- The Ice Breaker project is the same in all paths. Members who are repeating the
Ice Breaker on a new path are encouraged to share their plans and goals related
to the topic of the path.
349: Success Communication and Success Leadership Series
Q- Will the Success/Communication and Success/Leadership series programs still be
used once Pathways is launched? If not, are there other "club-level" advanced
education workshops incorporated in Pathways?
A- Fundamental aspects of Success Leadership Series have been fully incorporated
into Pathways with the exception of “Parliamentary Procedure in Action” which is
currently under review. Some of the fundamental aspects of Success
Communication series have been applied to Pathways and the remaining
manuals are in the review process. Some of the materials, such as Speechcraft,
are under revision to coordinate with Pathways and continue to be available.
During the transition period, clubs are welcome to use the materials as they
always have.
#109: Speechcraft and Youth Leadership
Q- Will Speechcraft and YLP be available electronically? Will there be a charge for
them?
A- Speechcraft and the Youth Leadership Program both remain an important part of
the Toastmasters education program now and beyond the transition period. They
are available in their current format now and will continue to be so until their
respective revised programs are available. Members will be updated on progress
when more information is available. At this time, no decision has been made on
the cost of either revised program.
#112: Meeting Roles and projects
Q- Can someone get credit for serving in the required Level 3 roles of TMOD,
TableTopicsMaster, and Evaluator any time after the launch of Pathways, even while
working on project in Level 1 or Level 2.
A- Yes. These meeting roles can be completed at any time after beginning your
path. Members must serve as Toastmaster, Table Topicsmaster, and evaluator
before advancing to Level 3. These roles may be completed while working in
Level 1, 2, or 3 of your path.
#116: Meeting Role Requirements
Q- How many projects require you to fulfill one of the seven roles in "My Account"? And
is it possible to record each and every time you perform one of the seven roles, or only
one for all paths in Pathways?

A- Meeting roles are generally not included in Pathways projects, with the exception
of evaluator in “Evaluation and Feedback” and a few others represented in some
required and elective projects. Most meeting roles are at the member’s discretion
and the discretion of the club. You may track your most recent date for each
meeting role from the My Account page. Each role will display one date at a time.
#121: High Performance Leadership advisory committee
Q- Can members of an Action Team for someone's HPL get any kind of credit on any of
the Pathways projects?
A- No. Just as action team members do not receive credit in the current HPL
program, they will not receive credit in Pathways.
#92: Required projects and elective projects
Q- Clarification on Projects: in the Pathways Paths and Core Competencies doc, there
are several projects that appear in a given level as required for one path, and electives
in other paths. Question: only two projects, Connect with your Audience and Active
Listening, are required (for some paths) at level 2, but are electives in other paths at
Level 3. Could you confirm these really are the same projects?
A- Yes, these are the same projects. Basic public speaking projects that are
required in one or more paths were added to the electives for all paths to make
them available to any member who would like to complete them.

#158: Combining Level 1 projects
Q- I am assuming that someone can't combine the second evaluation and feedback
presentation and the research and presenting project, correct? They have to be two
separate presentations given at separate times, correct?
A- Correct, “Evaluation and Feedback” and “Researching and Presenting” are
different projects with separate assignments. Members cannot combine these
speeches.
#161: Meeting roles and club volunteerism in projects
Q- Two concerns that I run into, 1) Pathways does not seem to support the meeting
roles like the CL does. Also, the CL is good motivation for getting members inspired to
do contest chairs, PR and membership campaigns. Is this built into Pathways? If so
does it do so as much as the CL? I have not been able to look at the advanced projects
yet.
A- Members are encouraged throughout Pathways to support their clubs by fulfilling
club roles. There are several projects in which the assignment includes an option

for running a speech contest and membership. There is also a specific project
that focuses on public relations at Level 4. All members are required to serve in
certain meeting roles before the end of Level 3 on every path: evaluator,
Toastmaster, and Topicsmaster.
#174: Distinguished Toastmaster Project
Q- What are the requirements/guidelines for DTM project?
A- The Distinguished Toastmaster project gives you an opportunity to design and
fulfill a multifaceted project on your way to achieving your Distinguished
Toastmaster award.
You will plan and complete a project that benefits an organization. You may
choose to revisit any previous Toastmasters Pathways project that contains
information to help you complete your project. Develop a team and design a plan.
Deliver a 5- to 7-minute speech at a club meeting to share your plan. Organize
the project and lead your team to complete it. Ask members of your team, the
organization, and a peer to complete a 360° evaluation of your leadership skills.
Deliver an 8- to 10-minute speech at a club meeting to review your project, its
outcomes, benefits, and the lessons you learned.
#175: Distinguished Toastmaster
Q- Can a member start doing the DTM project along the way doing their 2 Paths? Or
they need to complete 2 Paths before can do DTM project?
A- Members can begin working toward DTM requirements at any time.
Members are eligible for the “Distinguished Toastmaster” (DTM) project once
they complete Level 3 of their second path.
When a member is eligible for the DTM project, they can request it by calling
World Headquarters to speak with the Education Awards team or emailing
educationawards@toastmasters.org.
World Headquarters will assign the project to the member’s transcript on Base
Camp after verifying the member meets eligibility requirements.

To learn more about how to achieve the Distinguished Toastmaster designation
in Pathways, see Pathways FAQ #18 on the Toastmasters website.

#183: DTM project vs. HPL
Q- What is the definition of DTM project as one requirement to become DTM in
Pathways? Is it similar with HPL? Please advise. Thanks.
A- The Distinguished Toastmaster project is designed to give members the
opportunity to demonstrate their experience and expertise. Like High
Performance Leadership, it is an open-ended project designed by the member.
The primary difference is that the project must benefit an organization. It can
benefit any organization of the member’s choosing and is not limited to
Toastmasters. The idea is to encourage members to share their expertise with
others and build a lasting impact with a substantial project that benefits others.
#190: Youth Leadership
Q- For the current Youth Leadership program, the coordinator must have completed at
least 6 CC speeches. What is the equivalent requirement for a member on Pathways?
A- The policy for the Youth Leadership Program in Pathways is in development. We
will follow up in the next few weeks with a clarification of this requirement.
#198: Storytelling
Q- What's going to happen to AP like Storytelling and Interpretive Reading?
A- “Connect with Storytelling” is an elective project available to all members at Level
3. Interpretive Reading is not currently a project in Pathways, but members are
welcome to include an interpretive reading in any speech. As time goes on, we
will add projects to Pathways and will consider all member input as we select
topics.
#K: Repeating a speech
Q- Can speech evaluators allow prepared speakers to reattempt if he or she has not
met the objectives of the speech?
A- A speaker may choose to repeat a project or speech at any time. Because
Pathways learning is self-directed, it is at the member’s discretion to decide
whether they would like to reattempt a speech for which they received a low
score.
#374: Recognition for meeting roles
Q- Are there plans to give recognition to members who do the other technical roles (AHcounter, Grammarian, etc) in Pathways to encourage members to take on these roles?
A- At this time, there is no plan to give recognition in Pathways for serving in other
meeting roles such as Ah-Counter and grammarian.
B-

#262: High Performance Leadership
Q- Is the Pathways High Performance Leadership project the same? That seems like
more than a Level 5 project unless it has been changed. It can take up to a year to
complete the traditional program HPL project.
A- “High Performance Leadership” is the required Level 5 project on three of the ten
paths. It was made available as an elective on all paths because of the value of
the project. Each of the Level 5 projects requires a significant time commitment,
some requiring a minimum six-month volunteer commitment. The assignment in
HPL is unchanged from the traditional program. It remains a robust project and
assignment with a significant commitment to complete. The same is true for all
Level 5 projects.
#263: Credit for one project in two paths
Q- If Pathways have the same project; can a toastmaster use it for different pathways?
e.g. The Ice-breaker project - if each Pathway starts with Ice-Breaker, does it mean a
toastmaster must do the Ice-Breaker twice or can he/she use one project to clock for
both Pathways?
C- Members can apply credit for one project to one path only. Each time a member
begins a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path, they complete the “Ice
Breaker” project again.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects, give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and
continue building critical speaking and leadership skills.
#266: Successful Club Series, Leadership Excellence Series
Q- How is the Successful Club Series and Leadership Excellence Series been
incorporated to Pathways?
B- The topics from the Leadership Excellence Series are all part of the different
leadership projects in Pathways. For example, creating an agenda is included in
several projects in Pathways. You can find sample agendas and resources in
Pathways projects and in the Resources and Tutorials section of Base Camp.
The Successful Club Series is currently under review. Both programs are
available during the transition period.
#268: Leadership in Pathways
Q- How do members build their leadership skills in Pathways?
C- There are many projects in Pathways designed to help members build leadership
skills. As a Pathways Guide, you can review the project descriptions on Base

Camp for projects such as “Leading Your Team,” “Reaching Consensus,” and
“Motivate Others.”
#269: Meeting roles
Q- From what I saw in levels 1&2 requirements, members are not required to do
meeting roles, but then in level 3 they have to do Toastmaster, Topicsmaster and
Evaluator at least once. I don't see how a member can learn to become a Toastmaster if
they haven't done all the other roles first. How would that affect the quality of their
leadership? As it is now only experienced members are prepared to be TOM. Also what
happens to all the other roles? And the meeting format?
A- Pathways does not change the structure of the club meetings. In fact, it was
designed to keep club meetings at the center of your Toastmasters experience.
You can still expect the same support from your fellow club members and the
familiar structure of your club meetings.
While specific assignments for serving as grammarian, Ah-Counter, and timer
are not built into Pathways projects, members are still encouraged to fulfill all
meeting roles. In fact, members can record the most recent dates in which all
meeting roles have been fulfilled on their Base Camp profile.
Your club is at its own discretion to set rules regarding meeting roles. You may
choose to require that members fulfill meeting roles within a certain timeframe.
#270: Time for completing project, project assignments and requirements
Q- Projects: seems like for each level a member is only required to do 1-2 projects and
1-2 electives. Yet in the last webinar we're told that a path takes 1-1.5 years to
complete. Why would it take that much time to complete a path if aside from the
requirements of level 1, intro to Mentoring, serving 3 meeting roles, reflect on your path
the total minimum requirements are 5 required projects + 4 elective projects. Can you
please elaborate on what does a required project or elective project entail? And can we
have a peek before the rollout?
A- As a Pathways Guide, you can find descriptions of every project available on
Base Camp. Project descriptions include the assignment for each project. Please
be aware that a project is not the equivalent of one speech. Projects in Pathways
are different from projects in the traditional education program and often include
complex requirements outside the club.
#286: Projects in Pathways
Q- In the same manner how do you count the 59 projects offered through Pathways?
And in the pipelines, for example what are the projects that will be added after the
rollout? Will they be more elective choices?

B- 59 projects and The Navigator currently make up the Pathways learning
experience. The projects are spread out across the ten paths currently available
and can be found as both required and elective, depending on the path.
#288: Completing projects outside the club
Q- What are the requirements for doing speeches outside a Toastmasters club?
B- Many projects have speeches and/or assignments that can be completed outside
the club. The guidelines for when that is appropriate can be set by each
individual club.
#299: Repeating projects, credit for one project in more than one path
Q- If Pathways have the same project, can a toastmaster use it for different pathways?
e.g. The Ice-breaker project - if each Pathway starts with Ice-Breaker, does it mean a
toastmaster must do the Ice-Breaker twice or can he/she use one project to clock for
both Pathways?
A- You must complete all projects required for each level in each path you choose
to complete. Projects cannot be credited to more than one path.
#323: Pathways for all members, supporting retired, student, and others
Q- I got a question from the member. She said Pathways seems to focus more on
Leadership and young professional, especially for white collars. How should we
talk/explain to a person who just wants to learn the Basic Public Speaking Skill like the
CC manual? Some members think that Pathways seems to focus on office needs
(presentation, leadership, etc). How should we promote Toastmasters to
guests/people?
A- Public speaking is integral to all projects in Pathways. Members interested in all
forms of communication can find what they need among the many projects. All
the skills covered in the CC and CL are present in Pathways along with many
more. Encourage members and guests to look at the many options available to
them and remind them they have the flexibility to choose projects that meet their
goals and interests. They may even discover something new they hadn’t #156:
#184: Meeting roles
Q- Roles for Grammarian, Ah Counter and Timer. Will there specific assignments for
these roles in Pathways? And will the agenda and flow of toastmasters meeting be as
normal as before?
A- Members working in Pathways are encouraged to participate in meetings by
fulfilling meeting roles as they do in the current program. While specific
assignments for serving as grammarian, Ah-Counter, and timer are not built into

Pathways projects, members are required to serve as Table Topicsmaster,
Toastmaster, and evaluator before they finish Level 3.
Pathways does not change the structure of the club meetings. In fact, it was
designed to keep club meetings at the center of your Toastmasters experience.
You can still expect the same support from your fellow club members and the
familiar structure of your club meetings.
#187: Path completion requirements, level completions
Q- Is there a breakdown on each level? For e.g. Level 1 needs 2 educational projects
and 1 prepared speech. Level 2 needs etc.. The PowerPoint presentation doesn’t give a
detailed on the no of projects and speeches. A few of my members are inquiring.
A- The levels have the following requirements:
Level 1: “Ice Breaker” + “Evaluation and Feedback” + “Researching and
Presenting”
Level 2: Two required projects + “Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring”
Level 3: One required project + a minimum of two elective projects + serve as
Topicsmaster, Toastmaster, and evaluator by the end of Level 3
Level 4: One required project + a minimum of one elective project
Level 5: One required project + a minimum of one elective project + “Reflect on
Your Path”
Each project includes a minimum of one speech. Projects include work that must
be completed outside the club meeting such as journaling, writing a blog,
recording a podcast, serving in a leadership position, or building a team to
achieve a goal.
#194: High Performance Leadership
Q- Is the HPL on Level 5 the same as the current HPL?
A- The “High Performance Leadership” project in Pathways is a revision of HPL in
the traditional program. It has been updated and streamlined for use in
Pathways, and the assignment is the same.
#222: Path and project descriptions
Q- Where can I find detail explanation of each path and all the projects
objective/purpose/what needs to be done? Please show us, thanks.
A- The Pathways Paths and Core Competencies document includes a description of
each path, along with a list of projects included in that path. You can find this on
the Pathways Guide Resources page. You can find descriptions of each project
on Base Camp on the Tutorials and Resources page.

#760: Core Competencies document colors
Q- On the Core Competency slide (#9 of the deck) - is there a rationale for/behind the color
coding?

A- Colors on the core competencies document are simply a design element and are
not intended to indicate anything specific.
Colors associated with levels match the color scheme for levels used on Base
Camp.
#373: Speechcraft, (Speech Craft), DTM credit
Q- We have some members have decided to start Pathways instead of continuing with
the Advanced Manuals. One of them have just completed organizing a Speech Craft
Project in July, and want to use it for the Pathways DTM instead of "ALS" projects. Can
you please advise what are the requirements for them to submit this Speech Craft
Project for Pathways?
A- As long as a member has not previously received credit for volunteering (such as
completing a Speechcraft workshop or serving as a qualifying club or district
officer), they can apply that work to DTM once Pathways launches in their
district.
# 455: Evaluations, speeches outside the home club
How can a Toastmaster who is visiting a club where they are not a member get an
evaluation?
A- Members who present at another club as a guest can receive an evaluation from
any of the paid members of the club. They must work with the vice president
education of their own club and the vice president education of the club they are
visiting.
Guides can may use the evaluations downloaded from Base Camp for their
speech evaluation if they choose. We recommend the Generic Evaluation or the
evaluation for Using Presentation Software if their presentation makes use of the
PowerPoint presentation.
#429: Evaluations, speeches outside the home club
Q- Can you give a speech in another district and have Toastmaster evaluate you from
that district?
A- Yes. Speeches completed in other clubs, even clubs that have not yet had their
Pathways rollout, can evaluate speeches in the Pathways learning experience.

#432: Assess Your Skills—Before and After
Q- Will pre and post project assessments be recorded in the evaluation report or some
other file that may be stored and backed up?
A- The Assess Your Skills—Before and Assess Your Skills—After are saved within
each available project and are not stored anywhere other than the individual
project on Base Camp.
#1057: Assess Your Skills Before and After
Q- Is the self-assessment before and after a (speech) project compulsory? Can the
Base Camp Managers see whether a member has worked on all sections of a level?
A- Yes. Members will need to complete the Assess Your Skills section of each
project. Base Camp managers can only see when a member has completed a
project by viewing their transcript.

#858: Highlighting in projects
Q- Question from VPE/Club: For the on-line reading material, can a member highlight
text for personal reference?
A- Base Camp does not have a highlighter option. However, members may
download and save the self-print PDF of each project and highlight electronically
within this document.
#871: Pathways projects and assignments
Can you discuss the types of activities that fall under "projects?" As there are speeches
AND "projects," I'm wondering what folks will be doing, and if they will be doing it in
meetings. Especially given that "...every Pathway contains at least one speech..." it
seems like other things will be taking up members' time and efforts.
A- Pathways is designed to work with the current club meeting design. There is no
change. When Pathways rolls out, members will present speeches and give and
receive evaluations, just as they do in the traditional education program.
Some projects, particularly those at higher levels, include assignments that
involve more than a speech. For example, the Level 4 project, Manage Change
includes creating a change management plan and then sharing that with your
club in a 5 to 7 - minute speech.
For an idea of what is required in each project, Pathways Guides can see the
project descriptions available on the tutorials and resource page on Base Camp.
These descriptions include an overview of the project, along with the assignment
for the project.

#891: Video, video player, projects, Base Camp
Q- When viewing lengthy videos on Pathways will the system timeout and end the session?
A- Base Camp will time out if your browser is inactive for an extended period of time.
Viewing videos included in your projects should not cause Base Camp to time out and
end your session.

#968: Level Completion, project verification
Q- How are VPEs expected to verify projects that contain significant efforts outside of
the club setting such as "Creating a Podcast" or "Creating a Blog". Do VPEs have to
view/read/listen to them or is the member expected to speak about the effort in the
concluding speech?
A- Some projects that include work outside the Toastmasters club setting require
members to talk about their work in their speech. Other projects require members
to show work to their VPE or submit a Project Completion form.
Members should carefully review the project assignment and follow these
instructions, along with any club verification requirements.
Base Camp managers can view project assignments found in the project
descriptions available on Base Camp.
#1039: Better Speaker Series
Will Pathways end the Successful Club, Leadership Excellence and Better Speaker
Series manuals?
A- The topics from the Leadership Excellence and Better Speaker Series and are
part of the different leadership projects in Pathways.
The Successful Club Series is currently under review.
These programs are available during the transition period. For more information,
please see question #424 on the Master Q&A log.
#980: CC, speaking skills in Pathways,
Where in Pathways are the public speaking skills taught? If I'm working in Leadership
Development, when will I learn about eye contact, body language, and the other skills
taught in the Competent Communicator?
A- Pathways is built on the Toastmasters core competencies, and the content from
the CC has been incorporated into Pathways.
#949: High Performance Leadership, traditional program, credit
Q- Can an HPL project be completed out of order and then applied retroactively once
the member is at Level 5?

B- No. HPL may not be applied retroactively. This project is required at Level 5
in three paths, and is a Level 5 elective in the remaining seven paths.
Members will have access to this project as soon as they have completed
Level 4 in their path.
Please keep in mind that members are not required to complete the High Performance
Leadership project in order to achieve DTM, unless this project is required in their
selected path.
#997: Videos, projects, project videos
Q- What kind of Videos will a member get in base camp when pathways roll out? Such
as Presentation Material or some guidance or others.
A- There are many projects in Pathways that contain project-specific videos and

members who have selected to take their path online will have access to them
within the projects.
There are also videos available in the Tutorials and Resources section that are designed
to demonstrate how to use Base Camp, launch projects, and do many other tasks
members in Base Camp will need to complete.

#1000: Level 1, repeating projects
Q- Level 1 is overlapping in all the 10 pathways. Is it acceptable a toastmaster who
completed the first path and repeating the same projects which he did in level 1 for
pathway 1 in pathway 2 also?
A- No, Members can apply credit for one project to one path only. Each time a
member begins a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path, they
complete the “Ice Breaker” project again.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects, give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and
continue building critical speaking and leadership skills. Regardless of the
project, the goal of Toastmasters is to give members the opportunity to compose
speeches and present them to their club. The beauty of the Level 1 projects is
that the topic and content of each speech is completely at the discretion of the
speaker.
#1008: Electives, order of projects
Q- The higher levels 3-5 projects have electives. Are there elective ordering
dependencies? Can the elective projects be completed (plus their project launched) at
any time during the level execution or do you have to do the main project that is listed
then do the elective project last. For example, in the Visionary communication path, can

you work and complete level 3 "connect with Storytelling" before you do level 3
"Develop a Communication Plan."
A- Once a member has opened Level 3, 4, or 5, they can complete the projects in
any order. This would also include opting to complete an elective (or many
electives) before completing the required project(s) for that level.
#1021: Leadership, leadership projects, club events
Q- Here is a question that I received. How do you recommend a member be
encouraged to participate in leadership projects? "Normally, I offer to those in the clue
who are working toward their CL if they would like to plan our Open House, so they can
get credit. I notice in Pathway that there is a project “Manage Successful Events.”
Which Paths are that project in? In other words, which Path would give credit for
planning an Open House?"
A- One of the great things about Pathways is the flexibility it provides members
when choosing how they will complete their projects. There are several
leadership projects on multiple paths that would lend themselves to a project
such as organizing a club level speech contest. Because the leadership projects
are open ended and members select many of their own leadership projects, there
isn’t a single project that fills this description. The assignment for the project
“Manage Successful Events” is larger than a club level speech contest. To meet
the requirements of that assignment, members would need to coordinate a multiclub or district level event.
#1062: Electives
Q- When a member gets to Level 3, 4 & 5 - are all the electives available to
review/download? even though only 1 or 2 electives are required can a member do
more (or even all) if they so choose?
A- Yes. When a member reaches levels 3, 4, or 5, they can view all electives at
that level. While only 2 electives are required at Level 2 and 1 at Levels 4 and
5, members may complete as many electives as they like.
Please keep in mind that there is no extra credit or recognition given for
completing more than the required number of electives. Additionally, credit for
completing projects and electives does not carry over from one path to
another. If you complete all electives in a level on one path, please keep in
mind that you will see these electives again on your next path.
#1065: High Performance Leadership, HPL
Q- If you do an HPL now that Pathways has rolled out and use the Legacy manuals,
can you apply that to your chosen path in Pathways? I have a VPE that was told that

she could do her HPL at anytime, but I thought you needed the information from
Level 5 to do so.
A- No. The HPL project in Pathways must be done at Level 5, after the
completion of the previous levels. Though it is a revision of the HPL Project in
the current program, it has been updated and streamlined for use in
Pathways. Please be aware that though the assignment is the same in
Pathways, members create and complete a project using a guidance
committee and a team, the focus will likely be on the work a member is
completing in their path. Any HPL project completed in the current program
will only apply in the current program and cannot be applied to Pathways.
#1079: Ice Breaker, repeating projects
Q- Seeing that the Icebreaker project is the 1st project for each Path, will a member
have to do it again each time they start a new path or do they get credit for it on all
paths?
A- Each time a member begins a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path,
they complete the “Ice Breaker” project again.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects, give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and
continue building critical speaking and leadership skills. Regardless of the
project, the goal of Toastmasters is to give members the opportunity to compose
speeches and present them to their club. The beauty of the Level 1 projects is
that the topic and content of each speech is completely at the discretion of the
speaker.
#1087: Projects, electives, levels
Q- Can I view all the materials of elective projects of a path after I complete the path?
A- As soon as you have access to a level that includes electives, you will be able to
view all elective projects in your path. For example, at Level 3, your path will
include 12 to 13 electives. While you are required to complete two electives to
progress to Level 4, you will have access to open and view the content of all
projects. You will be able to view these electives any time after accessing Level
3, including after you have completed your path.
For more information, please see question 45 on the Master Q&A log.

#1107: Project Completion Forms
Q- Many Pathways projects refer to The Project Completion Form. Where can we
retrieve this form? I have looked everywhere in Base Camp, at all of the project
resources, and it cannot be found. Thanks.
A- Some projects that include work outside the Toastmasters club setting require
members to talk about their work in their speech. Other projects require members
to show work to their VPE or submit a Project Completion form. Project
Completion forms are available as a resource built into the project itself and are
not available in the resources on Base Camp.

Evaluation and Feedback Project
Overview:
•
•

•

The Evaluation and Feedback project is a part of Level 1 on every path
There are three components to the projects
o Speech one: Any topic (presented and evaluated using the Pathways
Evaluation)
o Speech two: Revised speech one or a new speech (Evaluated by the
same person as speech one if possible, part of the criteria is to show how
feedback was incorporated into second speech)
o Serve as speech evaluator
This initial speech must be created for this project and original material

#36: Projects with multiple speeches
Q- Is the Evaluation and Feedback project the only project with two speeches?
A- Pathways features more than one project requiring members to present two or
more speeches. Because levels increase in complexity throughout each path,
most of the projects that include multiple speeches are higher-level projects.
#111: Evaluator requirement, being an evaluator
Q- Level 1, Project 2: the third part of this project requires the member to be a speech
evaluator, and then be evaluated on that evaluation. However, the project is silent on
whether the evaluation of the evaluation must be done during the meeting, or whether in
fact verbal feedback is required in addition to the written feedback. Please clarify the
requirements. If there is an overall program standard for evaluations, please share the
appropriate resource.
A- “Evaluation and Feedback” has three evaluations included with the project. Use
Evaluation 1 when evaluating the member’s first speech on any topic. Use

Evaluation 2 when evaluating how well the member applied the feedback they
received from Evaluation 1. Use Evaluation 3 when providing the member
feedback on how well they accomplished being a speech evaluator.
For the third evaluation, it is up to the club whether a verbal evaluation during the
meeting is required. However, the evaluation resource must be completed and
the evaluator must take a few minutes to review their feedback with the member,
just as they would for any other speech.
For further details on how to use these resources, view the virtual support
session from Wednesday, March 15.
#100: Evaluating the evaluator
Q- Evaluation and Feedback: the third part of the project is for the member to be
evaluated on his/her evaluation. That apparently requires that the meeting have one
more evaluator than there are speakers. Do you have a suggestion on a best practice
for when that "extra" evaluator should be scheduled?
A- It is at the discretion of the club to decide how this role is fulfilled. You may
choose to have a mentor, the VPE, or any other members deemed appropriate
complete the evaluation. If your club routinely fills the general evaluator role, you
may ask this member to evaluate the member’s evaluation.
#736: Third Evaluation for Evaluation and Feedback, 8100E3, evaluate oral
evaluation
Q- In Level 1 of all pathways, a member is to evaluate a speech. There's an evaluation form
given (8100E3). Is this to be given to someone to evaluate the evaluation speech (such as seen
in the CL) or is it to be used by the member to give an evaluation?

A- The intent of the third evaluation for the Evaluation and Feedback project is to
evaluate the oral evaluation given by each evaluator. This is comparable to the
evaluation of the evaluator from Competent Leadership.
#919: Evaluation and Feedback project, Base Camp, member profile
Q- Is there any way in Base Camp to indicate that you have completed part of a project.
The current issue is with the Evaluation and Feedback project in Level 1. It requires 2
speeches. The VPEs are looking for a chart or a way for the member to mark the
completion of speech one in Base Camp.
A- After members begin a project on Base Camp, the status will show as In
Progress until the project is marked complete. However, there is no way for Base
Camp to know or indicate that a member has completed some of the
requirements in a project. For example, Base Camp will not know when you have
presented the first of the required speeches in Evaluation and Feedback.

Members who would like to track partial project completion on Base Camp could
choose to do so using their Base Camp profile. The information on this page can
be updated at any time.
#934: Evaluation and Feedback project, evaluator, evaluation
Q- In order to fulfill the requirements of the second project "Evaluation and Feedback" in
Level One (of any of the ten Paths), must a member who is enrolled in Pathways
evaluate only a Pathways project presented by another member? Or, can the
requirement be fulfilled by evaluating a speech from the old style CC Manual or one of
the Advanced Manuals?
A- Members working on Evaluation and Feedback may evaluate any member,
regardless of whether the member is working in Pathways or the Traditional
education program. The member serving as evaluator should use the guidelines
outlined in the Evaluation and Feedback project, regardless of the speech they are
evaluating.
#1015: Club culture, speeches, club meetings with Pathways
Q- A question from one of my clubs: "I was wondering the percentage of work on
Pathways that consists of speeches delivered at a Club. If this is reduced does anyone
have experience of how the agenda and meeting format can be changed to
accommodate this."
A- Club meetings remain the same in Pathways. The work that members will do to
complete their projects will occur outside the club at each member’s own pace.
Each project includes at least one speech that will most often be completed
during a regular club meeting.
#1100: Evaluation and Feedback project
Q- I have received feedback from two members using the online Evaluation tools and
resources. A) Kris wrote: Can you give clarity to the language for having the same
evaluator evaluating both speeches in Level 1 project? I'm stuck on the word "MUST"
but the next sentence seems to infer it is a preference. Language on Pathways
materials checklist reads: ""Schedule your second speech with the vice president
education. Remember, the evaluator of your first speech MUST evaluate your second
speech. If the same evaluator is unavailable, share his or her feedback with a second
evaluator." Can we schedule an alternate evaluator for my second speech (Evaluating
and Feedback)?
A- Evaluation and Feedback speech evaluations are best done by the same
evaluator. This is the reason for “must” in the directions. We recognize that there

are times when that is not possible. If it isn’t possible for the original evaluator to
evaluate the second speech, there is a recommendation for how that can be
done. Every member completing the Evaluation and Feedback project needs to
be aware that the project is most effective when the same evaluator evaluates
both speeches for continuity and to confirm that the member applied the
feedback they received for the first speech.
Thank you for letting us know about the broken link on the Speech Evaluations
page. This has been fixed and you should be able to successfully access the
Feedback and Recognition Overview from this page. Our apologies for any
inconvenience.
#1103: Evaluation and Feedback project, Credit in traditional program for
Pathways speech
Q- District 63 question Q: Member is doing the Evaluation and Feedback project. They
asked if the second of the 2 speeches which they are presenting to apply the feedback
could be used for credit in the traditional program.
A- Speeches in the two different education programs are not transferable. Speeches
completed as part of Pathways can only be applied to Pathways and speeches in
the traditional program can only be applied to the traditional program.

Speech Evaluations
Overview:
•

•
•

Speech evaluations can be downloaded from the Speech Evaluations Page, the
Tutorials and Resources page, and directly from each project in Pathways
(evaluations downloaded directly from projects may not be fillable)
All speech evaluations are in PDF format
The How to Evaluate tutorial on the Speech Evaluations page gives an excellent
overview of how to complete and deliver an evaluation in Pathways

#132: Completing a project
Q- An experienced TM explored Ice Breaker, and was able to move all the way to
Completed on the Ice Breaker project without any kind of prompt or requirement to
upload an evaluation. Is this correct?
A- Yes, this is correct. Members are not required to upload their evaluations to Base
Camp. When a member reaches the Your Evaluation screen in a project, they
are instructed to log back in to Base Camp after their speech to complete the

second portion of their self-assessment. Members should not complete the
project until they finish all components of the assignment, including the speech.
#235: VPE approvals and evaluations
Q- How does the approval system works in Pathways? Does basecamp compute the
results or entries of the evaluation given then verified by the VPE before going from
Level 1 to Level 2 and so on?
B- Base Camp does not compute evaluation scores or entries; members are not
required to upload their evaluations to Base Camp.
Base Camp automatically marks each project complete. Before a member can
begin the next level of a path, they submit a level completion request to the VPE.
Before the VPE verifies the request, they should confirm that the member has
fulfilled all requirements for that level.
#662a: VPE, video upload, uploading a video of a speech
Q- Is the VPE allowed to upload video of a member who is delivering his/her speech for
evaluation purposes?
A- The VPE can upload files to the members feedback page on Base Camp.
However, file size limitations may prevent long video files from being uploaded.
#30: Pathways evaluations in clubs without Pathways
Q- If a member in a Pathways district prints out the evaluation and gives a presentation
at a club in a non-Pathways district, can they still upload their evaluation to Base
Camp?
A- Yes. It does not matter if the member who completed the evaluation is in a
Pathways club or not. The evaluation is valid, and members are encouraged to
save it for future review.
#4: Options for completing speech evaluations electronically
Q- In addition to printing an evaluation form, what are the options for completing an
evaluation electronically?
A- For members who have selected a path, all evaluation resources are available on
Base Camp as fillable PDFs. If evaluators have access to Wi-Fi or a data
connection, they can download an evaluation any time—even during a club
meeting—and do not need to wait for the speaker to email it to them. These
PDFs can be completed electronically on a computer or tablet during a meeting
or afterward.
After completing an evaluation form electronically, the evaluator will need to save
the form to their device and send it to the speaker via email or other electronic

format. The speaker can then upload completed evaluation forms onto Base
Camp. Each member has a Documents page on Base Camp where they can
upload and save completed evaluation forms.
#281: Fillable evaluation PDFs
Q- Is it possible to evaluate online using the pdf by typing straight into the text box?
A- Fillable PDFs of each evaluation resource are available on Base Camp on the
Speech Evaluations page for all members who have selected a path on Base
Camp. These PDFs can be completed electronically on a computer or tablet
during a meeting or afterward. After completing an evaluation form electronically,
the evaluator will need to save the form to their device and send it to the speaker
via email or other electronic format. The speaker can then upload the completed
form to Base Camp on the Documents page.
#813: Evaluation resources in project not fillable, where to find fillable
evaluations, software need for fillable evaluation resources
Q- Several members have asked me why the PDFs of evaluations aren't fillable as the program
suggests. Will this option be available soon?
A- The Evaluation Resources on the Your Evaluation page of each project are not
all fillable at this time. However, a fillable version of every evaluation resource in
Pathways is available on the Tutorials and Resource page on Base Camp. Use
the versions on this page if you would like to download and complete the
evaluation resource digitally. This allows you to access your own evaluation
resource, as well as those for members you may be evaluating.
Please note that the fillable Evaluation Resources are PDFs and will work best
with Adobe Reader. This is a free software that is compatible with PCs and
Macs. Please note that evaluation resources must be saved to your device
before edits are made in order for your changes to be saved.
If you are working on a Mac, please be aware that these PDFs can be viewed in
Apple Preview but your editing capabilities will be limited. You may be able to
type in the fillable fields, but Apple Preview will not allow you to save your
changes to the pdf. If you type in the pdf using Apple preview, you will need to
print your document before closing it.
#718: Character limit on fillable evaluation PDFs
Q- Is there a character limitation on the evaluation form comment boxes?

A- Yes. The comment boxes on Pathways fillable evaluation resources pdfs will only
hold the amount of text that is visible in the box. Text cannot extend beyond the
visible size of the box.
#321: Redoing a project and club culture
Q- Evaluation: The evaluation criteria 1-5 are very positive. What happen if an evaluator
mentions that the speaker's project isn't done well and suggests him/her to re-do. Would
this kind of evaluation accepted in Pathways?
A- Evaluators in Pathways are encouraged to provide constructive feedback to help
speakers improve. If an evaluator wishes to respectfully suggest that a member
repeat a speech, they are welcome to do so. Please note that Toastmasters
International does not require members to repeat speeches or projects if they
receive low scores. However, we recognize that clubs have valuable traditions
and unique cultures. If your club requires members to repeat speeches, we
encourage your club to use the same process you use today. If a VPE believes a
member should repeat a speech, they may speak with the member before
verifying the completion of the level.
#185: What about non-Pathways members?
Q- Can a non-Pathway member evaluate a Pathway speaker? The non-Pathway
member is considered a seasoned toastmasters and familiar with the objectives of the
project given.
A- Yes. For guidelines on completing speech evaluation forms in Pathways,
reference The Navigator and the “How to Evaluate” tutorial on Base Camp. The
Navigator can be found on the Pathways Start page, or in your education
transcript if you have already selected a path.
#220: Searching for members in Base Camp, Evaluations
Q- Can members request evaluation from members from other club/district in base
camp? Currently only own club members are searchable for the evaluation request
A- You may receive a Pathways evaluation from any Toastmasters member,
regardless of their club or district. If your evaluator has selected a path, they can
locate the evaluation resource for your project from the Tutorials and Resources
page. If your evaluator does not have access to Base Camp, you can download
the resource from this page, and email or print it before your meeting. If you
would like to use the Feedback function on Base Camp to communicate with
your evaluator, the evaluator must be a member of your home club. While you
can use Base Camp feedback to tell your evaluator which project you are
completing, you are not required to communicate with your evaluator via the
Feedback function.

For more information about evaluation resources, view the World Headquarters
webinar from May 31. For more information about feedback on Base Camp, view
the World Headquarters webinar from June 9.
#228: What experience does an evaluator need in Pathways
Q- Does the Evaluator need to finish the same Path as well as completed a level higher
to evaluate a Speaker?
A- No, there are no restrictions on which projects or levels a member can evaluate.
The project description and evaluation resource gives the evaluator all the
information needed to deliver a thorough evaluation.
Some clubs have restrictions on how long an individual must be a Toastmaster
before they can serve as an evaluator. Any member who has club officer
approval to serve as an evaluator may evaluate a Pathways speech.
When a member fulfills the evaluator role is at the discretion of the club.
#303: Virtual speeches, online speeches, recorded speeches
Q- Can we give speech, and be evaluated, online through Zoom, Skype, etc? Or
recorded?
A- You may complete speech evaluations in any way that is appropriate for your
club. The evaluation forms can be completed by downloading the fillable PDF
from Base Camp and completing the evaluation on your device, or by writing in
your answers by hand. You may give the forms to the member in person or email
a photographed or photocopied version.
There are not recommendations for delivering evaluation speeches in Pathways.
That decision is up to the club using any format that works for them. In the case
of an online club, that may be Zoom, Skype, or any other accepted format.
Please be aware that Policy 2.0 states that all speeches must be completed live,
in person. Online clubs use many formats to present speeches, depending on
what works for the club, but the policy prohibits recorded speeches. See Policy
2.0 on the Toastmasters website for more information.
#359: Using Pathways evaluations in the traditional program
Q- Three questions about evaluations: after Pathways has rolled out in a region, (1) can
the new and old evaluation forms be used on different speeches in a single meeting?
(2) If a member is on Pathways, can they use the old evaluation form for their
presentation? (3) Can someone on the current education track use the new Pathways
evaluation form for their preso?
A- 1. Yes. Members can use whichever evaluation they need and/or deem
appropriate for their speeches.

2. No. Members in Pathways must use the Pathways evaluation for their project.
3. As Pathways launches in regions and districts around the world, we have had
several questions about the use of the Pathways evaluation resources for
projects completed in the traditional program (Competent Communicator,
Competent Leader, and the advanced manuals). You are welcome to use
Pathways evaluation resources to evaluate projects in the traditional program.
Each club is at their discretion to incorporate Pathways evaluations into other
projects as they see fit.
Members completing Pathways projects must use Pathways evaluation
resources. Clubs or members may choose to purchase the Generic Evaluation
Resource in sets of 25 from Question
#397: Pathways Evaluation design
Q- In the current educational program, each project in the CC and advanced manuals
has a customized evaluation page, with questions specifically relating to the objectives
of the project. The evaluations in Pathways seem pretty generic.
A- The projects in Pathways have a very different design than the projects in the
traditional program. Speeches in Pathways reflect the work a member has
completed, but are evaluated as speeches first and a part of the project
second. You will notice that each evaluation has at least one, and often two
criteria that are specific to the project and some evaluations are completely
different, based on the project or the requirements (see the Understanding
Vocal Variety project for an excellent example).
#403: Evaluating meeting roles
In the competent leadership manual, we evaluate members who complete meeting roles
such as Toastmaster, General Evaluator, and Table Topics Master. In Pathways, will
the members be evaluated in these roles?
A- Evaluating meeting roles in Pathways is at the discretion of the club. The
Pathways evaluation for the roles of Toastmaster, General Evaluator, and Table
Topics Master will be available soon on Base Camp. In the meantime, please
encourage clubs who evaluate meeting roles to continue using evaluations in the
CL. We will let you know as soon as the Pathways evaluations are available.
# 449: Delivering a verbal evaluation in Pathways
On the day of our Pathways rollout a club member delivered a Pathways ice breaker
speech. The evaluator, in the verbal evaluation, indicated that the speaker scored all
fives on the new Pathways evaluation form. Is the best way to provide education on the
Pathways evaluation scoring practice be to have it as a topic on one of the Virtual
Support Meetings and assume VPEs will in some manner share that information with

club members? Is there a specific resource on Base Camp which provides the
information?
A- Evaluation speeches should cover the comments on the evaluation only. Scores
are private between the evaluator and the speaker. For more information about
delivering a Pathways evaluation, please review the How to Evaluate tutorial on
the Speech Evaluations page on Base Camp.
# 455: Evaluations when speaking in a club other than your home club
How can a Toastmaster who is visiting a club where they are not a member get an
evaluation?
A- Members who present at another club as a guest can receive an evaluation from
any of the paid members of the club. They must work with the vice president
education of their own club and the vice president education of the club they are
visiting.
#257: Repeating a project, poor evaluations
Q- In our club, we have a culture where if the speaker doesn’t meet the objectives,
he/she is advised to reattempt the project. If the speech evaluator fills in the project and
feels that it has not met the objectives and it's being uploaded on base camp, would that
count as a completed project? How does the VPE verifies that or VPE will have to clarify
between the speech evaluator and speaker?
A- Base Camp does not compute evaluation scores or entries; members are not
required to upload their evaluations to Base Camp.
Base Camp automatically marks each project complete. Before a member can
begin the next level of a path, they submit a level completion request to the VPE.
Before the VPE verifies the request, they should confirm that the member has
fulfilled all requirements for that level.
Toastmasters International does not require members to repeat speeches or
projects if they receive low scores. However, we recognize that clubs have
valuable traditions and unique cultures. If your club requires members to repeat
speeches, we encourage your club to use the same process you use today. If a
VPE believes a member should repeat a speech, they may speak with the
member before verifying the completion of the level.
#433: Evaluations with a low score
Q- If a speaker receives all 1s for example from the evaluation, implying the proficiency
was not met, is the speaker required to give that speech again?

A- Repeating a project or a speech is at the discretion of the member or dependent
on the policy of the club.
#434: Uploading evaluations to Base Camp
Q- How does the evaluator enter the evaluation for a member? Dot they need to know
the member's # in there club to enter the evaluation?
A- Members are responsible for uploading evaluations to their profile. The
documents folders on the E-Portfolio page of Base Camp are private to each
individual member; only you can upload documents to these folders. The
purpose of this is to maintain privacy, as members may not want everyone in
their club to view their completed evaluations.
We encourage evaluators to send completed evaluation resources via email. The
speaker can then upload the evaluation to Base Camp if they wish. Please note
that uploading evaluations to Base Camp is optional. While it is a great way to
reference evaluations in the future, it is not required.
#788d: Am I required to upload my completed evaluation resource to Base Camp,
what if I want to keep them private?
Q- Why should I upload my evaluations? To me they are a private document between
me as the speaker and my evaluator. Why can’t the VPE simply sign off that I have
done the speech?
A- Members are never required to upload their evaluation resources to Base Camp.
Members who would like to store completed evaluations on Base Camp may add
them to their Documents folders. These folders are private and only visible to the
member. They cannot be viewed or accessed by other club members or the
Base Camp manager.
#723: Evaluation Resource “To Challenge Yourself” section, how to use the Level
1 Evaluation Resources
Q- On the evaluation form for the Level 1 speeches, the third section under comments
is titled "To Challenge Yourself" A member of my club asked me what I am looking for
there and commented that he didn't have any idea how to challenge a DTM like me.
What was the intended purpose of that subsection?
A- The goal of the “To challenge yourself” section is to provide every Toastmaster,
regardless of skill, a suggestion for how they can grow their skill as a public
speaker and communicator. Some evaluators may not choose to provide
feedback in this area, all feedback is at the discretion of the evaluator. It is a

Toastmasters International fundamental philosophy, going back to the beginning
with Ralph C. Smedley, that everyone can improve.
#866: Meeting role evaluations
Q- A segment of the answer to Question #403 in the Master Q&A Log reads "The
Pathways evaluation for the roles of Toastmaster, General Evaluator, and Table Topics
Master will be available soon on Base Camp." I don't know when that response was first
published. As of 1/4/2018, I have not found this resource online. Is there a better time
frame for availability of this resource? Or if I missed finding it within Base Camp, can
you direct me to where I can locate it?
A- These resources are currently in development. As soon as they are available, we
will ensure that all Pathways Guides know where to access them on Base Camp.
#878: Speech evaluations, credit
Q- During a Club visit yesterday I was asked if a member who is working in the CL
manual evaluates a presentation by a member working in The Pathways program would
they still receive credit in their CL manual.
A- Yes. Members working in the traditional program can evaluate members working
in Pathways and receive credit for serving as evaluator.
#900: Speech evaluations, evaluator, speech evaluation access
Q- If an online Pathways member forgets to provide their speech evaluator with the
documents for evaluating a speech, can the evaluator access it online at the meeting?
A- All members who have selected a path have access to Pathways evaluation
resources on Base Camp. If the club has internet access, all speech evaluations
can be downloaded directly from Base Camp during the club meeting.
Alternatively, the evaluator can download the evaluation resource ahead of the
club meeting, in case the speaker does not bring it with them. All members have
access to all Pathways evaluation resources on Base Camp.
#950: Evaluation, speech evaluations
Q- The Facilitator Guide 27. states that a positive change in Pathways is that each
evaluation is now tied to and customized for each speech. Isn't it the case in the
traditional education program?
A- It is true that evaluations in the traditional program can be designed for the
projects. However, the Pathways evaluations were designed specifically for each
assignment from the their inception.

#972: Evaluations, speech evaluation, multiple evaluators
Q- When a member is doing their pathways speech, can they request interactive
evaluations from multiple evaluators which are doing their evaluation on line? It can be
useful to have multiple points of view from multiple evaluators on the same speech.
A- Yes, Members are welcome to request more than one evaluation as long as the
request fits with their club culture.
#1003: Mentors, mentor program, evaluator
Q- When a new club charters, 17 of the clubs members are brand new to Toastmasters.
How do these newly chartered clubs handle mentoring (for the club members) if you
have to complete 2 levels first?
Q- Mentoring: How can traditional program mentors mentor members who are starting
in Pathways? Even if they themselves have not yet started in Pathways and may not do
so for a while while completing their awards in the traditional program?
Q- As pathways will be new to everyone in our region after the roll out, who will be the
evaluator? Who will be available as a mentor as there will be no one who has
completed pathways mentorship program
A- Mentoring of individuals in a club is at the discretion of the club and club policy.
Clubs with an established mentoring program are welcome and encouraged to
continue as they have while also supporting members in completing the
Pathways Mentor Program. New clubs are at their discretion to design a
mentoring plan or program that is effective for their members. Though everyone
is new to Toastmasters and Pathways, there may be members who are excellent
mentors with experience mentoring others outside Toastmasters who could step
into that role quickly. A new club may also want to take a collaborative approach
and work together to support each other as they learn Pathways.
#1007: Evaluations, saving evaluations, completing digital evaluations
Q- D76/ about evaluation/ When an evaluator write evaluation in the evaluation form at
the meeting, how and where should the evaluator upload his/her evaluation in the
speaker's Base Camp HP? Should the speaker save it in the document in the Eportfolio?
A- Members are responsible for uploading evaluations to their profile. The
documents folders on the E-Portfolio page of Base Camp are private to each
individual member; only the member can upload documents to these folders. The
purpose of this is to maintain privacy, as members may not want everyone in
their club to view their completed evaluations.

We encourage evaluators to send completed evaluation resources via email. The
speaker can then upload the evaluation to Base Camp if they wish. Please note
that uploading evaluations to Base Camp is optional. While it is a great way to
reference evaluations in the future, it is not required.
#1012: Digital evaluations, speech evaluations
Q- In the evaluations, page two has the scores 5-1. A description of each score is found
on page 3. When an evaluator is using this resource online, it would be efficient if the
descriptions could be seen by hovering the cursor over the score rather than scrolling
back and forth between pages. Once selected, that definition could be added
underneath that competency. I understand you would continue to use page 3 for times
when a printed evaluation is used. My apologies if this is already the case, but it didn't
appear so in the Ice breaker evaluation resource.
A- The evaluations are currently only available as PDFs. They are fillable and can
be completed digitally on a device, but they do have the limitations of all PDF
forms. That means hovering to expose more information is not possible.
#1013: Speech evaluations, evaluator, Evaluation and Feedback project
Q- New toastmasters should gain experience and do several level one projects (Ice
Breaker and the Evaluation project) before doing a speech evaluation counted towards
their path. To accommodate scheduling, it would be useful to start experienced
members doing their speech evaluations earlier than their first two level one projects.
Can the experienced toastmasters start performing and getting credit for evaluations the
day that roll out starts? If experienced toastmasters perform a speech evaluator or
toastmasters role the week before roll out, does that still count toward the path meeting
role criteria?
A- Clubs are at their discretion to assign speech evaluators based on their regular
process of making that meeting role assignment. Members cannot receive credit
for fulfilling the role of evaluator for their Evaluation and Feedback project prior to
working in that project. Clubs may choose, based on their policy, to allow
experienced Toastmasters to complete the evaluator portion of their project
(Evaluation 3) first to accommodate their club schedule, but this is not
recommended.
#1033: Speech evaluations
Q- Why is there a numerical system for evaluations, in light of current thinking in
advanced education that such approaches are outmoded?

A- The speech evaluations created for Pathways are designed around rubrics. Page
three of each evaluation includes the specific criteria for each score on the rubric
associated with each competency.

The numeric score is intended to be read from the rubric, not as an isolated rating of the
speech.
Distinguished Club Program (DCP)
Overview
•
•
•
•

During the transition period, there are 12 education goals available to each club
instead of 6
A club can receive credit for one award type per member, per year (ie: 1 Level 1,
I CC per member per year)
Clubs can get credit for members working in both programs during the transition
period
New members who join after Pathways rollout will not receive credit for work
completed in the traditional program, only Pathways

#392: 12 education goals during transition period
Q- The DCP Education slide in the pathways presentation states "select 6 of 12 goals."
Does that mean that If a club has two members earn a CC award under the current
program and four members earn a level 1 award under Pathways, this would count as
two goals?
A- You are correct. If two members of a club earn a CC, for example, the club would
receive credit for goal 1. If four members achieve a Level 1 in Pathways, the club
would receive credit for goal P1, thus giving the club two DCP goals achieved. A
couple of notes to keep in mind:
• Credit is only granted for one award (per type or level) per member, per
club, per program year
• 1 Member may account for more than one goal (e.g. 1 L1 and 1 DTM), but
they may not earn 2 of the same level/type and receive DCP credit for it
#277: Distinguished Club Program, DCP education goals
Q- With regards to the DCP whereby Clubs can now select any 6 from the combined 12
DCP Education goals. Can we select 4 education goals from 2 CC's , 2 more CC's, 4
Level 1's & 2 Level 2's? I am from District 102.
A- Yes, you may select any four of 12 education goals to meet DCP goals. If your
club achieves at least five out of the 10 total DCP goals, and meets the

membership requirement, it will become Distinguished. Additionally, achieving
seven goals will earn Select Distinguished, and achieving nine goals will earn
President’s Distinguished. For a complete list of goals and awards, please see
the Distinguished Club Program and Club Success Plan manual (Item 1111).
#758: Distinguished Club Program, DCP education goals, DCP in the transition
period
Q- For the transition of the educational goals on the DCP - is it 2 CCs or 4 Level 1's for Goal #1
or can it be a mix of 1 CC + 2 Level 1's?

A- During the transition period, goals from the Traditional program and Pathways may be
combined. However, clubs may not use half of one goal and half of another. This
means that clubs must achieve two CC awards for goal 1 in the traditional program or
Four Level 1s for goal 1 in Pathways. One CC may not be combined with two Level 1s.

#776: Distinguished Club Program, When can we start using Pathways goals
Q- Will clubs have the full 12 educational goals (6 Traditional + 6 Pathways) to choose from to
meet DCP as soon as we launch? i.e. Can we use Pathways level achievement towards DCP
even though we are slated to go live part way through the Toastmaster's year?

A- Yes. As soon as Pathways rolls out in your region, clubs will be able to select from both
the traditional DCP goals and the Pathways DCP goals. This is true even if your rollout
takes place part way through the program year.
Clubs can continue to select form both lists for the full duration of the two-year transition
period.

#804: Distinguished Club Program, using goals from both the traditional program
and Pathways simultaneously
Q- Can a club achieve two DCP points with four level 1 or two CC and if both are achieved
before June 2018.

A- Yes. During the transition period, clubs can combine goals from the traditional program
and the and Pathways. This means that a club could earn one DCP point for achieving
four Level 1s and a second DCP point for achieving two CCs.

#147: Credit for DTM, Pathways DCP
Q- It seems odd to me that in Pathways there is no DCP recognition when a member
achieves DTM, the highest distinction awarded by Toastmasters International. Is that
intentional, or an oversight? If intentional, please explain.
A- The DCP for the transition period does address the DTM award achievement.
Achieving a DTM in either the current program or Pathways applies to this DCP

goal. When the current program is no longer used, final revisions to the DCP will
include DTM recognition as well.
#275: Home club on Base Camp and Club Central
Q- If member of multiple clubs wish to contribute toward DCP goals amongst his/her
clubs, when is the latest that the member should switch the home club? Before
launching the first project, or before launching the last project of the current level?
Thank you
A- The club to which you would like to apply Distinguished Club Program (DCP)
credit does not need to be set as your home club when you purchase a path,
when you launch a project, or when a level is marked complete. Your home club
simply indicates who you can interact with on Base Camp.
After a level completion request is approved on Base Camp, an award request
must be submitted on Club Central. The VPE who approved the level completion
request is not required to submit the request on Club Central. Rather, the VPE of
the club to which you would like to apply credit should submit the award request.
If you are a member of more than one club, you determine which club will receive
credit for each level and path you finish. This means that each time you complete
a level of your path, you can change which club receives DCP credit.
It is up to each individual member of multiple clubs to communicate directly with
the VPEs to make sure credit is applied appropriately.
#370: Distinguished Club Program
Q- Will the DCP goals for 2017 and into the future require at least 20 members or 5 new
members? This was not shown on the PP slides.
A- You can access the full list of DCP requirements in the Club Leadership
Handbook (Item 1310) or the Distinguished Club Program and Club Success
Plan (Item 1111).
#47: Repeating paths, Distinguished Toastmaster award
Q- Suppose someone completed two paths and the other requirements for the DTM in
Pathways. Could he complete the same paths again and get credit for it? If someone
wanted to get credit for completing the same path a second time, would he have to pay
an additional fee? What if someone wanted to complete the same path a second time,
but not get credit for it, would he have to pay a fee?
A- For DTM credit, a member must complete two unique paths. Once they have met
these requirements, the member may repeat one or both of these paths at any
time. This includes repeating the same path or paths for a second DTM. To

receive credit for repeating a path, a member must purchase the path a second
time.
#210: DCP education goals
Q- When Pathways rolls out in my district, can a member who completes Level 1, Level
2 or Level 3 in more than one path use completion credit to satisfy multiple
Distinguished Club Program goals?
A- No. Your club only receives credit for one type of education award per member,
per year. This will encourage all members to achieve more in the education
program instead of just a few.
#122: Club Central, tracking Pathways awards
Q- Will the dashboard change so that District leaders can keep track of Pathways
achievements?
A- Yes. Dashboards have been updated to reflect Pathways achievements.
#212: Distinguished Club program
Q- Say, a club produces four Competent Communicators (DCP goal #1 and #2) and
four Level 1 achievers (DCP goal #1), does that count as achieving two goals or three
goals?
A- Each goal in the DCP can be fulfilled once per club, per year. For example, after
your club achieves goals 1 and 2 (2 CCs and 2 more CCs), the club cannot meet
these goals again toward DCP credit. However, your club can meet the goal of
four members achieving Level 1, which is a separate and distinct goal. There are
not two goal lists during the transition period. There is a single list of 12 goals
that fulfill the DCP requirements.
#678: Distinguished Club program, Presidents distinguished, select
distinguished, DCP points, designations
Q- With the new DCP of which there are 12 points to earn, how many of the 12 must a
club earn to achieve President's Select designation? How many for Distinguished Club,
and how many points are needed for the other designations?
A- The DCP itself is not changing: 5 goals for Distinguished, 7 for select
distinguished, and 9 for Presidents.
This means that the minimum education goals for a club to satisfy (assuming the
other 4 goals are met) would be 1 for distinguished, 3 for select, and all 5 for
presidents. The other four goals consist of 7 and 8 - Membership, 9 officer
training, and 10 the administrative goals.

#669: Distinguished Club program, DCP goals, DCP transition
Q- When do the new DCP goals start? When Pathways rolls out in a region?
A- The 6 new DCP Goals go live when the region rolls out. For example, regions
that have already launched Pathways have the option to select 6 of 12 different
education goals. They may chose 6 from the traditional program, 6 from
Pathways, or 6 goals that are a mixture of the traditional program and Pathways.
#722: DCP in Pathways, DCP goals and number of required speeches
Q- The DCP has always been defended as a guide to how a Club is functioning.
However, in Pathways, it seems that this will change. The “old” DCP required 10 points
to achieve Presidents Distinguished Status and I believe that this will not change. The
first point in the “old” DCP required 2 Members to Present 10 Speeches. What is the
equivalent point in Pathways and will it diminish the original requirement of 20
Speeches?
A- The club experience does not change under Pathways.
The first goal in the Pathways DCP is four Level 1’s. Please note that Level 1
includes a minimum of 4 speeches. This means that the first Pathways DCP goal
requires a minimum of 16 speeches.
While it is impossible to achieve exact parity, because the two education
programs are structured differently, the goals function similarly and were
designed so as not to change the club experience or value of the DCP.
For more information about the DCP in Pathways, please see the Pathways FAQ
#19 at toastmasters.org/education/pathways/FAQ.

#881: DCP, club success plan, DCP goals
Pathway Learning Experience Facilitation Guide Page 24, Item 27, Paragraph 2, 2nd
line reads "Once pathway rolls out, your club must meet six of the 12 goals listed to
achieve recognition in the Distinguished Club Program". Is the "must" in that line just a
typo? Because Item 1111 (DCP and Club Success Plan - How to be a Distinguished
Club) page 34 says that Distinguished status needs any 5 (NOT 6) of the 10 goals.
A- Yes. This is a typo. Your club can meet as many as 6 goals, the rules in item
1111 are correct.
#940: Recognition, DCP, Distinguished Club Program
Q- A club member cannot earn credit for the same club by achieving a CC award and a
Level 1 award in the same Toastmasters year. Are there any other combinations for

which a club member cannot earn credit for the same club in the same Toastmasters
year, such as an ACB award and a Level 2 award, an ACS award and a Level 3 award,
an ACG award and a Level 4 award, or a DTM award and a Level 5 award?
Q- As a follow up question...can a club member simultaneously complete the traditional
education program and start the new Pathways learning experience? I’ve heard
conflicting opinions about this and would love a definitive answer. Therefore, the
question would become: can a club member earn an advanced award & a Level 1 in the
same year?
A- During the transition period, an individual member can award any combination of
traditional and Pathways goals to their club. This means that a member could
award a Level 1 and a CC to the same club in the same year because they are
two different goals.
They may not, however, award the same goal to the same club more than once.
For example, if I earn two Level 1s, I can only award one Level 1 to an individual
club.
During the two-year transition period, existing members may work in both
programs simultaneously and earn awards from both.
#942: Distinguished Club Program, DCP, members of multiple clubs
Q- If a multi-club member has not decided which of his/her club to receive a completed
level DCP point, will the system automatically assign the credit to a club? What's the
time limit, and if there is a time limit to which club? Thanks.
A- There is no time limit on awarding DCP credit to your club. In Pathways, DCP
credit is awarded in the same manner as in the traditional program.
Once a member’s level completion is approved on Base Camp, the member
should communicate to the VPE of the club they would like to give credit. This
VPE will the submit for the award on Club Central.
#974: DCP, Distinguished Club Program
Q- A few clubs are already concerned that they will be unable to get the top DCP award
while Pathways rolls out. How can I best respond?
A- Clubs can fulfill the education award portion of the DCP with recognition from
both the traditional program and Pathways. Encourage any club officer who
expresses concerns to review the current Club Leadership Handbook (item 1310)
or the Distinguished Club Program and Club Success Plan manual (item 1111)
for more information on the program.

#1027: Base Camp manager dashboards, DCP, distinguished club
Q- I understand approving a completion level is unique from awarding a completion
level. The dashboard reports will report which members have completed a level
because these were approved by that club. The award of level completion is entered in
Club Central. This tells me the dashboard reports will show progress toward DCP goals,
but ultimately Club Central is the final say for DCP points. Does Base Camp offer a
report that shows level completions awarded?
A- The Base Camp manager Member Progress dashboard will give Base Camp
managers information about the levels that each member of their home club is
working on at the time. Level completion awards can be found on Club Central.
Information on Base Camp does not confirm any DCP credit, that can only be
done on Club Central. For members of multiple clubs, it is the member’s
responsibility to communicate with their club VPE which club is to receive credit
for DCP points on each level completion.
#1039: Distinguished Club Program, Club Central, Base Camp
Q- Roberta Eykholt Do you know if there's a delay in pathways awards showing up as
counting in the DCP? I had clubs complain that they register member’s level 1 but even
after a few weeks ago nothing showing up in the DCP report at TMI yet. Can you help
me manage expectations?
A- Credit for the DCP is always applied through Club Central. Base Camp does not
communicate level completions with Club Central and VPEs or other club
leadership are responsible for updating Club Central with level completions in
Pathways as they do with the traditional program. For questions about Club
Central, please contact membership@toastmasters.org.
Distinguished Toastmaster (DTM)
Overview:
•
•
•

•

DTM in Pathways requires completion of 2 unique paths and the
Distinguished Toastmaster Project (the same path cannot be repeated twice)
Volunteer requirements (club officer, club sponsor, etc) are not part of the
education program and are completed separately
Volunteer requirements (club officer, district officer, club sponsor, etc) do not
have to be completed during the completion of the Pathways education. They
can be completed at any time as long as they have not been used toward a
previous award
To achieve DTM in Pathways, members must:

o
o
o
o

Complete two unique learning paths
Serve as a club officer for 12 months
Serve as a club mentor or coach
Serve as a club sponsor or conduct Speechcraft or Youth
Leadership Program
o Serve as a district officer for one year
o Complete the Distinguished Toastmaster project
#23: Requirements for Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways
Q- Will a member have to complete both the Distinguished Toastmaster (DTM) project
and High-Performance Leadership (HPL) project to achieve the DTM award in
Pathways?
A- Every member working toward their DTM in Pathways is required to complete the
DTM project. The DTM project has been referred to as a capstone project
because it is the final step in completing the DTM award in Pathways. However,
the DTM project is different from an HPL project. While the assignments are
similar (both projects require members to build a team, create their own project
and follow through on the steps they design), they have slightly different goals.
The High-Performance Leadership project in Pathways is a Level 5 project.
Members may or may not complete an HPL project when working in a path. This
depends on the requirements of each path and which electives members choose.
#346: District leadership roles and Distinguished Toastmaster award
Q- Can you clarify one of the criteria for Pathway Guide is to be Club Mentor or Club
Coach and Club Sponsor? I am thinking this is equivalent to what we did as a credit for
ALS in the current educational program. Do we have to be a New Club Mentor and a
New Club Sponsor OR just one of the two?
A- To achieve the DTM award in Pathways, new club sponsor is combined with
Youth Leadership and Speechcraft. You must fulfill either: new club sponsor,
Youth Leadership, OR Speechcraft. You must also be a new club mentor or club
coach.
#430: Paths and Distinguished Toastmaster, paths associated with a club
Q- Do both paths have to be from the same club to get a DTM.
A- No. Pathways is an individual education program and not tied to any club. Two
unique paths completed in any club meet the education requirements for the
Distinguished Toastmaster award.
#176: Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways, chart, requirements
Q- Will WHQ plan to do an education chart for easy understand how Pathways DTM
requirements are?

A- There is a chart available in the Pathways Guide resources section on Base
Camp. It is also available on the toastmasters.org website.
#47: Repeating paths
Q- Suppose someone completed two paths and the other requirements for the DTM in
Pathways. Could he complete the same paths again and get credit for it? If someone
wanted to get credit for completing the same path a second time, would he have to pay
an additional fee? What if someone wanted to complete the same path a second time,
but not get credit for it, would he have to pay a fee?
A- For DTM credit, a member must complete two unique paths. Once they have met
these requirements, the member may repeat one or both of these paths at any
time. This includes repeating the same path or paths for a second DTM. To
receive credit for repeating a path, a member must purchase the path a second
time.
#692: Repeating paths, paths applied to DTM, paths in different clubs
Q- Members of multiple clubs get two free Paths. Even if the paths are completed at
different clubs, can they both be applied toward the member’s DTM?
A- Yes. Paths are assigned to individual members and can be completed in any
club to which they belong. Members may choose to work on a single path
concurrently in more than one club. Alternatively, they can complete one path in
club A and the second in club B.
Regardless of whether a member completes both paths in different clubs, they
may be applied to his DTM.
#165: Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways
Q- Have DTM requirements been finalized? We have a member in D57 who is very
close to completing all the listed requirements (if he hasn't already)?
A- Yes, requirements for achieving DTM are final. To achieve DTM in Pathways,
members must:
• Complete two unique learning paths
• Serve as a club officer for 12 months
• Serve as a club mentor or coach
• Serve as a club sponsor or conduct Speechcraft or Youth Leadership Program
• Serve as a district officer for one year
• Complete the Distinguished Toastmaster project

#264: Leadership roles, volunteerism and credit toward DTM in Pathways
Q- Are past leadership roles be ported over? E.g. if a member was previously an Area
Director, can he/she use that experience under the new Pathways program or must
he/she take on an Area Director role again in future?
A- Any service you have completed as a club or district leader that has not been
applied toward an award can be used to fulfill your next education award in the
current program or Pathways (including club leadership, district leadership, club
sponsor, club mentor, club coach, Youth Leadership Program and Speechcraft).
#669: DTM requirements, leadership roles, transition period, time limit, award
application
Q- Does a member have the full 2-year transition period to decide if they want to apply
credit for completing a DTM requirement to either Pathways or the traditional Education
program. For example if a member leads a Speechcraft program can they wait till a year
from now to apply that credit to Pathways or the traditional education program or is
there a time limit?
A- All credit in the traditional program must be applied prior to the end of the 2-year
transition period. As long as a member applies for the traditional DTM in this time
frame, they can apply any leadership credit not previously applied, regardless of
when it was completed.
Please note that this only applies to existing members at the time Pathways rolls
out. Members who join after the Pathways rollout are only eligible for Pathways
awards.
#267: High Performance Leadership in Pathways
Q- Is HPL already completely still credited towards the DTM requirement in Pathways?
A- Members are not required to complete High Performance Leadership to achieve
the DTM award in Pathways.
#334: Pathways design, projects in Pathways
Q- This is more of a confirming clarification - instead of having separate speaking and
leadership tracks, are leadership roles now counted instead towards DTM?
A- Leadership and communication are combined in Pathways. Projects that focus
on leadership include at least one speech, and many projects focused on
communication include leadership opportunities. The leadership requirements for
DTM remain the same.

322: Distinguished Toastmaster Requirements in Pathways
Q- The current DTM program seems to have many more speeches required to achieve
DTM status than Pathways. What's the thinking behind this?
A- In the traditional program, each project equals a single speech. Pathways is
designed in a different way. Many projects in Pathways require work outside the
club, which may include journaling, attending events, planning and implementing
an event, writing several blog posts, or giving speeches among other things.
Often, the speech presented in the club is the culmination of many tasks. Most of
the projects at Levels 4 and 5 require multiple speeches before they are
complete. Though the speech requirements may vary by path, the requirements
for DTM are comparable in Pathways to the traditional program. Please review
the project descriptions on Base Camp to see the complete requirements for
each project.
#174: Distinguished Toastmaster Project
Q- What are the requirements/guidelines for DTM project?
A- The Distinguished Toastmaster project gives you an opportunity to design and
fulfill a multifaceted project on your way to achieving your Distinguished
Toastmaster award.
You will plan and complete a project that benefits an organization. You may
choose to revisit any previous Toastmasters Pathways project that contains
information to help you complete your project. Develop a team and design a plan.
Deliver a 5- to 7-minute speech at a club meeting to share your plan. Organize
the project and lead your team to complete it. Ask members of your team, the
organization, and a peer to complete a 360° evaluation of your leadership skills.
Deliver an 8- to 10-minute speech at a club meeting to review your project, its
outcomes, benefits, and the lessons you learned.
#175: Distinguished Toastmaster project
Q- Can a member start doing the DTM project along the way doing their 2 Paths? Or
they need to complete 2 Paths before can do DTM project?
B- Members can begin working toward DTM requirements at any time. The
Distinguished Toastmaster project will be automatically generated in a member’s
Suggested Education box on Base Camp.
#602: Volunteer requirements, tracking progress on Base Camp
How will the extra requirements to achieve a DTM under the Pathways program be
integrated into Basecamp? In other words, will the DTM project and the other activities
needed to achieve a "Pathways DTM" be available as tasks and tracked in Basecamp?

A- These requirements are not currently tracked on Base Camp.
#895: Distinguished Toastmaster award, DTM, recognition
Q- I want to make sure I understand, there are really 3 projects to completing the DTM:

one for each path and the DTM project?
A- To achieve distinguished toastmasters in Pathways, members must complete
two full paths and the Distinguished Toastmaster project, in addition to leadership
and volunteer requirements. For more information and the full list of leadership
and volunteer requirements, please the Distinguished Toastmaster topic in the
Master Q&A log.
#999: Transition period, club leadership, volunteerism, credit
Q- I'm in District 11, since the traditional program will still be available until June 30th of
2020, what will happen if any member starts as a club officer in 2019..Do they still
receive credit from the traditional program or does it carry over to Pathways?
A- DCP: If the Pathways rollout remains on schedule and the last phase rolls out in
May 2018, then the final day to submit traditional education program awards for
Distinguished Club Program credit will be June 30, 2020, the end of the 20192020 Toastmasters program year. Beginning July 1, 2020, the education goals in
the Distinguished Club Program will be revised to recognize Pathways
achievements only.
Award Credits: If the Pathways rollout remains on schedule and the last phase
rolls out in May 2018, then the final day to submit an application for a traditional
education program award will be June 30, 2020, the end of the 2019-2020
Toastmasters program year.
Members who serve as a club or district leaders or as club coach through June
30, 2020, may receive an exception to use this as credit toward a traditional
education program award that is also submitted on June 30, 2020. The role must
be the final requirement for the award to receive recognition and these
exceptions will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Please be aware that
members who use the role to complete an award such as ALB or ALS in the
traditional program will not be able to transfer the work to an award in Pathways.
Members who are seeking a DTM, but are unable to complete all requirements
by June 30, 2020 may be better served by applying their club and district
leadership roles to a Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways. Please
contact Educationawards@toastmasters.org with any questions about your best
course of action

#1009: Distinguished Toastmaster in Pathways, DTM requirements
Q- To attain a DTM in Pathways, it says members must complete 2 learning paths. Can
they be the same learning path?
A- No, Members must complete 2 unique learning paths in Pathways to complete
that portion of their education requirement for their DTM.
#1011: DTM, Distinguished Toastmaster award, recognition
Q- In Traditional Program when a member gets DTM they get a DTM Plaque, will it be
the same in Pathways ?
A- Yes. Members who achieve their Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways
will receive a DTM plaque.
#1054: Distinguished Toastmaster project, DTM project
Q- Thomas Colling When does a member get access to the Distinguished Toastmaster
project and where will this be visible in Basecamp?
A- Once members complete Level 3 of their second path in Pathways, they will
need to email educationawards@toastmasters.org and the project will be added
to their transcript.
#1076: Transition period, DTM award, volunteer credit
Q- The transition period is supposed to end two years after Pathways rolls out in the last
region(s). Currently, the final roll-out is scheduled for May 15th, 2018. That would put
May 15th, 2020 as the end of the transition period. Will members serving in district
officer roles or as club coaches for the 2019-20 Toastmaster year be able to apply their
work towards a DTM in the traditional program since the year ends after May 15th,
2020? Will the actual transition period extend through June 30th, 2020?
B- DCP: If the Pathways rollout remains on schedule and the last phase rolls out in
May 2018, then the final day to submit traditional education program awards for
Distinguished Club Program credit will be June 30, 2020, the end of the 20192020 Toastmasters program year. Beginning July 1, 2020, the education goals in
the Distinguished Club Program will be revised to recognize Pathways
achievements only.
Award Credits: If the Pathways rollout remains on schedule and the last phase
rolls out in May 2018, then the final day to submit an application for a traditional
education program award will be June 30, 2020, the end of the 2019-2020
Toastmasters program year.

Members who serve as a club or district leaders or as club coach through June
30, 2020, may receive an exception to use this as credit toward a traditional
education program award that is also submitted on June 30, 2020. The role must
be the final requirement for the award to receive recognition and these
exceptions will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Please be aware that
members who use the role to complete an award such as ALB or ALS in the
traditional program will not be able to transfer the work to an award in Pathways.
Members who are seeking a DTM, but are unable to complete all requirements
by June 30, 2020 may be better served by applying their club and district
leadership roles to a Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways. Please
contact Educationawards@toastmasters.org with any questions about your best
course of action
#1084: Distinguished Toastmasters, DTM
Q- How does an individual submit and track their DTM requirements in base camp such
as club leadership, district leadership...
A- There is no set place for tracking club or district leadership on Base Camp.
The process for tracking leadership roles remains the same as in the traditional
program. World Headquarters will have a record of all leadership roles
completed. All awards will be submitted through Club Central, just as they are
today.
If members would like to track leadership roles on Base Camp, they are welcome
to use the summary fields in their Base Camp profile to do so. However, this is
not required.

Education Credentials/Recognition
Overview:
•
•
•
•
•

Members in Pathways receive recognition at the completion of each Level
Certificates are available at the completion of every level
Members can print their own certificates from Base Camp or Base Camp
managers can print them
At the completion of Level 5 in any path, members may request a printed
certificate from World Headquarters
When a member completes a path, they are considered Path Name: Proficient
(ie: Dynamic Leadership: Proficient)

•
•

Badges will reflect the level a member has completed on their current path
unless they have achieved their DTM award
Members who have achieved DTM will always be listed with DTM as their
credential

#249: Pathways recognition
Q- After the presentation, few members asked regarding the recognition in pathways.
Currently when a member finishes p1-p10 we recognize him as a Competent
Communicator, ACB etc. Before we call him to the stage we mention them as
Competent Communicator, ACB, ALB, etc etc. In Pathways we understand that we get
recognitions after each levels, after paths. Would there be any titles like in the previous
program so that we can mention their titles before calling their names during the
meeting?
A- In Pathways, the recognition that appears with a member’s name is the most
recent path and level they completed. Please note that only one credential
appears next to a member’s name at any time. It will be for the most recently
completed level of a path.
For example, Yolanda Gonzalez is working on the Presentation Mastery and
Effective Coaching paths. When she completes Level 2 of Effective Coaching,
her credentials display as EC2. Soon after, she finishes Level 3 of Presentation
Mastery. Her credentials then update to PM3. In club meetings, she could be
introduced as Yolanda Gonzalez, PM3.
When a member completes a path, they also earn the Proficient designation. For
example, when Yolanda completes the Effective Coaching path, she is
considered Proficient in Effective Coaching and could be introduced as Yolanda
Gonzalez, Effective Coaching Proficient.
The exception to this is the DTM award. After a member earns a DTM, that
credential always displays next to their name.
#178: Awards in Pathways
Q- Are there plans to produce ribbons for completion of Pathways Levels/Paths?
Members appreciate receiving ribbons for completing speeches and it would be nice to
carry this forward in Pathways.
A- Yes. Ribbons for Pathways achievements are currently available on the
Toastmasters.org website.

#99: Recognition in Pathways
Q- Under Pathways, what awards will there be for mid-track members, similar to ACS,
ALB? “I’m working on a path” seems too broad/generic/boring.
A- In Pathways, members will earn recognition sooner and more often than in the
current program. Certificates of Recognition and digital badges are awarded
upon the completion of each level. Pathways provides recognition much earlier in
a member’s journey and includes recognition at several key points throughout
that journey.
#223: Pathways recognition, name badges, credentials, achievement
Q- For pathway title recognition, the latest achievement of level will be reflected next to
their name for example James, EC3; Can you explain the title for completion of level 5
and what would the title of a person that has complete all 10 paths and yet to achieve
DTM be?
A- The recognition that appears with a member’s name is the most recent path and
level they completed. When a member completes all 10 paths but has not yet
achieved DTM, the recognition with their name is Level 5 of the path they most
recently finished. For example, if Suzanne completed all 10 paths and the most
recent path was Presentation Mastery, her credential will read: Suzanne Mallory,
PM5.
When a member completes a path, they also earn the Proficient designation. For
example, when Yolanda completes the Effective Coaching path, she is
considered Proficient in Effective Coaching. A member who has completed all 10
paths would have this designation in each path.
#236: Recognition in Pathways, continued use of titles from traditional program
Q- For those who haven’t completed DTM but hold the ACB, ACG, CL etc titles, will
their titles still be recognized in club meeting paper agendas once the current education
program is phased out? If yes, what happens if the person who has ACB or ALB and
achieved Level 1 or 2 in Pathways, how will they be acknowledged as a toastmasters?
A- Individual clubs may choose to continue listing awards from the traditional
program in club meeting agendas. In Pathways, members receive one credential
next to their name for each level they complete. For example, Suzanne Mallory,
PM3. This credential is updated each time a member completes a level on a
path. For example, when Suzanne completes Level 4 of Presentation Mastery,
her credential will update to: Suzanne Mallory, PM4.

#663: Recognition in Pathways, certificates, level complete, mail certificates,
printed certificates
Q- When a member has completed the Path - will Toastmasters International also give
free Certificate as a hard copy like what was provided in the traditional program?
A- After the completion of Level 5 in any path, members may request a printed
certificate from World Headquarters. This will be mailed to you at no charge.
At the completion of all levels, members and Base Camp managers can selfprint certificates from Base Camp.
#705: Certificates in transcript, certificate retention, printing certificates
Q- How long will the completion certificates (for level completion, path completion, etc)
be stored in the system so that members can access and reprint if wanted?
A- Level and path completion certificates will be stored in a member’s transcript
indefinitely and can be reprinted at any time.
The only time a member’s certificates may be removed from their transcript is if
they purchase a second instance of the same path. When a member completes a
path, if they choose to purchase a second instance of the same path, the
completed path will be removed from their transcript. Because the certificates are
associated with the path, these will be removed as well. Members purchasing a
second instance of the same path are encouraged to print or save all certificates
ahead of time.
#695: Recognition in Pathways, level completion certificates, employer letters
Q- Could you share some examples of Pathways level and path completion certificates
and an example of the letter that is sent the employer?
A- To see an example of a completion certificate awarded on Base Camp, please
view the Accessing Certificates tutorial or tutorial quick reference guide.
If you would like to see an example of the employer letters, please email
educationawards@toastmasters.org.
#717: Wall chart, educational achievements, tracking achievements
Q- Will there be a wall chart available to track Pathways educational achievements,
similar to Item 306 (Wall Chart Set) that is currently available to track the CC, CL, and
AC project achievements?
A- There are currently no plans to produce Pathways wall charts.

#793: Member achievement record, tracking achievements in Pathways
Q- Will Can you advise if the Member Achievement Record will be updated to include Levels or
will there be an additional one dedicated specifically to Pathways?

A- There are no plans to update the existing Member Achievement Record for
Pathways.
After Pathways rolls out in your region, you will be able to view Level completions
on the Education Award History on your online Toastmasters profile. VPEs will
also be able to track member education on Base Camp.
#895: Distinguished Toastmaster award, DTM, recognition
Q- I want to make sure I understand, there are really 3 projects to completing the DTM:
one for each path and the DTM project?
B- To achieve distinguished toastmasters in Pathways, members must complete
two full paths and the Distinguished Toastmaster project, in addition to leadership
and volunteer requirements. For more information and the full list of leadership
and volunteer requirements, please the Distinguished Toastmaster topic in the
Master Q&A log.
#948: Recognition, certificates
Q- Will you get printed certificates sent to you from WHQ if you are completing the
levels via a printed path?
A- Members working in printed materials will receive a fillable PDF certificate. This
certificate can be access on Base Camp by any Base Camp manager, or by the
member, should they decide to log in to Base Camp.
For more information about accessing these certificates, please view the Base
Camp manager tutorial titled Printing Certificates (Paths in Print).
All members can request a printed certificate from World Headquarters after
completing Level 5 in any path.
#1004: Meeting roles, credit, recognition
Q- Meeting roles: Can a member sign up for Pathways, and start to perform meeting
roles while at Level 1, and subsequently apply them to later levels (e.g. Level 3) ? Will
the VP Ed need to pre-validate these roles to ensure they meet the Pathways path
criteria down the road?
A- Yes, Meeting roles can be fulfilled at any time. Members are encouraged to
complete required meeting roles as soon as possible after beginning their path.

This will ensure that they have fulfilled the roles required to progress past Level
3.
VPEs are responsible for confirming that a meeting role has been completed.
Members can track their latest meeting role on Base Camp in their member
profile to make this easier for a VPE to confirm.
#1035: Recognition, awards
Q- What are the new awards people get ? What letters would replace CC, CL, etc
A- In Pathways, members receive one credential next to their name for each level
they complete. For example, Suzanne Mallory, PM3. This credential is updated
each time a member completes a level on a path. For example, when Suzanne
completes Level 4 of Presentation Mastery, her credential will update to:
Suzanne Mallory, PM4. Members who have achieved their DTM award will
always have the DTM designation.
#1080: Credit, meeting roles
Q- Pathways rolls out on March 20. Can a member get credit for roles he completed
before Pathways rolled out? i.e They were an evaluator on 1 March. Can they log this
as complete on 20 March after accessing Base Camp?
A- Members must serve as Toastmaster, Table Topicsmaster, and evaluator before
advancing to Level 3. These meeting roles can be completed at any time after
beginning your path but must be completed while working in Level 1, 2, or 3 of
your path. Meeting roles completed before the Pathways rollout cannot be
applied to your Path.
#1083: Recognition, Toastmasters website
Q- Our member profile on Toastmasters.org allows us to see details on our educational
awards. We can filter awards by program, club, dates. We can drill into awards and see
details, for example each speech title and date for speeches in a CC manual. What will
we see here from the Pathways educational program?
A- The member profile on Club Central will display each Level a member has
completed in each of their paths, along with the date and club in which they
completed the level.
Project-specific information will be visible on Base Camp to the member and the
Base Camp manager.

#1097: District leadership roles, recognition, transition
Q- If a member starts to be an area/division/district officer in July 2019, will s/he get the
point for ALS? If not, can Toastmasters delay the final date for transition period a little?
This way, those district officers can apply for the point for ALS
A- If the Pathways rollout remains on schedule and the last phase rolls out in May
2018, then the final day to submit an application for a traditional education
program award will be June 30, 2020, the end of the 2019-2020 Toastmasters
program year.
Members who serve as a club or district leaders or as club coach through June
30, 2020, may receive an exception to use this as credit toward a traditional
education program award that is also submitted on June 30, 2020. The role must
be the final requirement for the award to receive recognition and these
exceptions will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Please be aware that
members who use the role to complete an award such as ALB or ALS in the
traditional program will not be able to transfer the work to an award in Pathways.
Members who are seeking a DTM, but are unable to complete all requirements
by June 30, 2020 may be better served by applying their club and district
leadership roles to a Distinguished Toastmaster award in Pathways. Please
contact Educationawards@toastmasters.org with any questions about your best
course of action.
#1099: Recognition, traditional program
Q- Some members are very attached to their existing recognition, eg. CC, CL, ALB,
ACB .... and hate to lose them. I understand that in Pathways, the recognition that
appears with a member’s name is the most recent path and level they completed. On
club level, can we use combined traditional/pathway recognition as in the example of
Triple Crown Award? John Smith, CC, ALB, LEADEV1? at least during the 2-year
transition period?
A- Introductions at the club level are at the discretion of the club. Clubs who wish to
use traditional awards are welcome to do so. World Headquarters will make use
of the Pathways level. However, all awards will remain a part of each member’s
profile. Any member who has achieved the Distinguished Toastmaster award will
always have the designation DTM, regardless of program under which it was
earned.
Mentor:
Overview:
•

The Toastmasters Pathways Mentor Program is designed to build mentoring skill

•
•
•

Clubs are welcome to continue their current mentoring programs after Pathways
rolls out
The Toastmasters Mentoring Program is elective
Projects in the Toastmasters Mentoring Program must be completed in order

#98: Supporting existing members, encouraging members to join Pathways
Q- Level 1 is the same for all Paths. What can we do to encourage long time members
who have NOT been making progress towards DTM under the existing program to be
trailblazers under the new program? This will engage existing members with significant
Mentoring experience in the Pathways program, and they can then help with the shared
Level that ALL new members face. I’m thinking badge/pin/award for members with more
than CC behind their name who complete Level 1 or 2 within 6-12 months after rollout.
Also will serve to improve retention of members who otherwise might just slip away.
A- Experienced members are an asset in any club. Pathways is an excellent
opportunity for them to enjoy new materials and continue practicing their public
speaking and leadership skills. Encouraging those members to participate in
Pathways with the goal of identifying them as mentors for others is an excellent
idea. For those members who are not interested in pursuing their DTM, but do
enjoy mentoring others, encourage them to participate in the Pathways Mentor
Program that begins after the completion of Level 2 and includes a certification
when it is complete. Members who complete the Pathways Mentor Program
receive a certificate and a badge on Base Camp. Once they complete their first
full path, they are identified as mentors in their profile on Base Camp.
#135: Description of Pathways Mentor Program
Q- What is the difference between the "Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring", which
is required in Level 2 and the "Pathways Mentor Program" that you can launch after
Level 2? At the 3/24 seminar I heard a lot about the Pathways Mentor Program but
nothing about the required project in Level 2. I was helping out at a spring contest on
3/24 so I had to listen to the recording.
A- All members complete the “Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring” project at
Level 2 because it introduces the value of mentorship and the importance of the
Toastmasters mentor and protégé. After a member completes Level 2, they can
enroll in the Pathways Mentor Program. The program is designed for members
who have an interest in mentoring. It includes many topics, such understanding
your role as mentor, assessing your own readiness to take on the role,
completing a six-month mentorship of a protégé.

#136: Mentors in clubs starting Pathways, choosing mentors
Q- Who ideally should mentor new members in a Club once Pathways is in full swing
and a number of members have completed Levels 1 and 2? Would the Introduction to
Toastmasters Mentoring project be adequate?
A- While it is encouraged that members complete the Pathways Mentor Program
before mentoring another member in Pathways, this will not be possible right
away, as members need time to complete the program. Club officers should
determine the qualifications of serving as a mentor in their club, especially
directly after Pathways launches in the district.
#164: Starting the Toastmasters Mentor program
Q- How do we get started in the Mentoring project/training? I have completed Level 2,
but can't seem to find the material, other than a short project description. Addition: I did
finally find it, after watching the tutorial. Suggestion: could you make it "findable" in the
search box after the member has completed L2?
A- After you complete Level 2, the Pathways Mentor Program will be available in the
Suggested Education box in the lower right corner of your Base Camp home
page. To add the Pathways Mentor Program to your Education Transcript, select
the item in the Suggested Education box, then select Request. You can also
access the mentoring program after you complete Level 2 by using the Base
Camp search bar.
#436: Terms and glossary in Pathways
Q- I would like to see a glossary of terms available. For example, in the assessment,
two of the choices were "coaching" and "mentoring." I'm not clear on the difference.
Where can I go to find out what Toastmasters means by those terms?
A- There is a glossary of Base Camp terms available to all members on the
Tutorials and Resources page on Base Camp.
At this time, the glossary does not include Pathways terms like coaching and
mentoring. However, we will share this feedback with the Pathways team.
The “Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring” project required at Level 2 in all
paths defines the difference between coaching and mentoring. Toastmasters
defines coaching as working with a protégé on a short-term goal. Coaches may
take more responsibility for managing the steps of meeting goals. Mentoring is
defined as supporting a protégé while they accomplish longer term goals on their
own. Mentors will guide and support, but tasks are managed by the protégé.

#129: Club mentor, personal mentor
Q- If someone is mentoring a Club member who has completed two speeches on their
CC manual, and they switch over to Pathways, does the mentor get CL or ACG credit
for mentoring the new member for their first three speeches if two are in the legacy
program and one is in Pathways?
B- Yes. A mentor receives CL or ACG credit for mentoring a new member through
three speeches, regardless of whether those speeches are in the current
education program, in Pathways, or a combination of the two.

#378: Accessing Toastmasters Mentor Program
Q- I recently completed my Level 2 assignments & was invited to follow the TM
Mentoring program. But I cannot get access to the Advanced Mentoring project, even
though I know that it involves a 6-month elapsed timescale. In my professional training
business & in my TM career, I always believe that participants should be given the
opportunity to check out well in advance what is required so they can begin planning.
The more informed a participant is, the more likely that they will learn most from the
program. Can WHQ please facilitate access to the whole Mentoring program at the time
of commencement?
A- The full assignment for the “Advanced Mentoring” project is available in the
project description on Base Camp. Like the levels in the paths, members must
complete the projects in order. In the Pathways Mentor Program, the “Mentoring”
project that precedes the “Advanced Mentoring” project requires a short-term
(maximum of three months) mentoring commitment. Protégés are assigned at
the discretion of the VPE or other officer responsible for the mentor program in
the club. The “Advanced Mentoring” project is not available until the prerequisite
projects have been completed.
#379: Time requirement to complete Toastmasters Mentor Program
Q- If TI’s aim is to encourage more TMs to enhance their mentoring skills (which I
strongly support), perhaps we need to find a more efficient and timely way for TMs to
complete their TM Mentoring program? If not, the result may be very few TMs pursuing
the program.
A- It is the view of Toastmasters International that learning to mentor requires time
and practice. The Pathways Mentor Program is designed around the principle
that sustained engagement and feedback will serve protégés and the
organization best over time.

#747: Completing Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring in each path
Q- Two questions on Mentoring: One of the projects for Level 2 on each Path is
"Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring." Having completed our first Path, do we have
to do the "Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring" project again when doing a second
or third Path? or do we get a credit for having done it in our first Path?
If we choose to complete the Pathways Mentor Program and become a Pathways
Mentor after completing our first Path, will we have to do the "Introduction to
Toastmasters Mentoring" project again when we do a second Path?
A- Members can apply credit for one project, to one path only. Each time a member
works in a new path, whether it’s their second or tenth path, they will complete
the Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring project again. This is true whether or
not the member has completed the Pathways Mentor Program.
Projects that repeat across paths, such as Level 1 projects and the Level 2
project, “Introduction to Toastmasters Mentoring,” give even the most
experienced members an opportunity to evaluate their current skill level and
continue building critical skills. Experienced mentors who have completed the
Pathways Mentor Program will benefit from revisiting the purpose of mentoring
and sharing how mentoring has benefitted them and the members they mentor.
#577: DCP credit for Toastmasters Mentor Program
Q- Will clubs receive DCP credit if a member completes the Pathways Mentor program?
A- No. The mentor program does not offer DCP credit at this time.
#729: What is the Pathways Mentor Program and does the Mentor Program count
toward DTM credit?
Q- Our Chief Ambassador talks about the Pathways Mentor Program as being something
separate from other paths. He says it sits alongside the other paths.
He also says that to complete a DTM, you have to complete two paths, but mentoring is in
addition to that. Is he right? I thought it was just one of the pathways and you could count it as
one of your two going towards your DTM.

A- The Pathways Mentor Program is separate from the 10 paths and does not count
as one of your paths toward DTM.
All members are eligible to complete the Pathways Mentor program after
completing Level 2 of their first path. Once Level 2 is marked complete, the
Pathways Mentor program will become available to members on Base Camp free
of charge.

#727: Remote mentoring, mentoring from another district or country, mentoring
online
Q- Could a Toastmaster coach, mentor or sponsor a club that is remote from the Toastmaster,
e.g. in another town, district or, even, country?
Supplementary question: could a Toastmaster mentor someone outside a club the original
Toastmaster belongs to? Again, even overseas.

A- Individual mentorship can be done remote if this is approved by the VPEs of both
the mentor and protégé’s clubs and works well for both. There are no in-person
requirements associated with the Pathways Mentor Program projects, though
time commitments and live conversations are required. They do not have to be in
person.
Please direct questions regarding club coaching and club mentoring to the
District Services team at districts@toastmasters.org.
#906: Mentors, club mentor, club culture
Q- Our club's mentor program is based on who has completed what manuals/projects.
After the 1st 3 speeches, a person can choose to be mentored by someone who has
done the project they're currently working on. How is the Pathways mentorship program
structured?
A- Please see the tutorials and resources available on Base Camp that cover the
Pathways Mentor program.
#908: Mentor, club mentor, club coach
Q- For the role of Club Mentor, is there any change to the role within Pathways?
Traditionally, the member serves for six months, but there is no other "measurable"
requirement to complete the role. On the other hand, the role of Club Coach in the
traditional program has a measurement requirement of helping the club obtain
Distinguished Club status. Sometimes getting a club re-tooled or rebuilt can take 2
years (and in some instances a Club Coach may need to serve a third year). Is the
measurement still in place for the Club Coach within the Pathways program? Has the
measurement been modified or changed in some way?
A- Club mentor programs are established by the club and are only impacted by
Pathways if the club decides to change their program.
Club coach is not an education program and is thus not affect by Pathways.
#908A: Mentor, Pathways mentor
Q- Can Pathways Mentors have a limits to the number of people that they mentor?

A- Limitations around the number of members each individual can mentor should be
established by your club. Clubs are welcome to use the Toastmasters Pathways
Mentor Program in addition to any mentoring they currently have in place. This is
at the discretion of each club.
#1003: Mentors, mentor program, evaluator
Q- When a new club charters, 17 of the clubs members are brand new to Toastmasters.
How do these newly chartered clubs handle mentoring (for the club members) if you
have to complete 2 levels first?
Q- Mentoring: How can traditional program mentors mentor members who are starting
in Pathways? Even if they themselves have not yet started in Pathways and may not do
so for a while while completing their awards in the traditional program?
Q- As pathways will be new to everyone in our region after the roll out, who will be the
evaluator? Who will be available as a mentor as there will be no one who has
completed pathways mentorship program
A- Mentoring of individuals in a club is at the discretion of the club and club policy.
Clubs with an established mentoring program are welcome and encouraged to
continue as they have while also supporting members in completing the
Pathways Mentor Program. New clubs are at their discretion to design a
mentoring plan or program that is effective for their members. Though everyone
is new to Toastmasters and Pathways, there may be members who are excellent
mentors with experience mentoring others outside Toastmasters who could step
into that role quickly. A new club may also want to take a collaborative approach
and work together to support each other as they learn Pathways.

Speech evaluations can be completed by anyone in the club based on the policy
of each club. Because the focus of the speech evaluation is evaluating a speech
and not the content of the Pathways project, members who are new to Pathways
can still effectively evaluate a Pathways speech.
#1069: Mentor, Pathways Mentor Program
Q- My question is regarding mentoring in pathways. 1.Will the members who have
completed Pathways Mentor program in path eligible to Mentor members in different
path? 2.Will the members who have completed higher Level in one path in path eligible
to Mentor members in lower levels in different path or is there any other requirement?
A- Members who are working in, or have completed a path, are welcome to mentor
a member working in a different path, regardless of level.

Having mentors who have completed a full path will not be possible as soon as
Pathways rolls out, as members will need time to complete projects and levels.
Club officers should determine the qualifications of serving as a mentor in their
club, especially directly after Pathways launches in the region.
For more information on mentoring, please see the mentor section in the Master
Q & A Log and review the Pathways Mentor Program world headquarters
webinar.
#1106: Pathways Mentor Program
Q- Is being designated as a Pathways Mentor part of requirements or qualifications of
any club leader or district leader during the transition period or in the future?
A- No. The Toastmasters Mentoring Program is elective and is not designed to
change the requirements for becoming a club or district leader.
Additionally, this program is not designed to replace mentoring that may already
be taking place in your club. Clubs are at their discretion to set requirements for
mentors and are welcome to continue their current mentoring programs after
Pathways rolls out.

Accessible Pathways
#103 & 757: Accessible materials, visually impaired, hearing impaired,
Q- What provisions does the new Pathways Program provide for visually impaired or
hearing impaired?
What is the target date on the paths for the visually impaired?
A- While Pathways does not currently include accessible educational materials, a
solution is being developed in partnership with members.
Timing at the moment is still quite fluid. However, these materials will not be ready
before the launch in the last region.

Prison Clubs
#875: Prison clubs, internet access
Q- Good day. One of the clubs in our area is located in a federal prison and I'm still
waiting to get a response to make a club visit. What can be suggested to the clubs like
this with restricted access to the online materials of Pathways?
A- Members are not required to access the internet in order to complete education
in Pathways. Members of prison clubs may want to complete their education in

printed materials. Paths in printed materials can be selected by a club officer on
the member’s behalf.
Additionally, clubs in which all members have extremely limited to no internet
access may request to be designated as a print only club. Members in print only
clubs will not have any access to Base Camp. For more information about printonly clubs, please contact World Headquarters

Pathways Guides
Overview:
•
•
•

•
•

This section contains answers specific to Pathways Guides
Pathways Guides get credit toward district leadership for their DTM award (ALS)
To receive credit, Guides must attend the Welcome Webinar, complete visits at a
minimum of 8 clubs and hold a minimum of 15 virtual support sessions for the
VPEs of their assigned clubs
Attendance at WHQ virtual support sessions is not required
Pathways Guides will have access to Base Camp, but will not be able to select
their paths until Pathways rolls out in their regions

# 456: Starting Pathways before launch
Why can't guides and ambassadors start their pathways now to be prepared to answer
questions
A- Please be aware that you can access everything but your path on Base Camp.
All project descriptions are available to you along with tutorials for Base Camp
and how the paths and projects work. You can also review the entire online Ice
Breaker project at Toastmasters.org/pathways.
# 457: Starting Pathways before launch
Why can't the pathways guides have access to club Base Camp Manager Dashboards
to help new users understand the process and help to solve the problems?
A- Base Camp manager access is only available to Base Camp managers. You can
access all of the Tutorial Quick Reference Guides that show the dashboards and
the steps for reaching them. You can also view a webinar that shows how the
dashboards work by accessing the topic in the WHQ Webinar Topics and
Recordings section at the end of this document.
#259: Pathways rollout statistics
Q- Can WHQ please supply to Pathways Guides (weekly or monthly?) the number of
EACH Path ordered by members of each of their Clubs - this will help Guides to monitor
AND mentor their Clubs

A- Because there are many members serving as Pathways Guides at this time, we
are unable to provide club-specific statistics. However, the vice president
education, president, and secretary can tell you which paths club members have
selected. They can find this information in the Member Progress reports on the
Base Camp manager page. The Recently Selected Paths report will show the
paths members have selected in the past month.
# 400: Pathways Guide access to Base Camp manager material on Base Camp
Q- Once Pathways launches in our region, will the Pathways Guides have the same
access as the VPE to the Base Camp duties and documents for training purposes.
A- The Pathways Guides will not have access to Base Camp as a Base Camp

Manager unless they are currently in a vice president education, president, or
secretary role in a club. The Base Camp Manager Quick Reference Guides have
been made available as resources and reference materials for Pathways Guides
to use. These documents are available in the Pathways Guide Tasks curriculum
on Base Camp under “Read Other Resources.”
#61: Communication between WHQ and members, incorrect email addresses
Q- Does WHQ receive failed email notifications that can be sent to Guides to forward to
the VPEs? It's critical to communicate with all members to check their profile on TMI
and verify correct email address because so much communication is via email
A- You are correct. It is vital to confirm member emails. World Headquarters cannot
release email addresses or information related to email responses due to privacy
concerns, however this is an excellent point to bring up with VPEs during your
club visits.
All members need to be reminded to confirm the accuracy of their email
addresses listed with World Headquarters and their Toastmasters account to be
sure they receive all the information they need.
#105: Pathways user statistics
Q- Is it possible for Pathways Guides to get a progress report on the clubs we help? It'd
be helpful to know how many members in our clubs have selected a Path, launched a
project, completed a level, etc. We get feedback from club officers that "we're working
Pathways!", but for a club, "it's going great!" may mean only 2-3 people have selected
paths. I'd like progress information to know how to target my follow-up for clubs that
need more help.
A- Unfortunately, we are unable to provide this information. If you would like detailed
progress reports from your assigned clubs, please ask your VPEs if they are
willing to share information with you. To ensure you receive information that is

most helpful to you in your role, send VPEs a list of everything you want to
review.
#Q: Feedback for Pathways Guides
Q- Should Pathways Guides submit their feedback via the question log on Base Camp?
A- We greatly value your feedback regarding Pathways and Base Camp, yet we
prefer to keep the question log focused on addressing questions you receive
from ambassadors and VPEs. Please email your feedback to:
educationprogram@toastmasters.org
We review all feedback and take your recommendations into consideration.
#295: Pathways Guides term
Q- When does the term end for the current Pathways Guides?
A- Pathways Guides serve a term of six months. Each region will have a different
end date, depending on when their term began.
#N: Pathways Guide materials and requirements
Q- Can I take the Pathways Guide Quiz more than once if I do not get 100% the first
time?
A- Yes
# 576: Pathways Guide Tasks, transcript, completed folder
Hello, all my pathways guide tasks and materials have disappeared from my transcript
page. Please help me get these tasks and materials back. Thank you.
A- Your Pathways Guides curriculum will move to your complete page on Base
Camp once everything is marked complete. To access your curriculum, click the
arrow next to Active at the top of your transcript and navigate to the completed
page.
# 585: Working in transcript, managing learning on Base Camp
I have completed 90% of the training, is the remaining 10% taking the quiz, and or
attending the virtual meetings?
A- Your Pathways Guides tasks curriculum will be marked 100% complete when
you have marked complete all items in the curriculum, including the quiz. While
holding and documenting your virtual support sessions is required for your role
as a Pathways Guide, these will not affect the completion status of your
curriculum.

#753: Marking projects complete on Base Camp
Q- I have visited six of the eight clubs assigned to me, and I will be bringing copies of
the marketing flyers, and also the DTM Pathways information to the last two clubs; or
send it in advance; - if I email the clubs that I already visisted copies of this material,
can I mark complete for these items under "Other Resources?" Also, since Pathways
has already rolled out for my clubs, should I send the Ice Breaker request form to the
two clubs (that I still have to visit) prior to my visit; and or do I have to finish the ice
breaker project and use the request form myself, as part of my tasks as a Pathways
Guide?
A- Pathways Guides are not required to use the Ice Breaker completion request
form. This was provided to you as a resource to share with clubs and members,
as needed. Clubs that do not have members completing the Pathways Ice
Breaker before launch will not need this form.
The documents available in the Read Other Resources section of your Pathways
Guides curriculum are available for you to view, use, and mark complete at your
discretion. You do not need to wait until you have distributed these resources to
mark them complete.
The only exception to this is the Pathways Guide Completion Document, which
should not be marked complete until you have completed all requirements as
outlined in this document.
#877: Communicate with other Pathways Guides, VSS, virtual support
Q- The documentation for the pathways guide is excellent. I am hosting conference
calls to go over the material with all the assigned VPEs at once. One of the missing
pieces would be to hear from a guide that has started Pathways in their region. Is there
a way I could contact a guide in a region that has already been rolled over to talk to my
clubs? I could expand the visit to include multiple pathways guides in region 1 to make it
worth their time. They would have a 30 minute discussion with my VPEs. How would I
find such as contact?
A- If you would like to connect with a Pathways Guide in a region that has rolled out,
we recommend that you email the district and ask for this information.
#880: Choose a path, Pathways Guide
Q- What specific online steps (through Base Camp, or otherwise) constitute formally
registering to choose a specific path in the new pathways program? Trying to find out
what is that online trigger, so that a pathway guide who wants to follow traditional
program for their own educational goal, can fearlessly navigate/choose path/change

path to learn more about each path to be able to see what someone who has chosen a
path would see and thus - be better resource for their questions.
B- If Pathways has not yet rolled out in your region, you can see instructions for
accessing the assessment, selecting a path, and logging in to Base Camp by
viewing the Pathways Start page demonstration available on the Master Q&A
log.
Regardless of whether or not they are choosing to complete education in the
traditional program, all Pathways guides should select their path as soon as
Pathways rolls out in their region. As the expert on Pathways, this will equip you
to best assist members who have questions about their path.
Please note that selecting your path, accessing Base Camp, and starting your
Pathways education does not prevent you from working in the traditional
program. You may work in both programs simultaneously for the duration of the
transition period.
#907: Pathways Guide materials
Q- Question #305 addresses this in a general manner; however, for how long will PG's
have access to the Master Q&A Log after the last regions go live? What is the proposed
cut-off date for PG access to the Master Q&A Log and Base Camp Manager tutorials?
A- There is currently no set cutoff date for when Pathways Guides will no longer
have access to these materials. We anticipate that you will be able to access
these materials for a decent duration following your term and will ensure that you
have advance notice before this access is removed.
#998: Vice president education, Pathways Guide presentation
Q- I'm from District 92. The list of PG tasks asks us to share the PDF related to base
camp manager duties with the club VPEs during our club visits. It is a 44 page
document - would you recommend that it be printed? Or can we email the PDF to the
VPEs? Most of the clubs will not have time to discuss this PDF during a club visit and it
may help that they go through it and we answer questions during our virtual sessions.
A- The Pathways Guide team recommends that you use the Base Camp Manager
Duties document as a follow-up to your Pathways Guide meeting. You can send
the document as an attachment after your meeting with a club to the VPE and
cover the content in your virtual support sessions. Having the document will help
your VPEs understand their responsibilities and also give you an excellent
starting point for your own virtual support sessions.

#1034: Pathways Guide Base Camp, profile
Q- Is there a problem with the Pathways Guides Base Camp database? Many of out PG
information is no longer accessible in Base Camp.
A- When you log in from the Start Page, be sure you are logging in as a Pathways
Guide. If you are certain you have logged in as a guide and not your regular club,
and the information is not visible, please contact
pathwaysguides@toastmasters.org.
#1113: Pathways Guide VSS fields on Base Camp

Q- District 74 went live yesterday. I now can't seem to edit my VSS sessions or my
profile. What am I missing?
A- Your Pathways Guide fields that show on your profile and can be edited from
your My Account page are only visible to you when you are logged in to Base
Camp as a Pathways Guide.
When you log in as a Pathways Guide, Base Camp sees this as your home club.
If you set another club as your home club, you will not be able to see or edit
these fields until you log back in as a Pathways Guide. Please keep in mind that
you can change your home club and log in as Pathways Guide from the
Pathways start page at any time.
If you have Pathways Guides set as your home club on Base Camp and you are
still unable to see or edit these fields, please email us at
pathwaysguides@toastmasters.org so that we can look into this. Once you have
logged in to Base Camp, you can confirm which club is showing as your home
club by visiting your Profile page. Your club will show beneath your name
Pathways Guide Selection
Overview:
•

Pathways Guides are selected by the district. Most questions related to selection
will need to be directed there

#40: Recommending a member as a Pathways Guide
Q- Someone in one of my clubs is interested in being a Pathways Guide. I told him our
district had no openings but I would check to see if he can serve in a nearby district. Is
this possible?

A- Please have him contact the PQD in the district he is interested in. If that district’s
rollout occurs after the new Toastmaster’s year starts, he should contact the new
PQD who will be appointing Pathways Guides and express his interest in serving.
#869: Base Camp manager access for Pathways Guides
Q- Also, will I, as a Guide, have access to what the VPEs need to do on Base Camp to
help with training?
A- As a Pathways Guide, you have access to all Base Camp manager tutorials.
These can be found on the Tutorials and Resource page when you log in to Base
Camp as a guide.
There is also information in your Pathways Guide tasks curriculum that will assist
you in equipping VPEs and other Base Camp managers for their role. Please see
the Base Camp manager duties document.
Pathways Guide Club Visits
Overview:
•
•
•

Pathways Guides must visit all clubs on their list
Pathways can only rollout in a region when 70% of club visits have been
completed
Club visits are tracked on your profile on Base Camp

#945: Base Camp, member profile, Pathways Guide
Q- I'm not able to upload virtual support sessions since the fields under 'My Account'
have disappeared. Is this just a momentary glitch?
A- Please ensure that you are logged in to Base Camp as a Pathways Guide. If you
log in as a member of your club to work on your personal education, you will not
see these fields.
If you have confirmed that you are logged in as a Pathways Guide and are still
unable to see these fields, please send us an email so that we can troubleshoot.

#91: Adjusting the Pathways Guide PowerPoint presentation for time
Q- Can the PowerPoint Presentation be streamlined to a shorter version to fit one-hour
meetings?
A- Yes, you may shorten the Pathways Learning Experience presentation to focus
on information that is most beneficial to your assigned clubs. With that in mind,
you may tailor the material to the clubs you visit, as long as you maintain central

messaging. When streamlining your presentation, please do not edit or change
the content itself. It is important the same message is consistently shared with
each club.
#191: Pathways Guides presentation attendance requirements
Q- Evidence indicates that attendance at official Pathways Training sessions averages
40-50% of a Club's membership. Does WHQ plan to ask or expect Pathways Guides to
make a 2nd official Training visit to each allocated Club to try to ensure we reach up to
100% of members ??
A- Pathways guides are expected to visit each assigned club only once. After you
conduct your visit, it is the responsibility of the vice president education and other
club officers to ensure club members are ready for Pathways.
#739: Members who are absent during the club presentation
Q- At my Pathways training presentation this morning a club president asked me if there was a
video of the Pathways training (that I just conducted) that he could show to members who had
been absent this morning. Is there anything like that available?

A- There are no videos of the Pathways Guide presentation available. You are
welcome to share the slides from the presentation with the VPE. Once you have
given the presentation at the club, it is the VPEs responsibility to share this
information with members. They may share the slides and the quick start guide,
and can direct members to the videos on the Pathways Overview page.
If you would like to record your own version of your Pathways presentation to
share with VPEs after you have visited their clubs you are welcome to do so.
#199: Working with individual club schedules
Q- What will I do to clubs that are active but postpone their meetings for more than a
month due to key personals workload? They really want to see the Pathways
Presentation and holds their meetings, but they are too busy now and don't have any
meeting for 1.5 months
B- We recommend that you conduct the club visit as soon as the club resumes
meetings.
#200: Working with individual club schedules
Q- What should I do with clubs that hold their meeting in working hours? Like 12:00 14:00. There are quite a number of them. Should I rent a working space in the Evening
or Weekends and invite them?
A- We recommend you visit clubs during regular meeting hours. If this is not
possible, you may invite these members to an evening or weekend meeting.

Before you schedule an alternate meeting, contact club leadership to determine
when most club members will be available to attend. You may need to hold more
than one meeting to ensure all members are adequately prepared.
#209: Managing resistant clubs
Q- I have one club President who refuses to allow me to give a presentation to her club.
She insists that she will attend another clubs training and then deliver the info to her
club. How do I handle this situation?
A- Explain the benefits of the presentation as clearly as possible. This is a training
provided to the members of each club to prepare the district for Pathways.
Without training, members may not be adequately prepared, which may have a
negative impact on their Toastmasters experience. If the club is still hesitant to
schedule the presentation, please ask your program quality director to contact
the club president.
#230: Managing resistant clubs
Q- What will we do if a club keep postpone the meeting?
A- Explain the benefits of the presentation as clearly as possible. This is a training
provided to the members of each club to prepare the district for Pathways.
#231: Working with individual club schedules
Q- What will we do if a club doesn’t have time for the Pathways Guide or a club prefers
to continue their current education for new members?
A- Share with the club officers that Pathways will soon launch in your region.
Without training, club members may not be adequately prepared, which may
have a negative impact on their Toastmasters experiences.
#234: Working with individual club schedules, managing resistant clubs
Q- Should I keep asking clubs and let them decide for themselves the date and time
that they think they are ready to view Pathways presentation, or should I change my
tactics? Seems like they want to avoid acknowledge the new education or want to
postpone forever. :-(
A- If the club is still hesitant to schedule the presentation, please ask your program
quality director to contact the club president.
#L: Pathways Guide presentation to multiple clubs at same time/location
Q- Is it okay to give the Pathways Learning Experience presentation to two clubs
simultaneously if they want to have a joint meeting?
A- Yes, as long as they give you more time for Q&A.

#M: Awards for Pathways first adopters
Q- Who decides which members receive the three Pathways pins in the rollout kit?
A- This is the VPE's decision.
#327: Materials for larger clubs
Q- The Pathways Guide kit for each club has 25 copies of the Pathways Quick Start
Guide. I have clubs with more than 25 members. What do you recommend?
A- You will find the Quick Start Guide PDF in your Pathways Guide Tasks
curriculum on Base Camp. Should you need additional copies, download and
print as many as you need.
#311: Adding clubs to your list on Base Camp
Q- I have just taken on a newly formed club and I need to include this club in the
Pathways Club Visits section of my profile. How can this be done please? If inserting a
new row is not possible, may I replace one of my 'to be disbanded' clubs (I have two
such clubs) with this new club please? Thanks.
A- Please add the club to the club visits section on your profile on Base Camp.
#310: Working with individual club schedules
Q- A few of my clubs are not meeting due to vacation/other. Do I still need to meet with
them?
A- If the clubs resume meetings during your six-month term, you are required to visit
each. If they do not meet during your term, notify your PQD so they can ensure
the club receives a visit when they resume meetings.
#344: Working with individual club schedules, adjusting Pathways Guide
presentation for time
Q- What is your suggestion for clubs that do not accommodate an hour long
presentation? I was given 15 minutes from one club president. I mentioned to them that
the time frame is not acceptable. I was informed by the Club President that "we will find
a way to use the excellent educational materials to get this message across". I did
inform my Ambassador and Chief Ambassador. How do you want us to handle this
situation?
A- If you need to conduct the club visit across more than one meeting, you are
welcome to do so in multiple 15-minute sessions. However, if visiting one club
multiple times does not work with your schedule, speak with your program quality
director so they can support you.

If it is not possible to schedule the full club visit during regular meeting hours, you
may set up another time to share the presentation. Before you schedule an
alternate meeting, contact club leadership to determine when most club
members will be available to attend. If you choose this approach, you may need
to hold more than one meeting to ensure all members are adequately prepared.
#360: Adding a club to your Pathways Guide list
Q- I have a club that was just reinstated. How do I get them added to my list?
A- Contact your program quality director and add the club to your list of club visits
on Base Camp.
#365: Handouts
Q- 130 on the Master Q & A states that "you may share slides from the Pathways
Learning Experience presentation as long as you have visited the club and delivered the
full presentation to members." Please clarify can the entire presentation slides can be
given to the Club Officers? OR it is only a hand out some items, but not the slide
presentation.
A- You may share handouts as you see fit. The Pathways Learning Experience
presentation is not intended to be shared with club officers.
#589: Meetings, Ambassadors, Credit
If a Pathways Guide and ambassador cannot both meet with the club during the
scheduled club visit, can one of the members give the presentation? Would the
pathways guide that missed the presentation be able to receive DTM credit if they
visited that club on a separate date?
A- Pathways Guides need to be the ones to present the presentation. If you are
unable to attend on the scheduled date, you should reschedule your visit.
#892: Pathways Guide presentation, PowerPoint, club visits
Q- I notice some slide changes from the August 2017 Pathways presentation, in the Dec 21
updated slides.... Are the presentation slides being updated periodically?
A- Small updates are made to the Pathways Guide presentation, as needed. For example,
when we made updates to the Pathways Start page last month, the presentation was
updated with screenshots that reflect these changes.

#933: Pathways Guide visits, club visits
Q- I was just told that a Pathways Guide could deliver the training presentation at a
Winter Officer Training or Toastmasters Leadership Institute and have it count as the

"club visit" for any clubs that had at least three members present at the training
presentation. To me, this does not seem equivalent to an actual club visit, where all
members get the opportunity to learn and ask questions, but this apparently is being
done and recommended at high levels. Would such a training session, in fact, count for
credit as a Pathways Guide's official training visit to all these clubs at once? And...same
question for holding a single training meeting where you invite 2 or 3 clubs, where only
a few members of each club show up?
A- Pathways Guides are welcome to deliver the Pathways Guide presentation at
TLI. However, this will not count as a club visit for any clubs, regardless of how
many members they may have present.
You may schedule a joint training for multiple clubs, at your discretion. This will
count toward your credit, but you need to ensure that any joint sessions are held
at times that all invited clubs can attend and that the number of club officers and
members in attendance does not deter anyone from getting their questions
answered.

Virtual Support
Overview:
•

•
•
•

Virtual support sessions are an informal opportunity for VPEs to meet with
Pathways Guides to support the rollout of Pathways in a region. They are
generally done online, but can be accomplished via phone or in person
Pathways Guides are required to hold a minimum of 15 virtual support meetings
It is up to each individual Pathways Guides to select a method for delivering their
sessions
Pathways Guides can model WHQ virtual support sessions

#R : Setting up your virtual support sessions
Q- How do Pathways Guides set up the Virtual Sessions with Club VPEs, of which we
are required to do at least 15?
A- 1. Choose a platform (e.g., webinar, Skype, conference call, Google Hangouts).
2. Gather the necessary tools (e.g., phone, computer, laptop, microphone,
webcam, etc.).
3. Practice using the selected platform.
4. Determine VPE availability (i.e., contact the VPEs to find out when would work
best for the majority of them).
5. Schedule the VSS and communicate the time and access information to VPEs.

6. Collect questions from VPEs (i.e., ask them in advance what questions they
have so you can research and prepare answers).
7. Research answers in the Question Log.
8. Conduct the VSS.

#240: Coordinating Pathways Guide schedules, meeting deadlines
Q- Should an individual stick to the rollout schedule, or be late together as a group? I'm
referring to the Pathways Team. (If my above question is correct, we are very late now.)
A- Pathways Guides should do their best to stay on schedule with their tasks, even
if other Pathways Guides in the district are behind.
#241: Rollout, Pathways Guide presentations, elections
Q- Many clubs in our region just had elections Should we wait for new officers?
A- We encourage Pathways Guides to visit clubs as soon as possible, even if the
visit occurs prior to new club leadership taking office. You are welcome to invite
the incoming vice president education to your virtual support sessions. Before
their terms officially begin, incoming officers may begin familiarizing themselves
with Pathways and how it affects their new roles.
#276: Pathways Guide presentations at club officer training, required club visits
Q- Is it okay to schedule the first PG presentation during the COT? What is the main
purpose of the first PG visit/presentation? Isn't it just to build excitement first, since as
PG I am not fully equipped as to the how-to of the Pathways? I am from District 75.
A- You are more than welcome to conduct a Pathways session or presentation
during club officer training; however it cannot replace visits to your assigned
clubs. While valuable, a presentation at COT will only reach club officers, not
club members. The Pathways Learning Experience Presentation is training
intended for members and club officers. The presentation prepares everyone to
work in Pathways and teaches them what to expect from the program.
#278: Best practice for starting virtual support sessions
Q- I have already visited 5 out of my 10 assigned clubs (1 club is inactive) with 3 club
visits in July & 1 last club visit in August. When do I start my VSS with these 9 clubs'
VPEs?
A- You may begin conducting your virtual support sessions as soon as you visit a
club. Since you have completed five club visits, you have the opportunity to
virtually support five VPEs while you conduct your remaining club visits.

You are required to hold a minimum of 15 virtual support sessions during your
term. The goal is to ensure that club officers and members are adequately
supported in Pathways. Please refer to page 11 of the Pathways Guide
Handbook for more information and guidelines about these sessions.
#292: Virtual support session length
Q- How long should each support session be?
A- The duration of your virtual support sessions is at your discretion.
#293: Starting your virtual support sessions
Q- When should the 15x online support for VPEs should start and end? Can other
EXCO member than VPE's attend the online support sessions?
A- You may begin to hold your virtual support sessions as soon as you have
completed your first club visit. Any club officer may attend the sessions. You may
choose to invite club officers that extend beyond the role of the Base Camp
manager (VPE, club president, and secretary).
#337: Time frame for and length of virtual support sessions
Q- Is there a minimum meeting time we should conduct the meeting for example 30 min
session or an hour long session for each of our Virtual support session?
A- No. You determine the length of your virtual support sessions.
#338: Tracking your virtual support sessions
Q- How much details we should provide on the Pathways Guide Virtual Support Session
Details (dates and times) column. The box seems to be a small one. Can you give us an
example of details that you would expect us to be give?
A- Please include the date and time. For example, your first two sessions can be
listed as:
July 25, 2017 10:00 a.m.
July 28, 2017 6:00 p.m.
You can add each additional session at the end of the list. The box will continue
to expand as you add dates.
#339 & 810: Can I share Master Q&A Log
Q- Can we share the Master Q&A log with club officers and members?
One of our guides is receiving an overload of email requests to answer Pathways
questions. She would like to know if she may share the Master Q&A with her club VPEs,
since the answers are already archived and are easily indexed.

A- The Master Q&A log is intended for Pathways Guides only. As the Pathways
expert in your district, you have been provided with access to this document to
support you in your job of conducting virtual support sessions with the VPEs.
The Master Q&A log contains information that will not be relevant to all VPES or
clubs and the questions and recordings are designed with the Pathways Guide
audience in mind. As a guide, it is your responsibility to provide your VPEs with
the answers and information that will be most relevant to them.
As a reminder, members should be raising Pathways questions directly to their
VPEs, who will address all questions they feel equipped to answer. Additional
question should be submitted and addressed in your virtual support sessions.
#771: Can I share the World Headquarters webinars and demos?
Q- I'm trying to get a solid layout for my VSSs. Will I be able to have my VPEs, etc. access the
Webinars we've been attending from WHQ?

A- No. The World Headquarters Webinars are for Pathways Guides and the demos
we share during these webinars are designed with the Pathways Guide audience
in mind. Often, information is shared that is not relevant to VPEs or their clubs.
For this reason you may not share the World Headquarters webinars or
demonstrations.
However, you are welcome and encouraged to conduct live demonstrations
during your virtual support sessions. You may log into Base Camp during your
sessions to answer questions and demonstrate the system for VPEs.
Please refer to your Pathways Guide Handbook for information about conducting
your Virtual Support Sessions with VPEs.
#365: Handouts
Q- Q 130 on the Master Q & A states that "you may share slides from the Pathways
Learning Experience presentation as long as you have visited the club and delivered the
full presentation to members." Please clarify can the entire presentation slides can be
given to the Club Officers? OR it is only a hand out some items, but not the slide
presentation.
B- You may share handouts as you see fit. The Pathways Learning Experience
presentation is not intended to be shared with club officers.

376: Best practice for starting your virtual support sessions
Q- Our Ambassador advised that we do not need to host any Virtual Support Sessions
until after rollout starts, which makes sense to me. Then I checked the Master Q&A Log
which stated that virtual sessions should begin as soon as we have started club visits.
Before rollout, I don't see that there is much to discuss or support.
A- Each Pathways Guide is at their discretion to decide the best timing for virtual
support sessions. The suggested start time is designed to support VPEs who
may have questions before launch. If you feel it will work best for your clubs to
begin your sessions after launch, you are free to schedule them accordingly
#31: WHQ virtual support sessions requirements
Q- Pathway Guides who were not able to attend the last World Headquarters virtual
support session but listened to it later: can that count as them attending it? If the answer
is "yes", how do we record that we listened to it?
A- All Pathways Guides are required to attend the welcome webinar hosted by
World Headquarters during the preparation process. However, you are not
required to attend World Headquarters virtual support sessions, though you are
encouraged to do so. The webinars, recordings and the Master Q & A Log are
valuable resources designed to support your 15 or more virtual support sessions
with your VPEs, which are a requirement to earning your DTM credit. More
information can be found in the Pathways Guide Handbook on pages 11–14. The
virtual support sessions checklist is on pages 17–18.
#85: Tracking and reporting your virtual support sessions
Q- Regarding Question 38: We will not be required to submit information about the
virtual sessions until they are all complete. Can we find out what information you will
require at that time so we know what information to save? For instance, should I just
report that I had a meeting on Feb.16 at 7:00 PM, or do I need to report the end time
also? Do I need to report how many members were on the call? Do I need to report how
many were VPEs? Presidents? Secretaries? Other members? I have a spread sheet
going, but have no idea whether I am saving all of the information I need or not.
A- The Virtual Support Summary Survey currently requests the following
information: each virtual support session’s date and time, the platform used for
the session, and the Pathways Guide’s name, member number and district
number. Please note the survey’s content is subject to change. Any additions will
be communicated to Pathways Guides through email.

#120: WHQ virtual support sessions attendance
Q- I notice that when I want to view a recording of a VSS that I missed, I still need to
register. Do you keep track of who participates in a VSS live and who watches the
recording later?
A- We do not track who watches the webinar recordings because Pathways Guides
are not required to attend virtual support sessions offered by World
Headquarters. In order to access a recording, GoToWebinar requires you to
register through their system.
#88: Credit for virtual support sessions, attendance virtual support sessions
Q- If you schedule a virtual support session, notify all of the VPEs and send reminder
notifications, then initiate the conference call and nobody calls in; do you still get credit
as one of your 15 required virtual support sessions?
A- To help ensure VPEs can attend your virtual support sessions, please schedule
each session well in advance. We recommended scheduling your sessions at
least two weeks ahead of time and notifying VPEs immediately.
You can use the Pathways Guide Virtual Support Session Template provided by
World Headquarters to document all planned sessions. You may email this
resource directly to VPEs. Feel free to use a method of tracking that works best
for you.
As a best practice, we recommend sending an email reminder one to two days
before each scheduled session. Emphasize how the sessions will benefit the
VPE and their club members. Even if a VPE does not submit a question for a
specific session, they may benefit from the information shared and the questions
raised by others.
You receive credit when you schedule a virtual support session, notify VPEs, and
initiate the session, even if no one attends the session.
#89: Best practice for stopping/ending virtual support sessions
Q- Can you assume all of your VPEs know everything there is to know about Pathways
so I don't need to conduct any more sessions - I'm done? This almost happened to me
tonight, and as you can tell I am a little testy about it. After listening to 20 minutes of
new age elevator music I was about ready to hang up when one person called in so I
am taking credit for the session. You just have to answer my first question. I am
guessing the answer to the second is no.
A- Remember, your VPEs may need varying levels of assistance as member’s
progress through Pathways. While VPEs may have no questions one week, they
may encounter an issue the following week. It is essential that you remain
responsive to the needs of your assigned clubs. For example, you may need to

conduct more than the required 15 virtual support sessions if your VPEs and
clubs need additional support.
#167: In person virtual support session
Q- Can a VSS session for Pathways Guides' Clubs be in-person? I contacted my Clubs
that hadn't participated in any of my VSS sessions to schedule. One of them, which are
about a block or two from my office, wanted to know if I could stop by on my lunch break
and meet with them in person. Can I count that one towards my 15 VSS sessions?
A- Yes, you may conduct virtual support sessions in person if all of your VPEs have
an opportunity to attend. You may count this in-person session toward one of
your 15 sessions as long as you invite all VPEs and give them advanced notice.
#177: Credit for virtual support sessions
Q- I was away for 3 of my weekly support sessions with the VPEs of the clubs I support.
I arranged for them to attend sessions provided by another Pathways Guide. Do those
sessions count towards my total of 15 sessions?
A- Thank you for working with other Pathways Guides to ensure your VPEs were
supported while you were away. In order for a virtual support session to count
toward the 15 required sessions for DTM credit, you must conduct the session
yourself.
#216 & 232: Platforms for virtual support sessions
Q- If Pathway Guide utilize WhatsApp group to answers all the questions by the VPE
and clubs, is that consist of virtual support session or do we still need to organize a
session using video conference platform? Can I create a chat group in NAVER LINE for
all VPEs instead of VSS?
A- You are not limited to videoconferencing software. As Pathways Guide, you
choose the type of platform that works best for you and your VPEs. To ensure
your VPEs are able to access specific platforms, you may find it helpful to speak
with your VPEs as you research options.
Platforms such as WhatsApp and NAVER LINE are sufficient as long as you
make yourself available to VPEs during a specific timeframe. For example, “I will
be logged in to WhatsApp or NAVER LINE from 3 to 4 p.m. on Friday to answer
your questions.” You may continue to answer questions after the time period
passes, but you must be available to your VPEs during your scheduled time.
#217: Other members attending WHQ virtual support sessions
Q- Can other members attend the virtual support session?

A- VPEs are the primary audience of virtual support sessions. If other officers or
members have questions about Pathways, they should direct these questions to
the VPE. The VPE then provides answers or sends questions they cannot
answer to the Pathways Guide.
If a member would like to attend a session simply to listen and learn, the
Pathways Guide may choose to extend an invitation to this member.
#218: Using virtual support sessions to make Pathways Guide Presentation
Q- Can Pathway Guides utilize the virtual support session to give the pathway training
virtually to members that couldn't attend the first round of club visit training?
A- No. Virtual support sessions are designed to answer questions and support
VPEs after the Pathways Guide visits the club.
The Pathways Guide may schedule a virtual training for club members who were
not in attendance during the club visit; however it does not qualify as a virtual
support session.
#233: Programs to help deliver your virtual support sessions
Q- What is the easiest and cheapest VSS service or software?
A- There are many platforms available to you, including free options As Pathways
Guide, you choose the type of platform that works best for you and your VPEs.
To ensure your VPEs are able to access specific platforms, you may find it
helpful to speak with your VPEs as you research options. Pathways Guides have
reported using the following platforms:
• Freeconferencecall.com
• Zoom
• Teleconference
• GoToWebinar
• Webex
• Live event
• Information table during district events
#O: What is a virtual support session
Q- What is a virtual support session with VPEs?
A- A virtual support session means that you get on a conference call or a web chat
(or another platform that works for you) at a specific time to answer your VPEs'
questions about Pathways. This is your VPEs' designated time to meet with you
to discuss Pathways.

#316: Club officer attendance at virtual support sessions
Q- How much can the president and secretary help the VPE? If a VPE can't attend a
VSS, can she/he be replaced by the secretary and/or president? Can SEC and PREZ
attend VSS? Can members attend VSS
B- VPEs are the primary audience of virtual support sessions. If other officers or
members have questions about Pathways, they should direct these questions to
the VPE. The VPE then provides answers or sends questions they cannot
answer to the Pathways Guide.
Any club officer may attend the sessions. You may choose to invite club officers
that extend beyond the role of the Base Camp manager (VPE, club president,
and secretary).
If a member would like to attend a session simply to listen and learn, the
Pathways Guide may choose to extend an invitation to this member.

Question 440: Reviewing WHQ virtual support sessions
Since the presentations are pre-recorded and most available as links through the last
pages of the Master Q&A, is there a recommended order or 1st one that we should
listen to after the Welcome Webinar if we wish to get ahead start before our first visit?
A- Once you have read the Pathways Guide handbook and reviewed the materials
available in your Pathways Guide Tasks curriculum, we recommend looking for
webinar recordings that cover topics for which you feel less confident or those
you have questions about yourself. Because all members will begin with
Pathways on the Start page and will be required to take the Assessment, these
would be good topics to begin with. Additionally, we find that many members
have questions about the Pathways evaluations, so you may want to review the
evaluation webinar recordings.
#868: Officer training and virtual support sessions
Q- I am still a little confused about how to train the Presidents and Secretaries. Does
the VPE train them after I do? Or do I invite them to my video conferences as well?
A- VPEs are the primary audience of virtual support sessions. It is their
responsibility to share the information they learn with officers and members in
their club.
If the club president and secretary would like to attend one of your virtual support
sessions simply to listen and learn, you, as the Pathways Guide, may choose to
extend an invitation to this member.

#877: Communicate with other Pathways Guides, VSS, virtual support
Q- The documentation for the pathways guide is excellent. I am hosting conference
calls to go over the material with all the assigned VPEs at once. One of the missing
pieces would be to hear from a guide that has started Pathways in their region. Is there
a way I could contact a guide in a region that has already been rolled over to talk to my
clubs? I could expand the visit to include multiple pathways guides in region 1 to make it
worth their time. They would have a 30 minute discussion with my VPEs. How would I
find such as contact?
A- If you would like to connect with a Pathways Guide in a region that has rolled out,
we recommend that you email the district and ask for this information.

#998: Vice president education, Pathways Guide presentation
Q- I'm from District 92. The list of PG tasks asks us to share the PDF related to base
camp manager duties with the club VPEs during our club visits. It is a 44 page
document - would you recommend that it be printed? Or can we email the PDF to the
VPEs? Most of the clubs will not have time to discuss this PDF during a club visit and it
may help that they go through it and we answer questions during our virtual sessions.
A- The Pathways Guide team recommends that you use the Base Camp Manager
Duties document as a follow-up to your Pathways Guide meeting. You can send
the document as an attachment after your meeting with a club to the VPE and
cover the content in your virtual support sessions. Having the document will help
your VPEs understand their responsibilities and also give you an excellent
starting point for your own virtual support sessions.
#1012: Virtual support sessions, webinar recordings
Q- I have a question, we have attended several webinar since beginning of Feb., and if
we were unable to attend the webinar one or missed the webinar, and later we will see
the recording by the link on the Master Q/A, by this action, which we do it later, is this
the same as to be considered we have attended the webinar or not?
A- The only webinar Pathways Guides are required to attend is the welcome
webinar for their region. If, for any reason, a Pathways Guide cannot attend the
live Welcome webinar, they can view a recording and still receive credit for
attendance.

Pathways Guides are not required to attend WHQ virtual support sessions and
attendance is not monitored. Pathways Guides who miss a VSS webinar and want to
view it can find links posted on the Master Q & A log.

#1055: Club visits, VSS, virtual support sessions
Q- Danae Margerit I will have a club visit at distance by skype. After this visit, in addition
to click on Completed, can I put it too as virtual session?
A- No. Because a Skype club visit is for the purpose of completing the Pathways
Guide presentation to a single club, it is not a virtual support session. Virtual
support sessions need to be open to all the VPEs you support and be a forum for
answering questions that have come up as the VPEs prepare their clubs to
rollout or are supporting their clubs during rollout.
Pathways Guide Credit
Overview:
•

All information related to receiving credit for your term as a Pathways Guide can
be found in your Pathways Guide Handbook

#294: Minimum number of clubs
Q- What is the minimum club a Pathways Guide must look after to receive credit
towards the DTM award?
A- Pathways Guides must be assigned eight clubs to receive DTM credit. Please
review your Pathways Guide Handbook for complete resources and guidelines.
#341: Traditional education program DTM
Q- If a member is working on his/her DTM on the current educational program, will
serving as a Pathway Guide give credit (equivalent to serving a district leader for one
year) towards the ALS Award in the current program?
A- Yes. Members who serve as a Pathways Guide and meet all requirements will
earn credit toward one year of district leadership service. Members may apply
this credit toward Pathways or the traditional education program.
#355: Pathways Guide requirements for DTM credit
Q- In order to get the credit as a Pathway Guide by end of 6 months, do we have to
make visits to all the assigned clubs to achieve 100% club visits OR is there a minimum
requirement, for example 90% or 80% or 70%?
A- Pathways Guides are required to visit all their assigned clubs to receive DTM
credit.
#973: Credit, Pathways Guide presentation
Q- Can Pathways Guides and Pathways Ambassadors receive credit for a manual
speech for their portion of the Pathways Presentation they are giving to their clubs if it
fits the manual project objectives?

A- Yes. A member can receive credit for their Pathways Guide presentation in the
traditional program as long as it meets the objective of the project they are
working to fulfill.
#979: Pathways Guide credit, district leader credit
Q- Is a Pathways Guide who is working toward District leadership credit is absent for
the Pathways learning experience presentation OR does not conduct 15 virtual sessions
eligible for the District leadership credit?

A- Information about Pathways Guide requirements for credit can be found in the
Pathways Guide Handbook. You can also find a basic review in the overview
section for Pathways Guides on the Master Q & A Log. (Overview sections
appear at the top of each section on the Log.) If you are referring to the Welcome
Webinar, Pathways Guides who are not able to attend their scheduled session
can receive credit for viewing a recording of the webinar. Pathways Guides must
meet all the expectations of their role to receive district leader credit. There are
no exceptions.

Pathways Guide Presentation/Rollout Kit
Overview:
•
•

Materials for your Pathways Guides presentations is available in your curriculum
on Base Camp
You may alter the presentation if you need to for time

#340: Changes to presentation on Thumb drive
Q- There are only 4 documents on the thumb drive provided in the kit. Can we add the
Pathways Paths and Core Competencies, Base Camp Manager Duties, BC FAQs, and
other Pathways marketing flyers? This may be helpful if they would like to print and
distribute to their members.
A- The flash drive included in rollout kits is official material from World Headquarters
and should not be edited. However, you are welcome to add the Pathways Paths
and Core Competencies document and marketing fliers to your presentation and
share copies with your clubs.
The Base Camp manager tutorials and tutorial quick reference guides were
provided to help you as a Pathways Guide support club officers. Please do not
share them with general membership.

Members will be able to access all tutorials and tutorial quick reference guides on
Base Camp as soon as Pathways launches. Please do not share them prior to
the launch. Until members have access to Base Camp, they will not have the
context needed to fully understand the tutorials
#48: Being evaluated for your Pathways Guide presentation at clubs
Q- Is there a feedback/evaluation sheet that people complete after the Pathways Guide
makes his/her presentation?
A- No. There is not a feedback/evaluation sheet for members to complete after the
PG makes their presentation.
#94: When will Pathways start in a region?
Q- The KEY QUESTION of Members and Officers is "When does it start?" TMI WHQ
now states that rollout date is dependent on completion of 70% Pathway Guide visits.
A- World Headquarters wants to ensure that each district and region is adequately
prepared for their Pathways launch. The rollout schedule does not include
specific dates for each phase of the rollout because each subsequent rollout is
dependent on the success of the prior rollout, as well as the readiness of each
district. We want to ensure that Pathways is successful in your district that
members are prepared for the program and that officers feel they know how to
answer questions and support members. This will eliminate frustration among
clubs and streamline your rollout process. Ensuring that 70 percent of Pathways
Guide visits have been conducted helps World Headquarters know that your
district is ready. We will work directly with you as Pathways Guides, as well as
with your PQD, to determine your readiness to launch.
#130: Sharing the Pathways Guide presentation
Q- I remember being told that we are not allowed to give out the presentation. One of
my clubs wants to use in at their open house. Is it OK if I provide them with a few slides
from it?
A- Yes, you may share slides from the Pathways Learning Experience presentation
as long as you have visited the club and delivered the full presentation to
members.
#193: Rollout kit delivery and beginning presentations in your clubs
Q- Pathways Starter Kits will reach me next month. Should I wait for them before
presenting the Pathways to clubs? (Now is the second month.)
A- It is recommended that you conduct club visits after you receive rollout kits.
However, if you are concerned that you will not complete all your visits before

Pathways launches in your district, you may conduct visits without rollout kits.
When your kits arrive, please deliver them to any clubs that did not receive them
during your visits.
Should you conduct any club visits before you receive rollout kits, please print
and bring with you one copy of The Navigator PDF and multiple copies of the
Quick Start Guide (one for each member of the club). These items are available
on the Pathways Guide Resources web page.
#197: Working with your Ambassador
Q- The Guide book states that part of the club presentation is to be accomplished by the
Ambassador. I was just told that their term ends this month. Does this mean we have to
do their job too?
A- Please work with your Chief Ambassador and program quality director to
determine how to conduct the Ambassador portion of the Pathways Learning
Experience presentation.
#201: Starter kits, materials for clubs, ordering materials
Q- There will be 10 Pathways Starter Kit, but 11 clubs to take care of. What should I do
to the 11th club?
A- Please contact your program quality director. Some Pathways Guides have less
than 10 clubs assigned to them and should be able to transfer a rollout kit to you.
Your PQD is responsible for coordinating this transfer.
#S: Tracking your Pathways Guide presentations and virtual support sessions
Q- Is using the session log form a requirement or a suggestion? I think it is easier to
send the list out monthly - to remain flexible with the hours.
A- The template is there if it’s helpful but is not a requirement.
Question 439: Challenges with kit delivery
Suggestion: Please change the process of sending Kits to Guides from the way they
were done in D60 and D86. Most of us received 10 kits and then we had to send our
extras to another Guide that didn't receive anything. Sending 2 kits 300 km away costs
$12 CDN and time. That Guide needed to receive individual kits from 8 Guides but
received her Badge and 2 Pathways pins directly for TI. Why is TI not able to send the
exact number of kits to each Guide directly?
A- The rollout kits were created and packaged by a third-party vendor in packages
of 10, as this was the intended number of clubs each guide would be assigned.
Each district has been allowed to make adjustments to the number of clubs each

guide is assigned. Unfortunately, however, we cannot breakup the rollout kits into
packages of more or less than 10. We apologize for the inconvenience.
In order to help offset the cost of shipping, you may speak with your district
leaders to find out if they have budgeted for the cost of redistributing the rollout
kits within the district.
#867: Charter clubs Pathways Rollout Kits
Q- A prospective club that I will be responsible for is likely to charter after the Chief
Ambassador distributes the roll out kits this weekend - our region is slated for likely
rollout in about a month. Will additional kits be mailed for newly chartered clubs? If so,
to whom will the additional kits be sent?
A- If your program quality director included the prospective club in your list of
assigned clubs, you should receive a rollout kit for them.
Additionally, if the club began the Charter Process within 60 days of your
Pathways Rollout, they will have received the charter kit designed for Pathways.
This includes all the information they need to get started in Pathways.
If the club began the charter process more than 60 days before the Pathways
rollout in your region and you do not have a rollout kit for them, please contact
the individual responsible for distributing your rollout kits (either your PQD or
chief ambassador). They should have additional rollout kits.
#1058: Pathways Guide presentation
Q- Can we add more details to the presentation provided by the TMI for pathway
guides ?
A- Pathways Guides are at their discretion to add information to their presentation to
meet the needs of a particular club or district.
#1090: Pathways Guide credit
Q- In order to accurately calculate the months of service and timetable for scheduling
visits and virtual support sessions, do we count month 1 beginning when TI notified us
about getting started, thus choosing February 1 as the start of month 1? OR do we
calculate month 1 starting three months prior to anticipated rollout of May 15 meaning
month 1 begins on February 15? Then, we would calculate the remaining three months
after the rollout of May 15, ending our term August 15. Please advise.
A- The Pathways Guide term and preparation month begin on the date you received
your congratulations email welcoming you to your role.

Un-districted Clubs
#14: Rollout
Q- What is the plan to roll out to un-districted clubs?
A- Un-districted clubs and online clubs will be included in Rollout 8, along with
Regions 8 and 9
#39: Pathways Guides for undistricted clubs
Q- Follow-up question on the rollout to un-districted clubs: because these clubs are all
over the world and some of them are online, will they all have a Pathways Guide?
A- Un-districted clubs will be included in the final phase of the rollout. We will be
using the feedback that we have received from previous rollouts to determine the
specifics of how the un-districted clubs will be supported through the rollout
process.

General Questions
#280: Meeting organization tools
Q- Many clubs in our District use FreeToastHost and Easy-Speak to create agendas
and track progress. Will these tools be updated to reflect the new curriculum?
A- FreeToastHost and Easy-Speak are not part of Toastmasters International. You
may contact the owners of those products to learn their plans for updating their
services.
#137: Pathways user statistics
Q- Do you have stats on how many people in Districts 57 and 27 have signed up for
Pathways, who have completed levels, and which paths are most popular? How many
have chosen the print version?
A- Toastmasters International is monitoring the success of Pathways, including
member progress and path selection in each district. However, this information is
not available to members at this time. In the near future, the Distinguished
Performance Reports will be updated to include the new goals and
accomplishments for club recognition in Pathways.
#160: Presenting your Pathways Guide presentation to clubs in a different region
Q- I will be traveling visiting a club in another region that will not rollout Pathways until
later this year. I'd like to give them a preview to get them excited. Is this OK? I would not
go into great detail to let their future Pathways guides cover that. My intention would be
to give a quick overview and to get members excited about it and excited about being a
Pathways Guide. I just thought I'd double check if that would be OK.

A- Thank you for your interest in sharing Pathways with a club outside your
district. Any information about Pathways must come from the leaders in that
district, including the Chief Ambassador and Pathways Guides. You are
always welcome to share your experience in a speech to another club, but
any official information needs to come from the local district.
#168: Pathways merchandise
Q- Can Districts order additional Pathways pins?
A- Yes. Pathways pins can be purchased by all members at
https://www.toastmasters.org/shop.
#186: Pathways merchandise
Q- When will ribbons for Pathways be available on the shopping cart?
A- Pathways ribbons are available for purchase on the Toastmasters Store now.
#424: Club improvement presentations
Q- Will the Successful Club Series, Better Speaker Series and Leadership Excellence
Series still have a place in Toastmasters after the ALB and ACS awards are phased
out?
A- The topics from the Leadership Excellence Series are all part of the different
leadership projects in Pathways. For example, creating an agenda is included in
several projects in Pathways. You can find sample agendas and resources in
Pathways projects and in the Resources and Tutorials section of Base Camp.
The Successful Club Series is currently under review. Both programs are
available during the transition period.
# 438: Popular paths
Which Paths have been the most popular since launch in D57? At our Recognition
event at the Convention, Sally shared a number of interesting stats and trends. I didn't
get a chance to take notes. I've been asked this question prior to my visit next week.
Can you share Sally's presentation or excerpts of it? Thank you.
A- Toastmasters International is monitoring the success of Pathways, including
member progress and path selection in each district and region. However, this
information is not available to members or Pathways Guides at this time. In the
future, the Distinguished Performance Reports will be updated to include the new
goals and accomplishments for club recognition in Pathways.
The presentation that Sally shared at the Convention was a live view of internal
Toastmasters reporting and is not available in a format that can be shared. This

was intended as a special status update for Pathways team members attending
the Convention.
#38: Printing Projects & Forms
Q- What if I am having difficulty printing the project or evaluation form?
A- All members who have selected a path can access a printable PDF of each
project and evaluation resource from the Your Evaluation page of the project.
Evaluation resources can also be accessed and printed from the Speech
Evaluations and Tutorials and Resources pages on Base Camp.
This is a great example of the types of questions you may receive from VPEs
and club members. Because we want to ensure that members and VPEs are
able to find answers as quickly as possible, we encourage you to explore the
tutorials and resources available on Base Camp.
The tutorial videos, tutorial quick reference guides and FAQs on Base Camp will
help you and members of the clubs you support learn how to navigate the system
and interact with your projects. We recommend that you become familiar with
these items so that you can point VPEs and members to the resource(s) that
best addresses their needs.
When you have a specific question such as this one about printing, you can also
use the search box in the upper right corner of Base Camp. Base Camp search
will be most effective if you search by a single word. For example, to find the
answer to this question about printing projects, search for the word “print.”
When you conduct this search, you will notice that the first result is a tutorial
video titled, “Printing a Project and Resources.” The second result is a tutorial
quick reference guide with this same title. Please note that most tutorial videos
have an associated tutorial quick reference guide. These guides contain the
same content as the videos in order to provide flexibility. The videos offer
voiceover and will walk you through the process step-by-step, while the quick
reference guides offer written instructions with screenshots.
#10: Using the internet
Q- Do members need to use the Internet to participate in Pathways? Can members
avoid having evaluations stored online on Base Camp?
A- Members who do not have access to the Internet can still sign up for Pathways
and participate in the education program. Club officers can purchase printed
materials for members who prefer to progress through Pathways without
accessing Base Camp.

Uploading evaluation forms onto Base Camp is not required, and members may
refrain from doing so if that is their preference.
#70: Base Camp and Printed materials
Q- Can someone who is choosing Base Camp also order printed versions and pay for
them?
A- Yes. Even if you are completing your Pathways Education on Base Camp, you
are welcome to purchase materials in print.
# 447: Chartering clubs
Q- I am wondering how things will work out for a club that has been working through the
chartering process and is almost ready to charter. Participants who have signed up to
be charter members have been giving speeches and filling roles using CC and CL
manuals. If they charter before our rollout date (D37), I get that they can work in either
the traditional program and/or Pathways and will be able to ease into the Pathways
program. However, if they do not charter until after the rollout date here, will they
automatically be enrolled in Pathways only and have to learn how to navigate in the new
program ASAP?
A- Once Pathways is launched and the prospective club is chartered, these charter
members will have access to Pathways and can opt to continue working in the
CC and/or CL manuals, select to work on Pathways or work in both programs.
Once the club is chartered, they will have full benefits of Pathways. Members
who join the officially chartered club after Pathways has launched will receive
their first free path and access to Pathways rather than receiving the CC/CL
manuals as in the Traditional Program.

#806: Chartering clubs under Pathways, what is provided to chartering clubs after
pathways rolls out?
Q- I am working on establishing a new clu. However, I am unsure how access to
material for new club members working under Pathways. When I chartered a club under
the traditional system as the members joined the club they were given a new member
package that included the CC and CL manuals. Once the club was chartered their
speeches counted towards their Toastmasters journey.
Under Pathways, will members of new clubs have access to educational materials after
they have paid to join but before the club charters? If so, how do they get access to the
material and if not, what material are they supposed to work with until the club gets
chartered?

A- The Charter clubs that begin the process at within 60 days of the Pathways
rollout will receive the new charter kit, designed for Pathways. This includes:
•
•
•

A brochure about Toastmasters.
One copy of The Navigator so they can begin learning about the
Toastmaster’s experience and what to expect in their club.
Fundamentals of Public Speaking, which includes three projects based on the
Pathways Learning Experience.

After a club is chartered, members can receive credit for having completed the
Pathways Ice Breaker. This is done by submitting the Pathways Completion
Request From.
For more information about charting clubs under Pathways, please contact
newclubs@toastmasters.org.
#787: Members of recently chartered clubs who completed the CC Ice Breaker
Q- Can members of a recently chartered club who have only completed one speech (the Ice
Breaker) in their CC manuals will be able to claim this Ice Breaker when Pathways rolls out? I
understand that if they have done a few speeches in their CC manual they will have at least two
years to complete the manual. This question relates specifically to members of newly chartered
clubs who have only completed the CC Ice Breaker.

A- Members of newly chartered clubs may receive credit in Pathways for completing
the Traditional Ice Breaker. However, this is at the discretion of each club.
Members can request this credit by submitting the Ice Breaker Completion
Request form after Pathways rolls out in their region.
#687: Chartering clubs, clubs chartering after rollout, Pathways credit, traditional
credit, credit for charter clubs
Q- There are clubs in formation which may take a number of months, or over a year to
charter. Currently members of these clubs work through the projects in the Competent
Communication and Leadership manuals. 1. If the club charters after Pathways rolls out
in our region, the members' join dates will be after the rollout date. Are they able to
register awards for the CC and CL manuals that they started working on while the club
was in formation (as well as getting their free path)? 2. If the club is unable to charter for
a number of months after the Pathways rollout, are the club members able to start
working in Pathways before they have officially joined with TMI (even using print
materials)? 3. What materials are future clubs in formation expected to use when
Pathways has rolled out?

A- Once Clubs that officially charter after Pathways rolls out will work in
Pathways. For more information about Charter clubs, please see the Master
Q&A log and email newclubs@toastmasters.org.
# 855 Newly chartered clubs
Q- I've reviewed the 12/21/17 Master Q&A Log - cannot find what I'm seeking. Are there
any suggested scripts to share with recently chartered clubs who want to direct all their
members to adopt Pathways as soon as it launches? (The club officers do not want to
give their members the choice of staying with the current program or when to transition
to Pathways.)
A- There are no official scripts for recently chartered clubs whose members are
transitioning to Pathways. However, depending on the club’s rollout date, officers
may want to suggest that members complete the Pathways Ice Breaker available
on the Toastmasters website. This would enable them to begin in Pathways right
away. Once Pathways rolls out, members can receive credit for completing this
project by submitting the Ice Breaker Completion Request form.
Please note that all members are encouraged to begin Pathways as soon as they
have access. The two-year transition period is designed for those who would like
to complete educational goals they began working toward before the Pathways
rollout. If a club charters before the rollout date, members of that club will have
the option to continue working in the Traditional program or immediately
transition to Pathways.
For more information about charter clubs, please contact
newclubs@toastmasters.org.
#361: Accredited Speaker
Q- What are the changes to the process to the accredited speaker program in
Pathways?
B- The list of requirements for the Accredited Speaker will be updated to reflect
Pathways pending a Board of Directors review. At this time, it is our expectation
that the Accredited Speaker program itself will not change.
#700: Member retention, Pathways rollout
Q- Will there be any inclusion for clubs to be measured on member retention?" after the
Pathways rolls out?
A- Pathways does not change the club experience or structure. This applies to
inclusions for member retention. Districts that track member retention can
continue to do so at their discretion.

#655: District supplies and stockpiling in Pathways
Q- Will pathways be the demise of District supplies?
A- While Districts will not be able to stock full paths, they are able to continue
stocking all other products including ribbons and pins.
#773: Members who participated in the Content Pilot for pathways
Q- A member who participated in the pilot/beta did some Level 3 presentations as part
of a particular path. She wanted to know if she was locked into that specific path when
Pathways rolls out officially.
Additionally, if she had completed some projects during the pilot, will those projects be
credited to her chosen path, or is her activity/progress reset?
A- Members who participated in the content pilot are not locked into a specific path.
All members may select any of the 10 paths when beginning Pathways.
Credit will not be awarded in Pathways for projects completed in the content pilot.
Members who participated in the content pilot were already given credit for their
work.
#824b: Contest Chairperson, chief judge, and voting judge requirements in
Pathways
Q- B. Also do any of the levels of the paths require a contest chairperson to fulfill a
requirement like the CL manual? Chief Judge or voting judge also fulfill a requirement?
A. No. Serving as a contest chairperson, chief judge, or voting judge is not required in any
Pathways projects. There are projects in Pathways where serving as contest chair and
organizing a speech contest are recommend to fulfill the leadership requirement of the
project.

#775a: Video submission of speeches
Q- Can a video of presentation be submitted and evaluated as a Pathways speech delivery?
A- As in the traditional program, video submission of speeches is at each club’s
discretion.
#775b: Video presentations of speeches
Q- Can a land club be both land and online club?
A- For questions about online clubs, please contact membership@toastmasters.org.

#827: Will Pathways mean any changes to the District Leadership Handbook and
ruling regarding speakathons
Q- The District Leadership Handbook specifically prevents districts, divisions and areas
organizing 'special meetings for prepared speeches', i.e. speakathons. Only clubs can do it and
they are prohibited from inviting members from other clubs to participate in these meetings.
Given the emphasis on being able to do 'projects outside our club' in Pathways, will these
restrictions be relaxed?

A- There are no planned changes to the ruling regarding speakathons as outlined
District Leadership Handbook.
#839: Club officer training requirements for distinguished club credit
Q- The only question we really have is about the training point for distinguished credit. Since the
winter training was cancelled, does pathways training count or how do we go about obtaining it?

A- Pathways training will not take the place of your club officer training requirements
for distinguished credit. If you have questions or concerns about the training in
you district, please contact your Program Quality Director. If you are unable to
reach your PQD or have further questions after speaking with them, reach out to
the Districts team by calling World Headquarters or emailing
districts@toastmasters.org.
#841: Surplus manuals from the traditional program
Q- A club asked if they would be reimbursed for the extra paper manuals they have?
A- No. Toastmasters will not be reimbursing clubs for surplus manuals.
# 857: Traditional program name
Q- Question from VPE/club: How do/will we reference the current educational program?
e.g. Legacy educational program? Or something else?
A- The current program is now referred to as the Traditional education program.
#870: Club officer credit in Pathways
Q- I got credit as a club officer for ALB. If I decide to seek DTM using Pathways, can I
use that club officer service toward the award?
A- If Club Officer or district leadership credit have not been previously applied to an
award in the traditional program, they may be applied toward the Pathways DTM.
For more information, please see the Distinguished Toastmaster topic in the
Master Q&A log.

#898: Reinstating members, transition period
Q- Do reinstating members have the option, as do continuing members, to work in
either educational program until the traditional program is phased out or do they have to
immediately start the Pathways Learning Experience?
A- A member who reinstates after Pathways has launched in their region will receive
information to begin in Pathways. However, they are welcome to work in the
traditional program, Pathways, or both until the end of the two-year transition
period.
#960: Base Camp, changing clubs, home club
Q- A member cans change the home club at base camp. But if a member wants change
from a club to another, changing the home club at base camp do this automatically or
the member need to fill the form to AQ as does today?
A- The process for officially transferring your membership from one club to another
remains the same after the rollout of Pathways.
Your home club only indicates who you will interact with on Base Camp. If you
are an active member of more than one club, changing your home club on the
Pathways Start page does not impact your membership status in any club. The
club set as your home club will be visible to you on Base Camp and you will
remain a member of all clubs in which you are a paid member.
#969: Reinstating members, transition period
Q- What is the situation with reinstalled club members with Pathways? We have a
reinstalled member who is about to rejoin. Am I correct to assume that a reinstalled
member can still continue on with his/her traditional education system, be it CC manual,
advanced manuals etc., till June 2020? Question from a BCM in my assigned clubs!
NOTE: emphasis on the REJOIN - membership lapsed only in October 2017.
A- The two-year transition period was designed specifically for members to
complete awards they have already started working toward in the traditional
program. This applies to existing members and those who reinstate after the
rollout of Pathways.
All other members should work in Pathways. Please keep in mind that members who
are close to completing awards in the traditional program can work in the traditional
program and Pathways simultaneously.

#917: Roll out, Rollout, Ice Breaker, meeting roles
Q- I understood that members can deliver their icebreaker before pathways roll-out and
still get credit for it in their Pathways journey. Does the same apply for unchanged roles
like grammarian, ah counter, table topics master, etc....
A- The only thing you can get credit for having completed prior to the rollout of
Pathways in your region is the Ice Breaker.

#932: Transition period
Q- What is the SUGGESTED APPROACH in case of members who joined the club and
they have half-completed their CC and CL? Should we encourage them to move to
PATHWAYS asap? Or does it make sense for them to complete their CC and CL first?
Please guide us a bit more on the COHABITATION of legacy and pathways. I am sure I
am going to receive many questions on this (I am from Region 11, D59-K3)
A- All members are encouraged to begin Pathways as soon as it becomes
available.
The two-year transition period was designed specifically for members to
complete awards in the traditional program. All other members should work in
Pathways. Please keep in mind that members who are close to completing
awards in the traditional program can work in the traditional program and
Pathways simultaneously.
#943: Meeting roles, club policy
Q- If the only item left on my path is to serve as Toastmaster, TTM, etc but there is a
waiting list for these meeting roles can I start on the next level of my path?
B- Members are encouraged to complete required meeting roles as soon as
possible after beginning their path. This will ensure that they have fulfilled the
roles required to progress past Level 3.
Any exceptions based on the club’s capacity are at the discretion of the VPE and
the club.
#957: Reinstated member, returning member
If a member is reinstated after roll out, is there a choice as to the traditional program or
Pathways?
A- The two-year transition period was designed specifically for members to
complete awards they have already started working toward in the traditional

program. All other members should work in Pathways. Please keep in mind that
members who are close to completing awards in the traditional program can work
in the traditional program and Pathways simultaneously. This applies to existing
members and those who reinstate after the rollout of Pathways.
#975: Record keeping, inactive and returning members, Base Camp
Q- If someone leaves a Toastmaster Club after, say, 2 years of Toastmasters
Pathways, will they still have access to their records? If not, can they just press “PRINT”
to get all their records?
A- Base Camp will store a member’s record, even if they become inactive or leave
Toastmasters. Member profiles and transcripts will remain on Base Camp so that
if a member chooses to return, they can start again where they left off.
Transcripts on Base Camp cannot be printed.
#1020: Master Q & A log
Q- Will VPE, pres and sec will have access to the Q&As now that Pathways has started
in our Region?
A- The Master Q&A log is intended for Pathways Guides only. As the Pathways
expert in your district, you have been provided with access to this document to
support you in your job of conducting virtual support sessions with the VPEs.
The Master Q&A log contains information that will not be relevant to all VPES or
clubs and the questions and recordings are designed with the Pathways Guide
audience in mind. As a guide, it is your responsibility to provide your VPEs with
the answers and information that will be most relevant to them.
#1036: Charter clubs, new clubs, transition period
Q- Do we encourage new clubs chartered February 2018 to straight away started with
pathways for region 11 district 20 begin with online pathways ice breaker! who shall be
the mentor?
A- Yes. New clubs should be encouraged to begin Pathways. Because Pathways is
new, there will not be mentors who know the program. However, mentors who
are familiar with Toastmasters culture, giving speeches, and running club
meetings are still positioned well to support new clubs and members.

#1046: Log in, Toastmasters website, login
Q- Can the club VPE see what members have successfully logged in to the
toastmasters.org website? VPE would like to be proactive about confirming that all
members have successfully logged in
A- No. Member login information is not available to club leadership.
#1061: Chartering clubs, new clubs
Q- Just did an initial visit to a prospect club – they are still working to get 20 members to
charter. At what point do the new members (who are only members of the prospect
club) have access to Pathways? They would prefer to start out under Pathways and not
with the Competent Communicator manual.
A- Any new club that begins the process within 45 days of the rollout in their region
will receive the Pathways Charter Kit. Clubs who have already begun the process
before the 45-day timeline will receive the traditional charter kit. Members of
clubs that received the traditional program charter kit (CC and CL) that complete
the chartering process after rollout in their region will be able to choose to start
Pathways or continue in the traditional program during the transition.
Clubs that start the process within 45 days of rollout (received the Pathways
Charter Kit) will only have the Pathways option once the charter process is
complete. For more information, please contact newclubs@toastmasters.org.
#1075: Questions log, WHQ virtual support sessions, Base Camp
Q- I am wondering what the linkage is between my questions, me and the webinar? I
asked several questions but I haven't heard the answers as I missed a webinar but not
sure it was even addressed as I can't find it on the Q&A. I came here to check my past
questions but all I see here is currently asked questions. Is there a database of all
questions asked?
A- Written answers to all questions addressed in Pathways Guides webinars are
added to the Master Q&A log within 24 hours of the webinar, along with the
recording link where you can hear the questions as they are answered verbally.
If you post a question to the Feedback page that is not addressed on the
webinar, please look for an email from World Headquarters. Because we have
limited time on the webinars, some questions that are not relevant to all guides
will be addressed by email.

This email may come from Pathways Guides or another WHQ team who is best
suited to address your specific question. Thank you for your patience in awaiting
responses. We are working to follow-up to these questions as quickly as possible
after they are posted.
#1091: Advanced clubs
Q- Will clubs still be designated as Advanced Clubs after the two years are up following
the rollout of the last two regions in May 2020?
A- Advanced clubs are at their discretion to set requirements for membership. That
is true for the traditional program and Pathways. For more information, contact
membership@toastmasters.org.
#1111: NEW! Lapsed members, returning members
Q- If Toastmasters who were previously members let their memberships lapse, when
they rejoin, can they complete traditional awards before starting Pathways?
about 17 hours ago.

A- The two-year transition period was designed specifically for members to
complete awards they have already started working toward in the traditional
program. All other members should work in Pathways. Please keep in mind that
members who are close to completing awards in the traditional program can work
in the traditional program and Pathways simultaneously. This applies to existing
members and those who reinstate after the rollout of Pathways.

WHQ Webinar Topics & Recordings
10/4/2017 – Navigating Projects on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/9024586217941128195
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced 26 minutes and 43
seconds into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted questions.
This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link above. Once the
demonstration is introduced, the recording will skip to final questions and closing
thoughts.
To view the Navigating Projects on Base Camp demonstration, please use
the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4733606850639017987

10/6/2017 – Pathways Core Competencies
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4993577578954085378
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced 27 minutes and 40
seconds into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Core Competencies demonstration, please use the
link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4160337980612573186
10/13/2017 – Feedback on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1114232275477604609
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced 27 minutes and 40
seconds into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Feedback on Base Camp demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/700111116482548738
10/18/2017 – Badges
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/438718719761862403
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 42
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Badges demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5816194795772955649
10/20/2017 – Base Camp Manager
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3228109350731314689

Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 20
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Base Camp manager demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3007484646037765633

10/25/2017 – Level Completions
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6420763463437216008
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 15
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Levels Completions demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6911947193447614466

10/27/2017 – Pathways Start Page and Launch Emails
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6867721536441000962
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 25
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Start Page demonstration, please use the link below
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5623480097265779969
To view the Launch Emails demonstration, please use the link below
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5104018027746641154
11/1/2017 – Path Structure
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8035717346374570759

Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 21
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Path Structure demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1387732494797497857

11/3/2017 – Using Search on Base Camp and Updating your Profile
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/783100055586921729
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
16 and 20 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not
included in the link above. After both demonstrations are introduced, the
recording above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Using Search on Base Camp demonstration, please use the
link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2861785062015242243
To view the Updating your Profile demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/7807788585984217603

11/6/2017 – Working in Your Transcript and Start Page Review
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3853205900751755778
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
16 and 20 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not
included in the link above. After both demonstrations are introduced, the
recording above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Working in Your Transcript demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5198935565386236930

To view the Start Page demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5623480097265779969
11/8/2017 – Pathways Evaluations
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5039258989284457987
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 20
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Evaluations demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5423559193930134529

11/15/2017 – Pathways Mentor Program
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2644339045699477763
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 24
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Mentor Program demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3641706043259430915

11/17/2017 – External Training on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2734151553548833032
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 12
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.

To view the External Training on Base Camp demonstration, please use the
link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2934453984890976513

11/20/2017 – Projects in Levels 3 through 5
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5089469287542052865
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 15
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Projects in Levels 3 through 5 demonstration, please use the
link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8823207365817672449

11/29/2017 – Members of Multiple Clubs
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3728185930891716355
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 22
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Members of Multiple Clubs demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2273748651888219906

12/1/2017 – Pathways Start page and Launch Emails
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6170018738028733953
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 16
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link

above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Start page demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5623480097265779969
To view the Launch Emails page demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5104018027746641154
12/6/2017 – Tutorials and Resources on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4736884496172364806
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 24
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Tutorials and Resources demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2737672191792235267
12/8/2017 – Navigating Projects on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3913509716198402055
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 13
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Navigating Projects on Base Camp demonstration, please use
the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2325858906153548291

12/12/2017 – Pathways Evaluations
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/9106107310086926860
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 16
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted

questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Evaluations demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2111000040543223041

12/12/2017 – Region 3 and 5 Welcome Webinar
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5062083751918438147

12/20/2017 – Pathways Paths and Core Competencies

Note: Due to a technical issue, only the demonstration portion of this webinar is
available at this time. You can view the Paths and Core Competencies
demonstration by viewing the link below. Questions addressed in this webinar
have been added to the Master Q&A log. You can find them by searching the
word NEW! within this document.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6129342305782953987

12/22/2017 – Saving Documents and Adding Meeting Role Dates on Base Camp

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3017769479196152584
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
15 and 19 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in
the link above. After the demonstration are introduced, the recording above will
skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Saving Documents demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5219123699398566915
To view the Adding Meeting Role Dates demonstration, please use the link
below.

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5109656321737196547

1/3/2018 – Feedback on Base Camp

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1659760468972169480?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 19
minutes and 40 seconds into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions.
This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link above. The
recording remains blank for approximately 17 minutes during the demonstration
time.
Approximately 36 minutes and 40 seconds into the recording above, the webinar
resumes with follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Feedback demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3311628255653405441?assets=true

1/5/2018 – Base Camp Managers

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1749227730166696456?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 12
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Base Camp managers demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6716880638090249475?assets=true

1/10/2018 – Level Completions

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3487771118072036358?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 18
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Level Completions demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3420486504056242945?assets=true
1/12/2018 – Badges on Base Camp and Search on Base Camp

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2118265614046868737?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
11 and 16 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in
the link above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will
skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Badges demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/9175578853463646465?assets=true
To view the Search on Base Camp demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/7970854958025829891?assets=true

1/16/2018 – Working in Your Transcript and Path Structure

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1601297236985767691?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
19 and 23 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not
included in the link above. After the demonstrations is introduced, the recording
above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.

To view the Working in your transcript demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/130064917183565058?assets=true
To view the Path Structure demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5537972176469600002?assets=true

1/18/2018 – Updating Your Base Camp Profile

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/592868052987334914?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 11
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Base Camp Profile demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4890910683035072515?assets=true

1/24/2018 – Pathways Mentor Program

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3106666094543397645?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 19
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Mentor Program demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4836250661639449601?assets=true

1/26/2018 – Working in Projects

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8780735432144256523?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 23
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view Working in Projects demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6260302937562928130?assets=true

1/31/2018 – Projects in Levels 3 through 5

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/7567057114118539009?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 13
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view Projects in Levels 3 through 5 demonstrations, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5127001118567228163?assets=true

2/2/2018 – Members of Multiple Clubs

https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/2163053121157168386?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 16
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.

To view the Members of Multiple Clubs demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3800949413567785474?assets=true

2/7/2018 – External Training

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/7680059421818016513?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 13
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the External Training demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1057411716168099331?assets=true

2/14/2018 – Pathways Evaluations

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2785555923137302539?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 23
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Evaluations demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8417474382935629825?assets=true

2/16/2018 – Tutorials and resources and Uploading documents to Base Camp

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/3059813705569298689?assets=true

Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
21 and 23 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not
included in the link above. After the demonstrations are introduced, the recording
above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Tutorials and Resources demonstration, please use the link
below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2737672191792235267?assets=true
To view the Uploading documents to Base Camp demonstration, please
use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6300880414646850051?assets=true

2/21/2018 – Pathways Core Competencies and Meeting Roles and Dates

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/7954521713676400642?assets=true
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
22 and 23 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not
included in the link above. After the demonstrations are introduced, the recording
above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Core Competencies demonstration, please use the
link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4660089108249789186?assets=true
To view the Meeting Role Dates demonstration, please use the link below.
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4065251118599728129?assets=true
2/23/2018 – Feedback on Base Camp, Using Search on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1888772249491543814
Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced approximately
22 and 23 minutes into the recording above, following the answers to presubmitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not

included in the link above. After the demonstrations are introduced, the recording
above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Feedback on Base Camp demonstration, please use the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8850394992005737218
To view the Using Search on Base Camp demonstration, please us the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6034016848178444802
2/28/2018 – Badges on Base Camp
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5953326988395184904

Note: The demonstration portions of this webinar are introduced
approximately 16 minutes into the recording above, following the answers
to pre-submitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and
are not included in the link above. After the demonstrations are introduced,
the recording above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Badges on Base Camp demonstration, please use the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2104050029270424065
3/02/2018 – Base Camp Manager
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8578976148728523266

Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced
approximately 12 minutes into the recording above, following the answers
to pre-submitted questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and
are not included in the link above.
The recording will be blank for approximately 30 minutes and will return
with follow-up questions and closing thoughts arounc 42 minutes and 30
seconds into the recording.
To view the Base Camp Manager demonstration, please use the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/626201947958462465

3/07/2018 – Pathways Start page
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5833825467775393282

Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced
approximately 20 minutes into the recording above, following the answers
to pre-submitted questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is
not included in the link above. After the demonstration is introduced, the
recording above will skip to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Start Page demonstration, please use the link below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5623480097265779969
3/09/2018 – Pathways Path Structure and Working in Your Transcript
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4067015835099860739
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 25
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above. After the demonstration is introduced, the recording above will skip to
follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Pathways Path Structure demonstration, please use the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5579258839197296641
To view the Working in Your Transcript demonstration, please use the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2023092988318619649

3/14/2018 – Working in and Navigating Projects
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/7345232843163246599
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 27
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. This demonstration was pre-recorded and is not included in the link
above.

To view the Working in and Navigating Projects demonstration*, please use
the link below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6382714866655880195
*This demonstration mentions that members will have a profile on, and access to
log in to Base Camp whether or not they have selected a path. Please be aware
that due to a recent update to the Pathways Start page, this is no longer
accurate. Members will receive a profile on Base Camp as soon as they have
selected a path on Base Camp or in printed materials. Prior to selecting their
path, members will not have access to log in to Base Camp and will not be visible
in Base Camp search results.

3/16/2018 – Pathways Launch Emails and Start Page
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/848780485120895234
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 20
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not included in the
link above. After the demonstrations are introduced, the recording above will skip
to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Launch Email demonstration, please use the link below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5104018027746641154
To view the Start page demonstration, please use the link below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5623480097265779969

3/21/2018 – Tutorials and Resources and Base Camp Profile
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1652371752535712002
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 16
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not included in the
link above. After the demonstrations are introduced, the recording above will skip
to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Tutorials and Resources demonstration, please use the link
below:

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8596889392593650691
To view the Base Camp Profile demonstration, please use the link below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1962704511430451969

3/23/2018 – Level Completions and the Pathways Mentor Program
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2477336426411921923
Note: The demonstration portion of this webinar is introduced approximately 17
minutes into the recording above, following the answers to pre-submitted
questions. These demonstrations were pre-recorded and are not included in the
link above. After the demonstrations are introduced, the recording above will skip
to follow-up questions and closing thoughts.
To view the Level Completions demonstration, please use the link below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/1481545029020098050
To view the Pathways Mentor program demonstration, please use the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5320636112446509313

